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ABSTRACT

Abstract
Cataracts are a clouding of the normally transparent lens of the eye. They result in varying
degrees of visual impairment due to light scattering that occurs as light passes across the cataract
affected lens. Paediatric cataracts can be present at birth (congenital) or develop anytime through
childhood up to the late teenage years. Paediatric cataract has an estimated prevalence of 2.2-13.6
per 10,000 births worldwide and approximately one in four cases has a genetic basis to their disease.
Inherited paediatric cataracts can occur as an isolated phenotype, in combination with other ocular
features or as part of a syndrome. To date, over 50 genes and loci have been linked to isolated
paediatric cataracts and over 200 have been linked to syndromic forms. Studying the genetic causes
of paediatric cataracts will enable a better understanding of the molecular mechanisms that
underpin a healthy lens and in doing so, create opportunities to improve preventive care and
treatment options for all cataract cases. The identification of new genes and mutations will improve
molecular diagnostic rates, with current known genes accounting for only 60-70% of familial cases.
The overarching aim of this project is to identify the genetic basis of disease in unsolved families
from Australia’s largest repository of paediatric cataract DNA samples. This aim was achieved
through three complementary studies: a gene screen of known isolated paediatric cataract genes;
novel gene discovery using a combination of linkage analysis and massively parallel sequencing; and
extended investigation of variant pathogenicity using in vitro and in vivo methodologies.
The gene screen aimed to identify putative disease-causing variants in known genes, to
provide a molecular diagnosis for numerous families, and investigate variants impacting non-coding
regions of known genes. Thirty-three families were investigated, containing one to seven individuals
with DNA available and a maximum of four affected cases. Whole genome sequencing (WGS) was
performed on one affected individual in each family. Rare (MAF ≤0.01) and predicted pathogenic
SNPs and indels were filtered from the coding and non-coding regions of 50 isolated congenital
cataract genes. Sanger sequencing was used to assess variant segregation in the family. Positive
control families CSA182 and CSA196 had their respective known coding BFSP1 c.1124delA and noncoding FLT c.-168G>T variants identified, confirming the effectiveness of filtering parameters used.
Segregating coding variants were observed in 29% (9/31) of families, with 89% (8/9) of those classed
as pathogenic or likely pathogenic. Five of these variants were identified in connexin genes GJA3 and

xviii

GJA8, a recurrent variant was observed in CRYAA, and variants in COL4A1 and LEMD2 are likely to be
disease causing and may cause additional pathologies. Incomplete penetrance was identified for
coding variants in six families, with variants in the BFSP2 (CQLD130) and MIP (CRCH4) genes strong
candidates. Additionally, variants in CRYBB1 (CTAS34) and CRYBA2 (CSA196) are hypothesised to be
altering disease severity in addition to other causative variants identified in those families. Noncoding variants were identified in five families. A putative disease-causing c.-383G>T variant in PAX6
(CTAS34) resides in the gene’s P1 promoter and, in family CSA169, a deep intronic NHS variant was
identified, with both prioritised for further investigation. The remaining unsolved families form a
cohort available for screening novel genes and for novel gene discovery.
The second study utilised genome-wide parametric linkage analysis and massively parallel
sequencing for novel gene discovery. Three families were investigated, each containing DNA for 16
(CRCH24) or 7 (CRCH65 and CSA93) individuals, with a minimum of 5 affected cases. Regions with a
LOD>1 were investigated for rare, predicted pathogenic variants in WGS of an affected individual
from each family. In the largest family, CRCH24, linkage analysis eliminated 97.74% of the genome
from investigation and structural variant calling identified a 2.8kb intronic NHS deletion, that
overlaps with a comparable deletion in a published family with isolated congenital cataracts. This
deletion is highly likely to be causing disease and is hypothesised to remove a deep intronic feature
required for correct transcript splicing, a novel mechanism for cataracts that has been prioritised for
further investigation. In families CRCH65 and CSA93 whole exome sequencing in additional cases
was used to filter SNPs and indels. Linkage analysis reduced the investigated genomic areas (LOD>1)
to 1.87% and 3.88% in families CRCH65 and CSA93 respectively. In family CRCH65, a PRR12 variant
causing a p.Thr74Pro residue change is the leading candidate. In family CSA93, variants were
identified in PRX and IPO11, genes that both result in an altered lens morphology in murine
knockout models. Investigation into the role of PRX and IPO11 as putative cataract susceptibility
genes is recommended. Investigation of structural variants are also recommended as a future step
before further conclusions can be made in families CRCH65 and CSA93.
The third study utilised in vitro and in vivo techniques to investigate candidate variants
identified in a previously studied family (CRVEEH66) with significant linkage at Xq24-25 (LOD=2.53),
containing a truncating 127kb deletion of PGRMC1, and suggestive linkage at 1q42.2-43 (LOD=2.44),
containing an ERO1B c.662C>T (p.Ala221Val) variant. The ERO1B variant is not highly conserved and
a minigene splicing assay was unable to detect altered splicing in lens epithelial cells despite in silico
predictions. Morpholino (MO) antisense oligo knockdown of PGRMC1 or ERO1B was performed in
zebrafish (Danio rerio). Loss of either gene in early development lead to cataract formation. Cataract
formation from ero1b gene knockdown (p=<0.0001 compared to control MO) was interpreted with
xix

caution due to likely off target effects and confounding global dysmorphism in the larvae. The
pgrmc1 gene knockdown lead to significant cataract formation (p=<0.0001 compared to control MO)
with a translation blocking MO only. However, the translation blocking MO best replicates the
hemizygous affected male variant carriers in the family. Additionally, comparable PGRMC1 deletions
have been observed to cause congenital cataracts in two unrelated individuals. The PGRMC1 gene is
a novel cause of paediatric congenital cataracts and is thought to act through altered cholesterol
biosynthesis.
This is the first study to utilise whole genome sequencing to investigate a cohort of
paediatric cataract cases with hereditary disease. The utility of parametric linkage analysis, for novel
gene discovery in smaller families, has been demonstrated when used in combination with massively
parallel sequencing. In vivo studies assisted in confirming PGRMC1 as a novel cataract gene, which
should be added to clinical screening panels. The 2.8kb intronic NHS deletion in CRCH24 further
supports the growing importance of investigating structural variants in this disease. Additionally, the
investigation of non-coding variants in the gene screen indicates that they likely account for a
portion of all unsolved cases. Investigation of both structural and non-coding variants was facilitated
by whole genome sequencing, that has also created versatility for future research in the remaining
unsolved cases. Findings from this project have enabled a molecular diagnosis for several families
and the addition of PGRMC1 to screening panels may provide a molecular diagnosis for others.
Findings from this project will expand the current understanding of cataract genetics and
pathogenesis.
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CHAPTER 1 Introduction

CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Cataracts are a clouding of the normally transparent lens of the eye and are the world’s
leading cause of blindness and second leading cause of moderate or severe vision impairment1. In
2020, cataract is estimated to cause 13.4 million individuals to be blind and 57.1 million individuals
to have moderate or severe vision impairment1. Cataracts have been listed as a priority eye disease
in the World Health Organisation’s ‘Vision 2020 – The Right to Sight’ initiative and were a focus in
the World Health Organisation’s 2014-2019 Global action plan, to reduce avoidable vision
impairment by 25%, by 20192. This dissertation focuses on childhood onset cataracts with a genetic
basis of disease. Enhancing our understanding of the genetic basis of childhood cataracts will lead to
a better diagnosis accuracy and outcomes for patients with inherited disease. The study of cataract
causing mechanisms will lead to a better understanding of the biology of the lens and could lead to
improved treatments and outcomes for all cataract patients.

1.1 THE EYE AND LENS
1.1.1 The eye, gross anatomy and vision
Over half of the body’s sensory receptors are in the eye and a large proportion of the
cerebral cortex is dedicated to the processing of visual information3. The eye is made up of highly
specialised structures (Figure 1.1) that work to detect visible light. The iris constricts, or dilates, to
control the amount of light entering the eye after it has initially been admitted by the transparent
cornea. Both the cornea and the lens focus the light on to the retina at the back of the eye. The
majority of the focusing is performed by the cornea through fixed refraction, while the lens
facilitates fine adjustments (accommodation) to get a clear focus of objects at varying distances. The
retina contains photoreceptors which are specialised cells that convert light rays into nerve
impulses. Those nerve signals are sent to the brain for processing, via the optic nerve, resulting in a
perceived visual image.
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Figure 1.1 A diagrammatic cross section of the eye
Diagrammatic representation of a cross section of the eye, displaying the normal anatomy of this organ.
(Source: Gordon4).

1.1.2 Gross anatomy of the lens
The structure of the adult lens (Figure 1.2) consists of an outer capsule that surrounds two
specialised epithelial cell populations. Located on the anterior face of the lens is a layer of cuboidal
cells, with the germinative zone found in this layer which contains the only proliferating cells of the
lens5. The majority of the cells produced in the germinative zone migrate posteriorly and
differentiate into fibre cells6. These fibre cells make up the remaining bulk of the lens, which equates
to more than 95% of the lens tissue volume7. The elongated fibre cells form concentric layers around
the nuclear region. The nuclear region consists of the first ‘primary’ fibre cells formed during lens
development whilst in-utero. Secondary fibre cell formation continues throughout life and without
cell turnover or shedding. This means a complete cellular history of the lens is preserved, with the
oldest rings of fibre cells buried deep in the lens and the newest cells making up the outermost
layer. Lens formation begins early in embryonic development and secondary fibre cells are those
that are laid down after birth, making up the lens cortex8. Sutures are formed at the anterior and
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posterior poles where the apical and basal ends of fibre cells growing from either side meet and
interlock with each other. Anteriorly an upright ‘Y’ suture shape is seen where the fibre cells abut at
three planes, and posteriorly on the lens an upside down ‘Y’ suture is observed. As the lens grows
throughout life the suture pattern seen becomes a more complex multi-branched star pattern that
builds over these basic ‘Y’ suture shapes.

Figure 1.2 Diagrammatic representation of the human lens
Enclosed within the lens capsule are two special epithelial cell populations; a simple cuboidal epithelium on
the anterior face and elongating fibre cells that proliferate from the germinative zones. Mature lens fibre cells
reach from the anterior to posterior sutures, which are formed when the cells from each hemisphere abut
each other. The nuclear region contains fibre cells formed during embryonic development and this is
surrounded by the cortex which contains secondary fibre cells, which are continually laid down throughout life.
(source: Levin et al.5).
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1.1.3 The lens is a transparent tissue
The transparent nature of lens tissue is imperative for the transmission of an undistorted
and focused image onto the retina. This transparency indicates a fundamental difference in the
structural organisation of lens tissue, as well as the cornea and vitreous of the eye, in comparison to
other tissues of the body. Tissues are opaque due to the removal of energy from the incident beam
of light by either absorption and/or elastic scattering7. Light scattering occurs at boundaries of
different cellular components as a result of a difference in their refractive index. This is most often at
the border of cells, or within cells between various cellular components such as nucleic acids and
proteins, as well as organelle membranes which tend to have a higher refractive index than the
surrounding cytoplasm7.
Numerous structural adaptations within the lens have resulted in a uniform medium for light
rays to pass through. This minimises spatial fluctuations in the refractive index in and around cells
which gives the lens a glass like appearance. Most modifications occur during lens fibre cell
differentiation; the cells elongate, express very high amounts of crystallin protein, acquire several
specialisations to their plasma membranes and degrade their membrane-bound organelles5.
Crystallins are highly stable water-soluble molecules and the main cytoplasmic protein in lens fibre
cells. These crystallins account for approximately 40% of the wet weight of fibre cells, which is a
protein concentration roughly three times higher than that of other cells9. The high concentration of
these proteins creates a high refractive index for the lens, and the process of destructive
interference between these proteins reduces light scatter and creates transparency7. Tight packing
of the lens fibres is physically achieved by adhesive interactions between the lens fibre cells7,
resulting in an ordered arrangement of the hexagonal shaped cells. This ordered arrangement
notably reduces the amount of extracellular space which decreases the amount of light scattering
that would otherwise occur. Organelle degeneration is a process that starts during embryonic
development and continues throughout life to maintain an organelle free zone in the lens7. The lens
is also an avascular structure from the late foetal stage of development onwards7. Both the loss of
organelles and blood vessels occurs to eliminate light scattering and prevent light from being
absorbed by the haem pigments in the blood7.

1.2 CATARACT
A cataract is a loss of the normal transparent nature of the lens tissue. This occurs when the
normal structure or function of cellular components in the lens are altered, which causes light
scattering or light absorption in the tissue. Opacification can occur to all or specific regions of the
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lens, distorting the image that is focused onto the retina at the back of the eye. This results in
varying degrees of visual impairment. A wide variety of mechanisms are known to result in cataract.
These can have either an environmental or genetic basis, or can be multifactorial and involve a
combination of both genetic and environmental influences.
Cataracts are classified according to their age of onset. However, opacification can develop
over varying lengths of time before they gain clinical attention and, therefore, age of onset may not
be exact. Age-related cataract is the most commonly occurring and well-known form of cataracts,
with an age of onset from 50 years. In comparison, childhood cataract is a rare disease. Traditionally,
they have been classed as ‘congenital’ if they occur in a child’s first year of life, and ‘paediatric’ or
‘juvenile’ if they occur later in childhood; but these terms are often used interchangeably.

1.2.1 Cataract phenotypes
The appearance of cataracts is often highly variable between individuals. A difference in
appearance and severity between each eye may also be observed in patients with bilateral cataracts.
Subtle cataract phenotypes may go unnoticed for a period of time, or cataract may develop slowly
until becoming clinically significant and requiring treatment.
Cataract severity is widely assessed and graded using the Lens Opacifications Classification
System III10. However, there is no single classification system in use to describe cataract phenotypes.
Most frequently, cataracts are described by the morphological region of the lens that they occupy,
such as: nuclear (Figure 1.3A), polar, lamellar, complete, sutural (Figure 1.3B), or membranous. If
required, a more specific description of the cataract’s location is given; for example, posterior subcapsular cataract (Figure 1.3C). Classification according to the appearance of the cataract also
occurs. Figure 1.3D displays two examples of this. This cataract is described as cerulean due to its
blue-dot like opacities and coralliform due to the processes radiating out from the centre of the lens.
In other instances, cataracts are named for the family in which it was initially documented in or the
ophthalmologist first describing the condition.
The cataract phenotype that a patient has may also affect the visual symptoms that they
experience. Distance vision is typically impacted by nuclear cataracts, whereas reduced near vision
clarity and light glare is more often experienced in those with a posterior subcapsular cataract11.
Other common cataract symptoms include blurred vision and haloes from light.
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Figure 1.3 Cataract phenotype examples
A. Diagrammatic representation of nuclear cataract position of opacification (clouding) in the lens, viewed from
both the front and sagittal plane (adapted from Gordon4). B. Image of sutural cataract, the white of the cataract
is seen against the black, transparent, regions of the lens (Image from Sukhija et al.12). C. Posterior subcapsular
cataract diagrammatically represented from the front and sagittal plane (adapted from Gordon 4). D. Image of
cerulean and coralliform cataract, white coralliform clouding radiating out from the centre of the lens with
cerulean (blue-dots) observed against the black of the transparent lens (Image from Khan et al.13).

1.2.2 Cataract treatment
Many individuals have a cataract related visual impairment that impedes them from
performing daily tasks. Surgery is required to remove a cataract affected lens. This procedure is
performed by a specially trained clinician. During cataract surgery, an incision is made in the side of
the eye to allow access to the lens. The cataractous tissue is gently broken up and removed.
Typically, an artificial lens or intraocular lens (IOL), is inserted in place of the lens to assist with
focusing of light onto the retina. Cataract is classed as a treatable disease due to availability of this
effective surgical treatment2.
Paediatric cataracts have different surgical concerns and postoperative requirements in
comparison to the more commonly performed adult procedure. The timing of childhood cataract
removal and IOL implantation must be carefully planned to accommodate visual development and
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eye growth. Some children with severe cataracts may require surgery within 6 weeks of birth to
account for a key period of visual development and prevent stimulus deprivation derived amblyopia,
strabismus and nystagmus11, 14. Children’s eyes continue to develop until they are 8-10 years old and
IOL power must be correctly calculated to meet the child’s future needs when fully grown. Eye
growth is most rapid over a child’s first 12-18 months15, and children who undergo cataract surgery
prior to 1 year are often left aphakic (without a lens)16 requiring secondary IOL implantation at an
older age. Postoperative rehabilitation may be intensive to help develop eye-brain connections and
exercises to correctly focus, but an additional need for glasses or contact lenses may occur.
Secondary posterior capsular cataract and glaucoma17-19 are some of the most frequent
postoperative complications observed following congenital cataract removal.

1.2.3 Paediatric cataract
Paediatric cataract has an estimated prevalence of 2.2 per 10,000 births in Australia20.
Globally, the prevalence of congenital cataract is estimated to be 4.24 per 10,00021. Rare diseases
are those with an estimated prevalence of less than 5 per 10,000 individuals22 and, therefore,
congenital cataract is classed as a rare disease.
Paediatric cataracts are known to have both environmental and genetic aetiologies. The
known environmental causes are varied, and examples include direct trauma to the eye, intrauterine
drug exposure, and metabolic disorder in the mother. Infectious diseases are also a known
environmental cause. Rubella is one key example of this, with countries who have implemented
immunisation programs for rubella also recording a subsequent reduction in congenital cataract
occurrence in the population20.
Paediatric cataracts with a genetic cause are monogenic, with autosomal dominant
Mendelian inheritance most commonly reported, but autosomal recessive and X-linked disease are
also observed23. Single base changes, or small copy number variations that impact a single genes
function, cause most of the familial cases of paediatric cataracts. However, for example, large
chromosomal abnormalities can result in conditions such as trisomy 21 (Down syndrome, OMIM
190685), which can include a paediatric cataract phenotype. Individuals with a hereditary basis for
their disease account for 8.3-25% of all congenital cataract cases23-25.
Hereditary paediatric cataracts are classified as either isolated (non-syndromic) or
syndromic. However, the boundary between these terms is not clear-cut and this disease should
instead be considered on a spectrum between the two. Isolated cataracts refer to those cases in
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which the cataracts occur alone. However, isolated congenital cataract cases often also have varying
degrees of other additional ocular abnormalities or minor systemic abnormalities. Currently, there is
no clear distinction that determines when an individual will instead be classed as having syndromic
congenital cataract. At the far end of the disease spectrum, the syndromic paediatric cataract
manifests as a minor feature in relation to the other phenotypes in most syndromes. Clinically, a
congenital cataract is often recognised early in these syndromes and can enable early diagnosis.
Paediatric cataracts are phenotypically and genetically heterogeneous and overall not enough is
known to establish firm links between a cataract’s genotype and phenotype. Clinically, this means
causative genes cannot be inferred upon examination.

1.2.4 Cataract genes and disease mechanisms
Both age-related and paediatric cataracts have an established genetic link. For age-related
cataracts, known genetic associations act to increase the susceptibility of the lens to environmental
insults that occur over its lifetime. These genetic variants are not damaging enough to cause
opacification in the lens alone. In comparison, the genetic variants that cause paediatric cataracts
are sufficiently damaging that lens opacification occurs early in the lifetime, before exposure to
environmental insults. A comparison of the genetic contribution in both age-related and paediatric
cataracts are presented in Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4 A comparison of the genetic cause of paediatric verses age-related cataract
Paediatric cataracts result from a severe variant in a gene, causing light scattering in the lens during childhood.
Age-related cataracts may have many underlying mild or common genetic variant that result in an underlying
susceptibility to environmental insults, causing a slow build-up of protein aggregates over time and light
scatting in the lens later in life. A breakdown of the major categories and frequency of genes where variants
are identified to cause isolated paediatric cataracts is also displayed. (Adapted from: Shiels & Hejtmancik26)

Considerable progress has been made into identifying the causative genes of paediatric
cataracts. Over 200 genes and loci have been reported for all forms of inherited congenital cataracts
(Cat-Map27 March 2020) with deleterious variants in each gene that are sufficient to cause early
onset disease. For isolated paediatric cataracts specifically, over 52 genes and loci have been
reported28. Variants that result in paediatric cataracts are most often identified in structural
proteins and have also impacted developmental genes or transcription factors, enzymes, other
signalling molecules and non-coding RNA genes. Discussed below is a wide-ranging, but not
exhaustive, list of genes known to cause paediatric cataract to convey the variety of genes and
mechanisms that are already known to cause disease.
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1.2.4.1 Cytosolic structural proteins
Lens fibre cells have a cytosolic protein content higher than any other body cell, with
crystallins comprising approximately 40% of the cell’s wet weight9. These proteins are characterised
as either alpha- (), beta- () or gamma- () crystallins according to the molecular weight of the
native protein produced29. -crystallin proteins form large complexes composed of two subunits
called A- and B-. The -crystallin proteins are members of the small heat shock protein family.
These proteins act as molecular chaperones in lens fibre cells, with functions that include inhibiting
apoptosis and remodelling of the cytoskeleton29. Twenty different variants, in the A-crystallin gene
(CRYAA) have been reported as the primary cause of paediatric cataract (Cat-Map27 March 2020)
with autosomal dominant inheritance, frequently accompanied by microcornea (OMIM 604219).
Variants in the B-crystallin gene (CRYAB) cause isolated paediatric cataracts or paediatric cataracts
that are accompanied by cardiac and muscle disorders (OMIM 613763 and OMIM 608810). Eighteen
different variants in the CRYAB gene have been reported to cause paediatric cataracts (Cat-Map27
March 2020).
The - and -crystallins are grouped together as a superfamily of genes, as they all encode
four Greek key motifs in their protein structures29. The genetic structure of the - and -crystallin
genes differentiate the two, with each Greek key motif encoded by a single exon for the β-crystallin
and two motifs encoded by a single exon in the -crystallins29. Collectively, 137 different variants
have been reported to cause paediatric cataracts, across six -crystallin genes (CRYBA1, CRYBA2,
CRYBA4, CRYBB1, CRYBB2 and CRYBB3) and five -crystallin genes (CRYGA, CRYGB, CRYGC, CRYGD,
CRYGS) (Cat-Map27 March 2020). Variants in these families of crystallin genes usually cause light
scattering as a result of altered protein folding, leading to decreased protein solubility, or
precipitation, in the lens fibre cells26, 30.

1.2.4.2 Membrane structural proteins
Adherens junctions and gap junctions are well represented in the lens and variants in these
proteins have been reported to cause paediatric cataracts7. In lens fibre cells, gap junctions make up
50% of the membrane surface and connect adjoining cells along their broad surface31. The high
quantity of gap junctions also serves to create a functional syncytium, or interconnected cellular
network. The syncytium plays a critical role in metabolic homeostasis of lens cells, enabling
movement of small biomolecules such as metabolites, nutrients and ions directly between cells32.
This is especially important with the avascular nature of the lens where cells cannot access capillary
networks for nutrient uptake and waste removal. Gap junctions are composed of connexin proteins.
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In the lens, two connexin proteins, GJA3 and GJA8 (Cx46 and Cx50), are expressed at high levels and
are seen in the cell membranes of fibre cells 7. Sixty-two different GJA8 variants have been reported
to cause isolated paediatric cataracts, which frequently have an accompanying microcornea
phenotype as well as other ocular conditions such as aphakic glaucoma sometimes observed (OMIM
116200) (Cat-Map27 March 2020). In the GJA3 gene, 41 different variants have been reported,
resulting in cataracts with autosomal dominant inheritance (OMIM 601885) (Cat-Map27 March
2020). Dysfunction of lens connexins cause opacification by disrupting the movement of important
growth factors and signalling molecules, cell adhesion, and disrupting homeostasis within the lens33.
An integral membrane protein encoded by the MIP gene is the most highly expressed
membrane protein of the lens and accounts for as much as 50% of the total protein in the lens fibre
cell membrane5. MIP (major intrinsic protein) is a member of the aquaporin family and 27 different
variants are reported to cause paediatric cataracts in an autosomal dominant manner (OMIM
615274) (Cat-Map27 March 2020). The aquaporins formed by this gene’s product are thought to
structurally resemble a typical aquaporin but have more of an adhesive role than a typical water
channel7. Cataract causing variants can interfere with the protein’s ability to integrate into the
plasma membrane, disrupting both the cell-cell adhesion and water transport which leads to
opacification8, 32.
Lens intrinsic membrane protein 2 (LIM2) is the second most abundant membrane protein in
the fibre cells of the lens32. Three different variants have been reported to cause autosomal
recessive isolated paediatric cataracts34-36 (OMIM 615277). Recently, autosomal dominant cataracts
have been reported to be caused by a heterozygous LIM2 variant in two separate families37. LIM2 is
thought to also have an adhesive function in holding lens fibre cells closely together, like that of the
MIP gene7. However, LIM2 variants also likely cause cataract through interrupted cell-cell
communication and membrane trafficking37.

1.2.4.3 Cytoskeletal structural proteins
There are three major cytoskeletal proteins in the lens; vimentin, filensin (beaded filament
structural protein 1), and phakinin (beaded filament structural protein 2) encoded by the VIM, BFSP1
and BFSP2 genes respectively. The BFSP1 and BFSP2 proteins combine to form a type of
intermediate filament, unique to the lens, in the presence of -crystallin. Fourteen different variants
have been reported to cause paediatric cataracts across both the BFSP1 (OMIM 611391) and BFSP2
(OMIM 611597) genes (Cat-Map27 March 2020). The VIM gene encodes vimentin, a type III
intermediate filament protein. In 2009, Muller et al.38 identified a cataract causing variant in this
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gene (OMIM 116300) and flagged vimentin as having an important functional role in normal lens
biology. Since then, two addition cataract causing VIM variants have been reported39, 40 .

1.2.4.4 Developmental genes or transcription factors
Development and differentiation of the lens and its cells is a complex process that occurs
under the control of several genes and their products. Except for heat-shock transcription factor 4
(HSF4), cataract causing genes in this category move towards the syndromic end of the paediatric
cataract disease spectrum, as mutations in these genes also cause a range of ocular or other
abnormalities in addition to paediatric cataracts.
In the HSF4 gene, 24 different variants have been reported to cause isolated congenital
cataracts (OMIM 116800) (Cat-Map27 March 2020). HSF4 is a member of a family of heat-shock
transcription factors, which function to control expression of heat-shock response genes under
conditions of cellular stress. Alternate splicing of the HSF4 mRNA results in both inhibition and
activation of the expression of heat-shock genes in different tissues41. Dominant mutations in HSF4
impact the highly conserved DNA binding domain of the transcription factor, whereas the mutations
with recessive inheritance sit outside this domain42.
Other transcription factors that can also produce a congenital cataract phenotype when
genetically altered, include the PITX3, PAX6, FOXE3 and MAF genes. The PITX3 gene product is
critical for fibre cell differentiation and epithelial cell maintenance, and variants in this gene
predominantly result in autosomal dominant paediatric cataracts (OMIM 610623). In lens induction,
PAX6 is implicated as the master gene leading to lens development and differentiation, whilst also
inducing early expression of the α-crystallin genes32 with numerous PAX6 variants reported to cause
disease that can include cataract (OMIM 106210). Variants in FOXE3 cause cataract alongside a
broad spectrum of other ocular defects (OMIM 610256 and OMIM 107250). Finally, variants in the
MAF gene can cause Ayme-Gripp syndrome (OMIM 601088) or isolated paediatric cataracts with or
without microcornea (OMIM 610202).

1.2.4.5 Enzymes
Variants in genes encoding enzymes are also known to cause paediatric cataracts. In these
instances, the cataract is often an indirect consequence of a systemic deficiency or metabolic
disease most often caused though a disruption within a biochemical pathway. Additionally, these
tend to occur with autosomal recessive inheritance. Galactokinase is an enzyme responsible for a
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step in the metabolism of galactose. Variants in the galactokinase 1 gene (GALK1) cause
galactosemia, and of interest here, are the 25 reported variants that cause autosomal recessive
galactokinase deficiency with cataract (OMIM 230200) (Cat-Map27 March 2020). In these
galactokinase deficient cases, cataracts develop through a build-up of galactitol in the lens, and
young patients are required to be on a lactose free diet to reduce the risk of cataract development43.
Lanosterol synthase (LSS) catalyses a step in the biosynthesis of cholesterol and two different
mutations have been identified that result in isolated paediatric cataracts44. The GCNT2 gene
encodes an enzyme that converts the childhood i antigen to the adult I antigen on red blood cells,
and some variants can cause both an adult i blood type and paediatric cataracts45 (OMIM 116700).

1.2.4.6 Signalling molecules
The EPHA2 gene encodes the protein ‘EPH receptor A2’ which is a member of the ephrin
receptor group. Twenty-two variants have been reported to cause isolated paediatric cataracts in
both an autosomal dominant and recessive manner (OMIM 116600) (Cat-Map27 March 2020). This
gene is a good example to illustrate how variants with less severe effects can contribute to agerelated cataracts. To date, seven variants have been reported to be associated with age-related
cortical cataracts in the EPHA2 gene; rs477558 46, rs6678616, rs116506614 and rs3754334 47,
rs7543472 and rs11260867 48, 49, and rs7548209 46, 47.

1.2.4.7 Non-coding RNA genes
Variants in non-coding RNAs have been identified to cause congenital cataracts. This has
occurred in both a micro-RNA gene and a long non-coding RNA gene. A single +57C>T change has
been reported in the critical seed region of micro-RNA gene MIR184, and has been observed in three
independent families50-52. This MIR184 variant causes EDICT syndrome (OMIM 614303), which is
characterised by congenital cataracts and keratoconus in patients. miR-184 is the most abundant
miRNA in lens and corneal tissue53. Micro-RNAs control gene expression by binding to mRNA
molecules, which influences translation and mRNA stability54. Another example of non-coding
variation causing cataract is a splice site variant in the long non-coding RNA gene RP1-140A9.1,
which was recently identified, but the disease-causing mechanism behind the cataract development
has yet to be elucidated55. This was identified in a long-studied pedigree known as the large
Volkmann cataract family56, 57.
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1.2.4.8 Allelic diseases – one gene, two disease outcomes
Vast genetic heterogeneity is seen with paediatric cataracts. There are approximately 13
known genes that have been identified to cause both autosomal dominant and autosomal recessive
isolated cataracts28. Additionally, several genes are known to have variants that produce isolated
paediatric cataracts, as one of two allelic conditions. Variants in the MAF transcription factor,
discussed above, cause both isolated paediatric cataracts (OMIM 610202) and Ayme-Gripp
Syndrome (OMIM 601088). These allelic conditions depend on the protein region impacted, with
Ayme-Gripp Syndrome caused by changes in the N-terminal transactivation domain of the protein58.
Variants in the NHS (NHS actin remodelling regulator) gene cause Nance-Horan Syndrome
(OMIM 302350); a disorder in which congenital cataracts are a feature alongside dental anomalies,
dysmorphic features and, in some cases, mental retardation59. However, instances of an allelic
disease was observed in 2009 when Coccia et al.60 (following previous studies61, 62) reported a
complex duplication-triplication rearrangement and intragenic deletion of the NHS gene that
resulted in isolated X-linked congenital cataract (CXN, OMIM 302200). It is thought that altered
regulation of the NHS gene produces the less severe isolated congenital cataract phenotype60.
Allelic conditions are also observed with genetic variants in the AGK (acylglycerol kinase) and
WFS1 (Wolfram) genes. Variants in AGK have been reported to cause either isolated congenital
cataract63 (OMIM 610345) or Sengers syndrome64 (OMIM 212350). Similarly, variants in the Wolfram
gene (WFS1), which typically cause Wolfram or Wolfram-like syndrome (OMIM 222300), have been
seen to cause an isolated cataract phenotype (OMIM 116400) in a family with autosomal dominant
disease65.

1.2.5 Additional inherited paediatric cataract genes awaiting discovery
Newer sequencing technologies have been readily embraced for identifying the genetic basis
of familial cataracts. In combination with the suite of genes already known to cause the disease,
massively parallel sequencing techniques have enabled more efficient screening of numerous genes
in individuals. However, these gene screens demonstrate that only a proportion of isolated
congenital cataract cases are explained by disease-causing variants in currently known genes.
Variant identification rates in these screens have been reported to be as high as 70-75%39, 66 and as
low as 26%67, with the remainder of studies achieving detection rates between 58-63%40, 68, 69. In
comparison to targeted gene panels, whole exome sequencing has also been utilised to screen
known genes in congenital cataract patients, with these having variant identification rates of 4350%70, 71. A portion of the differences in detection rates observed between these studies can be
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attributed to the differences in the genes selected for screening, cohort variability and even nongenetic aetiology of included singletons. However, a portion of those cases screened do have a true
genetic aetiology and remain unsolved following these studies. This indicates that more cataract
causing genes are awaiting discovery and could account for disease in unsolved cases.
Linkage analysis studies have been the basis of most novel congenital cataract gene findings.
However, there remain several reported loci that have not yet had their underlying genetic
mechanism resolved. Many of these unresolved reported loci, known as ‘orphan’ loci, will contain
novel cataract genes that could account for disease in other families. In 2010, at the inception of CatMap27, at least 16 ‘orphan’ loci were reported for inherited cataract. Currently, at least 15 of
‘orphan’ loci remain unresolved72-86. Similarly, reported chromosomal rearrangements, identified in
congenital cataract families, have not yet had their translocation breakpoints resolved. These
breakpoints could disrupt a gene not previously seen to cause cataracts, which could account for
disease in other families. At least three of these chromosomal rearrangements, reported in CatMap27, have not had a putative underlying gene disruption resolved that could account for the
congenital cataracts observed87-89. Each of these families, and reported loci, may well reveal a novel
cataract gene that may account for disease in other cases of inherited paediatric cataract.

1.3 OUR REPOSITORY OF PAEDIATRIC CATARACT DNA
This body of work investigates families from Australia’s largest repository of paediatric
cataract DNA samples. This repository was founded in the late 1990s20 and has continued to expand
beyond the initial cohort of 39 families. Participants have been recruited from the south-eastern
states of Australia and the repository now contains in excess of 200 families. These families range in
size from large multigenerational to smaller nuclear families, as well as some singleton cases. All
participants have a reported family history and suspected genetic basis for their paediatric cataracts.
Families from our repository have already contributed to the identification of novel
paediatric cataract genes; beginning with the identification of the NHS gene, in which loss of
function variants are causative of the X-linked Nance-Horan Syndrome59 (OMIM 302350). This has
enabled a molecular diagnosis for many syndromic paediatric cataract patients with Nance-Horan
syndrome and has led to the identification of isolated paediatric cataracts as an allelic condition, as
discussed in Section 1.2.4.8. Another family from our repository was one of three involved in the
identification of EPHA2 as a congenital cataract gene90. Previous investigations in the family included
the identification of significant linkage at 1ptel91, 92. Subsequent screening of EPHA2 in our repository
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achieved a molecular diagnosis for additional families and indicated links to EPHA2 variants causing
age-related cataract susceptibility93 (Section 1.2.4.6).
Linkage analysis studies have identified other loci with novel genes and underlying genetic
mechanisms that await discovery. A reported novel locus at Xq24 94 was identified in a family with
isolated paediatric cataracts, which is a region containing no known isolated cataract genes. In
another family, with syndromic paediatric cataracts, linkage has been identified at the 1p35.3p36.32 locus, with no putative disease-causing variants identified in the only known gene in the
region EPHA2 95, 96. The cause of disease in this family is still to be elucidated but will likely result in a
novel gene discovery.
Investigations of known congenital cataract genes in our repository has expanded the
spectrum of known disease-causing variants and phenotypes associated with many genes. These
genes include EPHA293, NHS59, 97, MAF98, PITX399, FTL100-102, GJA3103 and the crystallin genes104-107.
Most recently, a targeted gene screen of 51 reported congenital cataract genes has been performed
using massively parallel sequencing. This gene screen identified causative variants in 42% of the 33
cases, including 11 novel and 3 recurrent variants across eight different genes108.
The use of whole exome and whole genome sequencing has enabled the identification of a
disease-causing structural variant in our repository. A duplication of CRYBA4 and partial duplication
of the neighbouring CRYBB1 gene was identified in a family following linkage analysis107. The
investigation for copy number variants followed the inability to identify a putative disease-causing
coding variant within the linkage region. This study revealed a new genetic mechanism for isolated
paediatric cataracts, with the observation of duplication of crystallin genes for the first time107.
Javadiyan et al.108 determined that approximately 62% of families/cases in our repository
have paediatric cataracts from variants in known congenital cataracts genes. In addition to the
presence of identified cataract loci, these findings are consistent with comparable studies in the
field, indicating that only a portion of cases are explained by known genes and more cataract genes
are awaiting discovery. The use of whole exome and whole genome sequencing has enabled the
investigation of copy number variants and these, as well as other structural variants, are likely to
cause disease in other families with paediatric cataracts. Continued investigations are required to
identify genetic mechanisms causing disease in the remaining families of our repository.
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1.4 PROJECT OVERVIEW
Paediatric cataracts are a disease of the lens that leads to varying degrees of visual
impairment or blindness. Surgical removal of childhood cataracts is accompanied by many
challenges which must be carefully managed to minimise adverse impacts to visual development and
other ocular structures. Postoperative complications, such as secondary cataract and glaucoma17-19,
are not uncommon and subsequent visual complications must be managed throughout the key
learning and earning years of life. For individuals with hereditary paediatric cataracts, gaining a
molecular diagnosis through genetic testing can direct clinical management and enable genetic
counselling. Currently, gene panels do not provide a diagnosis for all patients and indicate that more
cataract genes await discovery. Identification of novel cataract genes will improve diagnostic
outcomes from gene panels and expand our understanding of lens biology and cataractogenesis.
The overarching aim of this project was to identify the genetic basis of disease in unsolved
families with isolated paediatric cataracts from Australia’s largest repository of paediatric cataract
DNA samples. We hypothesised that these families will have a genetic basis of disease, some of
which will be caused by variation in novel cataract genes. This was assessed through three
complementary studies: a gene screen of known isolated paediatric cataract genes; novel gene
discovery using a combination of linkage analysis and massively parallel sequencing; and an
extended investigation of variant pathogenicity that included the use of in vitro and in vivo
methodologies.

1.4.1 Screening known isolated paediatric cataract genes
The aim of this investigation was to assess a cohort of 31 ‘unsolved’ families and
singletons for putative disease-causing variants in known isolated cataract genes. These families
ranged in size, with the largest containing DNA for 4 affected and 3 unaffected individuals. Whole
genome sequencing of an affected individual per family enabled us to perform a gene screen against
a panel of 50 reported isolated congenital cataract genes. We hypothesised that genetic variants,
impacting known congenital cataract genes, would be causing disease in a proportion of our
unsolved families.
Families that remained unsolved, following the completion of this work, have created a
cohort of unsolved cases for screening novel genes candidates. This is an invaluable resource for a
rare disease such as paediatric cataracts. Unsolved families may also be moved into gene discovery
research for the identification of other novel genes. Finally, sequencing the entire genome allowed
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us to comprehensively screen known genes, but will also allow any genomic region (including noncoding areas) to be revisited in future investigation.

1.4.2 Gene discovery using parametric linkage analysis and whole genome
sequencing
Three ‘unsolved’ families of the repository were selected for novel gene discovery using a
combination of linkage analysis and massively parallel sequencing. These families are larger than
those investigated in the gene screen. DNA was available from between 7 to 16 family members,
with a minimum of 5 affected individuals in each family. All three of these families had previously
been involved in various screening initiatives for individual cataract genes and gene families 59, 93, 97,
104-106

and one family was involved in a more extensive gene screen108. However, all three families

remain unsolved. We hypothesised that linkage analysis would guide the discovery of a diseasecausing variant, that would impact a novel paediatric cataract gene or be in a previously
unassessed non-coding genomic region in these three families.
The investigation of these three families was divided into two sub-aims:
The first aim was to use genome-wide parametric linkage analysis to identify regions of
the genome linked to the disease phenotype in each family. SNP array data for genome-wide
genotyping was utilised and enabled fine mapping of linkage regions and the analysis of all family
members, including those with very little DNA available. This provided statistical evidence for
regions of the genome in which a putative disease-causing variant may reside and enabled genomic
regions to be excluded from further investigation.
The second aim was to use massively parallel sequencing to identify putative diseasecausing variants within regions suggested by linkage. Whole genome sequencing data from a single
affected individual in each family enabled variant identification across all identified linkage region/s
irrespective of their total size. Rare and predicted pathogenic variants were assessed for segregation
in the families using Sanger sequencing. In the two smaller families, additional whole exome
sequencing from other affected individuals enabled part of the segregation analysis to be performed
bioinformatically to reduce the number of variants for further segregation analysis using Sanger
sequencing.
Establishing the utility of this pipeline would enable other smaller families, that have
negative gene screening findings, to be investigated for novel cataract genes. This could enable a
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molecular diagnosis to be achieved for these families, and the identification of novel genes would
lead to better clinical gene screening outcomes for paediatric cataract patients.

1.4.3 An extended investigation of variant pathogenicity that includes the use of
in vitro and in vivo methodologies
A novel cataract locus at Xq24 was previously identified in family CRVEEH66 in our
repository94. In this family, subsequent work using genome-wide linkage analysis and whole genome
sequencing has enabled the identification of two segregating rare candidate variants. A 127kb
deletion (g.X:118373226_118500408del), causing the truncation of PGRMC1, and a ERO1B c.662C>T
(p.Ala221Val) variant were prioritised for further investigation and we hypothesised that one of
these variants is causing the paediatric cataracts observed in CRVEEH66.
As the PGRMC1 and ERO1B genes have not been previously reported to cause cataracts, the
overarching aim of this investigation was to gain supplementary evidence to determine which of
the variants is causing disease. This was further divided into two sub-aims:
The first aim was to assess the ERO1B and PGRMC1 genes for putative disease-causing
variants in other individuals with hereditary paediatric cataract. This included our cohort of
unsolved families. The identification of other disease-causing variants in the same gene in other
individuals with paediatric cataracts is strong evidence for a gene’s role in cataractogenesis.
The second aim was to utilise different in vitro and in vivo techniques to assess the two
CRVEEH66 candidate variants. A minigene splicing assay and lens epithelial cell line were used to
determine if the c.662C>T variant altered transcript splicing of the ERO1B gene. Morpholino induced
gene knockdown, in zebrafish (Danio rerio), was used to assess if reduced expression of ERO1B or
PGRMC1 would result in cataract formation.
The findings generated from these works would establish the exact cause of cataract in the
family and enable them to receive a molecular diagnosis. The accompanying genetic counselling
would be valuable for females, who are asymptomatic in this family and may unknowingly harbour
the cataract causing variant. A novel cause of paediatric cataracts would be identified in this family
with neither the PGRMC1 nor ERO1B gene seen to cause this disease previously. Gaining additional
evidence of variant causality, to support the genetic findings in this family, would confirm the gene
as a novel cause and propel its inclusion on genetic screening panels.
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CHAPTER 2 General methods

CHAPTER 2
General methods
2.1 Ethics approvals for the genetic investigation of congenital cataract
All work was conducted in accordance with the revised Declaration of Helsinki and following
the National Health and Medical Research Council statement of ethical conduct in research involving
humans. Informed written consent of all participants was obtained, or through a guardian for minors
under 18 years of age. Ethics approval was granted by the South Australian Clinical Human Research
Ethics Committee (approval number 3-07). Participants examined and treated by clinicians at the
Royal Victorian Eye and Ear Hospital, was performed under ethics approval number 01/423H/11. The
use of participant samples in Tasmania for this study was granted ethics approval from the Human
Research Ethics Committee (Tasmania) Network, project number H0014539. These ethics approvals
include provisions for the return of research findings to participants in collaboration with a genetic
counsellor.

2.2 Study participants
Study participants were recruited through collaborating clinicians located in the south-east
Australian states of Tasmania, Victoria and South Australia. All families and singletons are thought to
have a hereditary cause of disease, as determined by the examining ophthalmologist and genetic
counsellor based on a reported family history. Detailed family histories were obtained, and
additional affected and unaffected family members were invited to participate in the study.
Available family members were examined by an ophthalmologist. Blood, buccal or saliva samples
was obtained from consenting participants and DNA was previously extracted.

2.3 DNA preparation and quantification
Rehydration was required for many of the older DNA samples in the repository. This was
performed using 10µl of sterile Milli-Q purified H2O (MQH2O), with periodic mixing over several days.
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All rehydrated samples were whole genome amplified (Section 2.4) for archiving and use in assays,
including genome-wide genotyping and variant validation of SNPs and indels.
Invitrogen Qubit 2.0 fluorometric quantitation was used for accurate DNA quantification of
patient DNA and whole genome amplified DNA, prior to first uses and for accurate dilution of
samples. The Invitrogen Qubit dsDNA BR (broad range) assay was used when a sample’s
concentration was unknown or expected to range between 2-1,000ng/µL, otherwise the HS (high
sensitivity) assay was used for quantitation, with a detection range of 0.2-100ng/µL. The assay was
performed according to the manufacturer’s instructions with 1-2µL of sample added to the
corresponding volume of pre-made working solution.
Spectrophotometric quantitation of RNA and plasmid DNA was performed using either a
NanoDrop® ND-8000 or NanoDrop® ND-1000 spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific) according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. The instrument was blanked prior to use and the 260/280
absorbance ratio was used as a measure of sample purity.

2.4 Whole genome amplification of DNA
All participant DNA samples that were rehydrated, had <10µl remaining volume, and
concentrations <50ng/µL. These were whole genome amplified using the Illustra GenomiPhi V2 DNA
Amplification Kit (GE healthcare). The ‘general protocol’ was used according to the manufacturer’s
instructions, with approximately 20ng of DNA input into the assay and a Veriti 96 Well Thermal
Cycler (Applied Biosystems) used for the denaturation and incubation steps. The resulting
amplification reactions were quantitated using the Invitrogen Qubit fluorometric system (Section
2.3). All whole genome amplified DNA was stored at -20oC.

2.5 Whole genome sequencing
Whole genome sequencing of an affected individual, or proband, from each family (n=36)
was performed using Illumina’s TrueSeq Nano Library Prep v2.5 with 150bp paired-end sequencing
on an Illumina XTen platform (30x coverage) at the Kinghorn Centre for Clinical Genomics (Sydney,
Australia). Initially, FASTQ files were aligned to the human reference genome hg19 using BWA109.
BAM files were input into the bcbio-next gen pipeline (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3564938),
where variants were called using GATK110, according to their best practice guidelines. The resultant
VCF files (variant caller format), containing SNPs and indels, were accessed as required and variant
annotation was performed using ANNOVAR software111. Structural variant calling was performed
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using LUMPY112. Sex information was provided, with sample information, to allow ploidy to be set
correctly for variant calling on sex chromosomes.

2.6 Direct sequencing for variant validation
2.6.1 Primer design
All primers were designed using NCBI Primer-BLAST software113 to enable the additional
assessment of potential off target binding when selecting primers. Primers were designed to bracket
variants, allowing at least 100bp between the variant and primer. Sigma-Aldrich (Castle Hill,
Australia) synthesised the primers at a stock concentration of 200µM in water, with stocks diluted as
needed to 10µM or 3.3µM using sterile MQH2O and stored at -20oC. Primers for RT-PCR (Chapter 5)
were designed to span exons or anneal across exon-exon junctions depending on the transcript
being investigated. All primers for variant validation and RT-PCR in zebrafish were designed against
the Danio rerio reference genome or RefSeq mRNA database. All primers used for variant validation
in families are outlined in Appendix 2.1, all other primers used in this project are outlined in the
applicable study specific methods.

2.6.2 Standard PCR
PCR amplification of DNA was performed using components listed in Table 2.1, with
reactions run using a Veriti 96 Well Thermal Cycler (Applied Biosystems) using the described cycling
conditions. Gel electrophoresis (Section 2.6.3) was used to visualize the PCR products. When
required, primer optimization was performed using one or a combination of the following: alteration
of the anneal temperature, addition of Q-solution (Qiagen), and alteration of cycle number (primers
conditions used are displayed in Appendix 2.1). A high-fidelity DNA polymerase was used for PCR
amplification of genomic DNA for cloning purposes, for details of these reactions refer to Section
5.2.2.
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Table 2.1 Standard PCR components and cycling conditions
Reagent
MyTaq HS mix (Bioline)
MQH2O
Forward primer (10M)
Reverse primer (10M)
DNA (20ng/L)
Total volume

Volume
(L)
10
6
1
1
2
20

Step
Initial denaturation
Denaturation
Annealing
Extension

Temperature
(oC)
95
95
57
72

Time
1 min
10 s
15 s
15 s

Cycles
1
30

2.6.3 Agarose gel electrophoresis
PCR products were visualised using a 30mL 1-2% w/v agarose gel (SybrSafe in 1x TAE (Life
Technologies)) depending on the desired resolution. PCR products were loaded with DNA loading
buffer 5X (Bioline) and run alongside 2µL of 100bp or 1kb Hyperladder (Bioline) to determine PCR
product size. Gels were electrophoresed at 80V for at least 30 minutes. A Molecular Imager Gel Doc
XR system (BioRad) was used to image gels under UV light.

2.6.4 PCR product purification
PCR products were purified in preparation for Sanger sequencing reactions using Agencourt
AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter) according to the manufacturer’s instructions, with beads at
1.8x the volume of PCR product being purified.
When the purification of PCR products was required to be performed direct from an agarose
gel, a 35-40mL 2.2% w/v agarose gel was used. DNA loading buffer was used to load all PCR product
prior to electrophoresis at 80V for at least 50 minutes. PCR product bands of interest were excised
and processed using the QIAquick® Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen), performed either manually or with
the QIAcube (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

2.6.5 Sanger sequencing
The BigDye Terminator v3.1 Cycling Sequencing Kit (Applied Biosystems) was used to
sequence purified PCR products with the appropriate primer. Sequencing reaction components and
cycling conditions utilised are displayed in Table 2.2. Sequencing reactions were run with fast cycling
conditions for products <600bp in length, otherwise the standard cycling conditions were used for all
products >600bp in size. Alternatively, the BrightDye® Terminator Cycle Sequencing Kit (MCLAB) was
used with components directly interchanged with those in Table 2.2 and run with the same cycling
conditions.
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Table 2.2 Dye terminator cycle sequencing reaction components and cycling conditions
Reagent
Sequencing buffer
Primer (3.3µM)
BigDye® Terminator
Purified PCR product
MQH2O
Total volume

Volume
(L)
1.75
1
0.25
1
6
10

Step
Initial denaturation
Denaturation
Annealing
Extension

Temperature
(oC)
96
96
50
60

Time
1 min
10 s
5s
4 min *

Cycles
1
25

* Fast cycling conditions; 85 s extension time

Agencourt CleanSeq beads (Beckman Coulter) were used to purify sequencing reactions
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. In preparation for sequencing, 10µL of purified
sequencing reaction was loaded into a sequencing plate and denatured at 95oC for 5 minutes using a
Veriti 96 Well Thermal Cycler (Applied Biosystems). Denatured samples were sequenced using an
ABI 3500 Genetic Analyser (Life Technologies) with POP7 polymer (Life Technologies) and a 50cm 8
capillary array.
Analysis of DNA sequences was performed using Sequencher v4.10.1 (Gene Codes
Corporation) software. Sequences were aligned to the human reference genome hg19, accessed
from the University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) genome browser (https://genome.ucsc.edu114).
Manual inspection of the resulting chromatogram/s was performed to ascertain results.
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CHAPTER 3
Genetic screen of 50 isolated congenital
cataract genes in Australians with
hereditary isolated paediatric cataracts
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The inception of massively parallel sequencing techniques has enabled the performance of
large-scale screening of known cataract genes in congenital cataract cases and cohorts39, 40, 66, 68-71, 108.
Clinically, this has been a welcome improvement on traditional diagnostic pipelines, both increasing
diagnostic rates and decreasing the time taken to achieve them115. Additionally, increased screening
of congenital cataract cases has improved the allelic spectrum of known genes that enhances
genotypic and phenotypic links for this disease and will likely continue to do so.
Performance of gene screening in the research space has additional advantages above
simply providing disease-causing variant identification in families. In particular, it enables
investigation of newly identified cataract genes which often do not have the extensive catalogue of
evidence required for inclusion on clinical gene panels. Identification of additional variants in a
research setting can enhance their clinical utility.
The use of whole genome sequencing data, instead of targeted sequencing, to perform a
gene screen opens additional investigative avenues. Primarily, this enables the investigation of noncoding and structural variants which are not routinely considered in clinical screens, and likely
account for a proportion of the unsolved cases. Improving our understanding of how non-coding
variants contribute to disease will enable the development of improved pipelines and tools for their
identification and facilitate improved variant interpretation from clinical disease panels. This will
ultimately lead to better diagnostic accuracy and outcomes for patients.
In our DNA repository, numerous unsolved families and singletons with suspected hereditary
disease are available for investigation. These families range in size and have DNA available for up to
seven individuals with a maximum of four affected cases seen in the largest families. Whole genome
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sequencing of affected individuals has enabled us to perform a gene screen against reported isolated
congenital cataract genes. We expect that a proportion of this cohort would have a disease-causing
variant in a known cataract gene. Families that remain unsolved will be moved into gene discovery
research or, importantly, will create a cohort of unsolved cases for screening novel candidate genes
in the future. A repository of unsolved cases is an invaluable resource for a rare disease such as this.
Sequencing the entire genome allows us to screen known genes, but also revisit any genomic region
(including non-coding areas) in future investigations.

3.1.1 Hypothesis and aims
The overarching aim of this investigation is to screen 31 ‘unsolved’ families for putative
disease-causing variants against a panel of 50 reported isolated congenital cataract genes using
whole genome sequencing data from probands to investigate both the coding and non-coding
genomic regions. We hypothesised that genetic variants, impacting known congenital cataract
genes, would be causing disease in a proportion of our unsolved families.
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3.2 METHODS
3.2.1 Paediatric cataract families
Unsolved families were selected from our familial paediatric cataract repository and an
affected proband was selected for whole genome sequencing. All families/singletons are thought to
have a hereditary cause of disease, as determined by the examining ophthalmologist and genetic
counsellor based on a reported family history. Families included in this screen are outlined in Table
3.1. Two families, CSA182 and CSA196, have had disease-causing variants identified in parallel to this
study using different methods through clinical diagnostics but were retained in the cohort for quality
control purposes. All other families have no known cause of disease but may have been screened as
part of several screening initiatives during the last 20 years since the founding of the repository.
Thirteen families (Table 3.1) were previously screened in a subset of isolated congenital cataract
genes using a targeted sequencing approach108 but no causative mutations were identified.

Table 3.1 Paediatric cataract families screened
Family ID

Inheritance

PS?

Family ID

Inheritance

PS?

CRCH 4

AD (?RP)

No

CSA 100

Unknown

Yes

CRCH 5

AD/XL

Yes

CRVEEH 113

Singleton

No

CRCH 12

AD

No

CSA 119

AD

Yes

CRCH 14

AR

No

CSA 128

AD/XL

Yes

CRCH 27

AD

Yes

CQLD 130

AD/XL

No

CRCH 28

AD

No

CRCH 137

AD/XL

No

CRCH 29

AD

No

CSA 152

AD

Yes

CTAS 34

AD

No

CSA 158

AD

Yes

CRCH 38

AD

No

CSA 167

Singleton

No

CRCH 41

AD/XL

Yes

CSA 168

AD

Yes

CTAS 71 *

?RP/de novo?

No

CSA 169

AD

Yes

CTAS 72

AD/XL (?RP)

No

CSA 178

AD/XL

Yes

CRVEEH 77

AD/XL

No

CSA 181

?RP/de novo?

Yes

CRVEEH 78

AD/XL

No

CSA 192

Singleton

No

CRVEEH 79

AD

Yes

Families used as positive controls:

CQLD 88

AD/XL (?RP)

No

CSA 182 **

AD/XL

Yes

CRCH 90

AD/XL

No

CSA 196 ***

AD/XL

No

Family ID; family identification number. * identical twins. ** known BFSP1 c.1124delA variant, positive
control family 1. *** known HHCS (hereditary hyperferritnaemia cataract syndrome) FTL c.-168G>T
variant101, positive control family 2. Inheritance; based off familial history available: ‘AD’ autosomal
dominant, ‘AR’ autosomal recessive with known consanguineous relationship, ‘XL’ absence of male to
male disease transmission, ‘?RP’ possible reduced/incomplete penetrance present based on familial
records, ‘Unknown’ unable to determine from familial records. PS?; Previously screened proband or
alternate affected individual examined in prior gene screen108.
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3.2.2 Gene selection
To investigate the presence of putative disease-causing variants in known cataract genes,
reported non-syndromic congenital cataract genes were selected using Cat-Map (reference database
for inherited cataracts, version ‘October_2018’)27, a review of inherited congenital cataract116 and
the gene list previously used to perform a similar screen in our repository108. This list (Table 3.2)
encompasses genes commonly known to cause congenital cataracts (for example: CRYAB, GJA3,
EPHA2 and BFSP2), newly published genes since our repository was last screened (for example;
LEMD2, IARS2 and RRAGA), genes with sporadic reports of non-syndromic congenital cataracts (for
example: WDR36, WDR87 and FBN1), genes usually reported to cause syndromic conditions, but
have variants observed to cause non-syndromic congenital cataracts (for example: NHS and AGK),
and genes where non-syndromic congenital cataracts is a major feature, but other eye phenotype/s
may be observed (for example: MIR184, GJA8 and CRYGC). For this study, a .bed file was constructed
containing the coordinates of the selected cataract genes (Table 3.2) ±1kb of surrounding sequence
to capture close regulatory regions, such as gene promoters.
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Table 3.2 Paediatric cataract genes selected for screening
Gene

Physical locus

Inheritance

OMIM

Reference

AGK

7:141251078-141354209

AR

610345

Aldahmesh et al.117 *

Additional ocular phenotypes

BFSP1

20:17474550-17549865

AD/AR

603307

Ramachandran et al.118

BFSP2

3:133118790-133194056

AD/AR

603212

CHMP4B

20:32399110-32442173

AD

610897

Conley et al.119 and
Jakobs et al.120
Shiels et al.121

COL4A1

13:110801305-110959504

AD

120130

Xia et al.122 *

CRYAA

21:44589118-44592920

AD/AR

123580

Litt et al.123

CRYAB

11:111779344-111783937

AD/AR

123590

Berry et al.124 *

Other
Sengers syndrome

Small-vessel brain disease,
HANAC (hereditary angiopathy
with nephropathy, aneurysms,
and muscle cramps), AxenfeldRieger anomaly
Microcornea, iris coloboma,
nystagmus
Myofibrillar myopathy
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CRYBA1

17:27573875-27581512

AD/AR

123610

Kannabiran et al.

Nystagmus

CRYBA2

2:219854912-219858127

AD

600836

Reis et al.70

CRYBA4

22:27017928-27026636

AD/AR

123631

Billingsley et al.126

Microphthalmia, microcornea

CRYBB1

22:26995362-27013991

AD/AR

600929

Willoughby et al.127

CRYBB2

22:25615612-25627836

AD

123620

Litt et al.128

Microphthalmia, microcornea,
nystagmus
Microphthalmia, microcornea,
strabismus

CRYBB3

22:25595817-25603326

AD/AR

123630

Riazuddin et al.129

CRYGA

2:209025464-209028366

AD

123660

Li et al.67

CRYGB

2:209007297-209010877

AD

123670

AlFadhli et al.130

CRYGC

2:208992861-208994554

AD

123680

Heon et al.131

CRYGD

2:208986331-208989313

AD

123690

Stephan et al.132 and

Microcornea, glaucoma,
microphthalmia, nystagmus
Nystagmus, microcornea
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Heon et al.131
CRYGS

3:186256232-186263049

AD

123730

Sun et al.133

EPHA2

1:16450832-16482582

AD/AR

176946

Shiels et al.48

Posterior lenticonus,

EYA1

8:72109668-72459888

AD

601653

Azuma et al.134 *

Persistence of pupillary membrane

FBN1

15:48700503-48937985

Sporadic

134797

Li et al.67 *

Marfan syndrome, WeillMarchesani syndrome

FTL

19:49467659-49470136

AD

134790

Hyperferritinemia

FYCO1

3:45959391-46037316

AR

607182

Girelli et al.135 and
Beaumont et al.136
Chen et al.137

GALK1

17:73754018-73761280

AR

604313

Stambolian et al.138

Galactokinase deficiency

GCNT2

6:10521542-10629601

AR

600429

Yu et al.139

GJA3

13:20712394-20735524

AD

121015

Mackay et al.140

GJA8

1:147374946-147381396

AD/AR

600897

Shiels et al.141

HSF4

16:67197288-67203848

AD/AR

602438

Bu et al.142

IARS2

1:220267455-220321383

AR

612801

Li et al.69 *

LEMD2

6:33738990-33756906

AR

616312

Boone et al.143

LIM2

19:51883163-51891210

AR

154045

Pras et al.34

LONP1

19:5691845-5720463

AR

605490

Khan et al.144

Nystagmus

Branchio-oto-renal syndrome

Adult i blood group

Microphthalmia, nystagmus,
secondary glaucoma microcornea,
corneal opacification, sclerocornea,
coloboma
Nystagmus
Cataracts, growth hormone
deficiency, sensory
neuropathy, sensorineural
hearing loss and skeletal
dysplasia (CAGSSS)
Nystagmus, amblyopia
CODAS syndrome
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LSS

21:47608360-47648738

AR

600909

Zhao et al.

MAF

16:79627745-79634622

AD

177075

Jamieson et al.145 *

Microcornea, iris coloboma,
amblyopia

Ayme-Gripp syndrome
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MIP

12:56843286-56848435

AD

154050

Berry et al.146

Nystagmus, strabismus

MIR184

15:79502130-79502213

AD

613146

Iliff et al.51

NHS

X:17393357-17754114

XL

300457

Coccia et al.60 *

PAX6

11:31806340-31839509

AD

607108

Glaser et al.147

PRX

19:40899671-40919279

AD

605725

Yuan et al.148

Keratoconus, iris hypoplasia, stromal
thinning
Microcornea, nystagmus, secondary
glaucoma, strabismus
Aniridia, nystagmus, corneal
abnormalities, glaucoma
Amblyopia

RRAGA

9:19049372-19051023

AD

612194

Chen et al.149

SIPA1L3

19:38397861-38699012

AR

616655

Greenlees et al.150 and
Evers et al.151

TDRD7

9:100174302-100258407

AR

611258

Lachke et al.152

TMEM114

16:8576551-8622226

AD

611579

Jamieson et al.153

TRPM3

9: 73149949-73736514

AD

608961

Bennett et al.154

Nance-Horan syndrome

Corneal clouding, microphthalmia,
iridocorneal and lenticular adhesions

Open-angle glaucoma

155

UNC45B

17:33474787-33516364

AD

611220

Hansen et al.

VIM

10:17269934-17279592

AD

193060

Muller et al.38

VSX2

14:74706175-74729441

AR

142993

Percin et al.156

WDR36

5:110427870-110466200

Sporadic

609669

Li et al.67

WDR87

19:38375463-38397346

AR

Nil

Khan et al.144

WFS1

4:6271577-6304992

AD

606201

Berry et al.65 *

Microphthalmia, iris coloboma,
anophthalmia

Iris coloboma

Wolfram-like syndrome

Physical locus reported is hg19. Inheritance; ‘AD’ autosomal dominant, ‘AR’ autosomal recessive, ‘XL’ X-linked, and ‘sporadic’ if only sporadic non-syndromic case has been reported in
Cat-Map prior to October 2018 27. OMIM; gene reference reported. Nil; currently no assigned OMIM number. Reference; initial gene reference. * reference for report of non-syndromic
occurrence when gene is primarily known to cause syndromic congenital cataracts. Additional ocular phenotypes; as reported in Cat-Map. Other; report of syndrome or condition
associated with this gene.
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3.2.3 Variant filtering and assessment
Whole genome sequencing data was used for the identification of genomic variants. Whole
genome sequencing was performed on one affected individual from each family (Table 3.1) with a
detailed description of sequencing methods presented in Section 2.5. Figure 3.1 displays the pipeline
used for variant filtering and assessment of putative disease-causing variants in this study.

Figure 3.1 Variant filtering and analysis pipeline for paediatric cataract gene screen
Summary of investigative pipeline and variant filtering parameters used. Associated section reference for
detailed methods provided in bottom right of each segment.
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3.2.3.1 Assign sequencing quality score to variants
The .bed file was used to extract the genomic regions of interest from .vcf files using
BCFtools (v1.8, https://github.com/samtools/bcftools) prior to being left aligned and normalized
against the reference genome (hg19). GATK (v.3.8)110, 157 was used to annotate variants based on
read depth and quality (script, Appendix 3.1), with these annotations subsequently used for filtering.
Variants were required to meet a ‘High Confidence’ rating for inclusion in further analysis. A high
confidence rating equated to a read depth ‘DP’ ≥ 10 and genotype quality ‘GQ’ ≥ 20.

3.2.3.2 Variant annotation and allele frequency filtering
Functional annotation of variants was performed using ANNOVAR (version 2018Arp16)111,
with selected output fields subsequently used for variant filtering (script, Appendix 3.2). Variants
were initially filtered based on population minor allele frequency (MAF). Paediatric cataracts have a
prevalence of approximately 2.2 per 10,000 live births in Australia20, that corresponds to a frequency
of 0.022%. As such, a MAF ≤0.01 or 1% was used as a threshold to capture rare variants and provide
a margin of error above the frequency reported in this population. Population allele frequencies
were subsequently reassessed on a variant by variant basis during downstream evaluation.
European cohorts were used in this process to correspond with Caucasian heritage of the families
being investigated. Filtering for variants with a MAF ≤0.01 in gnomAD genome (NFE, non-Finnish
European) dataset158 was initially performed on the annotated variant file using R software
(v3.4.0)159. Any remaining variant with MAF >0.01 in gnomAD_exome (NFE, non-Finnish European.
Formally, ExAC database160) and/or 1000genomes dataset161(European) were subsequently
excluded. When all filters had been applied variant frequencies were rechecked using the Genome
Aggregation Database v2.1.1 (gnomAD)158. This database consists of genome and exome sequencing
data from 141,456 unrelated individuals, with those frequencies reported.

3.2.3.3 Variant filtering based on function and predicted pathogenicity
Variants were categorised as either a ‘class 1’ or ‘class 2’ variant based on their function
(Figure 3.1). These categories are maintained throughout for variant interpretation to be made
alongside other functionally similar variants. The functions used to categorise these variants were
obtained from the ANNOVAR (version 2018Arp16)111 Func.refGene output field. Class 1 variants are
those that result in an altered protein amino acid sequence. Variants annotated as exonic (with a
nonsynonymous residue change) and splicing (a variant ±2bp from intron/exon boundary) were
defined as class 1 variants. Class 2 variants have no direct change on a protein’s amino acid
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sequence. Variants were categorised as class 2 if they were exonic (synonymous with no residue
change), ncRNA exonic, intronic, ncRNA intronic, located in untranslated regions (3’ or 5’ UTR) or
were intergenic variants.
Prediction of variant deleteriousness was performed using CADD (Combined Annotation
Dependent Depletion) v1.4 162, 163, that combines over 60 genomic features to provide a single
PHRED-like ranked score for interpretation. CADD PHRED scores of >10, >20 and >30 indicate
variants in the top 10%, 1% and 0.1% most deleterious substitutions in the genome respectively.
Class 1 variant were filtered to include variants with CADD PHRED scores ≥10. Class 2 variants were
filtered to include synonymous and ncRNA exonic variants with CADD PHRED scores ≥ 15 and all
other non-coding variants had a ≥20 threshold.

3.2.3.4 Variant validation and segregation
Variants were validated and assessed for segregation in the family using Sanger sequencing.
For detailed methods refer to Section 2.6. Variants that failed to validate in the proband or
segregate with the disease in the family were excluded. Variants that segregated with the disease
with possible reduced penetrance (i.e. present in apparently unaffected individuals) were retained
for consideration.

3.2.3.5 In silico assessment of functional consequences of segregating variants
All validating variants meeting segregation criteria were further assessed using the following
methods. The UCSC genome browser114 (https://genome.ucsc.edu/) was used to visualise variants in
context with the surrounding genomic annotations. UCSC tracks that were used include: NCBI RefSeq
genes, for variant to gene feature comparison; 100 Vertebrates Basewise Conservation by PhyloP,
for nucleotide conservation (positive score) or acceleration (negative score); Multiz Alignment of 100
Vertebrates, for amino acid conservation across species; assorted ENCODE gene regulation metric
tracks were assessed (from the ENCODE project ), for DNA methylation, transcription factor binding
sites, DNase hypersensitivity regions and variant proximity to regional enhancer and silencer motifs;
Database of Genomic Variants, was used to assess presence of putative pathogenic structural
variants impacting variant containing genomic regions. The assessment of variants for putative
alteration to transcript splicing was performed using Human Splicing Finder164
(http://www.umd.be/HSF/, v3.1). An in-depth analysis of protein information was performed using
UniProt165, to ascertain a variant’s proximity to annotated protein regions and other reported
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protein variants. A prediction of the effect of amino acid substitutions on protein structure was
performed using HOPE v1.1.1 166 (https://www3.cmbi.umcn.nl/hope). Any clarification of gene
expression in lens epithelial tissue was performed using FANTOM5 data. This consists of CAGEseq
expression from lens epithelial cells of 3 patients and 1 cell line and was viewed using FANTOM5
SSTAR browser167, 168. Finally, the online chromosome and reference database for inherited and agerelated forms of cataract ‘Cat-Map’27 was used for comparison of candidate variant’s location to
known reported cataract variants.

3.2.3.6 Variant classification
A classification of variant pathogenicity was assigned to segregating class 1 variants. Variants
were classed as pathogenic, likely pathogenic, uncertain significance, likely benign or benign when
assessed using the ACMG standards and guidelines for interpreting sequence variants169 (American
College of Medical Genetics and Genomics). The assigned classification in this study is based on
research findings and may be subject to change upon evaluation by certified provider. Class 2
variants were assessed for putative disease-causing mechanisms and recommendations of further
work to confirm these mechanisms were provided when applicable.

3.2.4 Assessment of sequencing coverage and variant calling capacity
Analysis of read depth, across the 50 genes included in this screen, was performed to assess
the capacity to call variants from the sequencing data. A read depth of ≥10 was required for variant
inclusion during filtering (Section 3.2.3.1). For each gene, .bed files were obtained from each
individual and viewed using IGV170 (Integrative Genomics Viewer, v2.6.0). A modified sashimi plot170
was used to assess coverage between 0 and 20 reads. This was performed manually to enable the
identification of unexpected anomalies. The resolution obtained when viewing the sashimi plots
means that small regions (<10-20bp) may not have been identified. Regions with read depths
dropping below 10 in one or more individuals were flagged for follow up. The UCSC genome browser
(https://genome.ucsc.edu/) was used to assess these regions for areas of extreme GC (guaninecytosine) content and common deletions.
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3.3 RESULTS
3.3.1 Sequencing coverage results
Analysis of sequencing coverage across the 50 genes (Table 3.2) was performed to identify
regions where variants would be excluded from analyses. The filtering protocols were used to omit
variants with a read depth <10. This threshold avoids inclusion of false positive variants but may also
exclude putative disease-causing variants. From the 50 genes assessed, 47 genes consistently had a
read depth exceeding 10 across the gene for all individuals. This provided confidence in the ability to
detect any putative disease-causing variants across these genes.
Three genes had region/s of insufficient coverage due to extremes in GC content in the area
that impacted all samples. For genes COL4A1 and LSS, these extreme GC regions occurred in introns
(Appendix 3.3 and Appendix 3.4). For the MAF gene high GC content caused a loss of coverage in
exon 1. However, this MAF region was also often deleted in the Database of Genomic variants171
indicating a genomic region commonly deleted in the population (Appendix 3.5). The region of no
coverage, identified in an intronic region of the TRPM3 gene, aligned with regions of variant absence
in databases such as dbSNP and gnomAD (Appendix 3.6). This TRPM3 region of no coverage likely
originated from an issue with the reference genome. The cause of coverage gaps in certain
individuals in genes CRYBB2, CRYGB, EYA1 and IARS2 (Appendix 3.7 to Appendix 3.10) was identified
to be indels that are commonly present in the general population.
Examination of coverage for the NHS gene revealed decreased coverage for male samples
across this X-chromosome gene, as expected (Appendix 3.11). Fluctuations in coverage between 1020 reads were frequently observed, with some samples containing regions that dropped below the
10 read depth threshold. Of particular concern were samples CRCH4-01 and CRCH90-02, that had
lower read depths across all genes. For the NHS gene, these two samples frequently had a read
depth <10, meaning variants at these locations would not have been detected.

3.3.2 Familial results overview
A total of 49 variants in 26 families were identified meeting class 1 and class 2 filtering
criteria (Figure 3.1). A complete list of all variants is outlined in Appendix 3.12. Variants that
segregated with the disease, with full or possible reduced penetrance, were investigated further.
Segregating class 1 variants were identified in 29% (9 out of 31) of families. Results for
families with segregating class 1 variants are presented in Section 3.3.4. Additionally, some class 1
variants were identified as candidates for causing paediatric cataracts in families with reduced
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penetrance (Section 3.3.5). These variants did not fully segregate with the paediatric cataracts in the
family but were observed in an unaffected descendant or obligate carrier and could not be
definitively excluded. Class 2 variants were classified as those not directly impacting the protein
coding region of a gene. A total of 5 out of 31 (16%) families had a segregating class 2 variant
(Section 3.3.6).
Phenotypic information (Table 3.3) is provided for the affected individuals in the families
with segregating class 1 or class 2 variants (described in Sections 3.3.4 to 3.3.6). All these families
have two or more affected cases, except for individuals CSA167, CSA181-01 and CSA192 who are
suspected to carry de novo variants. An ophthalmologist’s description of cataract phenotype is
presented where available. Information regarding age of diagnosis and surgery were obtained from
genetic counsellors according to the individuals last clinical records or based on a reported family
history.
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Table 3.3 Phenotype information for families with segregating class 1 or class 2 variants
Family ID
Affected member
CRCH 4-01
CRCH 4-05
CRCH 29-01
CRCH 29-03
CTAS 34-01
CTAS 34-02
CTAS 34-04
CTAS 34-05

Phenotype
Nuclear
Anterior polar &
nuclear
Anterior polar &
nuclear
-

Age at
diagnosis
35 weeks gest*
2 years
Birth
Birth

Age at surgery
(eye:right/left)
38 weeks gest*
38 years
4 weeks
Nil

2 years

27 years/Nil

8 years
35 years
4 years

CRCH 38-03
CRCH 41-02
CRCH 41-03
CTAS 71-01
CTAS 71-02
CRVEEH 77-01
CRVEEH 77-02

Central
posterior
cortical with
dots
Nuclear
Nuclear dots
Central nuclear
Central nuclear
Nuclear
Nuclear

35 years
40 years/78
years
Nil

? very young
3 months
37 years
Birth
Birth

3 years
4 months
Nil
Nil
Nil
14 months
4 months

CRVEEH 77-03
CRVEEH 77-05
CRVEEH 79-01
CRVEEH 79-02
CQLD 88-01

Dense total
Dense total
Blue dot
Blue dot
-

Birth
Birth
9 years
38 years
-

10 days
6 weeks
Nil
Nil
-

CQLD 88-04
CQLD 88-05
CRCH 90-01
CRCH 90-02
CQLD 130-01
CQLD 130-02
CQLD 130-05
CQLD 130-06
CRCH 137-01
CRCH 137-02
CSA 158-01

Dense nuclear
Lamellar

10 weeks
10 weeks
6 weeks
5 years

14 weeks
14 weeks
7 weeks
6 months
~72 years
Yes – age
unknown
Nil/46 years
10 years

CRCH 38-01

CSA 158-02
CSA 158-03
CSA 167
CSA 169-01

Comments
Acute glaucoma diagnosed at 38 years
Bilateral retinal detachment at 38 years

Aphakic glaucoma in left eye

Aphakic glaucoma Dx 40 years
Nystagmus. Aphakic glaucoma Dx 20
years
Aphakic glaucoma Dx 8 years
Nystagmus. Aphakic glaucoma Dx 4 years

Nystagmus. Aphakic glaucoma in right
eye
Aphakic glaucoma

Aphakic glaucoma at 79 years
Mild left hemiplegia, spastic diplegia,
mild expressive language delay

Cortical
44 years
<2 years
Blue dot
Blue dot
10 years
cortical, central
suture
CSA 169-02
Blue dot
46yr
Nil
CSA 181-01
-/15 years
CSA 192
<1 year
CSA 196-01
35 years
35 years
HHCS & haemochromatosis
CSA 196-02
Progressive
4 years
HHCS
congenital
cataract
Clinical information for affected individuals in families with a variant identified through the screening of 50 isolation
congenital cataract genes. ‘-‘ indicates missing data. ‘gest*’ indicates individual with premature birth and subsequent
diagnosis, and surgery, occurring during the standard gestation period. ‘Nil’ surgery not yet required according to last
clinical visit. ‘Dx’ diagnosis. ‘HHCS’ hereditary hyperferritinaemia cataract syndrome.
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3.3.3 Variants in positive control families were successfully identified
Two positive control families with previously identified cataract causing variants were used
to assess the filtering criteria and the ability of variant calling platforms to independently identify
both SNPs and indels. Class 1 filtering criteria successfully identified a segregating BFSP1 c.1124delA
variant in positive control family CSA182. No other variants were identified in family CSA182, in this
study. Positive control family CSA196 has hereditary hyperferritinaemia cataract syndrome (HHCS)
caused by a known c.-168G>T variant in the 5’UTR of the FTL gene101. Class 2 filtering criteria
successfully identified this variant. This indicates that the more stringent cut-offs (CADD score ≥20)
used for non-coding variants can capture those known to be disease causing. In family CSA196, an
additional variant meeting class 1 filtering criteria was identified and is presented in Section 3.3.5.6.

3.3.4 Families with segregating class 1 variants; results and variant
interpretation
Segregating class 1 variants were identified in 29% (9 out of 31) of families (Table 3.4).
Families CRCH137 and CSA192 had multiple segregating variants meeting filtering criteria. Family
CRCH41 has non-segregating class 1 variants that are also displayed for completeness.
Segregating class 1 variants classed as pathogenic or likely pathogenic, by ACMG
guidelines169, were identified in 89% (8 out of 9) families and are likely to be causative of their
paediatric cataracts. These variants had multiple lines of support for their pathogenicity without
conflicting evidence.
A cluster of disease-causing variants in connexin genes GJA3 and GJA8 were identified in
56% (5 out of 9) families and were all determined to be likely causative of the paediatric cataracts. In
terms of the whole cohort, connexin variants accounted for 16% (5 out of 31 families) of the disease
burden. Recurrent variants were observed in genes CRYAA and GJA3, and an allelic variant was
identified in gene GJA8. All remaining variants identified were novel cataract variants. The variant
identified in the COL4A1 gene has previously been reported to cause disease that includes
congenital cataract. These findings build further evidence for COL4A1 as an isolated paediatric
cataract causing gene. The identified LEMD2 variant, in family CRVEEH79, is the first recorded case
of autosomal dominant cataracts from this gene.
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Table 3.4 Paediatric cataract families with segregating class 1 variants
Family ID
CRCH 29

Gene
CRYAA (NM_000394)

Position (hg19)
21:44589243 g.C>T

Coding change
c.34C>T

Protein change
p.Arg12Cys

gnomAD
(NFE)
8.7x10-6

CADD
PHRED
28.5

Val
Yes

Seg
Yes

Variant
classification
Pathogenic

CRCH 38

COL4A1 (NM_001845)

13:110833673 g.C>T

c.2159G>A

p.Gly720Asp

.

22.9

Yes

Yes

Likely pathogenic

CRCH 41

EPHA2 (NM_001329090)

1:16475203 g.C>T

c.331G>A

p.Val111Met

3.0x10-5

22.5

Yes

No

n/a

GCNT2 (NM_001491)

6:10557173 g.A>G

c.517A>G

p.Arg173Gly

2.3x10-5

12.92

Yes

No

n/a

UNC45B (NM_173167)

17:33507673 g.G>A

c.2357G>A

p.Cys786Tyr

4.2x10-4

29

Yes

Yes

CTAS 71

GJA8 (NM_005267)

1:147380470 g.AAG>-

c.388_390del

p.Lys130del

1.7x10-5

14.73

Yes

Yes

Uncertain
significance
Likely pathogenic

CRVEEH 77

GJA8 (NM_005267)

1:147380647 g.C>T

c.565C>T

p.Pro189Ser

.

26

Yes

Yes

Likely pathogenic

CRVEEH 79

LEMD2 (NM_001348710)

6:33756893 g.T>C

c.1A>G

p.?

.

23.3

Yes

Yes

Likely pathogenic

CRCH 90

GJA3 (NM_021954)

13:20717372 g.G>A

c.56C>T

p.Thr19Met

.

27.7

Yes

Yes

Pathogenic

CRCH 137

GJA8 (NM_005267)

1:147380146 g.G>A

c.64G>A

p.Gly22Ser

.

27.3

Yes

Yes

Likely pathogenic

LSS (NM_001145437)

21:47642626 g.G>A

c.106C>T

p.Arg36Cys

0.0024

19.35

Yes

Yes

GJA3 (NM_021954)

13:20717385 g.G>T

c.43C>A

p.Gln15Lys

.

24.5

Yes

n/a

Uncertain
significance
Likely pathogenic

WDR87 (NM_001291088)

19:38377226 g.TCAC>-

c.7082_7085del

p.Ser2361fs

0.0038

25.7

Yes

n/a

CSA 192

Uncertain
significance
Coding and protein changes specific to gene accession reported and may vary with other transcripts. Minor allele frequency reported from gnomAD population
frequencies (NFE, non-Finnish European, v2.1.1). For gnomAD data ‘.’ indicates variant not observed in database. CADD PHRED score (hg19, v1.4). Val; validation of
variant identified in proband’s whole genome sequencing data. Seg; segregation of variant in additional family members with DNA available, n/a; singleton, indicating no
additional family members available for segregation analysis. Variant classification; based on AMCG standards and guidelines.
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3.3.4.1 Multiple variants identified in genes encoding lens connexin proteins
Variants in connexin genes, GJA8 and GJA3, were identified in 56% (5 out of 9) of families
that possessed a segregating class 1 variant (Table 3.4). Three isoforms of connexin proteins are
expressed in the lens: Cx43(GJA1 gene), Cx46 (GJA3) and Cx50 (GJA8). A hemichannel, or connexon,
is formed when six connexin proteins oligomerize. These hemichannels will dock with another to
form ‘gap junction’ channels between adjacent lens epithelial and fibre cells. These gap junctions
and hemichannels can be homomeric, composed of one type of connexin, or heteromeric when
made up of multiple connexin types. Connexin proteins have four transmembrane domains and two
extracellular domains that dock hemichannels together. Additionally, located in the cytoplasm is a
protein loop as well as the protein’s NH2 and COOH termini. The intercellular communication
created by gap junctions provides a pathway for the exchange of metabolites, ions and chemical
messengers that enable the metabolic coordination, growth, and differentiation of cells172.

CTAS71 GJA8 c.388_390del (p.Lys130del) variant
In family CTAS71, a non-frame shift c.388_390del (p.Lys130del) GJA8 variant was identified
in identical twins CTAS71-01 and CTAS71-02 (Figure 3.2). This variant is likely to be de novo in the
family with the parents reported to be unaffected but parental DNA is required to confirm this. Both
sisters have a central nuclear cataract phenotype (Table 3.3). In gnomAD, our deletion had 3
recorded observations from 251,368 alleles (total MAF = 1.1x10-5) but this is also a known
multiallelic indel (rs782150699) with lysine duplications observed. The p.130Lys amino acid resides
in a cytoplasmic domain of the GJA8 protein. This residue is not well conserved, with arginine and
glutamine commonly seen at this location. CADD scoring produced a PHRED score of 14.73. Loss of
this positively charge lysine could result in altered interactions and folding of this cytoplasmic loop of
the connexin protein (HOPE protein structure analysis166).
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Figure 3.2 CTAS71 GJA8 c.388_390del (p.Lys130del) variant
The GJA8 c.388_390del (p.Lys130del) is shared between identical twins CTAS71-01 and CTAS71-02. Forward (F)
and reverse (R) sequencing of variant is displayed. Dashed lines define the boundaries of the 3bp deletion,
with sequencing overlap observed within and beyond the variant. WGS; whole genome sequence data
available for individual. Red arrow; variant presence in sequencing chromatograph.

Putative cataract causing variants have previously been identified within the same
cytoplasmic loop as the CTAS71 p.Lys130del variant. A p.Arg101Leu variant co-segregated with
cataract in 12 affected individuals in an Iranian family173 and an another in-frame deletion,
p.143_147delLEGTL, co-segregates in five affected individuals in a Chinese family174. Although these
variants appear more functionally important, as the affected amino acids are highly conserved, no
work was performed to determine the molecular mechanism of disease caused by variation to this
region of the cytoplasmic loop.
The cause of paediatric cataracts in family CTAS71 is likely to be the GJA8 p.Lys130del
variant, which we have classed as likely pathogenic using the ACMG guidelines. The variant impacts a
well-established cataract gene, two individuals with the variant have independently developed
cataracts, it is observed at a very low frequency in the general population and results in a decrease
in the length of the protein. Additionally, there was an absence of any other candidate variants in
this family from the gene screen performed. The exact functional impact of this p.Lys130del variant
should be assessed experimentally to determine the consequence of this p.Lys130del on protein
folding and elucidate the role of this cytoplasmic loop on gap junction function.
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CRVEEH77 GJA8 c.565C>T (p.Pro189Ser) variant
In family CRVEEH77, a c.565C>T (p.Pro189Ser) GJA8 variant was observed in all four affected
individuals (CRVEEH77-01, CRVEEH77-02, CRVEEH77-03 and CRVEEH77-05) and absent in all three
unaffected family members (CRVEEH77-04, CRVEEH77-06 and CRVEEH77-07) (Figure 3.3). All
affected individuals had their cataracts diagnosed at birth and required surgery prior to 1½ years of
age, with all developing aphakic glaucoma in subsequent years (Table 3.3). This is a novel variant
with no reports in public databases. The c.565C>T (p.Pro189Ser) variant resides in one of two
extracellular regions of the protein and causes an amino acid change from a fully conserved nonpolar proline to a smaller, less hydrophobic, serine residue. The subsequent alteration to
hydrophobicity and change in amino acid size could result in altered protein folding and could
negatively impact the adjacent cysteine residue and its formation of disulfide bonds. CADD scoring
produced a PHRED score of 26 for this variant.

Figure 3.3 CRVEEH77 GJA8 c.565C>T (p.Pro189Ser) variant
The GJA8 c.565C>T (p.Pro189Ser) variant is passed down across three generations from grandmother
CRVEEH77-01 to daughter CRVEEH77-02 and onto children CRVEEH77-03 and CRVEEH77-05 who are all
affected. Unaffected CRVEEH77-07 and children CRVEEH77-04 and CRVEEH77-06 do not carry the variant.
WGS; whole genome sequence data available for individual. Red arrow; variant presence in sequencing
chromatograph.
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Changes to this p.189Pro amino acid have previously been reported to cause congenital
cataracts. In a Danish family, a p.Pro189Leu, is shared between four affected individuals with
microcornea and cataract175. Additionally, cataract causing variants have been reported at the
equivalent conserved region and amino acid in the GJA3 protein, a p.Pro187Leu176 and p.Pro187Ser
variant177 which is the amino acid change observed in this family. It is likely that the variant identified
here in family CRVEEH77, as well as those others mentioned, results in some disruption to the
docking of connexin hemichannels to each other to form a complete gap junction channel. Across all
connexins, except Cx23 which only forms hemichannels, there are three pairs of cysteine residues in
the extracellular domains that form disulfide bonds and are critical to obtain functional gap junction
channels178. The variant identified in our family sits adjacent to one of these cysteine residues.
The cause of paediatric cataracts in family CRVEEH77 is likely to be the GJA8 p.Pro189Ser
variant, which we have classed as likely pathogenic using the ACMG guidelines. This novel variant is
allelic to variants already recorded in other cataract patients. No other candidate variants were
identified in this family in this gene screen. This variant is predicted to be damaging to protein
function through the disruption of disulfide bonds, although this is yet to be confirmed
experimentally.
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CRCH137 GJA8 c.64G>A (p.Gly22Ser) and LSS c.106C>T (p.Arg36Cys) variants
In family CRCH137, a c.64G>A (p.Gly22Ser) GJA8 variant is passed from affected mother
CRCH137-01 to daughter CRCH137-02 (Figure 3.4). This variant has a CADD PHRED score of 27.3 and
was absent from population databases including gnomAD. The glycine amino acid is fully conserved
and is the first residue of a helical transmembrane domain in the GJA8 protein. Only glycine is
reported to be flexible enough for the torsion angle at this location in the protein and the larger
serine residue will force the protein backbone into an incorrect angle and alter protein confirmation
(HOPE protein structure analysis166).

Figure 3.4 CRCH137 GJA8 c.64G>A (p.Gly22Ser) variant
The GJA8 c.64G>A (p.Gly22Ser) variant passes from affected mother CRCH137-01 to affected daughter
CRCH137-02. Additionally, a LSS c.106C>T (p.Arg36Cys) variant is also observed in both affected individuals.
WGS; whole genome sequence data available for individual. Red arrow; variant presence in sequencing
chromatograph.

There are no previously reported GJA8 variants associated with paediatric cataracts at this
location. However, a neighbouring p.Arg23Thr variant is shared by 12 affected individuals in an
Iranian family with autosomal dominant congenital cataracts179. In mice, a p.Gly22Arg mutation has
been reported to cause cataracts in two independent strains180, 181 with the first 98 amino acids of
mouse and human GJA8 showing complete homology. This is allelic to the variant identified in family
CRCH137 and indicates this residue is required for lens transparency.
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Additionally, a LSS c.106C>T (p.Arg36Cys) variant segregates with the cataracts in this family
(Figure 3.4).This known variant (rs139003098) had a MAF of 0.0024 in the gnomAD NFE cohort,
which is higher than the prevalence of isolated congenital cataracts in the Australian population
(0.022% or 2.2x10-4)20; making it an unlikely cause of this rare disease. The variant has a CADD
PHRED score of 19.35 and causes the loss of an arginine for a smaller non-charged cysteine residue
that is not observed at this site in other species even though the residue is highly variable. The LSS
gene encodes the protein lanosterol synthase that catalyses the conversion of (S)-2,3 oxidosqualene
to lanosterol, which is used in the biosynthesis of cholesterol and other steroids182. Only two variants
in LSS have been previously linked to the formation of congenital cataracts, both causing disease in
an autosomal recessive manner44. Comparatively, those variants (rs561449819 and rs864622780)
are rarer and predicted to be functionally more damaging than the variant observed in our family.
The cause of paediatric cataracts in family CRCH137 is likely to be the GJA8 p.Gly22Ser
variant, which we have classed as likely pathogenic using the ACMG guidelines. This novel GJA8
variant is predicted to alter protein function and allelic variants have been observed to cause
cataract in a mouse model. The LSS variant is unlikely to be causing disease and we have classed it as
having uncertain significance, based on conflicting evidence using the ACMG guidelines. Although
the variant is predicted to be damaging, it is observed at a higher frequency than the disease and
variants in this gene have not previously been reported to cause autosomal dominant congenital
cataracts.
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CRCH90 GJA3 c.56C>T (p.Thr19Met) variant
In family CRCH90, a c.56C>T (p.Thr19Met) GJA3 variant is passed from affected father
CRCH90-02 to affected daughter CRCH90-01 and is absent in the other unaffected individuals (Figure
3.5). CRCH90-01 has a dense nuclear cataract and both affected individuals required surgery before
6 months of age (Table 3.3). This is an annotated variant (rs1114167307) however, possesses no
frequency information and was absent from gnomAD. The genomic position of this variant is highly
conserved, with a PhyloP score of 9.7 and complete conservation of the threonine amino acid at this
position. A CADD PHRED score of 27.7 was obtained for this variant.

Figure 3.5 CRCH90 GJA3 c.56C>T (p.Thr19Met) variant
In family CRCH90, a GJA3 c.56C>T (p.Thr19Met) variant is passed from affected father CRCH90-02 to affected
daughter CRCH90-01. The variant is absent in all unaffected individuals in the family. WGS; whole genome
sequence data available for individual. Red arrow; variant presence in sequencing chromatograph.

Despite the absence of frequency information, this p.Thr19Met variant has twice been
reported to cause congenital cataracts. The variant was first reported in an Indian family where it cosegregated with posterior polar cataracts in three affected individuals183, and recently reported
again in a Pakistani family in two affected individuals184. The p.19Thr residue is one of four amino
acids making up a cytoplasmic loop and the amino acid preceding the first helical transmembrane
domain. The change from the polar threonine to the non-polar methionine at this location may be
altering the confirmation of the protein at this site, with Santhiya et al.183 reporting that the
p.Thr19Met is predicted to alter the random coil structure between amino acids 17-26 to α-helical
structure instead.
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The cause of paediatric cataracts in family CRCH90 is the GJA3 p.Thr19Met, which we have
classed as pathogenic using the ACMG guidelines. This is the third report of this p.Thr19Met variant’s
association with congenital cataracts despite its absence from public databases. This strongly
indicates that the presence of this variant results in cataract. This variant is in a well-established
cataract gene and is predicted to be highly damaging. Additionally, there was an absence of any
other candidate variants in this family from the gene screen performed.

CSA192 GJA3 c.43C>A (p.Gln15Lys) and WDR87 c.7082_7085del (p.Ser2361fs) variants
The presence of a GJA3 c.43C>A (p.Gln15Lys) variant was confirmed in singleton CSA192
(Figure 3.6). This novel variant was absent from public databases including gnomAD. This variant had
a CADD PHRED score of 24. The genomic position is highly conserved, with a PhyloP score of 7.8. The
amino acid is also conserved except for asparagine in the softshell turtle and arginine in the
tetraodon fish. This residue sits in the intramembrane N-terminus region of the GJA3 protein. The
amino acid change results in the replacement of a neutral glutamine for a larger positively charged
lysine residue, that may interact differently with the plasma membrane (HOPE protein structure
analysis166). High conservation is observed across the N-terminus and the adjacent transmembrane
domain of the GJA3 connexin 46 protein.

Figure 3.6 CSA192 GJA3 c.43C>A (p.Gln15Lys) and WDR87 c.7082_7085del (p.Ser2361fs)
variants
A GJA3 c.43C>A (p.Gln15Lys) variant is observed in singleton CSA192. Individual CSA192 also possesses a
c.7082_7085del (p.Ser2361fs) variant. Forward (F) and reverse (R) sequencing is displayed. WGS; whole genome
sequence data available for individual. Red arrow; variant presence in sequencing chromatograph.
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Cataract causing changes to this GJA3 p.Gln15 residue have not been reported before,
however, multiple other variants in this intramembrane region of the protein have been observed to
cause disease. The closest is a p.Lys11Ser change detected in a Danish family which segregated with
the disease in 10 affected individuals185. Numerous variants across the first three amino acids of the
domain have also been reported39, 186-189. This N-terminal region of gap junction proteins has been
shown to be essential for gap junction channel gating. Deletion experiments to the N-termini of Cx37
indicate that there are numerous residues required for the formation of functional channels190. This
poses a potential disease mechanism for the p.Gln15Lys variant identified in CSA192.
A frameshift, c.7082_7085del (p.Ser2361fs), variant in the WDR87 gene was also identified
in CSA192 (Figure 3.6). This known variant (rs548162056) had 461 observed alleles form 160,126
(total MAF = 0.0028) in gnomAD, which is higher than the prevalence of isolated congenital cataracts
in the Australian population (0.022% or 2.2x10-4)20; making it an unlikely cause of this rare disease.
WDR87 is a protein coding gene whose potential role in cataractogenesis is difficult to deduce with
little known about the protein’s function. No expression of WDR87 was identified in lens epithelial
cells in the FANTOM5 dataset. This indicates that either this gene does not play a role in this tissue
or is expressed at a very specific time point during development, resulting in no observed expression
in FANTOM5 samples but has caused the reported recessive congenital cataracts144. We class the
WDR87 p.Ser2361fs variant as having uncertain significance when using the ACMG guidelines, with
conflicting evidence. Lack of expression in lens epithelial tissue and the frequency of the variant
indicates that this is not disease causing. Ultimately, the role of the WDR87 gene in lens biology
needs to be confirmed.
The cause of cataracts in CSA192 is likely to be the GJA3 p.Gln15Lys variant, which we have
classed as likely pathogenic using the ACMG guidelines. This novel variant is predicted to be
damaging and impacts a highly conserved protein region that has functionally been reported to
disrupt gap junction function when removed. Additionally, this region of the GJA3 protein contains
multiple variants that cause cataracts.
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3.3.4.2 CRCH29 CRYAA c.34C>T (p.Arg12Cys) variant
In family CRCH29, a c.34C>T (p.Arg12Cys) variant in the CRYAA gene is passed from affected
father CRCH29-03 to affected son CRCH29-01 (Figure 3.7). This variant (rs397515624) is extremely
rare in gnomAD with a single allele observed from 251,338 (total MAF = 3.9x10-6) and no reported
frequency information in the dbSNP database (build 152). CADD scoring assigned it a PHRED score of
28.5. The variant results in the loss of positively charged arginine for the smaller neutral cysteine
residue. The loss of the charged arginine may disrupt interactions with other molecules and the
more hydrophobic cysteine can result in altered protein folding (HOPE protein structure analysis166).
The arginine at this location in CRYAA is highly conserved, except for a cysteine in the star-nosed
mole.

Figure 3.7 CRCH29 CRYAA c.34C>T (p.Arg12Cys) variant
A CRYAA c.34C>T (p.Arg12Cys) variant is passed from affected father CRCH29-03 to affected son CRCH29-01.
WGS; whole genome sequence data available for individual. Red arrow; variant presence in sequencing
chromatograph.

Despite its relative absence from population frequency datasets, this CRYAA c.34C>T variant
has been reported to cause cataracts in eight families70, 115, 175, 191-195 indicating that its presence is
causative of disease. The α-crystallin protein is one of three major crystallin groups (α-, β- and γcrystallins) seen in the lens. The α-crystallin is made up of subunits, αA-crystallin and αB-crystallin, in
a 3:1 ratio. Both subunits belong to the small heat shock protein family, with αA-crystallin holding
this functional domain between amino acid position 52-164 (total amino acid length = 173). The Nterminal of these proteins, where this p.Arg12Cys variant is located, plays a role in binding to other
proteins. For example, deletion assays of αA-crystallin N-terminal domain impedes binding to
filensin (BFSP1) and phakinin (BFSP2) intermediate filaments196. A study into the effect of numerous
arginine residue mutations in αA-crystallin concluded that the p.Arg12Cys variant showed significant
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changes in secondary and tertiary structure, as well as chaperone activity compared to wild type αAcrystallin197.
The cause of paediatric cataracts in family CRCH29 is the CRYAA p.Arg12Cys variant, which
we have classed as pathogenic using the ACMG guidelines. The variant has a strong history of
causing disease and predictive and experimental data show it to be damaging to protein function.
Additionally, no other putative disease-causing variants were identified in this family in this gene
screen.

3.3.4.3 CRCH38 COL4A1 c.2159G>A (p.Gly720Asp) and class 2 MIR184 n.52T>C variants
Two variants were found to segregate in family CRCH38. The first was a COL4A1 variant,
c.2159G>A (p.Gly720Asp). It is passed from affected father CRCH38-03 to affected son CRCH38-01
and is absent from unaffected CRCH38-02 and CRCH38-04 (Figure 3.8). This variant was absent from
publicly available databases including gnomAD but it does have a dbSNP identifier (rs113994108).
CADD scoring allocated this variant a PHRED score of 22.9. This p.Gly720Asp change results in a
negatively charged aspartic acid replacing a highly conserved glycine residue, in exon 29 of 52. Only
glycine is flexible enough to enable the torsion angles in this protein. The larger aspartic acid will
likely alter the confirmation and disturb local structure. Additionally, the negative charge may result
in repulsion of ligands with similar charges (HOPE protein structure analysis166).

Figure 3.8 CRCH38 COL4A1
c.2159G>A (p.Gly720Asp) and
MIR184 n.52T>C variants
A segregating COL4A1 c.2159G>A
(p.Gly720Asp) variant was observed in
the proband CRCH38-03 and his
affected son CRCH38-01 and absent
from unaffected family members
CRCH38-02 and CRCH38-04. Also
identified was a segregating class 2
variant, n.52T>C, in the non-coding
microRNA gene MIR184. WGS; whole
genome sequence data available for
individual. Red arrow; variant presence
in sequencing chromatograph.
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The COL4A1 gene encodes one of the chains forming type IV collagen. COL4A1 chains form
heterotrimers with COL4A2 (in a 2:1 ratio) and act as a major component in basement membranes,
including those in the eye and is a major component of the lens capsule198. The p.720Gly residue is in
the triple helix region of the collagen chain that consists of Gly-X-Y repetitive amino acid sequences.
The NH groups of the glycine residue primarily form the hydrogen bonds that hold three collagen
chains together to form the heterotrimer. Mutations in the COL4A1 gene are known to cause a
spectrum of disorders that often include ocular features, including congenital cataract. A recent
COL4A1 gene review indicated a trend towards variants in exons 24 and 25 resulting in HANAC
syndrome (hereditary angiopathy with neuropathy, aneurysms, and muscle cramps) and variants in
exons 25 to 51 causing small-vessel brain disease and porencephaly199. The vast majority of diseasecausing variants in this gene impact glycine residues.
The primary report of a COL4A1 variant causing isolated congenital cataract is from a
Chinese family with a p.Gly782Ala (c.2345G>C) variant122. This was identified following sequencing of
the COL4A1 and COL4A2 gene exons, that resides in an identified linkage peak. However, from the
data presented, it is unclear if other genes or candidate variants in the linkage region were examined
or if the variant fully segregated with the disease in the family. Such evidence would be highly
valuable and provide conclusive evidence of a COL4A1 variant’s ability to cause isolated congenital
cataracts.
The family CRCH38 p.Gly720Asp residue change has previously been reported to cause
disease that includes congenital cataract. This was in a four generation family with an autosomal
dominant syndrome characterized by cerebral vasculopathy and variable congenital defects of the
anterior segment of the eye200, 201. Only after clinical examination were 5 of the 11 family members
differentially diagnosed with the disease, with all those individuals carrying the COL4A1 p.Gly720Asp
variant. All individuals displayed congenital cataracts and microcornea, with many individuals not
requiring cataract surgery. The other phenotypes reported in some individuals included: amblyopia
(lazy eye), iris hypoplasia, high intra-ocular pressure, iridogoniodysgenesis, myopia and juvenile
glaucoma. All individuals were identified to have leukoencephalopathy (brain white matter disease)
following MRI examination. The proband had a young adult stroke and a neonatal stroke in her
daughter resulting in infantile hemiparesis. All other individuals had no neurological symptoms or
reported headaches, and all affected individuals had normal cognition according to a mini mental
state examination. Other reports exist of isolated congenital cataract in individuals with COL4A1
variants that also have had stroke with or without porencephaly202, 203.
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Studies in mice have shown changes to lens tissue with col4a1 variants. A mouse col4a1
variant, causing the loss of exon 40, resulted in the accumulation of mutant Col4a1 protein within
lens epithelial and fibre cells that caused endoplasmic reticular stress204, 205. Subsequent protein
build-up can upregulate the unfolded protein response leading to oxidative stress as a possible
mechanism of COL4A1 cataract formation. Development of the eye’s anterior segment is partly
dependent on the lens and extracellular matrix signalling206. This reliance on extracellular matrix
signalling could explain the co-occurrence of cataracts and various other anterior segment
phenotypes, that occur frequently in COL4A1 mutation carriers and in other genes.
The second segregating variant identified in family CRCH38 is a segregating class 2 variant in
non-coding microRNA gene MIR184 (Section 3.3.6 and Figure 3.8). This MIR184 n.52T>C variant
(rs375355076) had 18 allele observations from 281,806 (total MAF = 6.3x10-5) in gnomAD and had a
similar number of observations in the TOPMED dataset. A PHRED score of 19.93 was obtained from
CADD scoring. This nucleotide is conserved in all vertebrates with the transcript, except for the cape
elephant shrew and brush tailed rat who have the ‘C’ nucleotide at this position as observed in our
family.
To date, there is one confirmed cataract causing MIR184 gene variant. This is the miR-184
+57C>T variant that was initially observed to cause keratoconus and congenital cataracts in a
Northern Irish family50. It was then reported to cause EDICT syndrome (characterized by endothelial
dystrophy, iris hypoplasia, congenital cataract and stromal thinning) in another family51 and
congenital cataracts and keratoconus or extreme corneal thinning in a third Spanish family52. Outside
of this, another study described a miR-184 +3A>G variant in an Australian family with keratoconus
and congenital cataracts. However, the pathogenicity of that variant was uncertain, did not
segregate with cataracts and was thought to be an independent pathology207.
MIR184 is a microRNA (miRNA) which is a class of non-coding RNA known to control gene
expression by binding to mRNA molecules that influences translation and mRNA stability54. A premiRNA molecule is transcribed and subsequently cleaved by Drosha and Dicer complexes to produce
a ~22nt mature miRNA, with the 2-8nt seed region of this miRNA being the most critical for mRNA
target recognition and binding54. miR-184 is the most abundant miRNA in lens and corneal tissue53
and the disease associated +57C>T variant, discussed above, is located within the critical seed region
of the miRNA. The +52T>C variant, seen in our family, is located at the Dicer cleavage site in the premiRNA miR-184 molecule. The impact of this +52T>C variant on miR-184 stability and structure was
assessed using the mFold program208 and the variant had no predicted difference to the secondary
structure. Additionally, the +52T>C change resulted in increased stability of the molecule with
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minimum free energy prediction dropping from -35.50 kcal/mol in the wild type molecule to -37.90
kcal/mol with the presence of the variant (Appendix 3.13). Previous work examining the Drosha and
Dicer cleavage sites209 shows that the native ‘U’ nucleotide is the least often observed base at that
location in a Dicer cleavage site and any other nucleotide appears equally more tolerated at this
location. However, further work would be required to determine if this variant is altering pre-miRNA
processing in lens epithelial tissue specifically. Aberrant miR-184 processing could result in aberrant
downstream gene expression. Although, with the variant observed in other species and seen
multiple times (still rare) in publicly available databases it may be that Dicer cleavage tolerates this
+52T>C change without a disease consequence.
In family CRCH38, the p.Gly720Asp COL4A1 variant is highly likely to be the cause of disease,
which we have classed as likely pathogenic using the ACMG guidelines. This variant has previously
been reported to cause a disease characterised by a variable anterior segment ocular phenotype
where congenital cataracts were always observed. Variation to glycine residues in the COL4A1
protein often results in disease and the variant identified here is predicted to be damaging. The
segregating MIR184 +52T>C variant is unlikely to be causing disease in this family. Predictive
algorithms suggest that it has no detrimental effect on the miR-184 structure and stability, and Dicer
cleavage sites appear to be not conserved at the location of our variant.
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3.3.4.4 CRCH41 UNC45B c.2114G>A (p.Cys786Tyr) variant
In family CRCH41, three variants were identified in proband CRCH41-03 (Table 3.4). A
UNC45B c.2114G>A (p.Cys786Tyr) change was the only one of the three variants also observed in
affected daughter CRCH41-02 (Figure 3.9). Both father and daughter have nuclear cataract, with the
daughter requiring surgery by 4 months of age (Table 3.3). This known variant (rs76329788) had
2,524 allele observations from 282,240 (total MAF = 0.089) in gnomAD. The variant frequency is
particularly high in East and South Asian populations with a frequency of 2.1% and 5.8% respectively.
However, congenital cataracts have no notable difference in population rates and is indicative of the
variant not causing this rare disease. The p.Cys786Tyr amino acid change is predicted to be
pathogenic with a CADD PHRED score of 29. The cysteine is fully conserved across species and is
replaced by a larger tyrosine residue at the end of a series of repeat regions in the protein.

Figure 3.9 CRCH41 UNC45B c.2114G>A (p.Cys786Tyr) variant
Affected individuals CRCH41-03 and CRCH41-02 have the UNC45B c.2114G>A (p.Cys786Tyr) variant. Two other
variants both validate in the proband CRCH41-03 but fail to segregate with the cataracts; EPHA2 c.331G>A was
only identified in the proband and GCNT2 c.517A>G is seen in unaffected daughter CRCH41-04. WGS; whole
genome sequence data available for individual. Red arrow; variant presence in sequencing chromatograph.
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The UNC45B, unc-45 myosin chaperone B, gene codes for one of a family of proteins that act
as chaperones in the folding, assembly and function of myosin. It was identified as a congenital
cataract gene in a Danish family with autosomal dominant disease155. In the Hansen et al.155 study, a
p.Arg805Trp variant in UNC45B gene was one of two segregating variants identified within a linkage
region that was proposed as the cause of disease due to expression in lens tissue and associated
links to an altered eye phenotype in animal models155. Hansen et al.155 showed that the steif/unc-45b
zebrafish have nuclei retention and disruption of unc45b and non-muscle myosin co-localization in
the lens. Previously, these steif/unc-45b fish (caused by a premature stop codon resulting in
truncated protein with only part of the UCS domain) lack a beating heart and have small eyes in
homozygous fish210, with the small eye size thought to be a result of reduced oxygen availability due
to the impaired cardiac function and was noted as a feature of other cardiac mutants. Injections of
altered human p.Arg805Trp UNC45B constructs into the steif/unc-45b zebrafish resulted in nuclei
accumulation in the lens155 which indicates a role of that gene and variant in lens fibre cells
differentiation. The change reported in the Hansen et al.155 family and the p.Cys786Tyr change
identified in family CRCH41 are both located in the same myosin binding ‘UCS’ domain of the protein
(from amino acid 489 to 931), that is made up of conserved armadillo repeat motifs.
The UNC45B p.Cys786Tyr mutation is unlikely to be the cause of paediatric cataracts in
family CRCH41, which we classed as a variant of uncertain significance using the ACMG guidelines,
due to conflicting evidence. Although the variant is predicted to be damaging and located in the
same protein domain as a known cataract causing variant, the frequency that it is observed in some
populations indicate it is not causative of this rare disease.
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3.3.4.5 CRVEEH79 LEMD2 c.1A>G (p.?) variant
In family CRVEEH79 a single variant in the LEMD2 gene, c.1A>G (p.?), was identified. The
variant validated in proband CRVEEH79-02 and was observed in his affected daughter CRVEEH79-01
(Figure 3.10). Both cases have blue dot cataracts that have not yet required surgery (Table 3.3). The
c.1A>G variant (rs913693615) was absent from gnomAD and had a single observation from 125,568
alleles (MAF = 1.0x10-5) in the TOPmed dataset. An alternate start loss variant c.2T>C is also very rare
with only 2 allele observations from 160,592 (total MAF = 1.2x10-5) in gnomAD. Our c.1A>G variant
had a CADD PHRED score of 23.3 and the non-synonymous p.Met1Val amino acid substitution
causes the loss of the translation start site in the main gene transcript. NCBI’s ORF finder (open
reading frame finder, https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/orffinder/) was used to assess alternate
translation start sites. The top result predicted the alternate use of methionine at position 233 in the
native protein sequence resulting in the loss of the conserved LEM domain, lamin A/C complex
interacting region and one of two transmembrane domains. Alternatively, a start codon in an
alternate reading frame could be recruited closer to the 5’UTR resulting in an 86 amino acid long
protein of unknown function, or a resultant transcript would be subjected to nonsense mediated
decay.

Figure 3.10 CRVEEH79 LEMD2 c.1A>G (p.?) variant
In family CRVEEH79, a LEMD2 c.1A>G (p.?) variant passes from affected father CRVEEH79-02 to affected
daughter CRVEEH79-01. WGS; whole genome sequence data available for individual. Red arrow; variant
presence in sequencing chromatograph.

LEMD2 encodes the LEM domain-containing protein 2, a member of the conserved LEM
domain superfamily. LEMD2 is a protein that localizes to the inner nuclear membrane and is
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required for normal envelope morphology in addition to its binding with lamin A and assisted
organisation of lamin A/C complexes211. Disruption to the LEM domain has previously been reported
to cause paediatric cataracts. A LEMD2 c.T38G variant, resulting in a p.Leu13Arg change in this highly
conserved domain, segregated correctly with the autosomal recessive juvenile cataracts in 84
individuals across four families in the Hutterite community of North America143. This gene was
shown to be active in lens tissue, with RT-PCR confirming gene expression of LEMD2 in both human
whole lens and FHL124 lens epithelial cell line143. Expression of LEMD2 is also observed in the
FANTOM5 dataset.
Knockout of LEMD2 is embryonic lethal in mice. However, the upregulation of major MAP
kinase pathways and AKT pathways was observed at E10.5 and this was supported by siRNA
knockdown in fibroblasts212. In that work, heterozygous knock out mice had no gross phenotypic
defects, but assessment of lens clarity may not have been performed. Alterations to the function
and amount of LEMD2 may result in changes in regulation of these signalling pathways. Regulation
of ERK signalling is involved in lens fibre cell differentiation and proliferation213, 214 and alteration to
MAP kinase activity in mice has been shown to cause cataracts215. Alternatively, cataract formation
could be through lamin A function and its dependence on LEMD2 binding. In family CRVEEH79, the
variant is predicted to cause a loss of the lamin A/C interacting region of the LEMD2 protein, that is
required for localisation of LEMD2 to the nuclear envelope216. Mutations in the gene encoding lamin
A (LMNA) can result in Atypical Werner Syndrome and rare childhood onset Hutchinson-Gilford
Progeria Syndrome (OMIM 176670) where cataracts are sometimes reported217.
The c.1A>G variant in LEMD2 causing a change to the p.1Met amino acid is likely to be the
cause of paediatric cataracts in family CRVEEH79, which we classed as likely pathogenic using the
ACMG guidelines. The loss of the start codon is predicted to be highly damaging to the transcript and
has been observed only a few times in population databases. Haploinsufficiency in functional LEMD2
protein is thought to be the cause of the isolated cataract phenotype as a result of this heterozygous
c.1A>G (p.?) variant in the family. Although, autosomal dominant cataracts and LEMD2
haploinsufficiency have not been observed previously. The International Mouse Phenotype
Consortium (IMPC https://www.mousephenotype.org/) reports no abnormal lens or eye
morphology for their Lemd2em1(IMPC)Bay heterozygous mice. However, this exon deletion allele may
not adequately replicate the p.Met1Val variant identified in this study. Experiments to replicate the
c.1A>G variant in an animal model may be required to best assess phenotype development and
enable investigation of molecular mechanisms at play.
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3.3.5 Class 1 variants identified with possible reduced penetrance; results and
variant interpretation
Six families were identified to have class 1 variants as candidates with reduced or
incomplete penetrance (Table 3.5). These variants did not fully segregate with the paediatric
cataracts in the family but were observed in an unaffected descendant or obligate carrier and could
not be definitively excluded. Conflicting evidence between segregation data and pathogenic
predictions result in these variants being classed as variants of uncertain significance when using the
ACMG guidelines169. In total, six families were identified as having a class 1 variant/s with reduced
penetrance. In family CTAS34, a CRYBB1 variant was identified in 3 out of the 4 affected individuals
and could explain their increased cataract severity. Variants identified in the BFSP2, MIP and CRYBA2
genes present as strong candidates for disease-causing variants in families CQLD130, CRCH4 and
CSA196 respectively. Families CRCH4, CTAS34 and CQLD130 all have additional non-segregating class
1 variants that are also displayed for completeness.
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Table 3.5 Class 1 variants with possible reduced penetrance
Family

Gene

Position (hg19)

Coding change

Protein change

gnomAD (NFE)

CADD PHRED

Val

Seg

CRCH 4

FYCO1 (NM_024513)

3:45965190 g.G>A

c.4319C>T

p.Thr1440Ile

0.0055

19.32

Yes

No/RP?

MIP (NM_012064)

12:56848060 g.C>T

c.338G>A

p.Arg113Gln

8.8x10-6

29.6

Yes

No/RP?

LONP1 (NM_001276480)

19:5705841 g.C>T

c.721G>A

p.Val241Ile

0.0043

24

Yes

No

WDR87 (NM_001291088)

19:38384689 g.C>T

c.1654G>A

p.Ala552Thr

0.0087

15.3

Yes

No

VIM (NM_003380)

10:17275927 g.C>G

c.879C>G

p.Ser293=

1.8x10-4

19.08

Yes

No

MIP (NM_012064)

12:56847410 g.C>T

c.490G>A

p.Val164Ile

1.4x10-4

18.65

Yes

No/RP?

CRYAA (NM_000394)

21:44589363 g.C>T

c.154C>T

p.Leu52Phe

0.0024

22.4

Yes

No/RP?

CRYBB1 (NM_001887)

22:27008054 g.A>T

c.281T>A

p.Ile94Asn

.

26

Yes

No/RP?

FYCO1 (NM_024513)

3:45965190 g.G>A

c.4319C>T

p.Thr1440Ile

0.0055

19.32

Yes

No

FBN1 (NM_000138)

15:48779550 g.G>A

c.3422C>T

p.Pro1141Leu

2.6x10-4

29

Yes

No/RP?

NHS (NM_001291867)

X:17394202 g.G>A

c.322G>A

p.Glu108Lys

4.5x10-4

15.81

Yes

No

CQLD 130

BFSP2 (NM_003571)

3:133119192 g.C>T

c.265C>T

p.Arg89Trp

1.6x10-4

23.3

Yes

No/RP?

CSA 181

WFS1 (NM_001145853)

4:6302645 g.C>T

c.1123C>T

p.Arg375Cys

5.4x10-5

29.4

Yes

No/RP?

LONP1 (NM_001276480)

19:5696093 g.A>C

c.1397T>G

p.Val466Gly

8.4x10-4

25.3

Yes

No/RP?

CRYAA (NM_000394)

21:44589363 g.C>T

c.154C>T

p.Leu52Phe

0.0024

22.4

Yes

No/RP?

CRYBA2 (NM_057094)

2:219855573 g.C>T

c.446+1G>A

n/a

3.1x10-4

29

Yes

No/RP?

CTAS 34

CQLD 88

CSA 196

Coding and protein changes are specific to the gene accession reported and may vary with other transcripts. Minor allele frequency reported from gnomAD population
frequencies (NFE, non-Finnish European, v2.1.1). For gnomAD data ‘.’ indicates variant not observed in database. CADD PHRED score (hg19, v1.4). Val; validation of
variant identified in proband’s whole genome sequencing data. Seg; segregation of variant in additional family members with DNA available. n/a; not applicable.
No/RP?; variant fails to segregate with 100% penetrance and reduced/incomplete penetrance (RP?) is possible.
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3.3.5.1 CRCH4 MIP c.338G>A (p.Arg113Gln) and FYCO1 c.4319C>T (p.Thr1440Ile) variants
with reduced penetrance
Multiple class 1 variants were identified in family CRCH4 (Table 3.5 and Figure 3.11). Variants
FYCO1 c.4319C>T (p.Thr1440Ile) and MIP c.338G>A (p.Arg113Gln) were observed in the proband
CRCH4-01, affected uncle CRCH4-05 and reported asymptomatic obligate carrier father CRCH4-03.
The FYCO1 variant was also identified in unaffected individual CRCH4-07 and the MIP variant was
observed in unaffected individuals CRCH4-06 and CRCH4-08. The nuclear cataracts observed in
proband CRCH4-01 required operation at what would have been 38 weeks gestation, following a
premature birth (Table 3.3). Comparatively, CRCH4-05 was diagnosed with paediatric cataract at 2
years and didn’t require surgery until 38 years of age.

Figure 3.11 CRCH4 MIP c.338G>A (p.Arg113Gln) and FYCO1 c.4319C>T (p.Thr1440Ile)
variants
Two variants, FYCO1 c.4319C>T (p.Thr1440Ile) and MIP c.338G>A (p.Arg113Gln), were both in affected
individuals (CRCH4-01 and CRCH4-05) and obligate carrier CRCH4-03. Unaffected individual CRCH4-07 carries
the FYCO1 variant and CRCH4-06 and CRCH4-08 carry the MIP variant. Variants in LONP1 and WDR87 were not
present in affected individual CRCH4-05. WGS; whole genome sequence data available. Red arrow; variant
presence in sequencing chromatograph.
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The FYCO1 c.4319C>T (p.Thr1440Ile) variant had a total allele frequency of 0.0035 (1,008
alleles from 282,884) in gnomAD, which is higher than the prevalence of isolated congenital
cataracts in the Australian population (0.022% or 2.2x10-4)20. Therefore, this variant is unlikely to be
causative of paediatric cataracts in this family. Additionally, only autosomal recessive inheritance has
been observed with FYCO1 cataract causing variants since its identification137 and in family CRCH4
affected individuals are heterozygous for the variant.
The MIP c.338G>A (p.Arg113Gln, rs774928445) variant had 2 out of 250,708 allele
observations in gnomAD (total MAF = 7.9x10-6) and a CADD PHRED score of 29.6. The p.113Arg
residue is highly conserved across species with a PhyloP score of 5.7 and a GERP score of 5.18
(maximum = 6.18) both indicating evolutionary constraint at this location. This variant results in a
smaller neutral glutamine residue replacing the positively charged arginine that is predicted to
disrupt hydrogen bonds between the arginine and p.105Tyr and p.108Thr residues (HOPE protein
structure analysis166).
The MIP gene encodes the lens fibre major intrinsic protein, which is a member of the water
transporting aquaporin family and is also known as AQP0. These AQP0 water channels are highly
abundant and AQP0 makes up approximately 45% of the total lens fibre membrane proteins218.
Aquaporin channel proteins play a critical role in lens homeostasis with functional roles ranging from
assistance with lens fibre elongation, to water permeability and cell to cell adhesion219. AQP0
proteins form functional tetramers in the lens fibre cell membrane. Extracellular domains in the
proteins contain positively charged residues that act to create strong cell to cell adhesions. This
occurs directly with other AQP0 proteins, but mainly occurs through interaction with the negatively
charged plasma membrane of the adjacent cell219. The p.Arg113Gln variant, identified in family
CRCH4, is one of five positively charged extracellular domain residues. A recurrent variation to
another of the positively charged residues, p.Arg33Cys, results in congenital cataracts and has been
found to interfere only with cell to cell adhesion and not water permeability of the AQP0 channel220.
As such, we hypothesise that the p.Arg113Gln variant, in family CRCH4, may act via a similar
mechanism to result in cataract, but contribution of additional stressors to the lens determines if
cataract forms or not. Interestingly, the only recorded vertebrate not to have an arginine at this
position is the Mallard duck (Anas platyrhynchos) which has a glutamine, as observed in our family.
There is a recorded incidence of hereditary congenital cataracts in the French Mulard221, a hybrid of
A. platyrhynchos, indicating that this genetic variation in MIP may have a history as a cataract
causing variant.
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In family CRCH4, the MIP p.Arg113Gln variant presents as a strong candidate responsible for
their paediatric cataracts. The inheritance pattern of cataracts observed in this family is unusual,
with the proband and uncle both affected and obligate carrier CRCH4-03 reported to be unaffected
indicating possible reduced penetrance. Reported unaffected offspring of CRCH4-05 are also variant
carriers of this MIP variant. Further investigation is required to confirm the impact of losing the
positive charge of the MIP residue on cell to cell adhesion between the AQP0 and the adjacent
membrane, with experiments performed to assess a similar mutation already established219, 220.
Information about these mechanisms and if they are influenced by alternate environmental factors
may account for the reduced penetrance seen in the family.

3.3.5.2 CTAS34 family with three class 1 variants and possible reduced penetrance
Family CTAS34 has 3 variants identified with possible reduced expression, that occurred in
the CRYBB1, CRYAA and MIP genes (Table 3.5). These are in addition to a segregating class 2 variant,
that was identified as the main putative disease-causing candidate in the family. A full outline of
family CTAS34, with these class 1 variants, is presented in Section 3.3.6.1.
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3.3.5.3 CQLD88 FBN1 c.3422C>T (p.Pro1141Leu) variant
In family CQLD88, a FBN1 c.3422C>T (p.Pro1141Leu) variant was identified in proband
CQLD88-04. This was the only variant observed in the other affected individual CQLD88-05 and
parent CQLD88-01 (Figure 3.12). Also carrying the variant was unaffected CQDL88-03. The affected
siblings both had cataracts requiring surgery at 14 weeks of age (Table 3.3). In gnomAD, this variant
(rs2228241) was often observed with a total of 234 alleles out of 282,882 (total MAF = 8.2x10 -4) and
the variant has a CADD PHRED score of 29. The genomic position is highly conserved with a PhyloP
score of 9.11 and the proline residue is fully conserved across species. The leucine residue is larger
than the native proline at this location, but both have similar properties. This amino acid sits within
one of 47 EGF-like and calcium binding domains of the fibrillin-1 protein; a component of the
microfibrils of the extracellular matrix.

Figure 3.12 CQLD88 FBN1 c.3422C>T (p.Pro1141Leu) variant with possible reduced
penetrance
FBN1 c.3422C>T (p.Pro1141Leu) variant was identified in affected individuals CQLD88-04 and CQLD88-05, as
well as obligate carrier mother CQLD88-01 and unaffected sibling CQLD88-03. Additional variants, FYCO1
(p.Thr1440Ile) and NHS (p.Glu108Lys), fail to segregate with the disease as they are both absent in affected
individual CQLD88-05. WGS; whole genome sequence data available for individual. Red arrow; variant
presence in sequencing chromatograph.
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Variants in the FBN1 gene are commonly known to cause Marfan syndrome (OMIM 154700)
which is a connective tissue disorder impacting the cardiovascular, ocular and skeletal systems. Over
1,000 variants in FBN1 have been reported to be associated with this autosomal dominantly
inherited syndrome222. Myopia and lens dislocation are the main ocular manifestations associated
with the syndrome and the lens associated phenotype resulted in the FBN1 gene’s inclusion in a
screen of sporadic congenital cataract cases in a study by Li et al.67. They subsequently, identified a
p.Asn497Lys change in a sporadic case with unilateral nuclear cataract67. It is possible that this was
an incidental finding and not the cause of cataracts in that individual and is the only report of a FBN1
variant with congenital cataracts. The p.Pro1141Leu (rs2228241) variant in our family has previously
been identified in a Marfan case. However, additional research questioning the pathogenicity of
reported Marfan variants identified this one as likely not disease causing222. This is supported in our
family, with 4 variant carriers who have no syndromic manifestations. Patients with Marfan
syndrome have an increased risk of cataracts (in addition to glaucoma and retinal detachment)
which are presenile cataracts with an age of onset typically between 20-40 years223.
In family CQLD88, the FBN1 p.Pro1141Leu variant is unlikely to be causative of their
paediatric cataracts. Cataracts are not a main ocular feature of Marfan syndrome. The frequency
that the variant is observed in the population, as well as the similarity between the wild type and
alternate amino acids, support the likelihood that this variant is not capable of causing a clinical
manifestation. The other variants identified in the proband were not present in his affected sister
CQLD88-05 and were therefore discounted as a possible cause of cataract in this family.
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3.3.5.4 CQLD130 BFSP2 c.265C>T (p.Arg89Trp) variant with possible reduced penetrance
In family CQLD130, a BFSP2 c.265C>T (p.Arg89Trp) variant was identified in proband
CQLD130-01 and segregated in other affected individuals CQLD130-02, CQLD130-05 and CQLD13006 (Figure 3.13). Individual CQLD130-04 carries the BFSP2 variant but is unaffected. This c.265C>T
variant had 28 alleles observations from 282,416 (total MAF of 9.9x10-5) in gnomAD and had a CADD
PHRED score of 23.3. The native arginine residue is highly conserved at this location, but the
tryptophan residue that occurs in our family is observed in the mole, shrew, hedgehog, walrus and
seal. This p.Arg89Trp amino acid change replaces a positive arginine with a larger hydrophobic
tryptophan residue that may alter the hydrophobicity and folding within the protein region (HOPE
protein structure analysis166).

Figure 3.13 CQLD130 BFSP2 c.265C>T (p.Arg89Trp) variant in family with reduced penetrance
BFSP2 c.265C>T (p.Arg89Trp) variant is observed in all affected individuals (CQLD130-01, CQLD130-02,
CQLD130-05 and CQLD130-06) and unaffected CQLD130-04. The variant is absent in unaffected CQLD130-03
and CQLD130-07. WGS; whole genome sequence data available for individual. Red arrow; variant presence in
sequencing chromatograph.
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The BFSP2 gene encodes the phakinin protein. Phakinin and filensin (BFSP1) co-assemble to
form intermediate filaments called beaded filaments, that are specific to the lens. These beaded
filaments assist in maintaining the cytoskeletal structure of lens fibres, alongside microfilaments,
microtubules and other intermediate filament networks. The CQLD130 p.Arg89Trp variant is located
in the protein’s N-terminus head region (amino acid 1-114) prior to the main α-helical rod that forms
the majority of the 312 amino acid long structure. Interestingly, this variant resides in an
evolutionary constrained region of the phakinin head region, indicating some manner of functional
importance in this protein (Appendix 3.14). Two other variants have been reported in congenital
cataract cases that reside in the head region of the phakinin protein. A p.Gly112Glu change was
identified to segregate with five affected members of a Chinese family224, with this change occurring
just prior to the α-helical rod and was predicted to alter folding and hydrophobicity of the region. A
p.Gly68Asp change was seen in a sporadic case, however, a CRYBB3 variant was also observed
making the cause of disease difficult to deduce67. All other cataract causing variants identified in
BFSP2 impact the α-helical rod. A recurrent p.Glu233del variant has been observed in six families66,
69, 225-227

with variable age of onset noted in one particular family, where some of those individuals

required surgery during early childhood while others have not required surgery120, 228. A p.Arg287Trp
variant displays reduced penetrance and variable age of onset in an American family119 and a
p.Arg339His change segregated with 17 affected individuals in a Chinese family229. Autosomal
recessive inheritance of BFSP2 variants, p.Ala201ArgfsX19 and p.Ala201GlyfsX6, have been reported
in two Saudi Arabian families230, 231. It was suggested that these recessive variants mimicked that of
the heterozygous null mutations that resulted in no opacification in mice lenses232, whereas all the
variants causing autosomal dominant disease were acting in a dominant negative fashion and
disrupting the assembly of the normal beaded filament structures.
In family CQLD130, the absence of cataracts in CQLD130-04 should not exclude the p.
Arg89Try BFSP2 variant from further investigation as the cause of paediatric cataracts. Known
variants in this gene have a history of variable age of onset and it is plausible that cataracts may
have developed in CQLD130-04 since her last recorded ophthalmic examination at 10 years of age.
Obtaining specific phenotype information of the cataracts in this family may also give some weight
towards this BFSP2 variant, with a frequent sutural component recorded in BFSP2 cataracts despite
high phenotypic heterogeneity usually observed with paediatric cataracts. It is difficult to propose a
molecular mechanism for how the BFSP2 variant is causing opacification, as little is known about the
exact function of the N-terminus of this lens specific protein. Phakinin is known to interact with the
α-crystallin heat shock proteins and the reduced/incomplete penetrance observed in this family
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could be a result of altered protein-protein interactions in combination with environmental
stressors.

3.3.5.5 CSA181 has multiple class 1 and 2 variants with possible reduced penetrance
In family CSA181, four variants meeting the filtering criteria were identified in the affected
proband CSA181-01. The class 1 variants identified were CRYAA c.154C>T (p.Leu52Phe), WFS1
c.1123C>T (p.Arg375Cys), and LONP1 c.1397T>G (p.Val466Gly) (Table 3.5). Additionally, a class 2
variant VSX2 g.14:74706062C>G (113bp upstream variant, Table 3.6) was also observed and is
discussed with the variants presented here for completeness. Each of the four variants were also
observed in one of the unaffected parents (Figure 3.14) indicating either a disease-causing variant
with reduced penetrance or a disease-causing de novo variant that has not yet been identified.

Figure 3.14 CSA181 with multiple
variants and possible reduced
penetrance
Four variants were identified in proband
CSA181-01, all variants were observed in one of
the unaffected parents. Class 1 variants WFS1
c.1123C>T (p.Arg375Cys) and CRYAA c.154C>T
(p.Leu52Phe) were identified in the proband
and unaffected mother CSA181-02, and LONP1
c.1397T>G (p.Val466Gly) was seen in the
proband and unaffected father CSA181-03.
Additionally, a class 2 variant VSX2
g.14:74706062C>G (113bp upstream variant)
was observed in the proband and unaffected
father CSA181-03. WGS; whole genome
sequence data available for individual. Red
arrow; variant presence in sequencing
chromatograph.
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The WFS1 c.1123C>T (p.Arg375Cys) variant is passed from unaffected mother to affected
proband in the family (Figure 3.14). This variant is predicted to be pathogenic with CADD PHRED
score of 29.4. This is a multiallelic variant (rs200095753) with this c.1123C>A change the more
frequently observed of the alleles, with a total MAF of 7.4x10-5 (21 observations from 282,812
alleles) in gnomAD. The positively charged p.375Arg residue is not fully conserved across species
and, although cysteine residue is not observed, other amino acids with similar properties are seen at
this location (HOPE protein structure analysis166).
Variants in the WSF1 gene most often cause the recessively inherited Wolfram syndrome (or
DIDMOAD; diabetes insipidus, diabetes mellitus, optic atrophy and deafness). Heterozygous WFS1
variants cause a less severe Wolfram-like syndrome and other isolated phenotypes such as hearing
loss, adult-onset diabetes and congenital cataracts233. Only one account of a WFS1 variant has been
reported to cause isolated congenital cataracts. This was in an Irish family, where a p.Glu462Gly
variant was identified as the only novel coding variant, within an identified linkage region, that
segregated with the 11 affected family members65. The wolfram protein resides in the endoplasmic
reticulum membrane. That known cataract causing p.Glu462Gly variant65 is located within the
cytoplasmic loop between transmembrane domains 4 and 5. The CSA181 p.Arg375Cys variant is
located in the adjacent cytoplasmic loop between transmembrane domains 2 and 3. Both variants
result in the addition of hydrophobic residues to these cytoplasmic protein regions and may be
acting similarly to cause cataracts. A variant causing the CSA181 WFS1 p.Arg375Cys residue change
has previously been submitted to NCBI ClinVar database (variant ID = 215384) as a variant of
uncertain significance but clinal information of cataract status in that case was not available. An
allelic p.Arg375His variant has been recorded three times via clinical testing (NCBI ClinVar variant ID
= 504709) with this variant also interpreted to have uncertain significance. However, one of those
patients had autosomal dominant Wolfram-like syndrome with congenital cataracts.
Two variants observed in the CSA181 family, in gene CRYAA and upstream of VSX2, had a
total gnomAD allele frequency higher than the prevalence of isolated congenital cataracts in the
Australian population (0.022% or 2.2x10-4)20. Indicating that these variants are not causative of this
rare disease. The CRYAA c.154C>T (p.Leu52Phe) variant was passed to the proband from his mother
(Figure 3.14). This was also observed in family CTAS34 (Section 3.3.6.1) where it was identified in
only three of the four affected individuals. There were 389 observations of this variant in gnomAD
(total MAF = 0.0015). The class 2 variant, 113bp upstream of the VSX2 gene (g.14:74706062C>G)
(Table 3.6), was passed from the unaffected father to the proband (Figure 3.14). This variant had a
total allele frequency of 0.0094 (297 of 31,398 alleles) in gnomAD. This upstream variant resides in a
relatively conserved region adjacent to the 5’UTR and coding exon 1 of the VSX2 gene. Variants in
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this transcription factor, visual system homeobox 2 (VSX2), result in non-syndromic microphthalmia,
cataracts and iris abnormalities234.
The LONP1 c.1397T>G (p.Val466Gly, alternate transcript p.Val662Gly) variant was identified
in the affected proband as well as his unaffected father (Figure 3.14). This variant has a total MAF of
5.1x10-4 in gnomAD, which is a similar frequency to the prevalence of isolated congenital cataracts in
the Australian population (0.022% or 2.2x10-4)20. Reduced penetrance in heterozygous LONP1
variant carriers has been seen previously. The initial report of LONP1 as a cataract gene was made by
Kahn et al.144. In that study, a family with autosomal recessive congenital cataracts the individuals
homozygous for the LONP1 p.Arg72Cys change required cataract surgery in their first few months of
age, whereas only one of the three heterozygous carriers displayed a very subtle central punctate
cataract phenotype144. It is plausible, despite the high population frequency, that the variant
observed here in family CSA181 may be causing cataracts with reduced penetrance. To support this,
our variant has a CADD PHRED score of 25.3, the impacted nucleotide has a PhyloP score of 8.7 and
this p.466Val residue is highly conserved across vertebrate species. Our family’s p.Val466Gly amino
acid change is predicted to result in a loss of hydrophobic interactions in the core of the protein, due
to the smaller size of the glycine residue compared to valine (HOPE protein structure analysis166).
Additionally, there is a nearby variant causing a p.Ala474Val change (p.Ala670Val, reported in
alternate transcript) known to cause CODAS syndrome235. This indicates that the ATPase domain
(AAA+) region, where these variants reside, is functionally important to the protein. The Lon
protease, encoded by LONP1, is reported to be critical for mitochondrial protein homeostasis and
cell metabolism236. Early onset cataracts are the main ocular manifestation of CODAS syndrome
(OMIM 600373), alongside ptosis (drooping eyelid)237.
The genetic cause of the paediatric cataracts in family CSA181 is difficult to determine, with
no clear candidate identified in this study. This is made harder with the small size of the family and
the reduced penetrance observed with the variants identified. Further work is required to elucidate
the cause in CSA181 particularly in relation to the WFS1 and LONP1 variants, but other causes should
also be considered.
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3.3.5.6 CSA196 CRYBA2 c.446+1G>A splicing variant with possible reduced penetrance
In positive control family CSA196, a CRYBA2 c.446+1G>A variant was identified in class 1
filtering and was observed in both affected individuals CSA196-01 and CSA196-02 and unaffected
individual CSA196-04 (Figure 3.15). This variant (rs142969645) was the most frequently observed
‘loss of function’ variant in gnomAD for this gene, with a total of 67 alleles from 282,306 (total
MAF=2.3x10-4). CADD scoring assigned a PHRED score of 29, meaning the variant is predicted to be
pathogenic.

Figure 3.15 CRYBA2 c.446+1G>A variant in a family CSA196 with HHCS
A CRYBA2 c.446+1G>A (predicted splice altering) variant is observed in affected individuals CSA196-01 and
CSA196-02 and unaffected individual CSA196-04. The variant is absent in matriarch CSA196-03. WGS; whole
genome sequence data available for individual. Red arrow; variant presence in sequencing chromatograph.
HHCS; hereditary hyperferritinaemia cataract syndrome. Previous findings for family CSA196 are outlined by
Maccora et al.101.

We hypothesise that altering transcript splicing is the mechanism that this variant could be
causing altered disease severity in family CSA196. Prediction tools indicate that this variant will alter
the wild type donor site at the end of the fourth coding exon of the gene (Human Splicing Finder,
http://www.umd.be/HSF/index.html). The closest likely alternate donor sites would add
approximately 84 amino acids to the sequence within the fourth Greek key motif of the betacrystallin A2 protein. However, in vitro splicing assays or RNA obtained from the lens of the patient
are required to confirm this prediction.
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The first report of a CRYBA2 variant causing cataract was in mice in 2011 238. In that study,
after the mice exceeded 25 weeks of age, those carrying a p.Ser47Pro variant developed total
cataracts and cortical cataracts in the homozygous and heterozygous mice respectively238. In
humans, a variant causing a p.Val50Met change was observed in a large family with all seven
affected individuals carrying the variant as well as three unaffected obligate carriers70. Additionally,
there was variability in the age of onset in this family, with one individual not diagnosed with
cataracts until the age of 34 70. Other reports of disease-causing mutations consist of sporadic cases
with a p.Phe63Ser67 and p.Asn115Asp40 amino acid changes, however, the disease causing potential
of those variants is less certain.
Beta-A2 crystallin is one member of the β-/γ-crystallin super-family. These proteins play a
major role in creating a high refractive index in the lens and enabling transparency. β-crystallins form
oligomers from either the acidic (βA1, βA2 or βA3) or basic (βB1, βB2 or βB3) proteins. These all
contain four Greek key motifs organised into two main domains with a N-terminal extension. In
comparison to the other acidic β-crystallins, beta-A2 crystallin is only observed in trace amounts in
human lens, accounting for approximately 1.5% of the crystallins in the lens239. It is possible that the
lower proportion of beta-A2 crystallin in the lens could account for the incomplete penetrance
reported with variants in this gene, requiring both the variant and the influence of environmental
factors for a cataract phenotype to develop.
This CRYBA2 c.446+1G>A variant is an unexpected finding in family CSA196. This family has
previously been found to have hereditary hyperferritinaemia cataract syndrome (HHCS) and
hereditary haemochromatosis101. Both affected individuals, CSA196-01 and CSA196-02, carry a
recurrent c.-168G>T variant in the FTL gene and the family acted as a positive control in this study.
Additionally, CSA196-01 carries a homozygous p.Cys282Tyr variant in the HFE gene, resulting in the
hereditary haemochromatosis. The mother, CSA196-01, has a classic HHCS cataract phenotype and
had surgery at the age of 35 years (Table 3.3). In comparison, her son CSA196-02 required bilateral
cataract surgery at 4 years of age. It is hypothesised that the identified CRYBA2 variant has
contributed to this early age of onset in CSA196-02, with incomplete penetrance observed in the
family with no cataract reported in CSA196-04 and likely CSA196-01 with her typical HHCS
presentation. Further investigation into how this variant impacts transcript splicing will enable
further conclusions to be made regarding this variant.
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3.3.6 Families with segregating class 2 variants; results and variant
interpretation
Class 2 variants were classified as those not directly impacting the protein coding region of a
gene. A total of 5 out of 31 (16%) families in this gene screen had a segregating class 2 variant (Table
3.6). A PAX6 5’UTR variant in family CTAS34 and a deep intronic NHS variant in family CSA169 both
have a hypothesized mechanism of disease that warrants further investigation.
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Table 3.6 Paediatric cataract families with segregating class 2 variants
Family

Gene

Position (hg19)

Annotation

Coding change

gnomAD
(NFE)

CADD
PHRED

Val

Seg

CTAS 34

PAX6 (NM_000280)

11:31832729 g.C>A

5’UTR

c.-383G>T

9.0x10-4

22.6

Yes

Yes

CRCH 38

MIR184 (NR_029705)

15:79502181 g.T>C

nc_RNA transcript variant

n.52T>C

1.0x10-4

19.93

Yes

Yes

CSA 167

FBN1 (NM_000138)

15:48834103 g.G>A

Intronic

n/a

1.2x10-4

20.1

Yes

n/a

CSA 169

NHS (NM_001291867)

X:17738156 g.G>A

Intronic

c.853-1405G>A

.

20.8

Yes

Yes

CSA 181

VSX2 (NM_182894)

14:74706062 g.C>G

113bp upstream

n/a

0.0067

22.2

Yes

No/RP?

Genomic and coding changes are specific to the gene accession reported and may vary with other transcripts. Minor allele frequency reported from gnomAD population
frequencies (NFE, non-Finnish European, v2.1.1). For gnomAD data ‘.’ Indicates variant not observed in database. CADD PHRED score (hg19, v1.4). Val; validation of
variant identified in proband’s whole genome sequencing data. Seg; segregation of variant in additional family members with DNA available, CSA167 is a singleton and
has no included segregation data. n/a; not applicable. No/RP?; variant fails to segregate with 100% penetrance and reduced/incomplete penetrance (RP?) is possible.
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3.3.6.1 CTAS34 PAX6 5’UTR variant and multiple class 1 variants with reduced penetrance
A single variant, from the five variants identified, fully segregated with the paediatric
cataracts in family CTAS34 (Figure 3.16). The class 2 PAX6 c.-383G>T variant, located in the 5’UTR,
was observed in all affected individuals CTAS34-01, CTAS34-02, CTAS34-04 and CTAS34-05 and was
absent in all unaffected individuals CTAS34-06, CTAS34-07 and CTAS34-08. Four additional class 1
variants were identified in the family but failed to fully segregate with the disease. Variants CRYAA
c.154C>T (p.Leu52Phe) and CRYBB1 c.281T>A (p.Ile94Asn) were absent from affected individual
CTAS34-05, but were present in all other affected individuals. Variant MIP c.490G>A (p.Val164Ile)
was absent from affected individual CTAS34-05 and present in unaffected CTAS34-08. Synonymous
variant VIM c.879C>G (p.Ser293=) was present only in the proband CTAS34-04 and her unaffected
son CTAS34-08 and will not be discussed further.
The CRYAA c.154C>T (p.Leu52Phe) variant was also observed in family CSA181 (Section
3.3.5.5) in the proband and unaffected mother. The variant is observed in the general population at
a frequency that exceeds the rate of paediatric cataracts seen in the Australian population. Despite
the amino acid’s location, at the start of the protein’s functional sHSP domain, it is likely this variant
is an incidental finding in both families without a cataract causing outcome. The MIP c.490G>A
(p.Val164Ile) variant was absent from the affected patriarch of the family CTAS34-05 as well as being
present in an unaffected descendant CTAS34-08. The p.Val164Ile residue change is located in one of
the six transmembrane domains of the encoded aquaporin (AQP0) protein. The residue is not highly
conserved across species; valine and isoleucine, that was identified in this family, but both appear to
be well tolerated across species. Despite the presence of a neighbouring cataract causing variant
resulting in a p.Gly165Asp change69, 240, this MIP variant is unlikely to be the cause of cataracts in this
CTAS34 family.
The CRYBB1 c.281T>A (p.Ile94Asn) variant was absent in gnomAD and has a CADD PHRED
score of 26. The p.94Ile amino acid is poorly conserved with leucine and valine residues observed
across many vertebrate species. However, no non-polar amino acids are observed at this location
like the asparagine reported here. The asparagine is a larger residue that it is predicted to result in
the loss of hydrophobic interactions in the core of the protein (HOPE protein structure analysis166).
Additionally, the variant was flagged for its close proximity to a donor splice site and analysis of this
variant revealed a potential change of splicing from alteration to an exonic splicing enhancer site
(Human Splicing Finder, http://www.umd.be/HSF/index.html).
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Figure 3.16 CTAS34 regulatory c.-383G>T 5’UTR PAX6 variant and multiple class 1 variants with possible reduced penetrance
A PAX6 c.-383G>T variant, in the 5’UTR, was observed in all affected individuals (CTAS34-01, CTAS34-02, CTAS34-04 and CTAS34-05) and was absent in all unaffected
individuals (CTAS34-06, CTAS34-07 and CTAS34-08). Four additional class 1 variants were identified in the family but failed to fully segregate with the disease. Variants
CRYAA c.154C>T (p.Leu52Phe) and CRYBB1 c.281T>A (p.Ile94Asn) were absent from affected individual CTAS34-05, but were present in all other affected individuals.
Variant MIP c.490G>A (p.Val164Ile) was absent from affected individual CTAS34-05 and present in unaffected CTAS34-08. Synonymous variant VIM c.879C>G (p.Ser293=)
was present only in the proband CTAS34-04 and her unaffected son CTAS34-08. WGS; whole genome sequence data available for individual. Red arrow; variant presence in
sequencing chromatograph.
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The CRYBB1 p.94Ile residue is in a beta sheet within the first of four Greek key motifs of the
Beta-crystallin B1 protein. Beta-crystallin B1 is a member of the β-/γ- crystallin family that form
homo or heterodimers with other β-crystallins. Their high concentration in the cytoplasm of lens
fibre cells contributes to the high refractive index of the lens. A cataract causing variant has
previously been reported in the same beta sheet adjacent to the variant reported here in CTAS34. In
a Caucasian family, a variant causing a p.Val96Phe change segregated with six affected individuals
with autosomal dominant congenital cataracts, glaucoma and microcornea70. The CRYBB1 p.Ile94Asn
residue change could be contributing to the cataracts in the three CTAS34 family members that carry
the variant and merits further investigation into the impact of the variant on the assembly of betacrystallin B1 protein complexes and possible protein aggregation in lens fibre cells that could result
in light refraction.
The PAX6 c.-383G>T 5’UTR change was the only variant identified to fully segregate with the
cataracts in family CTAS34. This variant has a CADD PHRED score of 22.6 and had 15 allele
observations from 31,396 (total MAF = 4.7x10-4) in gnomAD. The c.-383G>T base is well conserved
across most species with an ‘A’ seen in bird and reptile species and gaps present in the alignment of
some others. Of the numerous PAX6 transcripts, our variant either resides in an intron, upstream or
within a 5’UTR.
The PAX6 gene encodes a transcription factor called paired box protein Pax-6 that is known
as the master controller for eye development. A broad spectrum of disease phenotypes is recorded
with PAX6 variants. Primarily, this is aniridia with other ocular features and often includes a
congenital cataract phenotype. Over 1,000 PAX6 variants have been recorded in the LOVD database
(http://lsdb.hgu.mrc.ac.uk/home.php) but only a single 5’UTR variant is reported; this c.-118_117delTT de novo variant is seen in a case with congenital aniridia, nystagmus, cataract, partial optic
atrophy and fovea hypoplasia.
Transcription of PAX6 is controlled by two promoters, P0 and P1 241, 242. The CTAS34 c.383G>T variant resides within the P1 promoter in an exon 1 enhancer (E1E) region, that drives P1
mediated PAX6 transcription. Experimentation into the role of this E1E site showed the region,
containing our c.-383G>T variant, resides in a SEF transcription factor binding region that, when
mutated, abolished SEF binding and caused a 70-90% reduction in promoter activity243. This provides
a putative disease-causing mechanism of the CTAS34 c.-383G>T variant through a reduction in P1
promoter activity. Further work is required to elucidate how this results in an isolated congenital
cataract phenotype. Experiments to assess temporal P1 promoter driven PAX6 transcript expression
in lens tissue, as well investigating subsequent alterations in downstream gene expression, would be
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an ideal starting point. The high conservation of the P1 promoter across species also creates
downstream in vivo opportunities for experimentation of this gene promoter.
Two variants in the CTAS34 family have emerged as interesting candidates for their
paediatric cataracts. The PAX6 c.-383G>T 5’UTR variant is the likely cause of disease. This is
hypothesised to work through a reduction in P1 promoter activity that reduces the amount of
certain PAX6 transcripts that would have a downstream impact on the regulation of other genes
during and after development of the eye. The CRYBB1 variant, c.281T>A (p.Ile94Asn), also presents
as an interesting candidate and could likely be enhancing the cataract phenotype observed in the
three family members that carry it. This hypothesis is supported by the family with individuals
carrying both variants also having younger age of diagnosis; CTAS34-01, CTAS34-02 and CTAS34-04
had their cataracts diagnosed at birth, 2 years and 8 years of age respectively (Table 3.3). In
comparison, the patriarch of the family (CTAS34-05) carries only the PAX6 variant and was diagnosed
with cataracts at 35 years of age. This patriarch didn’t have surgery until 40years/75years (left/right
eyes) indicating a phenotype that may have developed slowly over many years prior to identification
and was able to be tolerated for many years without surgery. Although the other affected individuals
were diagnosed within their first decade of life, they also were able to live with their cataracts for up
to 25 years prior to surgery and CTAS34-01 has not yet required treatment.
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3.3.6.2 CSA167 intronic FBN1 variant
An intronic variant (g.15:48834103G>A (hg19)) in the FBN1 gene was identified through class
2 filtering criteria in individual CSA167 (Figure 3.17). She has bilateral cataracts with a blue dot
phenotype (Table 3.3). There were only two observations of this variant (rs74516241) from 31,364
alleles (total MAF = 6.3x105) in the gnomAD genomes dataset. This variant has a CADD PHRED score
of 20.1 and is annotated as both an intronic and regulatory feature.

Figure 3.17 CSA167 intronic FBN1 variant
A FBN1 g.15:48834103G>A variant (hg19), located in intron 6 of 65, was identified in CSA167. WGS; whole
genome sequence data available for individual. Red arrow; variant presence in sequencing chromatograph.

CADD scoring identified this g.G>A variant as being regulatory, but more specifically, being
located within a ‘promoter flanking regulatory feature’; a location adjacent to a promoter region
that may contain transcription factor binding sites. The variant is located within an open section of
DNA, indicated by positive signals for both DNaseI hypersensitivity and H3K27Ac marks (Appendix
3.15). It is also in a conserved 18bp SRF (serum response factor) transcription binding site and within
close proximity to other transcription binding sites flagged through ENDCODE CHIP-seq data. The
functional significance of this regulatory feature is unclear with multiple similar features seen in the
~100kb between the gene promoter and the location of the variant in this family. It is also unclear if
this regulatory feature is acting locally with the FBN1 gene or the adjacent CEP152 and DUT genes or
acting on genes much further afield. Additional work would be required to assess the function of this
regulatory region, particularly in relation to lens tissue.
CADD scoring also flagged this FBN1 variant as an intronic feature, with the variant located
deep in intron 6 of 65. The possible creation of a splicing silencer site was predicted using Human
Splicing Finder (http://www.umd.be/HSF3/). This could possibly result in the recruitment of proteins
to this site, during pre-mRNA processing, that may inhibit the recruitment of splicing machinery and
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impair correct splicing of the following exon. However, analysis of the surrounding ±1kb shows much
stronger silencer motifs outside of the area surrounding this variant that would more likely influence
splicing than the site of the FBN1 g.G>A change identified in family CSA167.
As discussed with family CQLD88, with a class 1 FBN1 variant (Section 3.3.5.3), presenile
cataracts can sometimes be an additional ocular feature observed in Marfan syndrome. There are
reports of single amino acid changes, resulting in Marfan syndrome, that span the whole length of
this microfibril protein of the extracellular matrix. As such, it seems highly unlikely that a variant to
this gene would result in an early onset cataract alone where presenile cataracts are an occasional
additional feature of the syndrome. The exception to this may be abnormal gene regulation in the
lens tissue which may alter tissue structure and signalling locally. Experimental work is required to
assess the regulation of FBN1 in lens tissue and its role in cataract formation. The possible regulatory
alterations predicted from the FBN1 variant in this family may provide some insight into this. In the
interim, CSA167 should continue to be screened against new paediatric cataract genes when
identified.
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3.3.6.3 CSA169 intronic NHS variant
In family CSA169, an intronic variant was identified in the NHS gene (g.X:17738156G>A
(hg19), c.853-1405G>A). This was shared by the affected mother daughter pair CSA169-02 and
CSA169-01 and absent in the unaffected father CSA169-03 (Figure 3.18). Although this variant was
not recorded in gnomAD, it is a multiallelic site and both G>A and G>C changes have previously been
reported in the TOPMED dataset at a MAF of 0.6x10-5 (rs1014478826). CADD scoring for this variant
produced a PHRED score of 20.8. This variant resides in a ~30bp block in intron 3 (intron 4 in
alternate transcripts) that has high evolutionary conservation, comparable only to the surrounding
exons in the region. The variant has a PhyloP score of 6.69 and a GERP score of 5.61 (maximum GERP
score = 6.18) indicating the region is evolutionarily constrained.

Figure 3.18 CSA169 intronic NHS variant
The NHS g.X:17738156G>A variant (c.853-1405G>A) was identified in proband CSA169-02 and was passed to
affected daughter CSA169-01. The variant was absent from unaffected individual CSA169-03. WGS; whole
genome sequence data available for individual. Red arrow; variant presence in sequencing chromatograph.

Investigation into the source of this conservation, at the DNA level, revealed no gene
regulatory features or transcription factor binding at this location. At the transcript level, this
conserved region could be involved in transcript splicing where mutations could result in exon
skipping or cryptic exon inclusion. Usually, splicing alterations result from variants at intron exon
boundaries or at branch points proximal to the 3’ acceptor site. Branch points are intronic sequence
features that recruit splicing machinery at the acceptor site, aid in ‘AG’ splicing acceptor sequence
selection and loop in the intronic sequence to help form the spliced-out RNA lariat. Distal
branchpoints are a conserved functional element alongside the better known canonical
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branchpoints and are associated with highly conserved deep intronic regions244. Human splicing
finder (http://www.umd.be/HSF/index.html) was used to investigate splicing motifs at the
g.X:17738156G>A site. This ~30bp conserved block was a neutral region with no trend towards
either enhancer or silencer motifs. However, induction of the G>A base change to the sequence was
predicted to cause the activation of cryptic acceptor site with the presence of one or more cryptic
branchpoints. Formation of an acceptor site deep within the intron, with associated branchpoints,
could result in the inclusion of additional exonic sequence in the mRNA and have an unknown
impact on translated protein. Investigation of this splicing prediction using RT-PCR and patient RNA
would be highly valuable to see if there are differences in NHS transcripts between variant carriers
and non-carriers. Additionally, other experiments involving the removal of this region and its effect
on gene splicing would be informative, as its conservation across species certainly implicates a
biological function.
Nance-Horan Syndrome is characterized by congenital cataracts, dental abnormalities,
dysmorphic features and has some instances of mental retardation, with this syndrome caused by
mutations to the NHS gene59. As this is an X-linked condition, hemizygous males display varying
degrees of the full syndrome, whilst carrier females usually display congenital cataracts and mild to
no other symptoms. A complex duplication-triplication rearrangement and a 4.8kb intronic deletion
were the first reports of isolated congenital cataracts in families from mutation of the NHS gene60.
Since then, there have been a couple of reports of NHS variants causing isolated cataracts in
sporadic cases or very small families. Interestingly, one of these is a c.853-1G>A splicing variant at
the exon 4 acceptor site, identified in a mother son pair with congenital cataract, microcornea and
nystagmus71. The variant identified here in CSA169 (c.853-1405G>A) is deep in the intron preceding
that known splice variant71. It is possible that splicing changes made by both variants either to
and/or including exon 4, may similarly affect the NHS protein to produce an ocular phenotype only
in those cases. It is unclear if the region of the protein encoded by exon 4 is critical for normal
protein function with no current reports of disease-causing variants there27. Exon 4 follows the
region of the gene that encodes the WAVE homology domain, in the larger gene isoforms, and
precedes the NHS-like region of the gene/protein seen in all isoforms.
In CSA169, further investigation is required to assess the potential of the g.X:17738156G>A
(c.853-1405G>A) variant to cause paediatric cataracts. If the variant was to alter the function of the
Nance-Horan syndrome protein, we would be unable to exclude the possibility of it causing NanceHoran Syndrome; with only carrier females in this family and no affected males. Despite this, the
cataract phenotype observed in the family are blue dot cataracts in CSA169-02 and blue dot cortical
with sutural feature in CSA169-01 (Table 3.3) is a phenotype commonly observed in families with
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NHS variants. With no other variants identified for family CSA169 in this gene screen, this deep
intronic NHS variant provides an intriguing candidate for follow up.
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3.4 DISCUSSION
Whole genome sequencing data was used to screen probands from 31 families with isolated
paediatric cataracts against a panel of 50 isolated paediatric cataract genes. This screen successfully
identified pathogenic or likely pathogenic coding variants in 26% (8 out of 31) of families. Gap
junction genes GJA3 and GJA8 had more variants than any other gene or gene group and accounted
for 16% (5 out of 31 families) of the disease burden in this screen. Four families were identified to
have variants with possible reduced penetrance that require follow-up. Investigation of non-coding
regions of these 50 genes enabled the identification of a variant in the PAX6 gene promoter and a
deep intronic variant in the NHS gene, that are likely acting through altered gene regulation and
transcript splicing respectively. The screening of gene panels enables the identification of pathogenic
variants in established cataract genes, that can account for disease in many families. This enables
the return of results for those individuals and identifies unsolved families that can be moved into
more extensive gene screening and gene discovery research pipelines.

3.4.1 Class 1 coding variants
In this gene screen, 29% (9 out of 31) of families had a segregating class 1 variant identified.
In 89% (8 out of 9) of these families, that variant was classed as pathogenic or likely pathogenic,
when assessed using the ACMG guidelines169 and are highly likely to be disease-causing. These
variants all had multiple lines of evidence supporting their pathogenicity without conflicting
evidence. Seven of these eight families, with pathogenic or likely pathogenic class 1 coding variants,
were screened against a panel of genes for the first time. Collectively, these findings are comparable
with the Javadiyan et al.108 study that identified 8 out of 33 (24%) pathogenic/likely pathogenic
variants in that gene panel screen. These current findings are excellent considering 42% of families
(13 of the 31) were being re-examined following that work.
Families CRVEEH79 and CRCH38 had likely pathogenic variants identified in genes LEMD2
and COL4A1 respectively. Both genes were being screened for the first time in our repository.
LEMD2 was identified as an isolated congenital cataract gene143 subsequent to the completion of the
Javadiyan et al.108 gene panel screen. Family CRVEEH79 had been screened in that study and
remained ‘unsolved’. These LEMD2 gene findings demonstrate the value of re-screening samples
periodically as new information becomes available and that variants in novel genes will account for
disease in families not previously benefiting from cataract gene panel screening.
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Variants of uncertain significance were identified in three families. Variants in the LSS and
WDR87 genes were identified in families with likely disease-causing variants in gap junction genes.
These are likely incidental findings and are not believed to be contributing to disease. Family CRCH41
was the only family with a segregating class 1 variant that did not meet a pathogenic or likely
pathogenic classification when using the ACMG guidelines. The identified UNC45B variant was
classed as having uncertain significance and family CRCH41 should be included in future re-screening
with newly identified cataract genes.
Variants in gap junction genes, GJA3 and GJA8, were identified in 56% of the families (5 out
of 9) with a segregating class 1 variant and accounted for 16% (5 of 31 families) of the overall disease
burden in this gene screen. Variants in gap junction genes account for approximately 16-20% of all
isolated familial congenital cataracts reported26, 27. As such, our rate of variant identification in these
genes is not surprising. In comparison, disease-causing crystallin variants seem underrepresented in
this study when they account for approximately 45-50% of all congenital cataract causing variants26,
27

. In this gene screen, a recurrent p.Arg12Cys CRYAA variant was identified as pathogenic in family

CRCH29. Additionally, a p.Ile94Asn CRYBB1 variant was identified in family CTAS34 with possible
reduced penetrance and is hypothesised to increase the severity of the cataracts in the individuals
carrying it. These two variants, in 2 of the 31 families, accounts for only 6% of the disease burden in
the study. However, since the inception of this DNA repository, many of these crystallin genes have
already been independently screened across many families104-106 likely reducing the number
remaining for identification. This is also the case with the EPHA2 93 and NHS genes59, 97, which were
also extensively studied in this repository. Subsequently, there was a decreased likelihood of
identifying class 1 coding variants in these genes, in this study. Additionally, this may also account
for the reduced variant identification rates we are observing in our repository, in comparison to
studies that report detection rates as high as 70-75% in congenital cataract gene panel screens39, 66.

3.4.2 Putative cataract causing variants with reduced penetrance
Six families had class 1 variants identified that did not fully segregate with their paediatric
cataracts. In these families, the respective variant was observed in an unaffected descendant or
obligate carrier, that could not definitively exclude the variant as disease causing. This resulted in
variants being classed as having uncertain significance due to conflicting information between
segregation with disease and the variant’s predicted pathogenicity. Four of these families (CRCH4,
CTAS34, CQLD130 and CSA196) have variants that presented as strong candidates that should be
investigated further prior to exclusion. Family CQLD130, for example, may be a case of pseudo85

incomplete penetrance, whereby the cataract phenotype had not yet presented at the last recorded
clinical examination, but may have developed in subsequent years to produce a fully penetrant
variant. Clinical follow-up with patients may enable more accurate decision making regarding these
research findings, particularly in relation to family CQLD130.
Reduced penetrance and variable disease severity has previously been reported with
variants in families of our repository103, 105, 106. There are likely other genetic and environmental
factors that contribute to the vast phenotypic heterogeneity of the disease but may also account for
why some variant carriers develop cataracts and others do not. Genetic heterogeneity is further
enhanced with both autosomal dominant and autosomal recessive disease reported in these genes.
To date, 11 of the genes screened (BFSP1, BFSP2, CRYAA, CRYAB, CRYBA1, CRYBA4, CRYBB1, CRYBB3,
EPHA2, GJA8 and HSF4) have multiple inheritance patterns identified27. This adds another layer of
complexity to the interpretation of putative disease-causing variants in genes with inheritance
patterns not previously reported. For example, family CRVEEH79, a heterozygous LEMD2 variant was
identified, however, only autosomal recessive disease has been reported to date143. Improving our
understanding of the functional impacts of variants on protein and lens biology may be the only way
to alleviate these weaknesses in variant interpretation.

3.4.3 Class 2 non-coding variants
A segregating class 2 variant was identified in 16% of families (5 out of 31). Variants were
categorised as class 2 if they were in non-coding regions or did not directly alter a protein’s amino
acid sequence. A large portion of variants identified in this category will likely result in altered gene
regulation. Variation to non-coding RNA genes are an important example of this, with their role in
lens biology and cataractogenesis a growing field of study. Currently, only one microRNA gene has
familial evidence as a congenital cataract causing gene. A variant in the MIR184 microRNA has been
reported in families with a congenital cataract and keratoconus phenotype50-52. Another MIR184
variant was identified in family CRCH38, however, the variant was unlikely to be causing their
disease in this instance. Studies investigating microRNA expression in age-related cataract tissue245247

have identified numerous microRNA candidates that could be screened in paediatric cataract

families. Additionally, work on long non-coding RNA genes in lens tissue248 is also occurring and a
variant in long non-coding RNA gene RP1-140A9.1 has recently been identified in the Volkmann
cataract family55-57 and should also be added to future screening panels.
Variants that alter gene regulation, through disruption of promoter and enhancer regions,
have been poorly studied in paediatric cataracts to date. An intriguing finding from our study is the
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variant in the 5’UTR of PAX6 in family CTAS34. This variant resides in a site that has been reported to
reduce P1 promoter activity when mutated243. Of the four affected individuals in CTAS34, those
carrying both the PAX6 and CRYBB1 variants had cataract diagnosed in their first decade of life, but
the carrier of only the PAX6 variant had his cataracts diagnosed in his thirties. It seems likely that
dysregulation of this PAX6 transcription factor has resulted in a genetic susceptibility for a presenile
onset isolated cataract, in comparison to coding variants in PAX6 that typically result in early onset
disease with numerous ocular features, particularly aniridia. The lens presents as a particularly
sensitive tissue to subtle changes in homeostasis. Supporting this is the observation that congenital
cataracts are often an early indicator of syndromic conditions. It seems plausible that subtle changes
in regulation of genes causing syndromic congenital cataracts, may impact on the most sensitive of
the tissues and instead result in isolated paediatric or presenile cataracts. It should be noted that of
the 50 isolated congenital cataract genes screened, four of the five class 2 variants identified were in
either transcription factors or genes better known for causing a syndrome.
Captured within the class 2 filtering criteria are those non-coding variants that result in
aberrant transcript splicing. Family CSA169 was found to have a deep intronic variant in the NHS
gene that is predicted to alter splicing through activation of a cryptic acceptor site with associated
branch points. This variant is of interest for follow up, with the potential for Nance Horan Syndrome
in male offspring, as discussed below (Section 3.4.4). Incorrect splicing can have devastating effects
on the open reading frame of a gene. Splice sites at the intron-exon boundary are commonly
screened and well known to cause disease when mutated. However, numerous cis-acting regulatory
elements including exonic and intronic splicing silencers and enhancers are required for the correct
processing of the pre-mRNA. Disruption of these elements can be harmful and, conversely, so can
variants that create these sites, leading to the use of cryptic or pseudo splice sites during pre-mRNA
processing. These deep intronic splicing variants are known to be difficult to identify and interpret.
Complementary functional validation of variants is likely the only way to definitively assess the
outcomes of these predictions and build our understanding of the pathogenicity of deep intronic
variants.

3.4.4 Return of research findings to study participants
Return of research findings is essential for appropriate genetic counselling in families.
Variants have been identified that have important health implications for variant carriers beyond
paediatric cataracts. Making this information available to patients would enable medical screening
to commence for the identification of conditions potentially associated with their cataract causing
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variant. Early identification of these phenotypes would potentially enable preventative medicine to
take place in a timely manner. Three families may benefit from the return of results and associated
genetic counselling due to the variants identified. The first family, CRVEEH79, has an identified
LEMD2 c.1A>G variant that is predicted to pathogenically alter the start site of the protein. The
LEMD2 gene has been reported to cause the Hutterite-type cataracts in large families in the North
American Hutterite community. In that study, an association between the individuals with juvenile
cataracts and sudden cardiac death was identified143. For family CRVEEH79, if individuals were
diagnosed to be at risk of sudden cardiac death, preventative measures such as periodic screening
tests, and for those at very high risk, an implantable cardioverter-defibrillator to detect and correct
arrhythmias could be received. Additionally, family members can be educated on CPR procedures for
preparedness of a cardiac episode.
Family CRCH38 is the second family with important notifiable outcomes, with a p.Gly720Asp
variant in the COL4A1 gene identified. This variant has previously been reported to cause a
syndrome characterized by cerebral vasculopathy and variable congenital defects of the ocular
anterior segment200, 201. In that family, ocular features were always observed, however, all
individuals were identified to have leukoencephalopathy (brain white matter disease) following MRI
examination. The proband in that family200 had a young adult stroke, and a neonatal stroke in her
daughter resulted in infantile hemiparesis. Stroke is observed in other individuals with COL4A1
variants, as previously discussed in Section 3.3.4.3. Small-vessel brain disease is one of the COL4A1
related disorders, that can clinically present with symptoms ranging from headaches through to
stroke, or it can manifest asymptomatically. There are several known risk factors for stroke that may
be particularly important to family members of CRCH38. Examples of treatable risk factors that may
prevent a stroke from occurring in these individuals include smoking, hypertension and high
cholesterol.
Thirdly, family CSA169 has an interesting deep intronic candidate variant in the NHS gene.
The affected individuals screened in the family are female and display the typical phenotype of blue
dot and sutural cataracts that lends weight to this variant as the cause of disease. However, it is
unknown if hemizygous males with the variant would develop Nance Horan Syndrome with its full
systemic features. Further work to establish whether the variant has a functional outcome on the
protein that is disease causing is recommended. All families receive these research findings through
a genetic counsellor to enable informed feedback and guidance in relation to their molecular
findings and possible implications for family planning, particularly in circumstances were phenotypes
may extend beyond a cataract phenotype alone.
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3.4.5 Observed variation in gene selection on screening panels
Gene panels used for screening cataracts differ between the research setting and clinic, as
well as within those sectors. This inconsistency is a weakness and primarily stems from the high
number of genes known to cause cataracts and the spectrum of conditions that have a cataract
phenotype. To highlight this variability, there is a 25 gene difference in the ‘cataract’ gene panels
available from the Victorian Clinical Genetics Services (VCGS, a service provided within the
recruitment area for our repository) and the NHS (National Health Service) Genomic Medicine
Service, containing 148 and 173 gene entries respectively (available from ‘PanelApp Australia’
https://panelapp.agha.umccr.org/ and ‘PanelApp’ https://panelapp.genomicsengland.co.uk/). The
gene list used in our study includes considerably fewer with only 50 genes. However, these have
been selected based on literature reports of isolated congenital cataracts matching the isolated
congenital cataract phenotype observed in our families, with the exclusion of syndromic congenital
cataract genes at this time. It is possible that unsolved families in this repository have a diseasecausing variant in other known cataract associated genes. Recommendations to screen against
extended gene lists are discussed below (Section 3.4.8). Gene panels need to continually adapt to
new and improved information.
Performing screening of cataract gene panels in the research setting, such as this study,
performs an essential role in screening newly identified genes with insufficient evidence for inclusion
on clinical panels. Critically evaluating these reported ‘new’ genes can provide conclusive evidence
of their role in cataractogenesis. The inclusion of genes such as PRX, EYA1, CRYGA, CRYGB and
WDR87, in this study, has provided an opportunity to enhance their standing as cataract causing
genes. Surprisingly, the LEMD2 gene143 was not included on either of the PanelApp lists discussed
above despite the current research supporting it. Further work to confirm the LEMD2 findings, in
CRVEEH79, may assist in moving this gene to clinical panels. Its absence from clinical gene panel lists
also highlights the importance of maintaining good communication between the research and
clinical spaces.

3.4.6 Sequencing coverage
Sequencing coverage analysis indicates that the read depth was adequate to call variants in
the genes being screened across all samples, with minor exceptions. The small regions identified
with poor coverage had extreme GC content, coincided with a common deletion or indel, or were
mostly intronic. It is highly unlikely that a putative disease-causing variant has been missed at
locations that are commonly deleted in the population. Improved population data, particularly in
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relation to structural variant datasets, will enhance our ability to identify and eliminate these
common deletions from posing a concern. Many of the regions, flagged as having low coverage,
coincided with regions of extreme GC sequence content, which is a known weakness for short read
sequencing249. The observation of low coverage across all samples supports a systemic weakness
with the sequencing or read alignments at those locations. Many low coverage regions were
observed within gene introns and, whilst intronic regions can harbour disease-causing variants, the
majority of disease-causing variants reported impact coding regions of the genome.
Of concern was the decrease in coverage observed for male samples across the Xchromosome, or specifically, the NHS gene in this screen. This could result in missing disease-causing
variants in the NHS gene for some male samples and has implications for future work with this data
on the X-chromosome. Samples CRCH4-01 and CRCH90-02 were the worst affected, on the Xchromosome, with large regions containing <10 reads that were required for variant inclusion in the
filtering process. Fortunately, family CRCH90 was identified to have a recurrent pathogenic GJA3
p.Thr19Met change and family CRCH4 has autosomal disease with X-linked disease excluded via the
male to male transmission, seen through an obligate carrier in the family. Analysis of ‘low coverage’
variants can be performed to mitigate this coverage deficit on chromosome X in the future, knowing
that this will incur more false positives when validating variants in the probands. Overall, the
conclusions made in this study are sound and are only minimally impeded by any of the minor
sequencing deficits observed in the 50 genes screened.

3.4.7 Study design and selected thresholds
Of the 49 variants identified using our approach, only 13 were seen to fully segregate with
the disease in their respective family. This highlights the value of having additional family members
to perform segregation analyses, to ensure that non-pathogenic rare variants in these genes are not
mistakenly promoted as putative disease-causing variants. The number of variants, initially identified
as meeting the filtering criteria, would have been lower if multiple whole genome sequences were
available per family. However, with resources available at the time, whole genome sequencing of a
single affected individual over a larger number of families was preferentially performed. Following
this work, more informed decisions could be made in relation to specific families that would benefit
from additional data. Family CRCH4 is an example of one such family. The read depths of the whole
genome sequencing data for CRCH4-01 were frequently around 10 reads and, although the
identified MIP variant should be followed up, an additional whole genome sequence in the family
would assist in double checking that nothing has been inadvertently missed. The assessment of
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variants with possible reduced penetrance (Section 3.3.5) highlights the importance of carefully
considering which ‘unaffected’ individuals are being used to determine whether a variant does not
segregate with the disease and has identified variants requiring follow up that would have otherwise
been excluded.
A general ±1kb genomic region bracketing each gene was used to capture the associated
gene promoter for investigation. Work mapping human gene promoters identified that 83% are
located within 500bp from the putative transcription start site of a gene250. As such, a 1kb region
was selected to capture those with a margin of error without overly increasing the possible false
positive rate that would accompany a larger region. An in-depth investigation of the promoter
boundaries of each of the 50 genes screened would be required to assess if variants have possibly
been overlooked. Beyond promoter regions, investigations of more distal cis-regulatory elements
may be better guided by assays such as Hi-C251, to account for the long range interactions that are
made possible through the higher-order structure and positioning of chromatin in the nucleus252.
Disruption to these interactions may account for some of the unsolved paediatric cataract cases in
our repository.
Initial processing of called variants included a step for identifying ‘high confidence’ variants
based on read depth and sequencing quality metrics. A genotype quality (GQ) threshold of greater
than 20 was required for variant inclusion and this acts as a confidence value that the genotype
assigned to a sample was correct. Technically, the GQ is equivalent to the second most likely
genotype at that location, presented as a Phred-scaled likelihood157. For example, there is a 0.01
(1%) probability of that genotype being incorrect if a variant has the minimum GQ value of 20. In
combination with a minimum read depth of 10, only two variants were identified that did not
validate in the associated proband when assessed with Sanger sequencing. Any raising of either the
GQ or read depth parameters would increase the rate of false negatives that may be important
disease-causing variants. A second pass of the data should be performed to examine variants that
marginally failed to meet these thresholds and may capture variants that have been inadvertently
missed in this study. A tool such as IGV170, 253 could be used to assist with visualising read alignments
and enable a better selection of variants for follow up, to reduce unnecessary Sanger sequencing.
Additional prioritisation of variants was performed using population allele frequency and predicted
pathogenicity. A population minor allele frequency (MAF) of ≤0.01, was used to capture rare variants
with common variants highly unlikely to cause a monogenic rare disease. Additionally, CADD scoring
was used to bioinformatically prioritise variants, selecting variants that had a high in silico prediction
of pathogenicity. A detailed discussion of thresholds used, CADD and the further recommendations
for future analyses is provided in Chapter 6.
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3.4.8 Future directions for the remaining unsolved cases
The work performed in this study is a comprehensive first step for identifying an underlying
genetic basis of disease for unsolved families in our repository. The use of whole genome sequencing
will enable versatility for future study of the remaining unsolved cases in the cohort. For these
families, the next avenue of investigation is to screen for copy number and structural variants
possibly impacting the genes screened to date. Additionally, screening of newly reported isolated
cataract genes and other genes where congenital cataracts are observed as part of a syndrome or
alongside other ocular phenotypes.
Investigation of copy number and structural variants is the final step to exclude the 50
isolated cataract genes studied from containing any putative disease-causing variants. The incidence
of familial paediatric cataracts that are caused by structural variants has increased over recent years
with the use of next generation sequencing data. These types of genetic variants have already been
identified to cause paediatric cataracts in other families in our repository. Family CRVEEH66,
discussed in Chapter 5, has a likely disease-causing 127kb deletion that truncates the novel PGRMC1
gene following exon 1. Family CRCH24, discussed in Chapter 4, has a likely disease-causing 2.8kb
intronic deletion in the NHS gene. A duplication event, causing a predicted gain of function from the
partial duplication of the CRYBB1 gene, has been identified to cause autosomal dominant congenital
cataracts in another family107. It is likely that structural and copy number variants are causing disease
in a proportion of unsolved cataract families.
New cataract genes are reported on a semi-regular basis and it is important to revisit
unsolved cases to assess for putative disease-causing variants. Screening of newly identified genes
proved beneficial in this study, with a LEMD2 variant identified in family CRVEEH79; a family that
was unsolved following previous screening and a gene that had been identified since that time. New
genes, such as PANK4, SLC7A8 and RP1-140A9.1 have already emerged for future investigation. The
PANK4 gene encodes the pantothenate kinase 4 protein and has emerged as a cataract causing gene
following functional work that included a gene knockout, in a rodent model, that resulted in
cataract254. However, in the family with the PANK4 g.1:2451906C>T variant, there is uncertainty
around the intronic variant’s ability to alter splicing, which was not shown, nor was explanation
provided for the absence of the variant in an obligate carrier who was classed as unaffected
throughout the study254. The SLC7A8 gene encodes the L-type amino acid transporter LAT2, that was
shown to cause cataracts in a knockout mouse model and found to cause autosomal recessive
childhood cataracts and act as a risk factor in heterozygous individuals255. The large Volkmann
cataract family56, 57 has had a splice site variant identified in the lncRNA gene RP1-140A9.1, in with
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the disease-causing mechanism yet to be elucidated55. New genes will continue to emerge and
databases like Cat-Map27, which provides monthly updates of the latest published genes and
variants is an invaluable resource for researchers.
Genes with a reported history of isolated congenital cataracts were selected for screening in
this work. This did include some genes causing cataracts with minor additional ocular features, as
there is no discrete line between non-syndromic and syndromic forms of the disease. An expansion
of screening lists to include genes known to cause syndromic eye disease with congenital cataracts
and subsequently systemic syndromic conditions, that feature congenial cataracts, should be
performed. This may result in new allelic conditions, as reported with variants in genes such as NHS
and AGK resulting both syndromes and isolated cataracts. The findings observed in family CRCH38,
with the COL4A1 variant, are an important example of screening these syndromic cataract genes.
Arguments for the exclusion of this gene from this study could easily have been made. However, the
identified COL4A1 variant likely accounts for the family’s isolated cataracts and extends the disease
spectrum for this gene.
More broadly, animal studies have identified numerous genes that result in cataract
formation when disrupted. Databases such as the International Mouse Phenotype Consortium (IMPC
https://www.mousephenotype.org/) can be used to screen genes that cause cataract in mice, with
over 100 genes already associated with a cataract phenotype and more identified to cause an
abnormal lens morphology256. The utility of this is demonstrated the SLC7A8 (LAT2 protein) gene
discussed above, that was initially identified in rodent model and subsequently screened in cataract
cases. The iSyTE database (Integrated Systems Tool for Eye Gene Discovery257,
https://research.bioinformatics.udel.edu/iSyTE/ppi/) can similarly be used to identify candidate
genes based on enriched expression in lens tissue of mice. Additionally, examination of key binding
partners of known cataract genes and the functional pathways where they work, provide numerous
candidate genes for extended screening programs.

3.5 STUDY OUTCOMES
Whole genome sequencing data was used to screen probands from 31 families with isolated
paediatric cataracts against a panel of 50 isolated paediatric cataract genes. This screen successfully
identified pathogenic or likely pathogenic coding variants in 26% (8 out of 31) families. These
variants were all identified in families being screened against these genes for the first time. This rate
of pathogenic/likely pathogenic coding variant identification is comparable with previous findings in
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our repository using similar methods. Gap junction genes, GJA3 and GJA8, had more variants than
any other gene or gene group and accounted for 16% (5 out of 31 families) of the disease burden in
this cohort. This rate is comparable to the overall frequency of gap junction variants observed for
this disease. A family with a likely pathogenic variant altering the translation start site of LEMD2 is
likely the first example of autosomal dominant paediatric cataracts from this gene. Four families
were identified to have variants with possible reduced penetrance that require follow-up. Families
with paediatric cataracts and variants with reduced penetrance have been reported before and
contributes to the genetic heterogeneity of the disease. Investigation of non-coding regions of these
50 genes enabled the identification of a variant in the PAX6 gene promoter and a deep intronic
variant in the NHS gene, that are likely acting through altered gene regulation and transcript splicing
respectively. The investigation of class 2 variants, and the identification of these PAX6 and deepintronic NHS, indicate that non-coding variants in known cataract genes likely account for disease in
a portion of unsolved cases and should be investigated more frequently. The screening of gene
panels enables the identification of pathogenic variants in established cataract genes, that can
account for disease in many families. This enables return of results for those individuals and
identifies unsolved families that can be moved into more extensive gene screening and gene
discovery research pipelines.
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CHAPTER 4 Novel gene discovery using linkage analysis and whole
genome sequencing

CHAPTER 4
Novel gene discovery using linkage
analysis and whole genome sequencing
4.1 INTRODUCTION
As outlined in Chapter 3, gene screening techniques provide a useful method for the
identification of cataract causing variants in well-established genes. However, this method fails to
identify a cause for some families and indicates that more cataract genes exist and remain to be
identified. In our screen of 31 families for 50 isolated congenital cataract genes (described in Chapter
3), there were 19 families that had either no variants identified meeting the filtering criteria or had
variants that were deemed unlikely to be disease-causing. In this study we therefore aimed to
establish an investigative pipeline for novel gene identification in smaller paediatric cataract families.
Linkage analysis is a well-established method for genetic mapping of Mendelian diseases such as
congenital cataract. However, linkage has traditionally been performed on large families with the
power to produce a single definitively significant linkage region within which candidate genes could
be reported or investigated using Sanger sequencing. Such methods have previously been
successfully used in large families from our repository59, 90, 99, 107.
Our repository contains several smaller unsolved families. These families lack the power
(number of people) to reach statistical significance on their own. These samples can still be used to
identify regions suggestive of linkage that could be interrogated using other methods. Other
investigative strategies for identifying novel genes in these families are limited. For example,
performing whole genome sequencing on all family members and using filtering parameters to
bioinformatically identify segregating variants would be a valid investigative method. However, at
the time of initiating this study, this would have been vastly expensive in terms of both monetary
and associated data costs. Additionally, many samples have insufficient DNA available; a majority
having <1ug of DNA remaining. As such, given the available resources, we hypothesised that the use
of genome-wide parametric linkage analysis combined with massively parallel sequencing of
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selected affected individuals will provide a valuable and cost-effective method for investigating
these paediatric cataract families.
Families CRCH24 (Figure 4.1), CRCH65 (Figure 4.2) and CSA93 (Figure 4.3) were selected for
investigation using this pipeline. CRCH24 is the largest of these with DNA available for 16 individuals
and the other two families have DNA available for seven individuals each. All three of these families
have previously been involved in various screening initiatives for individual cataract genes and gene
families59, 93, 97, 104-106 and CSA93 was involved in a more extensive gene screen108. However, all three
families remain unsolved.
Establishing the utility of this pipeline will enable other smaller families, that have negative
gene screening findings, to be investigated for novel cataract genes. This will enable a molecular
diagnosis to be achieved for these families and the identification of novel genes will lead to better
clinical gene screening outcomes for paediatric cataract patients in the broader community.
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Figure 4.1 CRCH24 family pedigree and affection status
CRCH24 is a multi-generational family with apparent autosomal dominant or X-linked paediatric cataract. Sex and affection status information is outlined in the box
provided. Individuals with DNA available are indicated by a CRCH24- reference number. Whole genome sequencing data is available for affected male CRCH24-02. Affection
status was confirmed by an ophthalmologist and individuals with a ‘?’ have possible age-related cataracts.
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Figure 4.2 CRCH65 family pedigree and affection status
CRCH65 is a multi-generational family with apparent autosomal dominant paediatric cataract. Sex and affection status information is outlined in the box provided.
Individuals with DNA available are indicated by a CRCH65- reference number. Whole genome sequencing data is available for affected female CRCH65-01 and whole exome
sequencing data is available for affected individuals CRCH65-04 and CRCH65-05. Affection status was confirmed by an ophthalmologist.
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Figure 4.3 CSA93 family pedigree and affection status
CSA93 is a multi-generational family with apparent autosomal dominant paediatric cataract. Sex and affection status information is outlined in the box provided.
Individuals with DNA available are indicated by a CSA93- reference number. Whole genome sequencing data is available for affected male CSA93-05 and whole exome
sequencing data is available for affected individuals CSA93-01, CSA93-06 and CSA93-07. Affection status was confirmed by an ophthalmologist.
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4.1.1 Hypothesis and aims
In these three families we hypothesised that linkage analysis would guide the discovery of
a disease-causing variant, that would impact a novel paediatric cataract gene or be in a previously
unassessed non-coding genomic region.
The investigation of these three families was divided into two sub-aims:
The first aim was to use genome-wide parametric linkage analysis to identify regions of
the genome linked to the disease phenotype in each family. SNP array data for genome-wide
genotyping was utilised to enable fine mapping of linkage regions and enabled analysis of all family
members, including those with very little DNA available. This provided statistical evidence for
regions of the genome in which a putative disease-causing variant would be residing and enabled
genomic regions to be excluded from further investigation.
The second aim was to use massively parallel sequencing to identify putative diseasecausing variants within regions suggested by linkage. Whole genome sequencing data from a single
affected individual in each family enabled variant identification across all identified linkage region/s
irrespective of their total size. Rare and predicted pathogenic variants were assessed for segregation
in the families using Sanger sequencing. In families CRCH65 and CSA93, additional whole exome
sequencing from other affected individuals enabled part of the segregation analysis to be performed
bioinformatically, to reduce the number of variants for further segregation analysis.
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4.2 METHODS
4.2.1 Samples
Families CRCH24, CRCH65 and CSA93 were investigated using a linkage analysis approach.
Family CRCH24 was the largest of those investigated with 16 samples available for genome-wide
genotyping (Section 4.2.2), including eight affected individuals (Table 4.1). Families CRCH65 and
CSA93 both have 5 affected individuals and a total of seven samples available for genotyping (Table
4.1). The inheritance pattern observed for each family is autosomal dominant inheritance, with Xlinkage in family CRCH24 also possible with no male to male transmission present.

Table 4.1 Samples available for genome-wide genotyping in selected families

Family ID
CRCH24
CRCH65
CSA93

Patient DNA available
Unaffected or
Affected
Unknown
8
8
5
2
5
2

Total
16
7
7

Inheritance pattern
?XL or AD
AD
AD

AD; autosomal dominant inheritance. ?XL; possible X-linked inheritance. Affected; cataract confirmed by
ophthalmologist, unaffected or unknown; cataract not present or data missing.

4.2.2 Genome-wide genotyping
Genome-wide genotyping was performed in-house on all available family members (Table
4.1), using HumanOmniExpress-24 v1.1 or v1.2 BeadChip kits (Illumina), in accordance with the
Illumina Infinium®HTS assay protocols. BeadChips were imaged using the Illumina HiScan system in
according to the manufacturer's instructions. DNA input for this assay was 200ng of genomic DNA.
However, for samples with limited DNA available whole genome amplified DNA (Section 2.4) was
used instead.
The resulting genome-wide genotyping data was manually processed using Illumina's
GenomeStudio™Software 2.0 (Genotyping Module v2.0.2), using IDAT files from the imaging of the
BeadChips and the appropriate product files. A summary of software versions and associated files
for the SNP arrays used is outlined in Appendix 4.1. Poorly performing SNPs were assessed and
removed prior to the use of this data for linkage analysis. Illumina’s recommended GenCall threshold
of 0.15 was used and SNPs falling outside this range were assigned a 'No Call' status. All SNPs
containing one or more samples with a 'No Call' value were removed. Also removed were any Ychromosome, mitochondrial, and control SNPs, as well as X-chromosome SNPs containing any male
sample with a heterozygous genotype call. Other metrics that were outlined in the Infinium®
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Genotyping Data Analysis technical note (available from:
http://sapac.support.illumina.com/array/array_software/genomestudio/documentation.html) were
assessed and all SNPs with ambiguous clusters were removed. The finalised genotyping data was
exported from GenomeStudio 2.0 using PLINK Input Report Plugin v2.1.4 (Illumina).

4.2.3 Relationship testing
All families being analysed using the linkage analysis pipeline had relatedness assessed to
confirm reported genealogical information. This was performed using the genotyping data and the
‘genome’ function in PLINK v1.9 258. This uses pairwise identity by descent (IBD) estimations to
determine the genetic similarity and therefore relationship between individuals. A consensus on
relatedness was made in conjunction with the genetic counsellors and the collected genetic history.

4.2.4 Linkage and haplotype analysis
PLINK v1.9 whole genome association analysis tool kit258 was used to manipulate the
exported genotyping data from the SNP arrays. This included the addition of un-genotyped family
members to link individuals in the family together and the addition of informative phenotype
information for linkage analysis. All families that had data processed using GenomeStudio 2.0
(Illumina) were reduced to markers commonly genotyped between that family and family
CRVEEH66, using the ‘extract’ function in PLINK258. The family CRVEEH66 (Chapter 5) genotyping data
was processed using GenomeStudio™ software 2011.1 Genotyping Module v1.9) and exported from
GenomeStudio 2011.1 using the PLINK Input Report Plugin v 2.1.1. This was performed to
circumnavigate an error in the PLINK Input Report Plugin v2.1.4 (Illumina), that output the incorrect
genetic distance (cM) in map files, instead enabling the correct cM genetic distances to be used from
an earlier version of the software.
Linkage disequilibrium based SNP pruning (LD pruning), to obtain a smaller number of
independent SNPs for linkage analysis, was performed using PLINK v1.9 software258 on an
independent population of 1,585 Caucasians also genotyped on HumanOmniExpress v1.1 BeadChips
(Illumina) as part of a previous study259. The 'indep-pairwise' function in PLINK was used with the
parameters of "50 5 0.5". This function views a window of 50 SNPs, where LD is calculated between
each pair of SNPs and if a r2 threshold of 0.5 is exceeded one of the pair is removed until no such
pairs remain. The 50bp window is then shifted 5bp and the process is repeated. SNPs not removed
by this function from the population data, i.e. the 'prune-in' SNPs, were selected from the family
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datasets for linkage using the 'extract' function in PLINK. LD pruning was performed on autosomes
only. LD pruning on the X-chromosome was unable to be performed on the dataset of 1,585
Caucasians, due to the absence of sex information. Subsequently, X-chromosome data was not LD
pruned in our families prior to linkage analysis, if X-linkage was required.
Files for each family were converted from PLINK PED format to MERLIN format using Mega2
v4.9.2 software260-262. During this process autosomal SNPs inconsistent with Mendelian inheritance in
any family were removed. The same process was conducted for the X-chromosome using the 'minx'
and error detection functions in MERLIN software263, 264. In addition, unlikely genotypes were
detected and removed using the error detection and pedwipe functions in MERLIN263, 264.
The density of SNPs being used for linkage analysis resulted in occasions when two or more
consecutive SNPs had the same position in cM. This became an issue, when using MERLIN263, 264, if a
recombination event occurred between such SNPs, resulting in a “skipped requires impossible
recombination” error. A custom R script (Appendix 4.2) was developed to identify markers with
duplicate genetic position values and alter those cM positions by 0.0000001. Such a change is
negligible regarding the difference in cM values of these markers but allows the linkage analysis to
proceed without this error.
Multipoint parametric linkage analysis was performed for each family using MERLIN v1.1.2
263, 264

. Input files for all chromosomes were verified using the Pedstats program265 prior to use.

Linkage analysis was performed across all autosomes for all families. If X-linkage could not be
excluded (in that there was no male to male transmission observed in the family) the ‘minx’
command was used to implement X-chromosome functions in MERLIN263, 264 and the additional
analysis of this chromosome. A dominant disease model was used with a disease allele frequency of
0.0001 and locus penetrance of 0.0001, 0.90, and 1.0 which is the probability of being affected for
those possessing 0, 1 and 2 copies of the disease allele respectively. Disease affection status
assigned for individuals in each family is outlined in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2 Affection status assigned to individuals for linkage analysis
Family
CRCH24

Affected (cataract)
CRCH24-01, CRCH24-02,
CRCH24-03, CRCH24-04,
CRCH24-05, CRCH24-07,
CRCH24-08, CRCH24-14

Unaffected (no cataract)
CRCH24-06, CRCH24-10,
CRCH24-11, CRCH24-13,
CRCH24-16, CRCH24-17,
CRCH24-18

CRCH65

CRCH65-01, CRCH65,
CRCH65-02, CRCH65-03,
CRCH65-04, CRCH65-05

CRCH65-06, CRCH65-07

CSA93

CSA93-01, CSA93-04,
CSA93-05, CSA93-06,
CSA93-07

CSA93-02, CSA93-03

Unknown
CRCH24-09

Unknown; unable to be defined as ‘unaffected’.

Haplotyping was performed for chromosomes where linkage was identified (CRCH24 =
Section 4.3.2, CRCH65 = Section 4.3.3, and CSA93 = Section 4.3.4). This occurred for all individuals on
a per family basis. The ‘best’ command was used in MERLIN263, 264 to generate data indicating the
most likely haplotypes for each individual. Linkage regions were identified in the data and manually
interpreted to determine the haplotype segregating with the disease in that family. Additionally,
critical recombination events defining the linkage regions were identified and the next SNP outside
of this event was used as the boundary marker for that region.

4.2.5 Whole genome and whole exome sequencing
Whole genome sequencing of an affected individual (CRCH24-02, CRCH65-01 and CSA93-05)
from each family was performed alongside individuals assessed in Chapter 3. See Section 2.5 for
detailed sequencing methods. Structural variants were considered for family CRCH24, with details
regarding structural variant calling are outlined in Section 2.5.
Whole exome sequencing was performed on other affected individuals in smaller families
CRCH65 and CSA93, to assist in the filtering of class 1 coding variants (Section 4.2.6). Individual
selection was based on DNA availability and subsequent sequencing was performed for CRCH65-04,
CRCH65-05, CSA93-01, CSA93-06 and CSA93-07. Sequencing was performed by MACROGEN Inc.
Library preparation was performed using the Agilent SureSelect Capture V6 kit, using a low input
protocol, and run on the NovaSeq6000 system (Illumina) with 100bp paired-end sequencing and
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x100 (6GB estimated raw data) coverage per sample. Read alignment to the reference genome and
variant calling was performed using the same protocols outlined in Section 2.5.

4.2.6 Variant filtering and assessment
An outline of the variant filtering and assessment pipeline is presented in Figure 4.4. Family
CRCH24 was investigated using a single whole genome sequence for analysis of SNP, indel and
structural variants. Families CRCH65 and CSA93 were investigated for class 1 and 2 coding variants
and had additional whole exome sequencing data available for variant filtering. Section references
for detailed methods of each stage of the pipeline are indicated in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4 Variant filtering and analysis summary for gene discovery pipeline
Summary of investigative pipeline and variant filtering parameters used. Section references for detailed
methods provided. Additional structural variant analysis performed for family CRCH24.
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4.2.6.1 Extract variants from linkage regions of interest
A .bed file was constructed containing the coordinates of the linkage regions identified for
each respective family. These regions were extracted from .vcf files using BCFtools (v1.8,
https://github.com/samtools/bcftools) prior to being left aligned and normalized against the
reference genome (hg19).

4.2.6.2 Assign sequencing quality score to variants
GATK (v.3.8)110, 157 was used to annotate variants based on read depth and quality (script,
Appendix 3.1), with these annotations subsequently used for filtering. Variants were required to
meet a ‘High Confidence’ rating for inclusion in further analysis. A high confidence rating equated to
a read depth ‘DP’ ≥ 10 and genotype quality ‘GQ’ ≥ 20. Variants identified in families CRCH65 and
CSA93, in regions covered by the additional exome sequencing data, were required to meet a high
confidence rating in all individuals for variant inclusion.

4.2.6.3 Variant annotation and allele frequency filtering
Functional annotation of variants was performed using ANNOVAR111 (version 2018Arp16)
(script, Appendix 3.2), with selected output fields subsequently used for variant filtering. Variants
were initially filtered based on population minor allele frequency (MAF). Paediatric cataracts have a
prevalence of approximately 2.2 per 10,000 live births in Australia20, that corresponds to a frequency
of 0.022%. As such, a MAF ≤0.01 or 1% threshold was applied to capture rare variants and provide a
margin of error above the frequency observed in this population. Population allele frequencies were
subsequently reassessed on a variant by variant basis during downstream evaluation. European
cohorts were used in this process to correspond with Caucasian heritage of the families being
investigated. Filtering for variants with a MAF ≤0.01 in gnomAD genome (NFE, non-Finnish
European) dataset158 was initially performed on the annotated variant file using R software
(v3.4.0)159. Any remaining variant with MAF >0.01 in gnomAD_exome (NFE, non-Finnish European.
Formally, ExAC database160) and/or 1000genomes dataset161 (European,) were subsequently
excluded. When all filters had been applied variant frequencies were rechecked using the Genome
Aggregation Database v2.1.1 (gnomAD)158. This database consists of genome and exome sequencing
data from 141,456 unrelated individuals, with those frequencies reported.
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4.2.6.4 Variant filtering based on function and predicted pathogenicity
Variants were categorised as either a ‘class 1’ or ‘class 2’ variant based on their function
(Figure 4.4). The functions used to categorise these variants were obtained from the ANNOVAR111
(version 2018Arp16) Func.refGene output field. Class 1 variants are those that result an altered
protein amino acid sequence. Variants annotated as exonic (with a nonsynonymous residue change)
and splicing (a variant ±2bp from intron/exon boundary) were defined as class 1 variants. Class 2
variants have no direct change on a protein’s amino acid sequence. Variants were categorised as
class 2 if they were exonic (synonymous with no residue change), ncRNA exonic, intronic, ncRNA
intronic, located in untranslated regions (3’ or 5’ UTR) or were intergenic variants.
Prediction of variant deleteriousness was performed using CADD (Combined Annotation
Dependent Depletion) v1.4 162, 163, that combines over 60 genomic features to provide a single
PHRED-like ranked score for interpretation. CADD PHRED scores of >10, >20 and >30 indicate
variants in the top 10%, 1% and 0.1% most deleterious substitutions in the genome respectively.
Class 1 variants were filtered to include those with CADD PHRED scores ≥10. Class 2 variants were
filtered to include synonymous and ncRNA exonic variants with CADD PHRED scores ≥ 10 and all
other non-coding variants had a PHRED ≥20 threshold.

4.2.6.5 Structural variant filtering
Structural variants (SVs) within linkage regions identified for CRCH24 (Section 4.3.2) were
extracted for investigation from the LUMPY dataset (Section 2.5). All SVs were manually visualized
using the Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV)170, 253. Sequencing reads across the linkage region were
obtained (Appendix 4.3) and viewed at and around reported SV breakpoints. Additionally, the
reported SV was visualised in the UCSC genome browser (https://genome.ucsc.edu/) alongside
available SV tracks such as the Database of Genomic Variants266. This aided in the identification of
sequencing artefacts and allowed the elimination of common variants (Freq. >1% in Database of
Genomic Variants, database link via UCSC genome browser).

4.2.6.6 Variant validation and segregation
Variants were validated and assessed for segregation in the family using Sanger sequencing.
Variants that failed to validate in the proband or segregate with the disease in the family were
excluded. For detailed methods refer to Section 2.6. These methods were similarly used for
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structural variant validation and segregation. Alternatively, primers were designed to span variant
breakpoints and were interpreted in combination to determine the variant status for that individual.

4.2.6.7 Expression in lens epithelial tissue
Gene expression in lens epithelial tissue was used to aid prioritisation of identified
segregating variants. Expression data was obtained from the FANTOM5 project which contains lens
epithelial cells from 3 patient donors and 1 cell line, with this data viewed using the SSTAR browser
(https://fantom.gsc.riken.jp/5/sstar/Main_Page)167, 168.

4.2.6.8 In silico assessment of functional consequences of segregating variants
Segregating variants meeting filtering criteria were further assessed for their disease-causing
potential on a case by case basis. Details outlined in Section 3.2.3.5.
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4.3 RESULTS
4.3.1 Genome-wide genotyping results
Genome-wide genotyping was performed for each family using either a HumanOmniExpress24 v1.1 BeadChip (Illumina) or HumanOmniExpress-24 v1.2 BeadChip (Illumina). The data from each
SNP array was processed manually to remove poorly performing markers (Section 4.2.2), provided
correct cM positions and thin the SNP number via linkage disequilibrium pruning (Section 4.2.4). An
outline of SNPs numbers across these stages and the number of SNPs used for parametric linkage
analysis on each chromosome, in each family, is displayed in Table 4.3. The high density of the
markers used has enabled fine mapping of the linkage regions within close proximity to the sites of
critical recombination events.
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Table 4.3 Genotyping QC and SNP numbers used for linkage analysis
CRCH24
713,599a
552,771
516,555
197,161
14,259
14,364
13,044
11,430
11,823
12,085
10,232
9,819
8,738
9,794
8,944
9,855
7,576
6,477
5,809
5,845
4,717
6,124
3,052
4,818
2,753
2,266
13330

Number of SNPs used for linkage analysis

# of SNPs on array used
# of SNPs following manual QC
# of SNPs shared with correct .map file
# of SNPs following LD prune of autosomes
Chromosome 1
Chromosome 2
Chromosome 3
Chromosome 4
Chromosome 5
Chromosome 6
Chromosome 7
Chromosome 8
Chromosome 9
Chromosome 10
Chromosome 11
Chromosome 12
Chromosome 13
Chromosome 14
Chromosome 15
Chromosome 16
Chromosome 17
Chromosome 18
Chromosome 19
Chromosome 20
Chromosome 21
Chromosome 22
Chromosome X
# of mendelian-inconsistent genotypes flagged
124
& removed
Total SNPs used

197,154

Family ID
CRCH65
713,014b
623,668
618,452
223,643*
17,512
17,370
15,598
13,684
14,331
14,596
12,380
11,790
10,565
12,003
10,957
11,760
9,058
7,726
7,134
7,213
6,090
7,421
4,095
5,976
3,371
3,002
n/a

CSA93
713,599a
552,771
543,767
194,213*
15,110
15,149
13,613
11,986
12,389
12,744
10,807
10,363
9,219
10,372
9,426
10,342
7,931
6,812
6,182
6,209
5,100
6,436
3,421
5,118
2,965
2,509
n/a

36

15

223,632

194,203

#; number/count. ‘*’ count excludes X-chromosome SNPs as X-linkage not required (‘n/a’) for family.
Manual QC (quality control) performed using Illumina GenomeStudio software. LD; linkage disequilibrium.
Mendelian-inconsistent genotype data removed (wiped/zeroed) for the identified individual at that locus
only and was performed using MERLIN error check and pedwipe functions 263, 264. ‘a’ HumanOmniExpress-24
v1.1 BeadChip (Illumina), ‘b’ HumanOmniExpress-24 v1.2 BeadChip (Illumina).
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4.3.2 Family CRCH24 results and variant interpretation
Family CRCH24 is a four generation Australian family with apparent X-linked or autosomal
dominant paediatric cataracts (Figure 4.1). In this family, eight individuals are flagged as having
paediatric cataracts with an age of diagnosis ranging from 3 months to 27 years (Table 4.4). The
cataract phenotypes observed in these individuals are predominantly sutural or posterior based
opacities, with only CRCH24-02 and CRCH24-04 possessing cataracts requiring surgery, that was
performed at 3 months and 59 years respectively (Table 4.4). The family matriarch and her daughter
CRCH24-09 have cataracts noted as ‘? age-related’ and with the subtle phenotypes observed in
many other family members, it is unknown how long they unknowingly harboured lens opacities
prior to diagnosis. Clinical notes for individuals CRCH24-01, CRCH24-04 and CRCH24-05 indicate
phenotypic features reminiscent of Nance-Horan Syndrome. The apparent X-linked inheritance and
sutural opacities in females, observed in the syndrome, was likely considered when making those
observations. However, with no official diagnosis this could simply be benign phenotypic variability.
Previous work, screening the coding regions of NHS gene responsible for that syndrome, has been
performed with no putative disease-causing variants identified (data not shown). CRCH24 is the
largest of the families being investigated here using a combination of parametric linkage analysis and
whole genome sequencing data.

Table 4.4 CRCH24 phenotype information for affected individuals
Affected
individual

Phenotype

Age at
diagnosis

Age at surgery
(eye:right/left) Comments

CRCH24-01
CRCH24-02
CRCH24-03
CRCH24-04
CRCH24-05

Sutural
23 years
Nil
? Nance-Horan Syndrome
3 months
3 months
Nystagmus
Posterior subcapsular 3 months
Nil
9 years
59 years
? Nance-Horan Syndrome
Sutural & some
27 years
Nil
? Nance-Horan Syndrome
fluffiness
CRCH24-07
Posterior lamellar &
1 year
Nil
sutural cataract
CRCH24-08
Posterior sutural
7 years
Nil
CRCH24-09
? age-related
CRCH24-14
8 years
Nil
Phenotype as described by ophthalmologist. – data unavailable. Nil; surgery not required to date.
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4.3.2.1 CRCH24 linkage analysis results
Genome-wide parametric multipoint linkage analysis identified four regions of linkage in
family CRCH24; three autosomal regions at 1p31.3-p22.3, 3p12.1-q11.2 and 14q31.3-q32.11 (all LOD
= 2.23) and a region at Xp22.2-p22.11 (LOD = 1.63) (Table 4.5). No region of linkage reached
statistical significance (Figure 4.5). Key recombination events defining the boundaries of each region
were obtained using haplotype analysis and all affected individuals contain the putative disease
haplotype for all linkage regions (Appendix 4.4). Individual CRCH24-09 carries only the chromosome
1, 3 and X region haplotypes. She has ‘? age-related’ cataracts noted as her phenotype (Table 4.4).
These could be a milder form of the familial cataracts and cannot be used to exclude these regions
from carrying the putative disease-causing variant. Regions with negative LOD scores, meaning
evidence against linkage, accounted for and eliminated 97.74% of the genome from further
investigation. The known cataract gene NHS59, 60 resides in the identified Xp22.2-p22.11 region.

Table 4.5 CRCH24 linkage regions
Linkage region

Position (hg19)

SNPs defining region

Region size Maximum
(bp)
LOD

1p31.3-p22.3

chr1:61,803,889-85,413,765

rs7521242; rs570564

23,609,877

2.23

3p12.1-q11.2

chr3:86,073,977-94,625,622

rs6804410; rs17420584

8,551,646

2.23

14q31.3-q32.11

chr14:89,501,040-91,027,232

rs912379; rs11620738

1,526,193

2.23

Xp22.2-p22.11

chrX:13,535,409-23,141,262

rs5979903; rs2428676

9,605,854

1.63

Combined size of linkage regions = 43,293,570bp or 43.3Mb
Percentage of genome being investigated (LOD ≥ 1) = 1.44%
Percentage of the genome eliminated (LOD ≤ 0) = 97.74%
Whole genome = 3,000Mb
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Figure 4.5 CRCH24 genome-wide parametric linkage analysis results
Positive multipoint LOD scores (y axis), indicating evidence for linkage, are displayed across the genome (x axis). Three chromosomes with regions achieving LOD scores >2
(max LOD = 2.23) and a region of linkage on the X-chromosome (max LOD = 1.63), were investigated for putative disease-causing variants. Statistical significance (indicated
by the red line) was not reached in family CRCH24. Chromosome 23 in the image represents the X-chromosome.
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4.3.2.2 CRCH24 variant identification
Whole genome sequencing data from affected individual CRCH24-02 was used to identify
putative disease-causing variants, followed up by Sanger sequencing in the remainder of the family.
Within the linkage regions, three variants segregated with the eight affected and one ‘? age-related’
individual/s in the family (Table 4.6 and Figure 4.6), from the SNP and indel data. Two class 1 coding
variants were located in the Xp22.2-p22.11 locus, with those being a SH3KBP1 c.1949G>A
(p.Arg650Gln) variant and a c.361G>A (p.Asp211Asn) variant in the PHEX gene. Additionally, one
class 2 variant was identified. This was an intergenic g.1:74253251G>A variant in the 1p31.3-p22.3
region. Variants meeting class 1 and class 2 filtering criteria that failed to validate in proband
CRCH24-02 or segregate with the disease in the family are displayed in Appendix 4.5 and Appendix
4.6.
Analysis of structural variant data identified a 2.8kb deletion g.X:17554493_17557354del in
the Xp22.2-p22.11 linkage region, impacting the known cataract gene NHS (Table 4.6). This deletion
validated in the proband (CRCH24-02) and segregated with all affected individuals in the family
(Figure 4.7). PCR amplicons capturing the breakpoints were used to assess the deletion, using both
gel electrophoresis and Sanger sequencing, with affected males hemizygous for the deletion, carrier
females heterozygous for the deletion and unaffected individuals containing wild type products only
(Figure 4.8A and 4.8B). Exact breakpoint coordinates were mapped to X:17554493-17557354, that is
located within intron 1 of the NHS transcripts (NM_198270 and NM_001291867), within intron 1 of
the uncharacterized ncRNA gene LOC101928389 and is 13.1kb downstream of non-coding antisense
RNA gene NHS-AS1 (Figure 4.8C).
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Table 4.6 Segregating class 1, class 2 and structural variants identified in family CRCH24
SNPs and indels
Linkage region
Xp22.2-p22.11

Position (hg19)
X:19555842 g.C>T

Type
Class 1 (Coding)

Gene
SH3KBP1 (NM_031892)

Coding change
c.1949G>A

Protein change
p.Arg650Gln

Xp22.2-p22.11

X:22095788 g.G>A

Class 1 (Coding)

PHEX (NM_000444)

c.631G>A

p.Asp211Asn

1p31.3-p22.3

1:74253251 g.G>A

Class 2 (Intergenic)

LINC02238;LRRIQ3

n/a

n/a

gnomAD (NFE)
0.0064

CADD PHRED
24.7

3.2x10-4

29.3

.

20.4

Structural variants
Linkage region
Xp22.2-p22.11

Variant type
Deletion (2.86kb)

Position (hg19)
g.X:17,554,493-17,557,354

Gene
gnomAD SVs v2.1
NHS (NM_198270)
.
LOC101928389 (NR_135631)
Coding and protein change are specific to the gene accession reported and may vary with other transcripts. Minor allele frequency reported from gnomAD population
frequencies (NFE, non-Finnish European, v2.1.1). For gnomAD data ‘.’ indicates variant not observed in database. CADD PHRED v1.4 (hg19) score162. n/a; not applicable.
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Figure 4.6 CRCH24 segregating point mutation variants
Segregating class 1 and class 2 variants observed in family CRCH24. Class 1 coding variants in the PHEX and SH3KBP1 genes are observed in all individuals with a cataract
phenotype, affected males are hemizygous for these chromosome X variants. Similarly, the presented class 2 intergenic variant ((hg19)g.1:74253251G>A) is observed in all
affected individuals. Sequencing chromatograms displayed for all individuals with available DNA and variant carriers and variant presence is indicated by a red arrow.
Individual affection status presented; cataract, no cataract and ‘?’ for possible age-related cataracts.
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Figure 4.7 CRCH24 segregating NHS structural variant
Segregating 2.8kb deletion is observed in all individuals with a cataract phenotype in family CRCH24. Sequencing chromatograms displayed to compare three PCR
amplicons for all individuals. Affected males (CRCH24-02, CRCH24-03, CRCH24-04, CRCH24-07 and CRCH24-14) are hemizygous for the deletion and possess the ‘deletion’
amplicon only. Affected females (CRCH24-01, CRCH24-05, CRCH24-08 and CRCH24-09) are heterozygous for the deletion and possess all three amplicons with dashed lines
showing alignment between wild type breakpoint sequence with the associated ‘deletion’ sequence. Unaffected individuals contain wild type sequence only. ‘No product’
indicates absence of PCR product due to absence of sequence in that person. # and * indicate left and right breakpoints with genomic location presented in the image.
Individual affection status presented; cataract, no cataract and ‘?’ for possible age-related cataracts. Primer design and gel electrophoresis results shown in Figure 4.8.
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Figure 4.8 CRCH24 2.8kb intronic NHS deletion
Variant validation and mapping of (hg19)X:17554493_17557354del variant. A, 2% agarose gel electrophoresis
image of PCR products bracketing the left breakpoint, right breakpoint and deletion. Samples displayed for
affected female, unaffected female, affected male and unaffected male are CRCH24-10, CRCH24-17, CRCH2402 and CRCH24-16 respectively. B, diagrammatic representation of deletion, primer locations (orange and
purple arrows) and sequencing data across critical regions from CRCH24-01. C, adapted image from the UCSC
genome browser (https://genome.ucsc.edu/) showing the NCBI RefSeq genes track, CRCH24 deletion region
(displayed in blue) impacts intron 1 of the larger NHS gene transcript and LOC101928389 uncharacterised long
non-coding RNA gene.

PHEX c.631G>A (p.Asp211Asn) variant
The PHEX c.631G>A (p.Asp211Asn) variant has a CADD PHRED score of 29.3, placing it just
shy of the top 0.1% most predicted deleterious substitutions in the genome. In gnomAD, this variant
(rs370610267) had a total allele frequency of 3.2x10-4 (with 67 allele observations from 205,177)
which is similar to the prevalence of isolated congenital cataracts in the Australian population
(0.022% or 2.2x10-4)20. This genomic position has a PhyloP score of 7.04 and the aspartic acid at this
position is fully conserved across species, except for a rare deep-sea fish called the Coelacanth. The
negatively charged aspartic acid at position p.211 is replaced with a neutral asparagine residue
which is predicted to disrupt hydrogen bonds and salt bridges within the protein’s structure (HOPE
protein structure analysis166). The PHEX p.Asp211Asn change is recorded in ClinVar as benign
(record; https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/variation/VCV000792356.1, accessed 08.01.2020),
however, lack of accompanying information renders this uninterpretable. No expression of this gene
is observed in lens epithelial tissue (FANTOM5 data viewed using SSTAR167, 168).
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The PHEX gene encodes the phosphate-regulating neutral endopeptidase PHEX, a
transmembrane protein with large extracellular domain containing zinc binding and catalytic
regions267. Mutations in the PHEX gene cause X-linked hypophosphatemic rickets, an autosomal
dominant inherited form of rickets caused by subsequent elevated FGF23 levels (phosphatonin
fibroblast growth factor 23) that leads to incorrect processing of phosphate in the kidneys;
ultimately resulting in hypophosphatemia, abnormal vitamin D metabolism, and defective
mineralisation of bone, cartilage and teeth268. The disease can vary in severity, with variants in noncoding untranslated regions also reported to cause the disease269. The p.211Asp residue altered in
our family does not reside within the primary catalytic region of the protein. Additionally, within the
LOVD database (https://databases.lovd.nl/shared/genes/PHEX) the two closest reported variants to
ours, p.Tyr198Phe and p.Val231Met, are classed as likely benign. This may indicate that this region
of the protein is not essential to its function. No reports have been found linking PHEX variants and
X-linked hypophosphatemic rickets with congenital cataracts or other ocular phenotypes.
The PHEX c.631G>A (p.Asp211Asn) variant is unlikely to be causing the paediatric cataracts
observed in family CRCH24. No expression in lens epithelial cells is indicative of this gene not playing
a role in this tissue and a lower allele frequency was expected for this variant if disease causing. An
ocular phenotype would have already been flagged for this gene, if causative of cataracts,
considering the high number of X-linked hypophosphatemic rickets causing variants already
observed. However, this variant does expand the understanding of essential regions of the PHEX
protein that have the potential to cause disease, with nine variant carriers in this family and no Xlinked hypophosphatemic rickets phenotype.

SH3KBP1 c.1949G>A (p.Arg650Gln) variant
Assessment of predicted deleteriousness, using CADD162, assigned the SH3KBP1 c.1949G>A
(p.Arg650Gln) variant a PHRED score of 24.7. In gnomAD, this variant (rs142403021) was often
observed with a total of 908 alleles out of 204,913 (total MAF = 0.0044), which is higher than the
prevalence of isolated congenital cataracts in the Australian population (0.022% or 2.2x10-4)20. At
this frequency the SH3KBP1 c.1949G>A variant is unlikely to be causing this rare disease and is
unlikely the cataracts observed in family CRCH24. An immunodeficiency disease is the only current
linked disease phenotype to the gene with female gene deletion carriers not displaying a
phenotype270. In comparison to this family, where males and females display a cataract phenotype.
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Intergenic class 2 variant between genes LINC02238 and LRRIQ3
The sole segregating class 2 variant, g.1:74253251G>A, is located between genes LINC02238
and LRRIQ3 in the 1p31.3-p22.3 linkage region. The closest of those genes is LINC02238, residing
48.9kb upstream. This novel variant was not recoded in gnomAD and CADD scoring162 assigned a
PHRED score of 20.4 to this variant. The nucleotide has a PhyloP score of 2.15 and resides in a small
(approx. 340bp) conserved area (100 vertebrates conservation by PhastCons, viewed by UCSC
genome browser), indicating some evolutionary constraint (Appendix 4.7). Otherwise, the
surrounding 100kb region is generally devoid of any regulatory features or element that could
provide a putative function for the variant. The only feature of note is a predicted novel transcript
for a lncRNA (AL591463.1, Ensemble/Gencode gene), where our variant resides in the fourth of four
exons. With the current information, a proposed mechanism of disease cannot be identified for this
variant and it is unlikely to be causing cataracts in the family.

A 2.8kb intronic NHS deletion
The segregating 2.8kb deletion g.X:17554493_17557354del impacts the known cataract
gene NHS. This structural variant is located within intron 1 of the longer NHS transcripts
(NM_198270 and NM_001291867), within intron 1 of the uncharacterized ncRNA gene
LOC101928389 and is 13.1kb downstream of non-coding antisense RNA gene NHS-AS1 (Figure 4.8C).
Assessment of gene expression in lens epithelial cells (FANTOM5 data viewed using SSTAR167, 168)
indicated that only the NHS gene was active in this tissue. Without evidence of expression of
LOC101928389 and NHS-AS1 in the active cells of the lens, these genes are unlikely to be causing
disease and will not be discussed further here. Investigation for comparable deletions in healthy
individuals, in the Database of Genomic Variants171, revealed none within 30kb. Conversely, a 139bp
deletion g.X:17556041_17556180del was reported in gnomAD SVs (v2.1) with 9 allele observations
and an allele frequency of 0.0013 in the European population. This variant resides within the region
deleted in our family but is observed at a higher frequency than the prevalence of congenital
cataracts in the Australian population (0.022% or 2.2x10-4)20 and likely indicates that this specific
139bp region has no functional consequence to the associated genes.
NHS is a well-established congenital cataract gene and this deletion observed in family
CRCH24 subsequently becomes a strong candidate. There are 55 reports of disease-causing variants
in the NHS gene in the Cat-Map database27 (January 2020 release). Most variants in this gene cause
Nance-Horan Syndrome59, with these heavily dominated by severe frameshift and stop-gain
variants27. Nance-Horan Syndrome is characterized by congenital cataracts, dental abnormalities,
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dysmorphic features and has some instances of mental retardation; this syndrome is caused by
mutation to the NHS gene59. As this is an X-linked condition, hemizygous males display varying
degrees of the full syndrome, whilst carrier females usually display congenital cataracts and mild to
no other symptoms. Variants causing isolated congenital cataracts have also been identified in the
NHS gene, with the Nance-Horan Syndrome and isolated congenital cataracts considered allelic
conditions. It was work by Coccia et al.60 that identified these allelic conditions following the
identification of a complex genomic rearrangement, impacting the NHS gene, as the cause of
isolated congenital cataracts in a previously studied family known as CXN61, 62. An isolated congenital
cataract phenotype appears to be caused by a reduction in the amount of functional wild type NHS
protein. This is supported by families with Nance-Horan Syndrome, with variant carrier females
typically presenting with only a cataract phenotype. In families with isolated congenital cataracts in
both males and females, the cause is thought to be due to gene regulation altering structural
variants60 with both sexes experiencing a reduction in wild type protein levels but not to the level of
a null allele associated with Nance-Horan Syndrome.
A similar deletion within NHS intron 1, comparable to that observed in our family CRCH24,
has been identified to cause isolated congenital cataract previously. This was a 4.8kb intronic
deletion ((hg19)g.X:17551844-17556656del) identified in another large family by Coccia et al.60 when
describing Nance-Horan Syndrome and isolated congenital cataracts as allelic conditions. That
deletion has a 2,164bp overlap with the 2.8kb deletion shown here in family CRCH24 (Appendix
4.8A). This indicates that the same underlying mechanism is causing the isolated congenital cataracts
reported in both families.
Two proposed mechanisms of how these intronic deletions could be causing disease are
outlined below. The first mechanism is through disrupted RNA processing at the transcript level.
Analysis to obtain predictive changes for altered splicing, for the CRCH24 deletion, is inhibited by
both the deletion size and the very large approximately 350kb size of NHS intron 1. There are
alternate splicing methods for large gene introns in comparison to conventional transcript splicing.
Recursive splicing is a mechanism, identified in Drosophila271, 272, for splicing of large introns in a
step-wise manner using non-exonic features. This mechanism was verified in humans in 2015 273, 274
with the exact mechanisms of action still being investigated. This mechanism helps overcome two
major issues faced during transcription and splicing of large introns. Firstly, the ability for splice sites
and machinery to coordinate across a large amount of RNA and secondly, the potential for hydrolytic
cleavage within the extended time it takes to copy that length of RNA275. Interestingly, experimental
evidence already indicates that disruption to recursive splicing can cause a decrease in transcript
levels. Work performed by Kelly et al.273 to mutate recursive splice sites in the SMAD4A intron 1,
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using CRISPR-Cas9 methods, saw a significant reduction in splicing to downstream exons. That study
also identified that recursive splicing sites are markedly conserved across vertebrates, are often
observed near CTCF transcription factor binding sites, and active chromatin features273. Work
performed by Sibley et al.274, using RNAseq and iCLIP data from human post-mortem brain tissue,
described a saw-tooth pattern of read numbers across the introns that could be used to infer the
location of recursive splicing sites. Similar experiments are recommended to be performed in lens
epithelial cells to further investigate the family CRCH24 deletion. With minor hits for novel junctions
in introns of the NHS gene observed the Sibley et al. supplementary data274, this mechanism of
splicing seems likely in our gene. Another method that has been employed, to assess the use of
recursive splicing sites, is the use of antisense oligonucleotides. These block sites of interest and
assess any subsequent changes to transcript processing. When performed in vivo, in zebrafish, a 2fold reduction in cadm2a total RNA was observed in response to antisense oligonucleotide binding
over a conserved recursive splicing site274.
Disruption to recursive splicing fits the data presented in our family remarkably well.
Observed within the deletion is a highly conserved region, an upstream CTCF transcription factor
binding site and DNase hypersensitivity sites (Appendix 4.8A). A hypothesised disruption to recursive
splicing, due to the deletion, could lead to reduced amounts of NHS transcript and an isolated
congenital cataract phenotype across all affected individuals. Further experimentation to establish if
recursive splicing is being employed in NHS transcripts should be performed and will inform if this is
a viable mechanism for cataract formation. If so, the presence of zebrafish orthologs of NHS and
protocols that have been established for the use of antisense oligonucleotides and assessment of
cataract formation in zebrafish (Chapter 5) can be utilised to investigate this further in vivo.
Alternatively, the second proposed mechanism for disease formation is through altered
spatial positioning and 3D architecture of regulatory features controlling NHS gene activity.
Alteration to gene regulation could lead to reduced transcript levels and a cataract phenotype. The
deletion observed in our family and in the Coccia et al. family60 are located between two enhancer
elements (Appendix 4.8B, GeneHancer regulatory elements GH0XJ017527 and GH0XJ017546)
located in intron 1 and 3-prime to the NHS gene promotor. Shortening of the distance between
these enhancer elements may change the confirmation in which either, or both, interact with the
gene promotor. Alteration of promotor-enhancer interactions could result in decreased gene
expression. Also observed near the CRCH24 deletion, and removed in the Coccia et al.60 family
deletion, is an ‘insulator’ region of chromatin (Appendix 4.8A & B see Chromatin State Segmentation
track) and insulator protein CTCF transcription factor binding is also observed. Insulators are known
to act as shielding elements to block enhancer activity or in defining chromatin domains276. It is
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unknown if the deletions observed in these cataract families is disrupting the normal functioning of
this insulator region and causing an associated decrease in gene expression. However, this disease
mechanism seems less likely with the 139bp gnomAD deletion likely to be benign and also shortens
the region between enhancers. If the CRCH24 or the Coccia et al.60 family deletion were both directly
impacting these regulatory features this mechanism would be given more importance. However, as
many of these interactions and elements act in a cell specific manner, experiments to investigate
chromatin structure and interactions in lens epithelial cells would be required. This would establish a
cell specific understanding of NHS gene regulation and then would enable better interpretation of
whether the deletions in question would disrupt gene activity.

Variants that failed to validate or segregate in CRCH24
Two variants, both located in the OFD1 gene, failed to validate in proband CRCH24-02 and a
single ANKRD13C variant failed to segregate with the disease in the family (Appendix 4.5).

4.3.2.3 CRCH24 conclusion
The intronic 2.8kb NHS deletion is the most likely genetic cause of the paediatric cataracts
observed in family CRCH24. The region of overlap between this variant and the deletion in the
Coccia et al.60 family indicates a common underlying cause. Both families have a phenotype best
classified as isolated paediatric cataracts in comparison to the Nance-Horan Syndrome that is
typically reported with coding variants in this gene. Although the mechanism remains unclear a
hypothesised disruption to recursive splicing of NHS introns should be explored and if founded
would be novel for inherited cataracts. Both the PHEX and SH3KBP1 variants, although rare (MAF
≤0.01), are observed at a frequency above or around that in which we see paediatric cataracts in the
Australian population. Neither the PHEX and SH3KBP1 variants, nor the intergenic class 2 variant, are
likely to be causing the disease in family CRCH24. This is of particular interest for the PHEX c.631G>A
(p.Asp211Asn) variant, that was bioinformatically predicted to be pathogenic. This has important
implications for future PHEX variant screening in X-linked hypophosphatemic rickets patients, with
this family expanding the spectrum of benign variants in this gene which aids in future variant
interpretation.
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4.3.3 Family CRCH65 results and variant interpretation
Family CRCH65 (Figure 4.2) presented with autosomal dominant paediatric cataracts. This
family includes five affected and two unaffected individuals who have consented to participate in
this research. The earliest age of diagnosis recorded was 3 months of age in CRCH65-01, with the
latest cataracts diagnosed at 9 years of age in CRCH65-02 (Table 4.7).

Table 4.7 CRCH65 phenotype information for affected individuals
Affected
member

Phenotype

Age at diagnosis

Age at surgery
(eye:right/left)

CRCH65-01
CRCH65-02
CRCH65-03

Posterior subcapsular

2 years & 3 months
9 years
8 months

2 years & 8 months
32/35 years
4 years

Comments

Developmental
cataract, tracked
closely

CRCH65-04

Nuclear dots progressed to mild cortical cataract
CRCH65-05
9 years
Phenotype as described by ophthalmologist. – data unavailable.
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4.3.3.1 CRCH65 linkage analysis results
Genome-wide parametric multipoint linkage analysis identified three regions of linkage in
family CRCH65. Loci with LOD scores ≥ 1 were selected for investigation. Regions at 3p14.1-q13.13
and 19q13.32-q13.43 both had a maximum LOD score of 1.72 and a maximum LOD of 1.63 was
observed in the 18p11.31 locus (Table 4.8). No region of linkage reached statistical significance
(Figure 4.9) and X-linkage was not investigated due to male to male transmission between CRCH6503 and his father. Key recombination events, defining the boundaries of each locus, were obtained
by haplotype analysis and all affected individuals contain the putative disease haplotype for each
region (Appendix 4.9). Regions with negative LOD scores, indicating evidence against linkage,
eliminated 96.15% of the genome from further investigation. Two known cataracts genes reside
within the identified regions; the FTL135, 136 and LIM234 genes both reside within the 19q13.32-q13.43
locus.

Table 4.8 CRCH65 linkage regions
Linkage region

Position (hg19)

SNPs defining region

Region size
(bp)

Maximum
LOD

3p14.1-q13.13

chr3:66,668,599-109,203,399

rs12498013;rs769556

42,534,801

1.72

18p11.31

chr18:3,918,823-6,040,997

rs9966933;rs2212524

2,122,175

1.63

19q13.32-q13.43

chr19:47,527,989-59,118,500

rs16980813;qtel

11,590,512

1.72

Combined size of linkage regions = 56,247,488bp or 56.2Mb
Percentage of genome being investigated (LOD ≥ 1) = 1.87%
Percentage of genome eliminated (LOD ≤ 0) = 96.15%
Whole genome = 3,000Mb
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Figure 4.9 CRCH65 genome-wide parametric linkage analysis results
Positive multipoint LOD scores (y axis), indicating evidence for linkage, are displayed across the genome (x axis). Regions of linkage with LOD scores ≥ 1 (max LOD = 1.72)
were observed on three chromosomes and investigated further for putative disease-causing variants. Autosomal linkage is displayed only, with X-linkage excluded due to
male to male transmission in the family. No regions reached significance, indicated by the red line.
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4.3.3.2 CRCH65 variant identification
Whole genome sequencing of CRCH65-01 and whole exome sequencing of CRCH65-04 and
CRCH65-05 (Figure 4.2) was used to identify SNP and indel variants meeting the filtering criteria
(Section 4.2.6). In total, eight class 1 and a single class 2 variant/s that segregate with the disease
were identified in this family (Table 4.9 and Figure 4.10). Several other class 2 variants were
identified in CRCH65-01 but failed to either validate in CRCH65-01 or segregate with the cataracts in
the remainder of the family (Appendix 4.10 and Appendix 4.11). Genes TFG, PRR12, PNKP and IL4I1
were prioritised because they are expressed in lens epithelial cells (3 patient samples and 1 cell line,
FANTOM5 data viewed using SSTAR167, 168) and the g.3:103613309T>C intergenic variant could not be
excluded with the surrounding non-coding RNA genes not present in that dataset. Variants TFG
c.1074A>G and PRR12 c.220A>C were observed at a lower frequency than the prevalence of isolated
congenital cataracts in the Australian population (0.022% or 2.2x10-4)20, and are the main candidates
in this family. No variants were identified in the two known cataract genes that reside in the
reported linkage regions (Table 4.8).
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Table 4.9 Segregating variants identified within the linkage regions in family CRCH65
Linkage region

Position (hg19)

Gene

Coding change

Protein change

gnomAD (NFE)

CADD PHRED

Expr.

3p14.1-q13.13

3:100467246 g.A>G

TFG (NM_001007565)

c.1074A>G

p.Gln358=

.

16.15

Yes

19q13.32-q13.43

19:50097731 g.A>C

PRR12 (NM_020719)

c.220A>C

p.Thr74Pro

2.2x10-4

23.8

Yes

19q13.32-q13.43

19:50365718 g.A>G

PNKP (NM_007254)

c.939T>C

p.Phe313=

0.004

17.73

Yes

19q13.32-q13.43

19:50394693 g.G>A

IL4I1 (NM_152899)

c.605C>T

p.Ala202Val

0.0043

12.69

Yes

3p14.1-q13.13

3:103613309 g.T>C

Intergenic

Intergenic

0.0026

20.6

UA

19q13.32-q13.43

19:55142740 g.G>A

MIR548AB;MIR548A3
(NR_039611;NR_030330)
LILRB1 (NM_001081637)

c.53G>A

p.Arg18Lys

8.7x10-6

16.02

No

19q13.32-q13.43

19:52954716 g.G>A

ZNF534 (NM_001291369)

c.419G>A

p.Arg140His

0.0019

19.89

No

19q13.32-q13.43

19:55085885 g.A>G

LILRA2 (NM_001290270)

c.152A>G

p.Glu51Gly

0.0017

15.8

No

19q13.32-q13.43

19:55824298 g.G>A

TMEM150B (NM_001085488)

c.631C>T

p.Leu211=

0.0079

14.2

No

Identified variants ordered by Expr. and ascending allele frequency. Identified segregating class 1 and class 2 variants presented. Variants below the dotted line have no,
or unavailable, gene expression in lens epithelial cells. Minor allele frequency reported from gnomAD (NFE, non-Finnish European, v2.1). For gnomAD data ‘.’ Indicates
variant not observed in database. CADD PHRED v1.4 (hg19) score162. Expr.; was expression observed in lens epithelial cells in FANTOM5 dataset (viewed using FANTOM5
SSTAR167) ‘UA’ data unavailable.
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Figure 4.10 CRCH65 segregating coding (class 1) variants
Segregating class 1 variants that validated in proband CRCH65-01 and were observed in all other affected individuals. Sequencing chromatograms displayed for all
individuals. Variant presence is indicated by a red arrow. Individual affection status presented; cataract or no cataract.
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TFG c.1074A>G (p.Gln358=) variant
The TFG c.1074A>G variant resides in the eighth and final exon of the gene and, although
novel (not present in gnomAD), it is a synonymous variant that causes no alteration to protein
composition. However, analysis of predicted alteration to transcript splicing indicated that the
c.1074A>G nucleotide change could potentially alter splicing through the activation of an exonic
cryptic acceptor site with the presence of one or more cryptic branch points (Human Splicing
Finder164). If this site was to be used in preference to, or to compete with, the acceptor site at the
start of the exon, there would be transcripts coding a loss of 84 amino acids and a subsequent frame
shift for the remainder the protein C-terminus. The effect of this on protein function is difficult to
determine with the annotated PB1 domain and coiled-coil region located in the first half of the
protein and this change occurring towards the end of the protein’s P/Q-rich region. The protein TFG,
or TKR-fused gene protein, is important for the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) associated microtubules
and function277 and acts as a regulator at the interface between the ER and ER-Golgi components as
part of the secretory pathway278. Cataract has not been recorded as a phenotype associated with
disease-causing variants in this gene. Optic atrophy is the only ocular phenotype that has been
recorded, alongside other symptoms in TFG-related neurodegenerative disease277, 279, 280. An
increasing number of variants in this gene are being identified and the phenotypic spectrum has
been broadened to include autosomal dominant Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease281, that is another
peripheral neuropathy type condition. TFG is also known to be involved in cancer fusion events or
oncogenic rearrangements282-284. This synonymous variant observed is unlikely to be causing
paediatric cataract in family CRCH65, based on the disease phenotypes already associated with
variants in this gene.

PRR12 c.220A>C (p.Thr74Pro) variant
The PRR12 c.220A>C (p.Thr74Pro) variant has the highest CADD score (PHRED = 23.8) of all
the segregating variants identified in the family. This variant (rs756647513) had a total of 30 from
276,362 allele observations and the highest allele frequency is reported in non-Finnish Europeans
(2.2x10-4) in gnomAD. Residing in exon 3 of 14 in the PRR12 gene, this nucleotide has a PhyloP score
of 4.36, but the associated threonine residue is highly conserved across species, with only two fish
species having an alanine at this position instead of a threonine residue. This c.220A>C variant
caused a polar threonine at p.74 to be replaced with a more hydrophobic proline, which can cause
the loss of hydrogen bonds and alter protein folding (HOPE protein structure analysis166).
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Recently, de novo loss-of-function PRR12 variants have been identified in a group of patients
with a neurodevelopmental disorder characterised by global development delay, intellectual
disability, neuropsychiatric disorders, iris coloboma and vision abnormalities285. Prior to this, a de
novo t(10;19)(q22.3;q13.33) translocation disrupting genes PRR12 and ZMIZI, was recorded in a child
with intellectual disability and neuropsychiatric alterations286. The exact cellular function of the
PRR12 encoded Proline-rich protein 12 is still to be determined. However, it is thought to act as a
cofactor in transcriptional regulation due to the presence of AT-hook domains and the locations of
post-translational modifications on the protein285. Leduc et al.285 propose that PRR12 belongs to a
group of transcriptional regulator genes which cause autosomal dominant intellectual disability and
coloboma, a group that also includes cataract associated genes MAF and PAX6. Additionally, iris
coloboma has previously been recorded as a phenotype alongside congenital cataracts with variants
in CRYAA287, 288, VSX2234 and MAF145, 289 genes. The PRR12 gene is the strongest candidate identified
for the paediatric cataracts in CRCH65. Further investigation into the role of PRR12 in lens
epithelium will assist in the interpretation of this variant and its ability to cause cataracts.

Variants de-prioritised and variants failing to validate and segregate in CRCH65
The two additional variants with observed expression in lens epithelial cells (Table 4.9) have
a population allele frequency higher than the prevalence of congenital cataracts in the Australian
population (0.022% or 2.2x10-4)20. The PNKP c.939T>C (p.Phe313=) variant, had a total of 553 allele
observations from 242,802 (total MAF 0.0022) in gnomAD. Similarly, the IL4I1 c.605C>T
(p.Ala202Val) variant, had a total of 706 allele observations from 282,814 (total MAF 0.0024) in
gnomAD. Additionally, the intergenic variant (g.3:103613309T>C) was also observed at a rate higher
than expected for a disease-causing variant, with a total allele frequency of 63 alleles from 31,350
(total MAF 0.0020) in gnomAD. Furthermore, expression for the genes MIR548AB and MIR548A3,
located on either side of that intergenic variant, could not be assessed in the FANTOM5 dataset168.
A grouping of variants was identified within a 175bp region between genes ZNF717 and
ROBO2 (Appendix 4.10). Sanger sequencing, to assess these variants in proband CRCH65-04, was
unable to resolve their validity. Analysis of repeat regions in this area identified both self-chain
alignments and segmental duplication regions (viewed using the UCSC genome browser
https://genome.ucsc.edu/). This was supported with the region visualized using Integrative
Genomics Viewer (IGV)170, 253, with reads from the area aligning to eight other chromosomes.
Collectively, indicating these variants are likely false positives. A single intergenic variant did not
segregate with the phenotype in the family (Appendix 4.10).
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4.3.3.3 CRCH65 conclusion
The PRR12 c.220A>C (p.Thr74Pro) variant is currently the leading candidate in the search for
the disease-causing variant in family CRCH65. However, with little known about this gene it is
difficult to propose a mechanism of disease. It is plausible that this heterozygous point mutation
observed could result is a different and less severe phenotype from those seen by the severe loss-offunction variants currently reported to cause diseases from this gene. Investigation of structural
variants within the linkage regions of this family should be performed before proceeding with more
in-depth functional investigation of the PRR12 variant.
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4.3.4 Family CSA93 results and variant interpretation
CSA93 is a multigenerational Australian family with autosomal dominant paediatric cataract
(Figure 4.3). Four of the five affected individuals in this family were diagnosed with cataracts at birth
(Table 4.10) and had their cataracts removed between 9 months and 7 years of age. Comparatively,
CSA93-04 didn’t have his cataracts diagnosed until 40 years of age, and the subtle dots of
opacification have not impeded vision to a point that has yet to require removal (Table 4.10). An
affected individual CSA93-05 has previously been screened for putative disease-causing variants in a
custom capture of isolated congenital cataract genes108 but a cause was unable to be identified.

Table 4.10 CSA93 phenotype information for affected individuals
Affected
member

Phenotype

Age at
diagnosis

Age at surgery
(eye:right/left)

Comments

CSA93-01
CSA93-04
CSA93-05

Birth
4 years & 9 months
Few dots
40 years
Nil
Dense posterior
Birth
9 months
Esotropia
cataracts with lenticonus
CSA93-06
Birth
7 years
CSA93-07
Birth
1 year & 10 months
Phenotype as described by ophthalmologist. – data unavailable. Nil; surgery not required to date.
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4.3.4.1 CSA93 linkage analysis results
Genome-wide multipoint parametric linkage analysis identified ten regions of linkage in
family CSA93. Those with a LOD ≥ 1 were selected for investigation (Table 4.11) and all reached a
maximum LOD score of 1.42. No region reached statistical significance in this family (Figure 4.11) and
X-linkage was excluded due to male to male disease transmission between CSA93-05 and his father.
Haplotype analysis was used to identify the critical recombination events defining the reported
linkage regions (Appendix 4.12) with this total area accounting for 3.88% of the genome. Regions
with negative LOD scores, indicating evidence against linkage, eliminated 88.6% of the genome from
further investigation. Three known isolated cataracts genes reside in the identified linkage regions;
in the 6p25.2-23 region is GCNT2 139 and both PRX148 and FTL135, 136 sit within the 19q13.2-13.32
locus.

Table 4.11 CSA93 linkage regions
Linkage region

Position (hg19)

SNPs defining region

Region size
(bp)

Maximum
LOD

1q32.1-32.3

chr1:203,492,121-213,511,231

rs6688116; rs1434889

10,019,111

1.42

2p23.3-22.3

chr2:25,845,467-33,150,932

rs6546314; rs897509

7,305,466

1.42

4q35.2

chr4:188,911,842-190,137,076

rs6836268; rs6833202

1,225,235

1.42

5q11.2-14.2

chr5:53,020,039-82,717,664

rs6886811; rs2591454

29,697,626

1.42

6p25.2-23

chr6:3,085,477-14,749,648

rs909966; rs1474561

11,664,172

1.42

6p22.3

chr6:16,869,419-24,931,287

rs770938; rs216258

8,061,869

1.42

9q33.1

chr9:120,165,611-120,473,834

rs7467917; rs5030717

308,224

1.42

12q24.23-24.33

chr12:118,307,593-129,553,412

rs2592297; rs486721

11,245,820

1.42

16p12.1-12.2

chr16:24,930,548-54,556,516

rs28540434; rs1420292

29,625,969

1.42

19q13.2-13.32

chr19:39,888,390-47,308,666

rs1057745; rs312183

7,420,277

1.42

Combined size of linkage regions = 116,573,769bp or 116.5Mb
Percentage of genome being investigated (LOD ≥ 1) = 3.88%
Percentage of genome excluded (LOD ≤ 0) = 88.6%
Whole genome = 3,000Mb
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Figure 4.11 CSA93 genome-wide parametric linkage analysis results
Positive multipoint LOD scores (y axis), indicating evidence for linkage, are displayed across the genome (x axis). Regions of linkage with LOD scores ≥ 1 (max LOD = 1.42)
were observed on nine chromosomes and investigated further for putative disease-causing variants. Autosomal linkage is displayed only, with X-linkage excluded due to
male to male transmission in the family. No regions reached significance, indicated by the red line.
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4.3.4.2 CSA93 variant identification
Whole genome sequencing (CSA93-05) and whole exome sequencing (CSA93-01, CSA93-06
and CSA93-07) was used to identify class 1 coding variants. In total, thirteen class 1 variants were
identified to both validate and segregate with the paediatric cataracts (Table 4.12 and Figure 4.12).
Variants were further prioritised based on gene expression in lens epithelial cells (3 patient samples
and 1 cell line, FANTOM5 data viewed using SSTAR167, 168) and MAF in gnomAD. Genes ATP6V0A2,
PRX, POU2F2 and IPO11 possessed candidate variants that were seen at a rate less than the
prevalence of congenital cataracts in the Australian population (0.022% or 2.2x10-4)20 and are the
main candidates in this family. The HHAT c.1000G>C (p.Gly334Arg) variant presents as an interesting
candidate, being novel (not present in gnomAD) and achieving the highest CADD score (PHRED =
28.4) of those displayed. However, it is allelic at the protein level to variant c.1000G>A (p.Gly334Arg)
that had a total of 875 allele observations (total allele frequency 0.003 in gnomAD, rs61744143) and
is listed as benign in the ClinVar database (record: VCV000790251,
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar) indicating it is unlikely to be causing disease here.
Class 2 variants were identified from the whole genome sequencing data of CSA93-05. Seven
variants segregated with the cataracts in the family (Table 4.13 and Figure 4.13). Of these, all were
intergenic except for two exonic variants in non-coding RNA genes PART1 and NBAT1. The noncoding RNA variants had the lowest CADD scores. All intergenic variants reside in highly conserved
blocks, likely causing the inflated CADD scores. A mechanism of disease for these intergenic variants
is difficult to determine with the current information available at these loci and these variants won’t
be discussed further. Several class 2 variants failed to validate and/or segregate with the cataracts in
the family (Appendix 4.13 and Appendix 4.14).
In family CSA93, variants in genes ATP6V0A2, IPO11, PRX and POU2F2 present as the
strongest candidates based on gene expression in lens epithelial cells and allele frequency.
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Table 4.12 Segregating class 1 variants in family CSA93
Linkage region
12q24.23-24.33

Position (hg19)
12:124228465 g.A>G

Gene
ATP6V0A2 (NM_012463)

Coding change
c.1172A>G

Protein change
p.Tyr391Cys

gnomAD (NFE)
.

CADD PHRED
25.2

Expr.
Yes

19q13.2-13.32

19:40904522 g.C>T

PRX (NM_020956)

c.386G>A

p.Arg129His

.

17.66

Yes

19q13.2-13.32

19:42599968 g.G>C

POU2F2 (NM_001207025)

c.777C>G

p.Pro259=

2.6x10-4

12.69

Yes

5q11.2-14.2

5:61772558 g.C>A

IPO11 (NM_001134779)

c.926C>A

p.Thr309Asn

0.0017

22.1

Yes

19q13.2-13.32

19:44079591 g.C>A

XRCC1 (NM_006297)

c.20G>T

p.Arg7Leu

0.0026

24.6

Yes

16p12.1-12.2

16:30775522 g.G>A

RNF40 (NM_001207033)

c.465G>A

p.Arg155=

0.0051

17.65

Yes

1q32.1-32.3

1:210637989 g.G>C

HHAT (NM_001170564)

c.1000G>C

p.Gly334Arg

.

28.4

Yes*

19q13.2-13.32

19:39997941 g.C>T

DLL3 (NM_016941)

c.1356C>T

p.Val452=

6.8x10-4

16.83

Yes*

2p23.3-22.3

2:26724674 g.G>C

OTOF (NM_001287489)

c.713C>G

p.Ser238Cys

.

28.4

No

19q13.2-13.32

19:40363015 g.C>A

FCGBP (NM_003890)

c.15055G>T

p.Gly5019Cys

5.5x10-5

16.56

No

1q32.1-32.3

1:205902109 g.C>T

SLC26A9 (NM_052934)

c.229G>A

p.Gly77Ser

5.4x10-4

19.94

No

16p12.1-12.2

16:31226441 g.C>T

TRIM72 (NM_001008274)

c.382C>T

p.Arg128Cys

7.7x10-4

25.2

No

19q13.2-13.32

19:42930721 g.G>A

LIPE (NM_005357)

c.581C>T

p.Ala194Val

0.0056

11.17

No

Identified variants ordered by Expr. and ascending allele frequency. Dashed line separate variants based on Expr. level. Minor allele frequency reported from gnomAD
(NFE, non-Finnish European, v2.1). For gnomAD data ‘.’ Indicates variant not observed in database. CADD PHRED v1.4 (hg19) score 162. Expr.; was expression observed in
lens epithelial cells in FANTOM5 dataset (viewed using FANTOM5 SSTAR 167), ‘Yes’ and ‘No’ expression present or absent from all samples respectively, ‘Yes*’ expression
reported in ≥50% of samples.
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Figure 4.12 CSA93 segregating class 1 coding variants sequencing data
Segregating class 1 variants observed in family CSA93. All displayed variants are present in affected ‘cataract’ individuals (CSA93-01, CSA93-04, CSA93-05, CSA93-06 and
CSA93-07) and absent in unaffected ‘no cataract’ individuals (CSA93-02 and CSA93-03). Sequencing chromatograms displayed for all individuals and variant presence is
indicated by a red arrow.
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Table 4.13 CSA93 segregating class 2 variants
Linkage region

Position (hg19)

Type

1q32.1-32.3

1:210465104 g.G>C

Intergenic

Gene/s

gnomAD (NFE)

CADD PHRED

Expr.

SERTAD4;HHAT
0.0056
21.6
Yes/Yes*
(NM_019605;NM_001170564)
5q11.2-14.2
5:59784248 g.G>C
ncRNA_exonic
PART1
0.0056
13.95
Yes*
(NR_024617)
5q11.2-14.2
5:68026667 g.T>A
Intergenic
PIK3R1;LINC02198
0.0075
20.7
Yes/UA
(NM_181523;NR_130778)
6p25.2-23
6:9510160 g.G>C
Intergenic
LOC100506207;TFAP2A
.
21.3
Yes/Yes
(NR_038979;NM_001042425)
6p22.3
6:22136883 g.G>C
ncRNA_exonic
NBAT1
0.0048
11.54
UA
(NR_034143)
9q33.1
9:120378739 g.A>G
Intergenic
ASTN2;LOC101928797
0.0018
21.9
Yes*/UA
(NM_014010;NR_109806)
16p12.1-12.2
16:52963838 g.C>A
Intergenic
CASC16;LOC105371267
.
22.1
UA/UA
(NR_033920;NR_136518)
Minor allele frequency reported from gnomAD (NFE, non-Finnish European, v2.1). For gnomAD data ‘.’ Indicates variant not observed in database. CADD PHRED v1.4
(hg19) score162. Expr.; was expression observed in lens epithelial cells in FANTOM5 dataset (in 3 patients and 1 cell line, viewed using FANTOM5 SSTAR167), ‘Yes’ and ‘No’
expression present or absent from all samples respectively, ‘Yes*’ expression reported in ≥50% of samples, ‘UA’ no expression data available for gene.
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Figure 4.13 CSA93 segregating class 2 non-coding variants sequencing data
Segregating class 2 variants observed in family CSA93. All displayed variants are present in affected ‘Cataract’ individuals (CSA93-01, CSA93-04, CSA93-05, CSA93-06 and
CSA93-07) and absent in unaffected ‘No cataract’ individuals (CSA93-02 and CSA93-03). Sequencing chromatograms displayed for all individuals and variant presence is
indicated by a red arrow.
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ATP6V0A2 c.1172A>G (p.Tyr391Cys) variant
The ATP6V0A2 c.1172A>G (p.Tyr391Cys) change was not present in gnomAD and has a CADD
PHRED score of 25.2. Located in exon 10 (of 20) of the gene transcript, the nucleotide position has a
PhyloP score of 9.2 and the tyrosine residue at this location is fully conserved across species. This
variant causes a change from the polar tyrosine amino acid to the more hydrophobic cysteine
residue, which sits adjacent to the boundary between the first cytoplasmic domain and helical
transmembrane domain. Mutations to the ATP6V0A2 gene result in autosomal recessive disease
that produces a phenotypic range from the mild wrinkly skin syndrome (OMIM 278250) to the more
severe Debre-type cutis laxa type 2A (OMIM 219200). The ATP6V0A2 gene encodes an ‘a2’ subunit
of the vacuolar H+ -ATPase (V-APTase) complex which act as proton pumps that work to regulate the
pH of cells and their intracellular organelles290. Complexes with ‘a2’ subunits locate to
endomembranes and mutations in this gene cause disease through glycosylation defects, from
aberrant Golgi function, that result in abnormal processing of elastin290. Symptoms are diverse and
the primary associated ocular feature is high myopia (GeneReviews® updated 2015 291). No reports
have been identified linking cataracts to variants in this gene. Additionally, heterozygous variant
carriers in reported families are unaffected, indicating that a single copy of the wild type allele is
enough for normal cellular functioning. As such, it is unlikely that the heterozygous p.Tyr391Cys
variant identified in our family is disease causing in family CSA93.

POU2F2 c.777C>G (p.Pro259=) variant
A POU2F2 c.777C>G (p.Pro259=) variant segregated in the family but had the lowest CADD
score (PHRED = 12.69) of the variants in genes expressed in lens epithelial cells. The nucleotide at
this location is poorly conserved with a PhyloP score of -0.34, indicating a change here is unlikely to
have a detrimental functional consequence on this gene and its product. In comparison, the p.259
proline is fully conserved but as a synonymous variant its capacity to cause disease is likely limited.
The POU2F2 gene encodes the POU domain, class 2, transcription factor. The homeobox DNA
binding domain is not impacted by this variant. This POU2F2 variant is unlikely to be causing the
cataracts in family CSA93.

IPO11 c.926C>A (p.Thr309Asn) variant
The IPO11 c.926C>A (p.Thr309Asn) variant has a CADD PHRED score of 22.1. This variant had
a total of 226 alleles observations from 229,920 (total allele frequency of 9.8x10-4) in gnomAD, which
is a frequency higher than the prevalence of congenital cataract in the Australian population (0.022%
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or 2.2x10-4)20. The c.926C nucleotide position has a PhyloP score of 4.96 and the threonine amino
acid at this location is highly conserved across species. Although they both have similar properties,
asparagine is a larger and more hydrophobic residue than threonine, that may alter protein
structure and interactions (HOPE protein structure analysis166).
The IPO11 gene appears to be an interesting candidate for congenital cataracts. Phenotyping
of Ipo11 mouse knockouts, by the International Mouse Phenotyping Consortium (IMPC,
https://www.mousephenotype.org/), report a significant finding for ‘abnormal lens morphology’ in
heterozygous mice, in addition to decreased circulating iron and glucose levels. Furthermore, a
c.331C>T (p.Arg111Cys) variant in another importin-β coding gene, IPO13, was identified to cause
autosomal recessive coloboma, microphthalmia and congenital cataracts292. The IPO11 gene
encodes the importin-11 protein, a member of the importin-β protein family that assists the
transport of molecules with nuclear localization signals from the cytoplasm to the nucleus, through
nuclear pores. Whilst IPO11 has not been extensively studied, it is known to import UBE2E3 into the
nucleus that is required for Nrf2 activity which upregulates genes to address the oxidative stress
within cells293. Oxidative stress is a known contributor to cataract development and both the UBE2E3
and the NFE2L2 (encoding the Nrf2 transcription factor) are also expressed in lens epithelial cells
according to the FANTOM5 dataset (viewed using FANTOM5 SSTAR167). The abnormal lens
morphology in mouse knockouts and the links to oxidative stress make this gene an interesting
candidate for further investigation. The IPO11 gene has the potential to contribute to cataract
formation, but more definitive information about its function in lens tissue is required.

PRX c.386G>A (p.Arg129His) variant
In family CSA93, the novel (not present in gnomAD) PRX variant impacts the two PRX gene
transcripts differently. In the S-periaxin encoding NM_020956 transcript, the p.Arg129His (c.386G>A)
residue change alters the coding sequence of this 147 amino acid protein. The p.129Arg residue is
not fully conserved and this variant causes the substitution of a positively charged amino acid with a
smaller neutral residue, that could alter protein interactions (HOPE protein structure analysis166). In
the L-periaxin encoding transcript (NM_181882), the identified variant is an intronic variant
(c.381+5G>A) located near a splice region. A CADD PHRED score of 17.66 was assigned to this variant
based on this role as an intronic mutation in L-periaxin, rather than a missense variant in S-periaxin.
The associated nucleotide position is relatively conserved with a PhyloP score of 5.2. Additionally,
this intron 6 c.381+5G>A nucleotide is predicted to ‘most probably’ alter splicing, via to changes to
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the wild type donor site (Human Splicing Finder164). Such changes to transcript splicing may lead to
an altered protein sequence with unknown effects on periaxin function.
Variants in the PRX gene are known to cause Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease type 4F (OMIM
614895) and Dejerine-Sottas (OMIM 145900). These are both autosomal recessively inherited
neurological conditions impacting the peripheral nervous system. All 29 reported pathogenic
variants, in the ClinVar database (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar, accessed February 2020),
are frame shift or stop gain loss-of-function variants. However, some reports of putative disease
causing homozygous missense variants exist294. There are limited reports of cataract associated PRX
variants. A homozygous c.418-419insG frameshift variant has been reported as the most probable
cause in a case of distal neuropathy with bilateral congenital cataracts295. In regard to isolated
cataracts, the p.Val1225Met (c.3673G>A) variant reported with incomplete penetrance in a Chinese
family was heterozygous in affected individuals and also observed in two unaffected family
members148.
The periaxin protein was initially characterised as a novel Schwann cell protein296 and
subsequent work including Prx-/- mouse models297 has shown an important role in the stabilisation of
myelin and the Schwann cell-axon unit. Both S-periaxin and L-periaxin, 147 and 1461 amino acid long
proteins respectively, share their first 127 N-terminal residues that contains the PDZ domain298.
Investigation of the crystal structure of the PRX PDZ domain has revealed homodimerization occurs
with distinct and highly intertwined swapping of the domain structures, which is thought to aid in
the confirmation and stability of the multiprotein complexes it is associated with299. PRX and similar
AHNAK proteins are thought to make up a PDZ domain protein subfamily, with low conservation
between the PDZ domains of these and other PDZ proteins299. They are thought to similarly act in
protein complexes that form links between the cytoskeleton and extracellular matrix in cells299. Speriaxin, which is also shown to localise to the nucleus as well as cytosol298, is speculated to act in
RNA splicing like the small S-AHNAK isoform300. Periaxin has also been observed to perform a role in
lens fibre cells. It was unexpectedly identified as a component of an novel cytoskeletal complex of
the lens cortex consisting of ezrin, periplakin, periaxin and desmoyokin (termed the EPPD
complex)301. Detailed investigation of lens tissue in Prx-/- mice revealed a key role for Prx in the
hexagonal geometry of lens fibre cells and their membrane stability302. Examination of those Prx-/lenses revealed that they were both softer, had altered fibre cell shape and organisation, and
showed extensive membrane beading and folding in comparison to control lenses302. Despite this, no
cataract was observed in the Prx-/- mice302 when grown to adulthood, but not into old age as severe
coordination defects and feeding issues meant euthanasia was required due Prx-/- effects on
peripheral nervous system health297. Whilst the PRX protein does appear to be important for lens
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fibre cell structure in knockout mice, the cataract causing capacity of our heterozygous p.Arg129His
variant would have to be examined specifically. Many heterozygous variants are known to act in a
dominant negative manner to cause congenital cataracts and a heterozygous variant may similarly
affect fibre cell structure.

Class 2 variants and variants that failed to validate or segregate in CSA93
Variants in genes XRCC1 and RNF40 (Table 4.12) were observed at a frequency higher than
the prevalence of congenital cataract in the Australian population (0.022% or 2.2x10-4)20, but
expression of the genes was observed in lens epithelial cells. Comparatively, genes HHAT and DLL3
had variable expression recorded across the 3 patient and 1 cell line sample in the FANTOM5
dataset. The remaining variants in Table 4.12 reside in genes without lens epithelial cell expression
and have not been assessed further in detail at this time.
Segregating class 2 variants (Table 4.13) were identified and intergenic variants
g.6:9510160G>C and g.16:52963838C>A were the only variants with an allele frequency below the
reported prevalence of congenital cataract in the Australian population (0.022% or 2.2x10-4)20 and
should be assessed in detail at a later stage. Variants located in non-coding RNA genes PART1 and
NBAT1 were also deprioritised due to inconsistent and unavailable gene expression data in lens
epithelial cells.
In the family, five variants did not segregate with the disease phenotype and a single variant
did not validate in the proband 93-05 (Appendix 4.13). These variants were all located in non-coding
regions and were categorised as class 2 variants.

4.3.4.3 CSA93 conclusion
Variants in the IPO11 and PRX genes have emerged as potential candidates for
cataractogenesis, following the use of parametric linkage analysis, whole genome and whole exome
sequencing in family CSA93. Currently, neither the IPO11 c.926C>T (p.Thr309Asn) or PRX c.386G>A
(p.Arg129His) variants have enough support to explain the cataracts observed here. Both genes
show evidence of altered lens morphology in murine knockout models, but without opacification.
Cataract causing variants in IPO11 protein family member IPO13 is encouraging, but further
investigation of IPO11 is needed. The consistent lack of cataracts observed in humans with
homozygous frameshift and stop gain loss-of-function variants, essentially acting as human PRX
knockouts, indicates that PRX loss may alter lens morphology but not result in opacification. It is
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plausible that the IPO11 and PRX variants both provide a susceptibility to cataract formation and the
combination of them is causative of lens opacification. This is a compelling hypothesis and would
also allow for the higher allele frequency observed for the IPO11 variant, if it is not alone capable of
causing disease. A thorough investigation of all identified segregating variants, including the class 2
variants, should be performed. Follow up investigation of structural and copy number variants may
reveal a stronger candidate for the paediatric cataracts in CSA93.
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4.4 DISCUSSION
Parametric linkage analysis was used in combination with whole genome sequencing to
investigate the genetic cause of disease in three families with isolated paediatric cataracts. We have
identified linked regions and segregating variants in all three families. In family CRCH24, a 2.8kb
deletion in intron 1 of the NHS gene is highly likely to be causing disease. In family CRCH65, three
regions of linkage, equating to 1.87% of the genome, were identified with some segregating variants
found but these require further investigation. In family CSA93, variants were identified in genes that
have been reported to cause altered lens and lens fibre cell morphology when deleted, and while
these are good candidates for novel cataract genes additional work is required to confirm the true
variant causative of their disease.

4.4.1 Linkage analysis in our small families
Genome-wide parametric linkage analysis was used to identify regions of the genome linked
to the disease phenotype in each family. This provided statistical evidence for linkage, in defining
genomic regions that could harbour a putative disease-causing variant. Family CRCH24 was the
largest family studied with a total of 16 individuals genotyped and included in the linkage analysis.
Comparatively, families CRCH65 and CSA93 each had seven individuals for linkage analysis. Not
surprisingly, family CRCH24 had the smallest total area prioritised by the linkage analysis with 1.44%
of the genome resulting in a LOD score >1. Interestingly, there was a notable difference in the total
genomic area for investigation in families CRCH65 and CSA93. Although both families consisted of 7
individuals, 5 affected and 2 unaffected, linkage analysis refined family CSA93 to 3.88% of the
genome, with the 1.87% identified in family CRCH65 more comparable to the larger family CRCH24.
For family CSA93, having genotype data for the founders would provide the greatest improvement in
reducing the proportion of the genome for investigation. The parental DNA would enable the
phasing of haplotypes, which would decrease the number of linkage blocks currently observed in the
family. An increased number of recombination events within the family will also likely decrease the
proportion of the genome linked to the disease by reducing the size of haplotype blocks. However,
whilst meiosis is required for recombination it does not guarantee recombination, meaning all
results are family specific even with families of comparable size and structure.
Linkage analysis also provided statistical evidence to exclude regions of the genome from
further investigation. A negative LOD value is evidence against linkage to the disease phenotype and
a LOD score of ≤-2 indicates significant evidence against linkage. In families CRCH24, CRCH65 and
CSA93 the total genomic areas with LOD scores <0 accounted for 97.74%, 96.15% and 88.6% of the
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genome in each family respectively. It is also beneficial to know where a putative disease-causing
variant is not located, a luxury not afforded to all investigative strategies. A gene screen, for
example, may identify a candidate variant although in many families the question of whether or not
a true disease-causing variant resides elsewhere is hard to remove. Eliminating genomic regions also
enables greater confidence to be placed into expanding investigations of candidate variants that are
identified in novel genes.
The use of SNP arrays for genome-wide genotyping enabled family members with little
available DNA to be included, with more individuals increasing the power of the linkage analysis in
each family. Whole genome amplification is a method used to increase the amount of limited DNA
samples. This was performed on samples for numerous individuals, converting 1ng of DNA into an
excess of the 200ng required for the SNP arrays. The use of whole genome amplified DNA for SNP
arrays is common practice and can yield high quality genotyping results303 and stringent cleaning of
the SNP array data has enabled the use of reliable genotyping data for this work. Whole genome
amplified DNA was also utilised for variant validation of point mutations and small indels, enabling
more individuals to be assessed for variant segregation with the disease. Critically, this increased our
ability to eliminate variants in families where numerous candidates were present.
The use of genome-wide SNP data has also enabled fine mapping of the linkage regions. The
high density of the markers used results in the boundaries of the identified linkage regions being
located closer to the critical recombination events determining them. Consequently, this has
minimised unnecessary investigation of variants outside of recombination events that have been
inadvertently included due to sparse maps. Linkage disequilibrium pruning (LD pruning) was
performed to obtain a smaller number of independent SNPs for analysis. Not addressing markermarker linkage disequilibrium can lead to inflated LOD scores264. LD pruning was not performed on
X-chromosome SNPs. This was due to the absence of sex information in the dataset used for LD
pruning (Section 4.2.4). Assessment of X-linkage was required in family CRCH24 due to the absence
of male to male transmission. The subsequent X-chromosome linkage region, identified in family
CRCH24, may have a higher LOD score than would have been observed if performed following LD
pruning. However, for the purposes of this study the boundaries of the linkage regions were more of
interest than the maximum LOD score.
Small family sizes were an uncontrollable limitation with measures to maximise the number
of individuals genotyped for inclusion in linkage analysis already discussed. Families CRCH24,
CRCH65 and CSA93 are too small to reach statistical significance for genome-wide linkage analysis,
which increases the likelihood of false positive regions. For linkage analysis statistical significance for
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genome-wide scans is a LOD = ≥3.3 and corresponds to a p=5x10-5 or a genome-wide significance
level of 5% 304. As such, linkage regions reaching statistical significance will be a false positive 5% of
the time, meaning a genomic region is observed with the disease phenotype just by chance304. The
highest LOD score observed was 2.23 in family CRCH24. In families CRCH65 and CSA93, maximum
LOD scores of 1.72 and 1.42 were observed respectively. There will most certainly be false positive
regions identified with these families, particularly CSA93 having ten linkage regions reported across
nine chromosomes. Analysis of variant segregation was essential to ensure that all the variants
identified remain as putative candidates. Within these families, any rare segregating variant would
be considered a putative candidate regardless of the method used to identify it. Under a monogenic
disease model, all but one of the identified variants will be a false positive. Acknowledging this, due
diligence can be placed into the further investigation of these variants to ensure that the true cause
of disease is identified. It is thanks to the availability of whole genome sequencing that linkage
analysis in these families can be performed, enabling the investigation of large areas of the genome
which was not previously possible using alternate technologies such as Sanger sequencing.

4.4.2 Variant filtering and prioritisation thresholds
The filtering pipeline included a step for identifying ‘high confidence’ variants based on read
depth and sequencing quality metrics. A genotype quality (GQ) threshold of greater than 20 was
required for variant inclusion and this acts as a confidence value that the genotype assigned to a
sample was correct. Technically, the GQ is equivalent to the second most likely genotype at that
location, presented as a Phred-scaled likelihood157. For example, there is a 0.01 (1%) probability of
that genotype being incorrect if a variant has the minimum GQ value of 20. Used in combination
with a read depth of ≥10 resulted in only 1-2 variants, per proband, that failed to validate (when
counting as one the block of variants that failed to validate due to miss-alignment as a result of a
repeat region in family CRCH65). This false positive rate could be improved by increasing the
stringency of these depth and quality filtering metrics. However, this could increase the risk of false
negatives which is dangerous in this study design that looks to identify a single disease-causing
variant. With that in mind, it would be prudent to perform a second pass over the data and re-assess
variants with lower coverage and high-quality scores to check for false negative that have been
overlooked. Tools such as IGV170, 253 could be used to assist with visualising read alignments and
enable a better selection of variants for follow up to reduce unnecessary Sanger sequencing. This
process would be more efficient in families CRCH65 and CSA93 with the additional whole exome
sequencing data that is available. The hard filtering that was performed required all samples to meet
a ‘high confidence’ rating. Relaxation of filtering to enable other ratings, in one or more samples,
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would quickly identify variants that require further assessment. Additionally, having an extra whole
genome sequencing dataset, for another affected individual per family, would enable this for all
variant types.
Prioritisation of variants, within identified linkage regions, was initially performed using two
parameters. A population minor allele frequency (MAF) of ≤0.01, to capture rare variants as
common variants are highly unlikely to cause a monogenic rare disease. Additionally, CADD scoring
was used to bioinformatically prioritise variants, selecting variants that had a high in silico prediction
of pathogenicity. A detailed discussion of thresholds used, CADD and the further recommendations
for future analyses is provided in Chapter 6.
Gene expression in lens epithelial cells was used to prioritise variants for follow-up in this
study. CAGE (cap analysis gene expression) data available from the FANTOM5 project168, 305 were
used for this purpose. Three of the four lens epithelial samples in the FANTOM5 dataset are donor
samples which provided an indication of what is occurring in situ in the lens. Importantly, expression
in all four samples was required and no bias was placed on the level of gene expression shown. Lens
epithelial cells are the active (replicating) cells of the lens, which explains their selection over lens
fibre cells for any gene expression analyses. Prioritisation of candidate variants, using gene
expression, was performed due to the high number of candidate variants/genes identified,
particularly in families CRCH65 and CSA93. Genes that are not active in the tissue of interest are less
likely to produce a phenotype in that tissue when pathogenically altered. It is possible that some
genes may be active at specific developmental time points, not captured in the donor samples, and
therefore may have been incorrectly deprioritised. Some metabolic diseases or deficiencies are
known to also produce a cataract phenotype with their underlying gene primarily expressed in other
tissues. Known cataract genes, such as FTL (hyperferritinemia)135, GALK1 (galactokinase
deficiency)138, GALT (galactosemia)306, were examined and all display expression in lens epithelial
cells, indicating it is likely that other similar genes would have been captured and associated
phenotypes would have been flagged for metabolic diseases in the families. Ultimately, a method of
prioritisation was required to manage many candidates. Use of gene expression data is a sound
starting point, however, follow-up of all genes and their functions would be recommended as a
future step to confirm the likelihood of those other gene ability to cause a disease of the lens.

4.4.3 Strengths and limitations of whole genome sequence in this study
In the three families, several variants were identified that subsequently failed to segregate
with the phenotype in the family. A limitation of having sequencing data available for only a single
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proband is the increased likelihood of retaining variants from the unaffected parent. In family
CRCH24, for example, the ANKRD13C variant (Appendix 4.5 and 4.6) was inherited in proband
(CRCH24-02) from his father (CRCH24-16), whereas the disease phenotype is passed through the
probands maternal line (via CRCH24-01). In families CRCH65 and CSA93, all six variants that failed to
segregate were class 2 non-coding variants and were retained due to the use of proband’s whole
genome sequence only. The utility of having sequencing data from multiple individuals is
demonstrated by having all class 1 coding variants segregate in families CRCH65 and CSA93. The
combination of the whole genome sequence from the proband and additional whole exome
sequences, enabled bioinformatic filtering for segregating variants in that subset of samples first and
produced a manageable number of variants for further segregation analysis via Sanger sequencing.
In all families, variants were identified that failed to validate in the proband when assessed
via Sanger sequencing. A group of variants, in an intergenic region, were unable to be validated in
family CRCH65 (Appendix 4.10). Sanger sequencing was unable to be optimised to fully resolve the
sequence for these variants, which was likely due to repeat region sequence similarity. These
variants are likely to be false positives with repeat regions known to create ambiguity in read
alignment, particularly with short-read sequencing307. Long-range sequencing would be required to
achieve reliable results across this area. In CRCH24, two OFD1 variants did not validate in the
proband (Appendix 4.5). It is unknown what the underlying cause of this is. There appears to be
systemic issues at this area; in gnomAD, these two OFD1 variants had no high confidence genotypes
present and failed the gnomAD random forest filters. As these two variants are located within 3bp of
each other this could be a local sequencing issue. However, a low GC content across the gene could
account for systemic sequencing difficulties, with the OFD1 gene having an average GC percentage
of 39.4 (SD±22.2) and 67.6% of the gene area contains <40%GC nucleotide content (data obtained
from gc5base statistics viewed using the UCSC genome browser). It is highly likely that these
nucleotide changes are not true variants and low GC content is known to cause bias in short-read
sequencing outputs249.
Due to the size of the genomic regions that have been identified, investigation of regions
with sequencing coverage below 10 reads, meaning a variant exclusion, was not performed. Using
the analysis of coverage of the 50 genes assessed in Chapter 3 as a guide, there would certainly have
been regions where variants could have been missed. A proportion of these ‘no coverage’ regions
would be accounted for by common small (indel) and large deletions, that would be present using
any sequencing method. These small deletions are unlikely to contain an alternate disease-causing
variant if commonly deleted without resulting in a disease phenotype. Poor sample quality may
account for another portion of poor coverage and is a limitation of having a single whole genome
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sequence per family. Having additional data would assist in better identification of poor performing
regions, but if sequenced using the same protocols and platform, it may be subject to the same
sequencing weaknesses such as extreme GC content, ultimately leaving the researcher in the same
position. Possibly, the use of alternate sequencing methods would assist in overcoming this issue.
Long-range sequencing, for example, has the capacity to overcome some limitations of short-read
sequencing308. However, while this may be ideal, it may not be logistically feasible with the limited
DNA available in some of our families.
The use of whole genome sequencing has enabled the investigation of structural variants.
This has resulted in the identified deletion in family CRCH24 that is highly likely to be causing
disease. Analysis of structural variants in the linkage regions identified in families CRCH65 and CSA93
was not conducted and should be prioritised for future research to provide more clarity around the
genetics of paediatric cataracts in these families. The importance of this is highlighted in family
CRCH24, where variants identified in the SH3KBP1 and PHEX genes would have otherwise been
interpreted as the primary candidates. Investigation of structural variants should become easier to
perform for families like CSA93, that have larger portions of the genome flagged for investigation.
The availability of population structural variant data continually improves as consortia like
gnomAD158 provide ever increasing numbers of population genome data that includes structural
variant calling. Subsequently, identifying and removing common structural variants in this pipeline
will become more manageable. Obtaining an additional whole genome sequence from an individual
in the family will assist with bioinformatic identification and removal of private structural and copy
number variants. However, the variability and complexity of many structural variants will still require
laborious individual variant analysis.

4.4.4 Future directions for putative novel cataract genes
The putative novel cataract genes identified in this study should be screened in other
unsolved paediatric cataract probands. This includes the investigation of deletions in the NHS genes,
comparable to the one identified in family CRCH24. The unsolved families from the cohort
investigated in Chapter 3 are poised for this role and other unsolved families are available for whole
genome sequencing in our cataract DNA repository. The identification of variants in these novel
genes in other families would build evidence for their cataract causing potential. Prioritisation of
genes for follow-up, using functional studies, may be required and genes with putative diseasecausing variants in multiple families should be investigated first. However, the spectrum of
functional studies available is vast and will depend on both the genes and variant/s being assessed.
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Experiments to analyse altered transcript processing, protein localisation and binding, for example,
may simply be performed using lens epithelial cell lines and may inform whether further studies are
required. The use of animal models for gene knock-out and variant knock-in studies will depend
heavily on species used, its sequence homology to humans in the genes of interest, and available
resources. Establishing a gene’s role in cataractogenesis in another species will help propel that gene
onto clinical screening panels so patients worldwide may benefit.

4.5 STUDY OUTCOMES
Genome-wide parametric linkage analysis, in combination with massively parallel
sequencing, was used to identify putative disease-causing variants in small paediatric cataract
families. Linkage analysis was able to eliminate up to 97.74% of the genome from requiring
investigation in the families studied. Analysis of structural variants enabled the identification of a
2.8kb intronic NHS deletion highly likely to be causing disease in family CRCH24. In families CRCH65
and CSA93 segregating variants were successfully identified for further investigation. In family
CSA93, variants were observed in IPO11 and PRX, which have previously been reported to result in
altered lens and lens fibre cell morphology in murine models. This study has moved these families a
step closer to achieving a molecular diagnosis. This pipeline has proven to be an effective method for
investigating these families and should be utilised more frequently, but with whole genome
sequencing from multiple individuals per family.
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CHAPTER 5 An extended investigation of candidate variants impacting
the genes PGRMC1 and ERO1B

CHAPTER 5
An extended investigation of candidate
variants impacting genes PGRMC1 and
ERO1B
5.1 INTRODUCTION
Novel candidate genes cannot be implicated as disease causing without supplementary
evidence supporting the genetic findings309. For families that have been investigated in this body of
work, the collection and evaluation of many additional lines of in silico evidence has already been
performed as part of the standard variant interpretation. For novel candidate genes, work must be
extended to prove the causality of both the identified variant, and the gene that it impacts, in the
formation of disease. Many iterations of in vitro and in vivo techniques are being utilised in the study
of the underlying genetics and disease-causing mechanisms of cataracts. Two immortalised human
lens epithelial cell lines, SRA01/04 310 and B-3 311, 312, are available and often used in lens related
research. Animal models used for investigation of cataract genetics are most often either murine152,
313-316

or zebrafish150, 317-322, but other model such as canine44, 323 and drosophila324 are also utilised.

Additionally, gaining evidence of variants in the same gene in multiple unrelated individuals, with
the same clinical presentations, is strong evidence to implicate a novel gene as causative309. This
chapter describes the evaluation of genes identified as strong candidate genes for paediatric
cataract following the identification of likely pathogenic variants in a large family. These genes have
not previously been associated with paediatric cataracts.

5.1.1 Family CRVEEH66 background
A novel cataract locus at Xq24 was previously identified in family CRVEEH66 94. The family
spans three generations and has non-syndromic paediatric cataracts that present in a classic X-linked
Mendelian inheritance pattern (Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1 CRVEEH66 family pedigree
Family CRVEEH66 family pedigree displaying individuals available for analysis. Affection status confirmed by ophthalmologist. Asymptomatic female carriers confirmed to
have Xq24 haplotype94 are indicated.
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A detailed clinical description of affected individuals in the family is outlined by Craig et al.94.
In short, the five affected males show either late onset or slow progressing paediatric cataracts, with
some other mild and variable dysmorphic features and dental abnormalities. Obligate female
carriers display no clinically significant lens opacification. Linkage analysis was performed on
chromosome X and a 11.5Mb region of linkage was identified (max LOD = 2.53) between markers
DXS8055 and DXS8009, at the Xq24 locus94. The proband was included in a large-scale screen of 718
annotated X-chromosome genes undertaken in patients with unsolved X-linked mental retardation,
through collaboration with Prof. Jozef Gecz (University of Adelaide)325. The family was not included
in the published paper as it did not fit the mental retardation phenotype, however, no variants likely
to account for the cataract were observed (data not shown). Due to technical difficulties with PCR
amplification of some exons, coverage of the coding region of the X-chromosome was not complete.
Further, autosomal linkage with reduced expressivity in females had not been excluded as previous
work analysed only the X-chromosome.
I undertook work on this family to assess the autosomes for linkage and refine the linkage
region at Xq24 prior to this PhD candidature, using the same linkage analysis methods as described
for other families in Chapter 4. The results were previously submitted for assessment as a research
thesis as a requirement for the completion of BBiotechMedRes(Hons) but, for completeness, they
are reproduced here.

5.1.1.1 CRVEEH66 linkage analysis results
Genome-wide multipoint parametric linkage analysis was performed (CRVEEH66 specific
methods outlined in Appendix 5.1) and significant evidence of linkage was observed at Xq24-25, with
a maximum LOD of 2.53 between markers rs2428312 and rs7887767 (Figure 5.2). The increased
marker density of the SNP array compared to the microsatellites used by Craig et al.94 fine-mapped
the region to 6.8Mb, dramatically reducing the size of the area from the 11.5Mb region previously
identified in this family. Two autosomal regions were suggestive of linkage, both obtaining a
maximum LOD of 2.44, which were observed between markers rs696859 and rs1316440 at 1q42.2q43, and at 3q26.31-q26.32 between markers rs4527385 and rs4857688 (Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.2 CRVEEH66 genome-wide parametric linkage analysis results
Positive multipoint LOD scores (y axis), indicating evidence for linkage, are displayed across the genome (x axis). A linkage peak on chromosome X (Chr. 23), between
markers rs2428312 and rs7887767, reaches significance with a maximum LOD score of 2.53. Regions on both chromosome 1 (rs696859 to rs1316440) and 3 (rs4527385 to
rs4857688) reached maximum LOD scores of 2.44, with autosomal LOD scores exceeding 2 suggestive of linkage (dashed line). Significance is indicated by the red line.
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5.1.1.2 CRVEEH66 variant identification
A whole genome sequence of an affected individual, CRVEEH66-11 (generated by Complete
Genomics, using their propriety sequencing technology), was used to identify variants within the
linkage regions. A single variant validated in the proband and segregated with the disease in the
family (Table 5.1) from each of the three linkage regions identified.
Two structural variants were further assessed in 70 ethnically matched population controls
from the Blue Mountains Eye Study326 using PCR, gel electrophoresis and Sanger sequencing. A
complex tandem-duplication structural variant, within the 3q26.31-q26.32 locus, was commonly
observed (7.14%, Table 5.1), excluding it as the cause of this rare disease. A 127kb deletion
g.X:118373226_118500408del at the Xq24-25 locus was not observed in any in-house controls.
An ERO1B c.662C>T (p.Ala221Val) variant in the 1q24.2-43 locus was screened in the 70
ethnically matched population controls from the Blue Mountains Eye Study326 and in an cohort of
538 ethnically matched patients with keratoconus327 using TaqMan genotyping, but was not
detected in any samples (Table 5.1).
The 127kb deletion (g.X:118373226_118500408del) and the ERO1B c.662C>T (p.Ala221Val)
variant were prioritised for further investigation. A full description of the methods used is outlined in
Appendix 5.1.
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Table 5.1 Rare coding or structural variants identified within CRVEEH66 linkage regions that were assessed for validation and segregation
Structural variants
gnomAD
(NFE)
.

Val
Yes

Seg
Yes

Freq. in
controls
0%
(BMES n=70)

RYR2

.

No

n/a

n/a

g.1:240116680-240116681ins
[GTGTGTGAG;240116016_240116379inv;CCAG]

(intergenic)

0.001 (#)

Yes

No

n/a

g.3:176237034_176237052dup176236711_176237056dup

(intergenic)

.

Yes

Yes

7.14%
(BMES n=70)

Linkage region
Xq24-25

Variant type
Deletion
(127kb)

Position (hg19)
g.X:118373226_118500408del

Gene
PGRMC1
LOC101928336

1q24.2-43

Inversion
(104bp)
Complex distal
duplication
(363bp)
Tandemduplication (364bp)

g.1:237566103_237566207inv

1q24.2-43

3q26.31-q26.32

SNPs and indels
Linkage region
1q24.2-43

Gene
ERO1B
NM_019891

Position (hg19)
Chr1:236399100
g.G>A

Nucleotide change
c.662C>T

Protein change
p.Ala221Val

gnomAD
(NFE)
.

CADD
PHRED
21.8

Val
Yes

Seg
Yes

1q24.2-43

RYR2
NM_001035
NAALADL2
NM_207015

Chr1:237656317
g.T>TC
Chr3:175189416
g.TTG>TA

c.1893insC

p.Leu631fs

.

35

No

n/a

Freq. in
controls
0%
(BMES n=70,
KC n=538)
n/a

g.175189416_175189417
delinsA

(intronic)

. (*)

0.02

Yes

No

n/a

3q26.31-q26.32

Coding and protein changes are specific to gene accession reported and may vary with other transcripts. Minor allele frequency reported from gnomAD population
frequencies (NFE, non-Finnish European, v2.1.1). For gnomAD data ‘.’ Indicates variant not observed in database. CADD PHRED score (hg19, v1.4). Val; validation of
variant identified in CRVEEH66-11 whole genome sequencing data. Seg; segregation of variant in additional family members with DNA available. n/a; not required. Freq
in controls; assessment in available DNA control samples ‘BMES’ Blue Mountains Eye Study cohort 326, ‘KC’ keratoconus cohort327. (#) multiallelic site rs1042371684. (*)
SNP identification rs1553904048.
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5.1.1.3 127kb deletion at Xq24-25 variant background information
The segregating 127kb deletion ((hg19) g.X:118,373,226_118,500,408del) is in the primary
Xq24-25 linkage region. This variant was observed in all affected males (CRVEEH66-03, CRVEEH6611, CRVEEH66-12, CRVEEH 6-16 and CRVEEH66-19) as well as four obligate carrier females
(CRVEEH66-01, CRVEEH66-04, CRVEEH66-14 and CRVEEH66-17) (Figure 5.3). The deletion was also
observed in female CRVEEH66-15. Variant validation and segregation was performed using a
combination of agarose gel electrophoresis and Sanger sequencing, enabling the exact breakpoints
to be determined (Figure 5.4A and B). The deletion completely removes an uncharacterised long
non-coding RNA gene LOC101928336 and truncates PGRMC1 gene following exon 1. A single
comparable deletion was observed in one of 21,648 alleles in the gnomAD database (MAF = 4.6x10-5,
gnomAD structural variants v2.1). That 57.6kb deletion ((hg19)g.X:118,373,972-118,431,568del)
similarly truncates PGRMC1 following exon 1 and truncates the first half of LOC101928336 and is a
predicted loss of function variant.
The uncharacterised long non-coding RNA gene, LOC101928336, was not observed to be
expressed in lens tissue when assessed in the FANTOM5 expression atlas (viewed using Zenbu168).
Deletions encompassing all or part of this gene was observed in the Database of Genomic
Variants171, with the gene commonly deleted at a rate of 5.2% in healthy individuals328. Therefore,
the loss of this non-coding RNA gene is unlikely to be the cause of a rare disease and the cataracts in
family CRVEEH66.
The chromosome X 127kb deletion results in the truncation of the progesterone receptor
membrane component 1 (PGRMC1) gene following exon 1, disrupting its cytochrome b5-like hemebinding domain. PGRMC1 expression was confirmed in human lens epithelial tissue in the FANTOM5
expression atlas (viewed using SSTAR167, 168). No records of deletions impacting PGRMC1 in healthy
individuals are reported in the Database of Genomic Variants171 and a single deletion was reported
in gnomAD as discussed above. We therefore hypothesised that the truncation of PGRMC1 is causing
the cataract phenotype observed in family CRVEEH66.
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Figure 5.3 Pedigree of family CRVEEH66 and candidate variant status
The previously studied CRVEEH66 family94. An ophthalmologist confirmed individual affection status and no clinically significant lens opacity was observed in females. Two
rare candidate variants segregate with the disease in the family. All affected males are hemizygous for the 127kb deletion (Del), at Xq24, and obligate female carriers are
heterozygous for the variant (Del/WT) including female CRVEEH66-15. The chromosome 1, ERO1B c.662C>T variant, is also observed in all affected males. Numerous
females carry the c.662C>T variant, but due to the female asymptomatic phenotype they are uninformative in excluding it as a putative disease-causing variant.
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Figure 5.4 CRVEEH66 127kb X-chromosome deletion and ERO1B c.662C>T variants
Variant validation. A; Agarose gel electrophoresis results of representative samples for PCR products: deletion,
left breakpoint and right breakpoint. Female obligate carrier, who is heterozygous for the deletion, and
hemizygous affected male both have a band for the deletion amplicon. Unaffected female and male samples
display wild type results, with amplicons for breakpoints only. M; 100bp ladder, C; PCR no template control. B;
Diagrammatic representation of the deletion region a the Xq24 locus. The 127kb deletion is indicated by the
hatched region. Sequencing chromatograms at the critical breakpoints show consensus with the related sides
of the deletion sequence. Deletion PCR fragment displayed form sequencing with reverse primer. C; ERO1B
sequencing chromatograms displaying c.662C>T variant carrier and wild type sequences.

5.1.1.4 ERO1B c.662C>T (p.Ala221Val) variant background information
The c.662C>T (p.Ala221Val) ERO1B variant resides within exon 8 of the endoplasmic
reticulum oxidoreductase 1 beta gene, within the chromosome 1q42.2-43 linkage region. Variant
carrier status was assessed using Sanger sequencing (Figure 5.4C). This variant was observed in all
affected males in the family (CRVEEH66-03, CRVEEH66-11, CRVEEH66-12, CRVEEH 6-16 and
CRVEEH66-19) and three obligate carrier females (CRVEEH66-01, CRVEEH66-14 and CRVEEH66-17)
(Figure 5.3). Additionally, five other females carry the variant (CRVEEH66-05, CRVEEH66-06,
CRVEEH66-07, CRVEEH66-09 and CRVEEH66-21) but are uninformative in relation to excluding this
variant as disease causing due to the lack of cataract phenotype observed in the females in the
family.
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ERO1B expression was confirmed in lens epithelial cells using the FANTOM5 expression atlas
(viewed using SSTAR167, 168). This variant is novel and was not observed in publicly available
databases, including gnomAD. The variant has a CADD PHRED score of 21.8, placing it in the top 1%
of deleterious substitutions to the genome. The base position impacted by this variant has a PhyloP
score of 6.0 (100 vertebrates basewise conservation by PhyloP, viewed via UCSC genome browser)
and the alanine is highly conserved across species, but valine is observed in the Chimpanzee. Both
valine and alanine are non-polar amino acids of similar size and the p.Ala221Val amino acid change is
not conserved and predicted as tolerated/benign by predictive tools SIFT and PolyPhen329, 330.
Collectively, these findings indicate that the amino acid change observed in this family may not be
damaging enough to alter protein function and result in a disease phenotype.
The location of the ERO1B variant, close to a donor splice site, suggests altered transcript
splicing as a putative mechanism of disease. Human Splicing Finder (HSF3)164 was used to assess the
variant and indicated the creation of a cryptic exonic donor site. We hypothesise that altered
transcript splicing is the mechanism in which the ERO1B variant could be causing a disease
phenotype in family CRVEEH66.

5.1.2 Hypothesis and aims
Genome-wide linkage analysis and whole genome sequencing has enabled the identification
of two segregating rare candidate variants in this family. A 127kb deletion
(g.X:118373226_118500408del), causing the truncation of PGRMC1, and a ERO1B c.662C>T
(p.Ala221Val) variant were prioritised for further investigation and we hypothesised that one of
these variants is causing the paediatric cataracts observed in family CRVEEH66.
As the PGRMC1 and ERO1B genes have not been previously reported to cause cataracts, the
overarching aim of this study was to gain supplementary evidence to determine which of the
variants is causing disease. This was further divided into two sub-aims:
The first aim was to assess the ERO1B and PGRMC1 genes for putative disease-causing
variants in other individuals with hereditary paediatric cataract. This included our cohort of
unsolved families. The identification of other disease-causing variants in the same gene in other
individuals with paediatric cataracts is strong evidence for a gene’s role in cataractogenesis.
The second aim was to utilise different in vitro and in vivo techniques to assess the two
CRVEEH66 candidate variants. A minigene splicing assay and a lens epithelial cell line were used to
determine if the c.662C>T variant altered transcript splicing of the ERO1B gene. Morpholino-induced
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gene knockdown, in zebrafish (Danio rerio), was used to assess if reduced expression of ERO1B or
PGRMC1 would result in cataract formation.
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5.2 METHODS
5.2.1 CRVEEH66 background work
The family CRVEEH66 specific methods used to perform linkage analysis, variant
identification, and variant validation and segregation shown in the pilot work (above) are detailed in
Appendix 5.1.

5.2.2 Minigene splicing assay
The pSpliceExpress vector331 (Addgene plasmid #32485), was used to assess putative
alteration of splicing of the c.662C>T variant located in exon 8 of the ERO1B gene. DNA from an
individual heterozygous for the variant was used to amplify a 1,086bp DNA fragment containing
exon 7, exon 8 and ±200bp of surrounding intronic sequence. The fragment was initially amplified
using standard PCR with Phusion® High-Fidelity PCR master mix with HF buffer (New England
Biolabs), followed by nested PCR with adapter primers containing the attB1 and att2 recombination
sites (primers used in the minigene assay are displayed in Appendix 5.2, reaction conditions for
Phusion PCR and nested PCR displayed in Appendix 5.3 and 5.4 respectively). The PCR product was
purified using QIAquick® Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen). Gateway® BP Clonase™ II enzyme mix
(Invitrogen) was used to catalyse the recombination between 130ng of attB-PCR product and 150ng
of pSpliceExpress plasmid (Appendix 5.5), according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Transformation reactions were performed using 1µL of the BP reaction and 50µL One Shot®
TOP10 Chemically Competent E.coli (Invitrogen). These cells lack the F’ episome and should not
survive in the presence of plasmids containing the ccdB gene, such as the pSpliceExpress. As a
control, an additional transformation reaction was performed, using empty pSpliceExpress vector, to
ensure that the cells were sensitive to any plasmid that had not undergone recombination.
Transformed bacteria were plated on to pre-warmed ampicillin supplemented LB plates and
incubated overnight at 37oC. Individual colonies were selected and grown in liquid culture overnight.
A portion was processed using the Isolate II Plasmid Mini Kit (Bioline) and colonies containing
mutant and wild type minigenes were identified using Sanger sequencing. A starter culture of each
minigene was used to inoculate 100mL of L-broth with 1µg/mL of Ampicillin and grown overnight at
37oC before plasmid DNA was extracted using a Plasmid Maxi Kit (Qiagen) according to the
manufacturer’s instructions.
The human lens epithelial B-3 cell line (ATCC®CRL-11421™), referred to here as B-3 HLE cells,
was purchased from the American Type Culture Collections (ATCC). For the minigene assay, B-3 HLE
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cells were grown and maintained in Gibco® Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (Life Technologies)
containing 4.5g/L D-Glucose, L-Glutamine and minus sodium pyruvate. This was supplemented with
10% heat inactivated Gibco® fetal bovine serum (Life Technologies) and penicillin/streptomycin
solution (5000U/mL penicillin and 5mg/mL streptomycin (Sigma-Aldrich)). B-3 HLE cells were
incubated at 37oC and 5% CO2. B-3 HLE cells were transfected with the minigene constructs using
electroporation with a Bio-Rad Gene Pulser (Bio-Rad) at 270V, 950µFarad and infinite resistance.
Cells were incubated for 24hours prior to harvesting.
RNA was extracted from B-3 HLE cells using a RNeasy® Plus Mini Kit (Qiagen) according to
manufacturer’s instructions. Invitrogen SuperScript® III First Strand synthesis system (Thermo Fisher
Scientific) was used to reverse transcribe whole RNA to cDNA for analysis. To assess minigene
expression, primers (Appendix 5.2) designed to bind to the constitutive rat insulin exons were used
for RT-PCR and results verified using agarose gel electrophoresis and Sanger sequencing.

5.2.3 Zebrafish and embryo maintenance
All animal procedures used in this study were approved by the University of Tasmania
Animal Ethics Committee (project number A0016873) in accordance with the Australian National
Health and Medical Research Council Code of Practice for the Care and Use of Animals for Scientific
Purposes. Adult zebrafish were maintained on a 14hour/10hour light/dark cycle in standard
conditions332. Embryos were obtained from natural spawning events of either wild type (TU strain) or
an available Gal4s1020t/UAS:mCherry transgenic line333 previously gifted by Dr Ethan Scott (University
of Queensland). Embryos were raised at 28oC in 0.5X E2 embryo media with Methylene Blue (ZIRC
protocols https://zebrafish.org/wiki/protocols/nursery).

5.2.4 Zebrafish gene expression
Primers were designed to zebrafish progesterone receptor membrane component 1
(pgrmc1) and endoplasmic reticulum oxidoreductase beta (ero1b)(Appendix 5.6), which are
orthologues to human PGRMC1 and ERO1B respectively. Expression was independently confirmed in
both the TU wild type and Gal4s1020t/UAS:mCherry transgenic fish lines. Zebrafish larvae were
collected in RNAlater RNA Stabilisation Reagent (Qiagen) across 3-5 days post fertilisation (dpf) from
natural spawning events. RNA was extracted and reverse transcribed to cDNA as previously
described for B-3 HLE cells (Section 5.2.2). Standard PCR, as previously described (Section 2.6.2), was
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used to amplify the cDNA for the desired transcripts prior to visualisation on 2% w/v agarose gel and
confirmed using Sanger sequencing.

5.2.5 Morpholinos
Morpholino antisense oligonucleotides (MO; GeneTools LLC.) were designed for gene
knockdown experiments. For zebrafish pgrmc1, a morpholino designed to block the translation start
site (pgrmc1_MO1; 5’GCTCGACTGCTTCTTCAGCCATTTC 3’) was selected for use and has previously
been shown to knockdown pgrmc1 in a zebrafish model334, 335. A second morpholino, designed to
alter transcript splicing, was also obtained (pgrmc1_MO2; 5’ATATTTAAGTTGATACCTGGACCGT 3’)
with this morpholino binding across the exon1/intron1 boundary and predicted to cause intron 1
retention in the mRNA transcript. For zebrafish ero1b, splice altering morpholinos were used to
simultaneously knockdown two gene transcripts that have different translation start sites, that
would have otherwise been targeted. Splicing morpholino ero1b_MO1
(5’CATATGGAAACTCACCGTCCAGCCC 3’) was designed to induce exon 6 skipping, to bring a
premature termination codon in-frame and induce nonsense mediated decay. A second morpholino
ero1b_MO2 (5’ATGATGAAAACGCACCACGAACAGG 3’) was designed to skip exon 8 and trigger
nonsense mediated decay as above.
A standard control morpholino (5' CCTCTTACCTCAGTTACAATTTATA 3', GeneTools LLC.) was
used in all injection rounds for comparison. This control is designed to target the human beta-globin
intronic sequence containing a mutation known to cause beta-thalassemia. It is widely used as a
negative control and little to no phenotype in any system except human beta-thalassemic
hematopoietic cells (GeneTools). A 1mM stock concentration, or approximately 8ng/nL, of each
morpholino was created using distilled water according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
Calibrated 1nL microinjections of standard control MO (at 8ng/nL), pgrmc1_MO1 (optimised at
2ng/nL) and pgrmc1_MO2 (optimised for a 1.5nL injection to produce a 12ng dose) were performed
into 1-2 cell stage embryos of Gal4s1020t/UAS:mCherry transgenic zebrafish. Calibrated 1nL
microinjections of standard control MO (at 8ng/nL), ero1b_MO1 (optimised at 2ng/nL) and
ero1b_MO2 (optimised at 4ng/nL) were performed into 1-2 cell stage embryos of TU wild type
zebrafish. Matched injected ero1b_MO1, ero1b_MO2, pgrmc1_MO2 and control_MO and
uninjected larvae were all collected, from their respective experiments, in RNAlater following
imaging at 4dpf. Whole RNA was extracted, and RT-PCR was performed to assess the splice altering
function of the morpholino using methods previously described (Section 5.2.2). Efficiency of
pgrmc1_MO1 was assumed based on the previous work that had been performed334, 335. Dosage
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optimization was performed to obtain the maximum dose prior to the formation of gross
morphological defects in the larvae. Gross morphological defects indicate considerable off-target
binding due to excess dosage. For splicing morpholinos, optimization was performed in conjunction
with RNA collection and RT-PCR to confirm gene knockdown was occurring.
Prior to the assessment of the ero1b and pgrmc1 genes, work was performed to replicate
morpholino knockdown of an aquaporin gene (aqp0a_MO; 5’AACTCCCACATGGCTGCAAAAAGTC
3’)322. This was used for training purposes and acted as a positive control to establish the optimal
imaging age and ascertain standards for cataract versus healthy lens status.

5.2.6 Imaging and analysis
Assessment of lenses for cataract at 4dpf was determined to be optimal and was
subsequently used for both pgrmc1 and ero1b experiments. Imaging at 4dpf allowed enough time
for proper lens development but before the effects of the morpholino were overly dampened by
5dpf. This was determined from analysis of lens images from 3dpf-5dpf aqp0a_MO treated larvae.
Assessment of sham water injections was also performed across this 3-5day time period and no
evidence of cataract was observed. Sham water injections were subsequently excluded from further
experiments to avoid unnecessary embryo usage.
All embryos destined for lens imaging were raised in 1xPTU (200µM, 1-phenyl-2-thiourea
(Sigma-Aldrich)) from 24 hours post fertilisation (hpf), to prevent pigment formation. At imaging,
larvae were deeply anesthetized in tricaine methanesulfonate (300mg/L, MS222 (Glentham Life
Sciences)), buffered to pH 7.0 with sodium bicarbonate. A SZX16 zoom stereo-microscope (Olympus)
was used to whole-mount 4dpf in 0.5% w/v agarose on a live cell imaging dish so viewing through
the bottom of the dish would look directly onto the lens. These were immediately imaged using
Differential Interference Contrast (DIC) microscopy settings, under 40x magnification, using a Ti live
cell microscope (Nikon Eclipse Ti), Zyla 4.2 plus sCMOS camera (Andor) and NIS-Elements AR
acquisition software (Nikon). Group images of larvae were obtained prior to imaging using the SZX16
zoom stereo-microscope (Olympus) and an iPhone7.
Lens images were viewed, for assessment of cataract, with ImageJ software336. Images from
all experiments were combined and blinded, then scored by two independent researchers. All
images with divergent calls were assessed by a third researcher to obtain a result. Scoring was
performed against a rubric of standard images compiled from an analysis of >1,000 images obtained
from preliminary work including positive control experiments and across both strains of fish. Images
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were assessed for structural and organisational defects that were determined to result in light
scattering within the lens. Further information in regard to the cataract scoring rubric is provided in
Figure 5.5. Fisher’s Exact test was used to calculate a P-value for the comparison between gene MO
and standard control MO groups of each experiment, and experimental replicates were performed
to confirm results. A post-hoc power analysis (G*Power 3.1.9.4 337) from a set of aqp0a positive
control experiments was used to determine that a sample size of >93 total embryos was required to
achieve 80% power to detect an effect of size of 0.29, which is equivalent to the cataract rate of 16%
observed with this morpholino in our laboratory.
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Figure 5.5 Representative images illustrating cataract calling features
Representative images from the cataract scoring rubric illustrating the four main cataract features. All features
represent visible structural alterations that would result in light scattering. Pitting - spherical pits observed
within the lens; pitting like structures were often observed on the outer lens as an artefact when small bubbles
form in agarose adjacent to the iris (A), clear pitting in the central lens tissue was classified as cataract and
presented in varying size and number (B-D). Central mass - distinct alteration in the nuclear lens compared to
remainder of lens; defined difference in tissue density (E), nuclear lens has defined grainy/pit like region (F),
raised dense central region formed by fibre cells (G), and fibre cell disorganisation gives nuclear lens a bubbly
appearance (H). Rings - indicates problems with cellular organisation; lens fibre cells are observed as rings and
appear uniform and evenly spaced in healthy lenses (I), tangled appearance of nuclear lens fibre cells very
different from remainder of lens (J), central plateau formed by region of fibre cell disorganisation (K), large
region with lens fibre cell disorganisation forming large step-downs or rises between cell layers (L). Vacuole
space - fluid filled spaces disrupting uniform nature of the normal lens tissue; lines of pitting (M), small patches
of severe pitting (N), large regions of complete cellular disorganisation taking up <50% of lens (O), and large
regions of complete cellular disorganisation taking up >50% of lens (P).
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5.3 RESULTS
5.3.1 Assessment of ERO1B and PGRMC1 in unsolved probands
The ERO1B and PGRMC1 genes were assessed in whole genome sequencing data from
unsolved probands with paediatric cataracts using the same data and methods used to screen
known cataract genes in Chapter 3. Two probands were identified with variants in the ERO1B gene
(Table 5.2). In both families, CTAS72 and CRCH90, the corresponding variant failed to segregate with
the disease (Figure 5.6). Additionally, family CRCH90 was identified to have a pathogenic GJA3
variant causing a p.Thr19Met change that has previously been observed to cause cataracts which we
hypothesise to be the cause of their disease (Section 3.3.4.1). These results indicate that the ERO1B
gene has the capacity to tolerate some predicted deleterious variants without causing a disease
phenotype, which may also be the case in family CRVEEH66. Variants in ERO1B have not been
previously reported to cause cataracts.
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Table 5.2 Paediatric cataract families with variants identified in ERO1B
Family ID
CTAS 72

Gene
ERO1B (NM_019891)

Position (hg19)
1:236433208 g.T>G

Coding change
c.189A>C

Protein change
p.Lys63Asn

gnomAD (NFE)
0.0035

CADD PHRED
18.16

Val
Yes

Seg
No

CRCH 90

ERO1B (NM_019891)

1:236413250 g.G>C

c.366C>G

p.Asn122Lys

.

19.50

Yes

No

Coding and protein changes are specific to gene accession reported and may vary with other transcripts. Minor allele frequency reported from gnomAD population
frequencies (NFE, non-Finnish European, v2.1.1). For gnomAD data ‘.’ indicates variant not observed in database. CADD PHRED score (hg19, v1.4). Val; validation of
variant identified in proband’s whole genome sequencing data. Seg; segregation of variant in additional family members with DNA available.
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Figure 5.6 Non-segregating ERO1B variants in families CTAS72 and CRCH90
The ERO1B variants meeting gene screen filtering criteria were identified to not segregate with the cataracts in
both families. A. c.189C>C (p.Lys63Asn) variant observed in proband CTAS72-04 only, in family CTAS72. B.
c.366C>G (p.Asn12Lys) variant observed in proband CRCH90-02 only, in family CRCH90. WGS; whole genome
sequence data available for individual. Red arrow; variant present in displayed chromatograph.

Investigation of the PGRMC1 gene identified no SNPs, indels or comparable deletions, in
unsolved probands in our repository. However, a study by Vandewalle et al.338 investigating X-linked
intellectual disability (NS-ID) and the adjacent SLC25A5 gene, noted that two unrelated male
patients with deletions also impacting PGRMC1 had an additional congenital cataract phenotype. In
that study, ‘Patient B’ had a 295kb deletion (ChrX:118353178-118648846del) that involves the
complete removal of PGRMC1 and ‘Patient C’ had a 233kb deletion (ChrX:118373287-118606088del)
that truncated the PGRMC1 gene following exon 1 338 (Figure 5.7). The NS-ID phenotype, in the
Vandewalle et al. study338, was mapped to the adjacent SLC25A5 gene using a healthy (Individual D)
and NS-ID only patient (MRX70)(Figure 5.7). In combination with these data, we have evidence of
two other unrelated males in addition to our family, with congenital cataracts likely caused by
deletions that completely remove PGRMC1 or truncate the gene following exon 1 (Figure 5.7).
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Figure 5.7 CRVEEH66 deletion in comparison to reports by Vandewalle et al.338
A diagrammatic representation of the deletion observed in family CRVEEH66 compared to individuals reported in a genetic study of non-syndromic intellectual disability.
Genomic region at Xq24 adapted from the UCSC genome browser (https://genome.ucsc.edu/index.html) with deletions shown in blue. All individuals displayed are male.
CRVEEH66, patient B and patient C all have deletions disrupting PGRMC1 and all have congenital cataracts (CC) as a phenotype. Patient B, patient C and MRX70 all have
deletions incorporating SLC25A5 which was identified at the cause of the non-syndromic intellectual disability (NS-ID). Individual D was reported to have a polymorphic
deletion that was also observed in healthy male relatives. psy psychomotor instability, sz seizures. Genomic coordinates of each deletion (hg19); CRVEEH66
ChrX:118,373,226-118,500,408 (127kb), patient B ChrX:118,353,178-118,648,846 (295kb), patient C ChrX:118,373,287-118,606,088 (233kb), MRX70 ChrX:118,528,138118,705,594 (277kb), and Individual D ChrX:118,382,049-118,548,570 (166kb).
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5.3.2 Assessment of ERO1B c.662C>T splice altering capability
A minigene splicing assay was used to assess cellular processing of both variant and wild
type sequence, in a B-3 HLE cell line. A schematic of the minigene construct containing the c.662C>T
variant insert is displayed in Figure 5.8A. No difference in splicing was observed between the
mutation containing construct in comparison to that possessing the equivalent wild type sequence
This was also confirmed using Sanger sequencing (Figure 5.8B and C).

Figure 5.8 Normal splicing observed with the ERO1B c.662C>T mutation in B-3 HLE cells
A; Schematic representation of the pSpliceExpress minigene construct containing ERO1B exon 7 and exon 8.
The location of c.662C>T (p.Ala221Val) mutation is indicated by the asterisk (*). B; RT-PCR products from
whole RNA obtained following transfection in B-3 HLE cells with mutation (expected 410bp) and wild type
(421bp) constructs (2x repeats), and empty pSpliceExpress vector (253bp). M; 100bp HyperLadder (Bioline), C;
no template PCR control. C; Sequencing chromatogram of region containing c.662C>T mutation in ERO1B exon
8 (*), no variation in splicing is observed between the wild type and mutation constructs.

5.3.3 Gene orthologs and expression in zebrafish
A zebrafish model was used to assess the effect of PGRMC1 and ERO1B knockdown on lens
morphology in vivo. Protein alignment between human ERO1B and PGRMC1 and zebrafish ero1b and
pgrmc1 orthologs show 75% and 65% residue identity respectively (Appendix 5.7 and 5.8).
Assessment of gene expression from whole larvae, using RT-PCR, indicated pgrmc1 and both eor1b
isoforms were expressed across the experimental period, up to 5dpf, in the strains being used (data
shown at 4dpf, Figure 5.9).
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Figure 5.9 Gene expression of zebrafish pgrmc1 and ero1b isoforms at 4dpf
Agarose gel electrophoresis displaying RT-PCR amplicons. Expression of zebrafish pgrmc1 was observed in both
Gal4s1020t/UAS:mCherry (MC) and TU wild type (TU) fish strains with PCR product at 404bp. Expression for both
zebrafish ero1b transcripts, ero1b-201 (ensemble transcript ENSDART00000169295) and ero1b_202 (ensemble
transcript ENSDART00000172998), was also observed in both strains with PCR amplicon sizes of 942bp and
943bps respectively. Zebrafish beta-actin was used as a positive control (643bp). Data displayed is from
zebrafish larvae collected at 4dpf.

5.3.4 Zebrafish pgrmc1 MO-induced knockdown
Morpholino-induced knockdown of zebrafish pgrmc1 produced larvae with cataracts of
varying degrees of severity. PTU treated wild type Gal4s1020t/UAS:mCherry transgenic zebrafish
display healthy lenses with a uniform lens fibre arrangements (Figure 5.10A). Control MO injected
fish primarily displayed healthy lens but did present with minor cataract on occasion (Figure 5.10BC). Nuclear cataract phenotypes of varying severity were observed in pgrmc1_MO1 injected larvae
(Figure 5.10E-G). Similarly, nuclear cataracts were observed in pgrmc1_MO2 injected larvae,
however, were more subtle than the alternate MO (Figure 5.10I-K). Both pgrmc1 MO experimental
groups contained larvae with no cataract (Figure 5.10D and H). Subtle gross morphological
differences were observed in pgrmc1_MO1 injected larvae, that included an enlargement of both
the yolk sac and pericardial sac, compared to control and uninjected larvae (Appendix 5.9). No
differences in gross morphology were observed for pgrmc1_MO2 injected larvae (Appendix 5.10).
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Figure 5.10 Zebrafish pgrmc1 morpholino-induced knockdown lens phenotypes
Representative DIC lens images from pgrmc1 morpholino experiments. Wild type Gal4s1020t/UAS:mCherry
transgenic zebrafish display healthy lenses (A). Control fish injected with standard control morpholino display
healthy lens (B) and minor cataract with very fine nuclear pitting (C). Fish injected with pgrmc1_MO1 (2ng)
morpholino displayed both healthy lenses (D) or cataracts of variable severity; minor nuclear central mass (E),
mild nuclear central mass with fibre cell disorganisation (F) and moderate/severe nuclear density with pitting
(G). Fish injected with pgrmc1_MO2 (12ng) morpholino displayed mainly healthy lenses (H) or subtle cataracts
of variable severity; minor distinct central lens density (I), minor nuclear fibre cell disorganisation (J) and
moderate nuclear fibre cell disorganisation with minor pitting (K).
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Knockdown of zebrafish pgrmc1, using pgrmc1_MO1, resulted in cataract formation in up to
50% of larvae, while none were observed in control injected larvae (p<0.0001, Table 5.3). No
difference in the rate of cataract formation was observed between pgrmc1_MO2 and control
injected larvae (Table 5.3). Assessment of the splicing mode of action of pgrmc1_MO2 was
performed comparing RT-PCR results of control and pgrmc1_MO2 injected larvae, that were
collected immediately following imaging. Results indicated that pgrmc1_MO2 causes the retention
of intron 1 within the pgrmc1 transcript in experimental groups only and not in control morpholino
injected larvae (Figure 5.11). The pgrmc1_MO2 experimental group was expected to display two
bands when testing for wild type pgrmc1 transcript using agarose gel electrophoresis; the second
larger (approx. 1.2kb) band was not observed, either due to low quantity and/or PCR bias. Both
control and pgrmc1_MO2 groups displayed normally processed pgrmc1, that would be expected to
be translated into functional protein. Collectively, this indicates that pgrmc1_MO2 efficiency is not
optimal.

Table 5.3 pgrmc1 MO verses control injected larvae at 4dpf
No. (%) fish
Cataract
No cataract

P-value, OR(95%CI)

Run 1

pgrmc1_MO1 2ng
Control MO

12 (50%)
0 (0%)

12
39

<0.0001, -a

Run 2

pgrmc1_MO1 2ng
Control MO
pgrmc1_MO2 12ng
Control MO
pgrmc1_MO2 12ng
Control MO

27 (45%)
0 (0%)
2 (1.9%)
0 (0%)
7 (4.1%)
7 (5.7%)

33
37
101
82
164
115

<0.0001, -a

Run 1
Run 2

0.504, -a
0.584, 0.7 (0.2-2.1)

Statistical significance of experiment group in comparison to control calculated using Fisher's exact
test. -a odds ratio (OR) unable to be calculated due to '0' value.
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Figure 5.11 RT-PCR assessment of pgrmc1_MO2 splicing capacity
The pgrmc1_MO2 and control injected larvae, following imaging at 4dpf, were collected for RNA and
subsequent RT-PCR preformed. RT-PCR gel electrophoresis results are displayed with diagrammatic
representation of the transcript and primer locations indicated by the orange arrows. The retention of intron 1
(383bp RT-PCR amplicon), within the pgrmc1 transcript, is observed only in groups treated with pgrmc1_MO2.
Both control and pgrmc1_MO2 groups displayed normally processed pgrmc1 (404bp RT-PCR amplicon) that
would have been translated into functional protein. The pgrmc1_MO2 experimental group was expected to
display two bands when testing for wild type pgrmc1 transcript. The second larger (approx. 1.2kb) band was
not observed, either due to low quantity and/or PCR bias. Collectively, this indicates that pgrmc1_MO2
efficiency is not optimal. All RT-PCR products were confirmed using Sanger sequencing. Primer sequences
used; pgrmc1_Exon1_F 5’CGCTGCCCAAACTCAAGAAAA 3’, pgrmc1_Intron1_F 5’ACTAGTAACACGCAACCTACAG
3’ and pgrmc1_Exon2/3_R 5’CGTACTTCTGTGTGAACTGGG 3’.
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5.3.5 Zebrafish ero1b MO-induced knockdown
Morpholino-induced knockdown of zebrafish ero1b produced larvae with cataracts of
varying degrees of severity. PTU treated TU wild type zebrafish display healthy lenses with a uniform
lens fibre arrangement (Figure 5.12A). Control morpholino injected fish primarily displayed healthy
lens but did present with minor cataract on occasion (Figure 5.12B-C). Embryos injected with
ero1b_MO1 produced larvae with no cataract (Figure 5.12D) or resulted in cataracts of varying
severity (Figure 5.12E-G). The ero1b_MO2 treated larvae produced the most severe lens phenotypes
observed, with lens displaying complete loss of cellular organisation (Figure 5.12J-K). However, a
range of more subtle phenotypes were also observed including fish with healthy lenses in the
ero1b_MO2 group (Figure 5.12H-I). In comparison to the gross morphology of uninjected larvae,
control morpholino injected embryos develop normally. Comparatively, ero1b_MO1 2ng and
ero1b_MO2 6ng injected larvae show some shortening of tail length and enlargement of the yolk
and pericardial sacs (Appendix 5.11). The only observed morphological difference between
replicates was observed when comparing ero1b_MO1 2ng injected larvae between run 1 and 2, in
which near normal larvae morphology is consistently observed in the second replicate (Appendix
5.11).
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Figure 5.12 Zebrafish ero1b morpholino-induced knockdown lens phenotypes
Representative DIC lens images from ero1b morpholino experiments. Wild type TU zebrafish display healthy
lenses (A). Control fish injected with standard control morpholino display healthy lens where uniform rings of
lens fibre cells can be observed (B) and minor cataract with central mass caused by fibre cell disorganisation
(C). Fish injected with ero1b_MO1 (2ng) morpholino displayed both healthy lenses (D) or cataracts of variable
severity; minor cataract with very fine nuclear pitting (E), mild nuclear central mass with fibre cell
disorganisation (F) and moderate/severe nuclear central mass with pitting (G). Fish injected with ero1b_MO2
(6ng) morpholino displayed some healthy lenses (H) or subtle cataracts of variable severity; minor cataract
with very fine nuclear pitting (I), moderate/severe nuclear cataract with complete loss of cellular organisation
(J) and severe cataract impacting >50% lens volume due to complete loss of cellular organisation (K).
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Knockdown of zebrafish ero1b using ero1b_MO2 consistently resulted in significant cataract
formation in 90% of larvae in comparison to controls (p<0.0001, Table 5.4). Comparatively,
treatment with ero1b_MO1 significantly caused cataracts in run 1 (p<0.0001) but did not reach
significance in run 2 (p=0.058, Table 5.4). An increase cataract formation in control larvae would
have contributed to the reduction in significance in this second replicate of ero1b_MO1. Collection
of ero1b and control MO injected embryos, and assessment of ero1b gene transcripts using RT-PCR,
indicate that both ero1b morpholinos result in altered transcript splicing in comparison to control
groups. Injection with ero1b_MO1 caused the loss of exon 6 from the transcripts (Figure 5.13). This
was observed across both runs, however, wild type ero1b was also observed and the morpholino
was less efficient in run 2, which coincides with variable gross morphology between the
experimental replicates. Injection with ero1b_MO2 caused the inclusion of intron 8 in the ero1b
transcripts, being observed across both runs with similar efficiency (Figure 5.13). In all ero1b MO
injected groups, wild type ero1b was also observed indicating the likely presence of fully functioning
protein in the larvae.

Table 5.4 ero1b MO verses control injected larvae at 4dpf

Run 1
Run 2
Run 1
Run 2

ero1b_MO1 2ng
Control MO
ero1b_MO1 2ng
Control MO
ero1b_MO2 6ng
Control MO
ero1b_MO2 6ng
Control MO

No. (%) fish
Cataract
No cataract
22 (88%)
3
2 (6.5%)
29
16 (35.6%)
29
8 (17%)
39
27 (90%)
3
2 (6.5%)
29
40 (90.9%)
4
8 (17%)
39

P-value, OR(95%CI)
<0.0001, 106.3 (16.3-692.0)
0.058, 2.7 (1.0-7.1)
<0.0001, 130.5 (20.2-842.0)
<0.0001, 48.8 (13.6-175.1)

Statistical significance of experiment group in comparison to control calculated using Fisher's exact
test.
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Figure 5.13 RT-PCR assessment of ero1b_MO1 and ero1b_MO2 splicing capacity
The ero1b_MO1, ero1b_MO2 and control injected larvae, following imaging at 4dpf, were collected for RNA
and subsequent RT-PCR preformed. RT-PCR gel electrophoresis results are displayed with diagrammatic
representation of the transcript and primer locations indicated by the orange arrows. Results indicate that
both ero1b morpholinos result in altered transcript splicing. Injection with ero1b_MO1 resulted in the loss of
exon 6 from the transcript and produced a 337bp PCR amplicon. This exon skipping was observed across both
runs, however, wild type ero1b (411bp) was also observed and the morpholino appear to be less efficient in
run 2. Injection with ero1b_MO2 resulted in the inclusion of intron 8 in the transcript, producing an 801bp PCR
amplicon. This was observed across both runs with similar efficient, however, wild type ero1b (411bp) was also
seen. All RT-PCR products were confirmed using Sanger sequencing. Primer sequences used; ero1b_Exon4_F
5’TATTCTCACGCGGCGAACAC 3’ and ero1b_Exon11_R 5’GACACGCTTCTCCAGACACA 3’.
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5.4 DISCUSSION
The use of linkage analysis and whole genome sequencing identified two candidate variants
in the search for the genetic cause of paediatric cataracts in the family CRVEEH66. The 127kb
chromosome X (PGRMC1 truncating) deletion and the ERO1B c.662C>T (p.Ala221Val) variants were
further investigated to determine their capacity to cause disease. The results showed that the
hemizygous truncating PGRMC1 deletion is very likely to be causing the disease in the family.
Comparable deletions of PGRMC1 were identified in unrelated cases with a congenital cataract
phenotype and knockdown of zebrafish pgrmc1 resulted in a significant rate of cataract formation
compared to controls, with the use of a translation blocking morpholino. We determined that the
ERO1B c.662C>T variant did not alter transcript splicing, when tested using a minigene splicing assay
in a lens epithelial cell line. Two other ERO1B variants were identified in other congenital cataract
probands in our repository of unsolved families, but these did not segregate with the disease in the
relevant families. The ERO1B variant is unlikely to be causing cataracts in CRVEEH66, but zebrafish
ero1b knockdown did show a significant rate of cataract formation and warrants further
investigation.

5.4.1 PGRMC1
Multiple lines of evidence indicated that the PGRMC1 truncating deletion and the loss of
functional PGRMC1 results in cataract formation. This deletion resides in the main Xq24-25 and only
significant linkage region, is predicted to cause loss of function to PGRMC1 and segregates perfectly
with the disease in an X-linked recessive manner. This is the first report of PGRMC1 causing
congenital cataracts, however critical observations by Vandewalle et al.338 in a study of hereditary
non-syndromic intellectual disability, provides evidence of two additional unrelated males with a
congenital cataract phenotype and PGRMC1 disrupting deletions. Additionally, in that study, a
female deletion carrier possessed no cataract phenotype, concordant with the asymptomatic nature
of the females in our family. A significant rate of cataract formation was also observed following
PGRMC1 gene knockdown in zebrafish using a translation blocking morpholino oligonucleotide in
comparison to controls. The translation blocking morpholino (pgrmc1_MO1) accurately represents
the gene loss observed as a result of the PGRMC1 truncating deletion in the males in CRVEEH66.
Gene knockdown using the splice altering pgrmc1_MO2 morpholino did not replicate these findings.
This was likely due to the inefficiency of the knockdown and the presence of maternal pgrmc1 RNA,
resulting in functional PGRMC1 protein remaining in the larvae. This mimics the asymptomatic
female deletion carriers in our family, with both scenarios containing functional protein and may
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eliminate haploinsufficiency as a disease mechanism. Collectively, this indicates that functional
PGRMC1 protein is required for lens health.
The PGRMC1 protein has been reported to interact with a known cataract causing gene
product, which presents us with a hypothesis for the mechanism of disease. The PGRMC1 gene
encodes the membrane-associated progesterone receptor component 1 (PGRMC1) protein. In
addition to PGRMC2, neuferricin and neudesin these proteins are known as ‘membrane associated
progesterone receptors’ (MARPs) that all contain a homologous CYP5-like heme/steroid binding
domain. These MARPs have been identified to play a role in a wide variety of cellular functions,
including the ability to interact with and modulate the function of cytochrome P450 enzymes339, 340.
There are 57 cytochrome P450 enzymes found in humans, with these heme-dependent
monooxygenases known to contribute to the biosynthesis of molecules including cholesterol,
steroids, vitamin D, and bile acids as well as participate in the metabolism of pharmaceutical drugs
the detoxifications of xenobiotics341. The activity and function of a number of cytochrome P450
enzymes are modulated by PGRMC1, including the CYP51A1 enzyme, also known as lanosterol 14alpha demethylase (encoded by CYP51A1)339. The CYP51A1 enzyme is the most evolutionarily
conserved of the cytochrome P450 enzymes and performs a critical role in the synthesis of
cholesterol, by oxidative removal of two methyl groups from the lanosterol intermediate341.
PGRMC1 has been observed to form stable complexes with the CYP51A1 enzyme and its knockdown,
using RNAi knockdown in HEK293 cells, both reduced CYP51A1 activity and resulted in lanosterol
accumulation339. Genetic variants in the CYP51A1 gene have previously been reported to cause
congenital cataracts. The CYP51A1 gene was initially identified to contain a cataract causing variant
in a consanguineous Saudi Arabian family with isolated congenital cataract231. Additionally, an
individual with compound heterozygous CYP51A1 variants has been identified; their phenotype
includes congenital cataracts, neonatal liver cirrhosis and spastic dysplasia and sterol profiling that
provided biochemical confirmation of the aberrant CYP51A1 enzyme function was performed as
confirmation66. Finally, autosomal recessive congenital cataracts, neonatal fulminant hepatic failure,
and global development delay was reported in another Saudi Arabian family with a CYP51A1
variant68. Interestingly, variation in the LSS gene has also been reported to cause autosomal
recessive congenital cataract44. This gene encodes lanosterol synthase, which catalyses the prior step
in the cholesterol pathway to CYP51A1. These autosomal recessive or compound heterozygous
modes of inheritance are the autosomal equivalent of X-linked disorders. With these two enzymes,
CYP51A1 (which requires PGRMC1) and LSS, bracketing the lanosterol intermediate in cholesterol
biosynthesis (Figure 5.14), it seems likely that lens tissue may be sensitive to decreased amounts of
cholesterol and/or lanosterol homeostasis specifically must be maintained in the lens for good
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health. In family CRVEEH66, it is likely that the loss of PGRMC1-CYP51A1 protein-protein interactions
and the associated changes in the cholesterol pathway is driving the cataract formation.

Figure 5.14 Simplified schematic of the cholesterol biosynthesis pathway
Enzyme LSS (lanosterol synthase) catalyses the formation of lanosterol, an intermediate in the biosynthesis of
cholesterol. Enzyme CYP51A1 (lanosterol 14-alpha demethylase) catalyses the oxidative removal of two methyl
groups from the lanosterol intermediate.

Lens fibre cell plasma membranes contain an extremely high cholesterol content, to the
extent that there are regions of pure cholesterol, or cholesterol bilayer, that assists in maintaining
cholesterol saturation in the surrounding phospholipid bilayer342. While the exact need for high
cholesterol content is unknown, it is thought to: increase the rigidity of the membrane; stabilise the
phospholipids over time preventing function altering stress being placed on membrane proteins;
increase membrane hydrophobicity deterring non-specific molecule movement across the
membrane; and create a membrane less permeable to oxygen342. To further support the need for
cholesterol homeostasis in lens health, cataracts can be observed alongside other conditions
resulting in low cholesterol. Diseases resulting in aberrant cholesterol synthesis such as Smith-LemliOpitz syndrome (OMIM 270400), mevalonic aciduria (OMIM 610377) and lathosterolosis (OMIM
607330) can all have an associated cataract phenotype. In our family, we see mild phenotype that
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slowly develops with males not requiring surgery until their late teens or adulthood94. It is
hypothesised that a deficiency in cholesterol loading into cell membranes is particularly problematic
in the lens, with the long-lived lens fibre cells naturally requiring a very high cholesterol level and no
capacity to address any deficiency following the loss of organelles during maturation, resulting in
cataract development over time.
In addition to cholesterol homeostasis, lanosterol homeostasis in the lens may also be
important for good lens health with cataract causing variants in the CYP51A1 and LSS genes
ultimately causing increased and decreased lanosterol levels respectively. Lens treatment with
lanosterol has been proposed as a topical treatment for cataracts and these findings were highly
publicised following work by Zhao et al.44 reporting reversal of cataract formation following
lanosterol treatment in an animal model. However, with variants in the CYP51A1 gene likely to result
in lanosterol accumulation and cataract, it seems unlikely that using lanosterol as a non-surgical
treatment method for cataracts would be successful. Interestingly, there have been conflicting
findings in this research space since. Reports of protein aggregates that have been ‘redissolved’
using lanosterol in cataract mouse models343, 344 support the Zhao et al.44 findings, however, two
separate studies found lanosterol treatment failed to restore lens clarity or prevent the cataracts
from progressing, nor provide evidence of lanosterol binding to aggregated lens proteins345, 346. More
research into the role of cholesterol biosynthesis in the lens and the specific role of cholesterol,
lanosterol and other intermediates, in lens health and cataractogenesis is required.
In addition to modulating cytochrome P450 function, PGRMC1 has a diverse range of
functions identified including roles in: lipogenesis, steroidogenesis, membrane trafficking, cell cycle
regulation, cell migration, autophagy and likely to also promote cancer phenotypes through various
signalling pathways (as reviewed by Cahill et al.347). Animal models have previously been utilised to
investigate some alternate PGRMC1 functions. Morpholino knockdowns have helped uncover roles
in hepcidin biosynthesis and regulation of iron metabolism335. A mouse Pgrmc1 knockout was used
for the investigation of lipogenesis regulation348 and conditional knockouts in mice have been used
to investigate the role of PGRMC1 in fertility349, 350. CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing has been used to assess
zebrafish oocyte maturation and fertility351, 352. As no investigation of cataract or lens morphology
was reported in these studies, which requires specialised equipment and expertise, this is the first
investigation of PGRMC1 knockdown and cataract formation in an animal model.
In summary, the 127kb ((hg19) g.X:118,373,226_118,500,408del) deletion was identified in
family CRVEEH66. This variant completely removes the long non-coding RNA gene LOC101928336,
which is commonly deleted in healthy individuals and is not expressed in lens epithelial tissue,
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indicating its loss in the family is unlikely to be causing this rare disease of the lens. Truncation of the
PGRMC1 gene, following exon 1, likely results in loss of function and no gene product in hemizygous
males. Additional congenital cataract phenotypes have been observed in two other unrelated males,
with Xq24 deletions that similarly truncate or remove PGRMC1, in a study of hereditary intellectual
disability. PGRMC1 has known protein-protein interactions with CYP51A1. Variants in CYP51A1 and
others in the cholesterol biosynthesis pathway have been observed to cause autosomal recessive
congenital cataracts previously, the autosomal equivalent of X-linked disorder. We hypothesise that
aberrant cholesterol biosynthesis, caused by the loss of PGRMC1, is the mechanism of disease in the
family. An assessment of the lipid profiles between variant carriers and non-carriers in the family
could elucidate any biologically relevant changes in cholesterol biosynthesis. In this study, PGRMC1
knockdown in zebrafish resulted in significant cataract formation when using a translation blocking
morpholino but not with a splice altering morpholino. We hypothesise that inefficient splice altering,
and the presence of maternal pgrmc1 mRNA, is suppressing a cataract phenotype when using the
splice altering pgrmc1_MO2 morpholino. This also supports the observations of cataract formation
in CRVEEH66 only when gene product is completely removed in males compared to asymptomatic
female variant carriers who retain a wild type allele with normal and functioning protein. However,
investigation of homozygous and heterozygous zebrafish pgrmc1 gene knockouts are required to
confirm these findings. The truncation and subsequent loss of PGRMC1 gene product is highly likely
to be causing disease in CRVEEH66.

5.4.2 ERO1B
The ERO1B c.662C>T (p.Ala221Val) variant was identified within the 1q42.2-43 linkage
region (LOD=2.44) in family CRVEEH66. All affected males, obligate carrier females, and other female
family members were heterozygous carriers of the ERO1B variant. All females in the family present
with no clinically significant cataract94 but several females are obligate carriers, having passed the
disease to their sons. Therefore, unaffected females cannot be used to exclude the variant as
disease causing in segregation analysis. This variant has not been observed in publicly available
databases and was not identified in the 608 controls tested in-house. CADD scoring places the
variant in the top 1% most deleterious substitutions in the genome with a PHRED scores of 21.8.
Splicing prediction software indicated that the c.662C>T change could also result in altered transcript
splicing. However, no aberrant splicing was observed when tested using a minigene splicing assay.
Morpholino induced ero1b gene knockdown, in zebrafish, resulted in significant cataract formation
using two independent splice-altering morpholinos that suggests ero1b loss may result in cataract
pathogenesis.
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The ERO1-β protein353, alongside ERO1-α354, form the two isoforms of the endoplasmic
reticulum oxireductin 1. ERO1 proteins are involved in the facilitation of disulfide bond formation in
the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) for the structural maturation of proteins destined for the cell surface
or secretory pathway. These oxygen mediated disulfide bonds are catalysed by protein disulphide
isomerase (PDI) machinery which is subsequently reoxidised and reactivated by ERO1 proteins,
producing H2O2 in the process355, 356, but is not the only mechanism of disulfide bond formation in
cells357. The unfolded protein response (UPR) is a stress response activated when there is an
accumulation of unfolded or miss-folded protein in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). The UPR has
been implicated with lens defects and/or cataract formation in animal models, including mutation of
cataract genes and transgene accumulation in lens, resulting in activation of UPR components205, 358361

, and from disruption to transcription factors with UPR regulatory involvement 362, 363, as well as in

in vitro364, 365 and ex vivo work366, 367. ERO1-β is one of many proteins involved in ER homeostasis and
is upregulated during the UPR353. Whilst this process works to alleviate the protein load of the cell,
ERO1-mediated oxidation is estimated to account for up to 25% of ROS produced during protein
synthesis368 which must be processed accordingly to avoid oxidative stress. Up-regulation of ERO1-β
and ROS production has previously been reported in lens epithelial cells in studies investigating
cataract causing stressors364, 366, 369, however, in a selenite-induced cataract model ER stress ROS
production occurs via a PDI/ERO1-β independent pathway370 demonstrating a multifactorial system
of ER stress response and maintenance of cellular homeostasis.
Gene knockout models have previously been used in the discovery and assessment of ERO1
gene function. In yeast, cell lethality is observed with gene knockouts, however, partial gene loss
caused increased resistance to normal ER stress371, 372. In contrast, loss of function Ero1L mutants upregulate the UPR but does not cause cell lethality in Drosophila373, with both fly and yeast possessing
a single copy of the conserved ERO1 gene. In mice, knockout of ERO1-β produces an animal
indistinguishable from wild type except for a diabetic phenotype374. It is thought that ERO1-β is
particularly important in the insulin producing cells of the pancreas, with their high protein load374.
Although, the gene trapping method employed by Zito et al.374 saw incomplete knockdown and small
levels of protein could be restraining alternate phenotypes and no assessment of the eye or altered
vision was reported. The indistinguishable mouse knockout phenotype may mean an isolated
congenital cataract phenotype could result from aberrant ERO1B function in vertebrates, given the
links of the gene in URP and oxidative stress.
To determine if aberrant ERO1B function can produce a cataract phenotype we assessed
gene knockdown using our zebrafish model. Results from independent ero1b morpholinos showed
significant cataract formation in zebrafish when assessed at 4 days post fertilisation. The second
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replicate, using ero1b_MO1, was the exception to this with no difference in the rate of cataract
compared to controls. Assessment of both RT-PCR results and gross larval morphology indicated a
less efficient knockdown in this replicate to account for the difference observed. In comparison to
the cataracts observed in the pgrmc1 knockdown larvae, those observed in ero1b knockdown fish
were frequently more phenotypically severe. High mortality and global dysmorphism was observed
at higher doses, during dose response testing of both ero1b morpholinos. This toxicity could be due
to off-target binding of the morpholino, which is a known problem with this technology375. The use
of independent morpholinos is intended to confirm a common underlying disease phenotype from
the target gene, with each morpholino expected to have different off-target effects. The similarity in
larval morphology and cataract phenotype, between the two morpholinos used, suggests ero1b loss
may be detrimental to zebrafish embryo/larvae health and development. However, caution must be
placed on the formation of cataracts in fish with gross morphological defects, which commonly have
an associated cataract phenotype and therefore act as a confounding variable for the investigation
of novel genes. The assessment of a gene, with aberrant function, that only causes a cataract
phenotype in a human is unlikely to cause gross systemic dysmorphism in another vertebrate.
Interestingly, the use of an ERO1 inhibitor (EN460) also displays a dose response effect, with dosages
of 10µM lethal to zebrafish during embryonic development376. Therefore, in zebrafish, ERO1 activity
is possibly critical during early development. Further investigations, of the gene’s role in cataract
formation, using a zebrafish knockout model, may not be viable and needs to be confirmed.
Assessment for cataract in heterozygous fish, with a loss of function allele, would aid in the
interpretation of heterozygous ERO1B variants observed in paediatric cataract families. In regard to
family CRVEEH66, a CRISPR/Cas9 knock-in causing a zebrafish equivalent of the p.Ala221Val amino
acid change would be possible with this site. This amino acid and the surrounding residues are
conserved between zebrafish and human and would definitively provide evidence for this variant
and cataract formation.
In summary, the ERO1B c.662C>T (p.Ala221Val) variant was identified in the family within
the 1q42.2-43 locus, that is suggestive of linkage. An unlikely mode of reduced penetrance would be
needed for the ERO1B variant to cause a phenotype in five males, but not the eight female variant
carriers. Comparatively, the disease is fully penetrant with an X-linked recessive model, with the
deletion on chromosome X segregating fully with the phenotype in males and obligate carrier status
of asymptomatic females in CRVEEH66. The p.Ala221 residue is not conserved and the chimpanzee
has a valine at this location, as observed with the residue change in the family. Additionally, this
amino acid change was not predicted to be damaging to protein function (using SIFT and
PolyPhen329, 330). Predicted alteration to transcript splicing was not found when tested using a
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minigene splicing assay in human lens epithelial cells, with this also confirmed in HEK293 cells
(Appendix 5.12). Rare, predicted pathogenic, variants in ERO1B were identified in two other
probands from our cataract repository, but these failed to segregate in the relevant families and one
was identified to have a pathogenic GJA3 variant; indicating the ERO1B gene may be tolerant to
some rare and predicted deleterious changes. Morpholino-induced gene knockdown in zebrafish
produced significant rates of cataract formation but this requires more in-depth investigation. It is
unknown if the cataracts in the zebrafish larvae are being caused by the gene loss directly or
indirectly, as a side effect of systemic damage caused by the gene knockdown. We believe that the
c.662C>T ERO1B variant is unlikely to be causing the isolated paediatric cataract phenotype
observed in family CRVEEH66.

5.4.3 The value of screening novel gene candidates in other cases
Both the ERO1B and PGRMC1 genes were screened in available congenital cataract probands
with the aim of finding other families with putative disease-causing variants in the same gene. Both
genes were assessed in the probands investigated in Chapter 3, as well as the probands from the
three linkage families assessed in Chapter 4. The two non-segregating ERO1B variants identified in
families CRCH90 and CTAS72 did not provide support that variation within this gene cause cataract.
However, these findings illustrate the potential value of retaining ‘solved’ probands in a cohort for
screening such as this. In family CRCH90, for example, a clear cause of the disease had been
identified as a recurrent cataract causing variant in the well-established GJA3 cataract gene (Section
3.3.4.1). This enabled a more definitive conclusion about the likely benign nature of the ERO1B
variant that was subsequently identified in CRCH90. When investigating families with two or more
candidate genes, such as family CRVEEH66, the value of finding evidence against a gene should not
be understated. While we ideally would like to find families to support a novel genes capacity to
cause disease, finding evidence against other competing putative candidate genes is equally useful.

5.4.4 The minigene splicing assay, a useful tool for investigating splicing
predictions
In family CRVEEH66, the unavailability of patient RNA meant that alternate methods were
required to test the c.662C>T ERO1B variants splice altering prediction. Ideally, a comparison
between a variant carrier and non-carrier’s mature mRNA transcript structure would definitively
prove if altered splicing had occurred. Additionally, if altered splicing was observed, further
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assessment for allele bias in variant carriers could also prove useful for variant interpretation. A
minigene splicing assay was utilised to assess the splice variant in the absence of patient RNA in this
study. Whilst numerous iterations of these type of assays exist, a pSpliceExpress plasmid331 was
selected for use and has been utilised to functionally validate variants in similar pipelines377-379.
Experimental design was carefully considered to include approximately 200bp of surrounding
intronic sequence to ensure that critical cis-elements, such as branch points, were also included in
the construct. Fortunately, the size of the region under investigation enabled the additional inclusion
of the preceding exon 7, placing the variant much deeper within its natural sequence in this artificial
construct. There is a reported reduction in the efficiency of the pSpliceExpress system as soon as
PCR sizes exceed 4kb331, meaning size limitations could interfere with the use of this assay in other
circumstances for the assessment of other variants. Pleasingly, in our study, the B-3 human lens
epithelial cell line was very amenable to transfection, enabling the plasmid to be assessed in the
most relevant in vitro conditions. Although the assessment of more variants is required, with only
this ERO1B variant tested so far, the use of this assay in B-3 cells should be a valuable tool for the
future assessment of cataract variants that are predicted to alter splicing in our families.

5.4.5 The use of zebrafish as an animal model and future recommendations
The generation of genetically stable PGRMC1 and ERO1B animal knockout lines would best
enable further investigation of these genes and their roles in cataractogenesis. The use of zebrafish
for this purpose would enable the continued use of protocols that have been developed with the
current morpholino experiments. Zebrafish knockout lines for PGRMC1 are already available and fish
with a point mutation affecting an essential splice site (sa37360 allele), have been created through
the Sanger Institute Zebrafish Mutation Project380 and could be obtained through the Zebrafish
International Research Centre (ZIRC). Similarly, through this resource, three different ERO1B lines
with premature stop codons could also be utilised. Alternatively, knockout or variant knock-in
zebrafish lines could be created independently using CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing381, and may allow for
more versatility. Knockout lines would also enable the comparison of cataract formation between
homozygous and heterozygous fish. This would assist in the interpretation of both the PGRMC1 and
ERO1B genes. For example, heterozygous PGRMC1 knockout fish would replicate the female
deletion carriers in family CRVEEH66. Additionally, assessment for cataract formation in
heterozygous ERO1B knockout fish would provide insight into whether haploinsufficiency of ERO1B
can produce a phenotype, which would aid in the interpretation of heterozygous variants in the gene
and cataractogenesis.
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All larvae destined for lens imaging, using brightfield microscopy, required treatment with
PTU. This compound is commonly used to suppress pigment formation and enables imaging of the
lens in situ with the heavily pigmented retina. PTU has been reported to cause reduced eye size in
zebrafish382. However, any adverse effects of PTU use were mitigated by the treatment of all
experimental groups equally in this study. Any future work examining lenses in situ in early larval
stages would still require PTU treatment, including any knockout lines that are utilised. It is possible
that a certain gene knockdown, or knockout, could result in fish less tolerant to PTU exposure,
although no examples could be found. In this instance, having a stable knockout line would permit
fish to be grown beyond a larval age enabling other options for assessment of cataract formation in
larger fish.
Fish that are older and larger in size mean lenses could be excised and examined without the
need for pigment reduction using PTU. Imaging of lenses beyond 4-5dpf was not feasible with this
experimental design due to the transient nature of the morpholino knockdown. The growth of the
embryo results in the morpholino concentration per cell decreasing over time. This continues to
occur with each successive cell division until the amount of morpholino is no longer able to suppress
translation from mature mRNA. In this study, the small size of the 4dpf larvae severely hampered
any capacity to dissect and subsequently inspect lenses. The brightfield images used for cataract
evaluation provide an assessment of gross structure of the lens. The development of a
complementary imaging method was desired to obtain paired images for each lens comparing the
gross structure and degree of opacification. The small lens sizes of 4dpf larvae restricted slit lamp
type examination or dissection, meaning that assessment of clouding was unachievable. Even if
either of these options had have been available, the time constraints for this added procedure
would have severely decreased experimental throughput, thereby decreasing the sample sizes and
the power to detect a difference between groups.
A catalogue of lens images was generated to develop the lens calling guidelines. This
enabled us to gauge the extent of natural variability observed in wild type and control injected fish.
The generation of this reference panel of lens images was essential to establish consistency when
determining cataract presence and severity. Particularly following the use of the aquaporin
knockdown (aqp0a_MO322 treated larvae) as a positive control, and to enable understanding of the
structure of normal and cataract lenses under our brightfield imaging conditions. This reference
panel of images enabled an accurate and unbiased assessment of cataract rates across the
experiments. Particularly as it was used in combination with a single collated portfolio of blinded
images from all experiments, and each image was independently assessed by multiple individuals.
Across the portfolio only 7.2% of the 1,027 images required the additional non-concordance
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assessment, with 72% of those conservatively determine to be a ‘no cataract’ result. Third party nonconcordant lens assessment occurred across all experimental groups, however, pgrmc1 morpholino
lenses account for 73-87% of the 34 images requiring further assessment compared to ero1b
morpholino lenses, which accounted for 19%-29% of 31 images in those experimental group sets.
Given the more subtle phenotypes observed for pgrmc1 morpholino-induced cataracts, this higher
rate of non-concordance is not surprising, with some of these lenses potentially representing true
cataracts that were not severe enough to be captured using our scoring metrics. This lens image
reference panel will have limited utility beyond the assessment of 4dpf old, PTU treated, larvae that
have been imaged under 40x magnification using comparable equipment and settings. When
preliminary imaging across 3-5dpf was performed to identify an optimal imaging time, recognisable
difference in lens and cataract phenotype across this 3-day period were observed. This means that
our reference panel of images would have limited utility for larval ages beyond those it was designed
for.
In contrast to all other ero1b groups, the second replicate, using ero1b_MO1, showed no
difference in the rate of cataract formation compared to controls. The evidence from the RT-PCR
and the phenotypes of that group strongly suggest that the morpholino was less efficient in this
replicate. This was likely caused by inaccurate calibration or partial blocking of the micropipette and
indicates the importance of multiple experimental replicates. Whilst due care is taken when
calibrating micropipettes, the combination of the very small 1nl volume, and large changes in the
volume of a sphere that result from small changes in circular diameter, made it susceptible to
variability. The use of independent experimental repeats was essential to validate findings and an
additional repeat of the ero1b_MO1 experiment could be performed. However, with the aim of
reducing the unnecessary use of embryos, enough evidence exists to suggest that gene knockdown
can cause a cataract phenotype at 4dpf. Continued investigation of both the PGRMC1 and ERO1B
genes should move to the use of a knockout line, particularly one that has already been generated,
which would collectively assist in reducing and refining the embryo usage required to create a
knockout line. Based on these results we would suggest, when possible, other complementary
functional studies of candidate variants in vitro should be performed as well and could provide
insights in investigative strategies to better direct experiments in vivo. The use of morpholinoinduced gene knockdown still has high utility for the investigation of novel isolated cataract gene
candidates. Morpholinos may provide a valuable and cost-effective screening tool to act as a ‘prescreen’ to establish whether there is a need for pursuing further experimentation.
The availability of genetically stable knockout lines would enable investigative avenues to
delve into the underlying biological mechanism, within the lens, that is being altered to cause a
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cataract phenotype. For example, a hypothesised mechanism of disease through a loss of proteinprotein interactions with CYP51A1 should be specifically assessed. Confirmation of PGRMC1 (and
ERO1B) protein content and location is also required to be confirmed in lens tissue. This could
initially be performed using the B-3 lens epithelial cell line, but confirmation in zebrafish lens would
also enable comparison between proliferating lens epithelial cells and the mature lens fibre cells that
form the bulk of the tissue. This would importantly enable the opportunity to directly assess the
difference between normal and gene knockout fish. Measurement of altered cholesterol levels
should be assessed, as well as other sterol intermediates in its production such as lanosterol.
Collectively, such studies would assist in confirming this proposed mechanism of disease and/or may
provide critical insights that refine and direct further investigations.

5.5 STUDY OUTCOMES
The overarching aim of this study was to determine which variant was causing disease in
family CRVEEH66. The Xq24 127kb deletion, specifically the truncation of PGRMC1, and the ERO1B
c.662C>T variant were examined using in vitro and in vivo methods, and the genes were screened in
other probands. We determined that the ERO1B variant is unlikely to be causing disease. The ERO1B
p.Ala221 amino acid is not conserved and the valine amino acid is not predicted to be damaging for
the protein. Additional assessment of the c.662C>T change, using a minigene splicing assay, showed
no alteration to transcript splicing. Furthermore, ERO1B variants were identified in two other
probands but failed to segregate with the cataracts in the families. This indicates the ERO1B gene is
likely tolerant to some predicted pathogenic variants. Comparatively, morpholino-induced
knockdown of the zebrafish ero1b cause a significant rate of cataract formation compared to
controls. This indicates that gross ero1b gene disruption and loss may cause cataracts, which
requires further investigation. The 127kb deletion at Xq24 is pathogenic through the truncation of
the PGRMC1 gene. Comparable deletions of PGRMC1 have been identified in two unrelated cases
with a congenital cataract phenotype. Knockdown of zebrafish pgrmc1 resulted in a significant rate
of cataract formation compared to controls, with the use of a translation blocking morpholino.
PGRMC1 has known protein-protein interactions with the product of cataract gene CYP51A1. We
hypothesise that the loss of this interaction, and a subsequent disruption to cholesterol biosynthesis,
is the mechanism behind the PGRMC1 related cataractogenesis. We recommend that the PGRMC1
gene should be added to congenital cataract screening panels.
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CHAPTER 6 Final discussion and study outcomes

CHAPTER 6
Final discussion and study outcomes
6.1 Using the NHS gene as an exemplar for the study of deep intronic splicing
variants in isolated paediatric cataracts
Imprecise splicing of pre-mRNA is a known mechanism of hereditary monogenic disease.
Genetic variation can pathogenically alter consensus splice site sequences, or cis-elements. This
means that the spliceosome and accompanying factors have an altered interaction with elements;
such as the 5’ donor or 3’ acceptor splice sites, branch points, polypyrimidine tracts, and splicing
silencers and enhancers. These variants can be highly damaging and comparable to a gene deletion
in instances that result in nonsense medicated decay of the gene transcript. Disease-causing
variation is frequently reported at donor and acceptor splice sites. Due to their location at intronexon boundaries, they are captured in whole exome sequencing data and investigated alongside
coding variants. Several variants at donor or acceptor splice sites have been reported to cause
congenital cataracts in genes screened in this study, including: MIP 40, 383, 384, HSF4 385, CRYBA1 66, 104,
125, 191, 195, 386-393

, EPHA2 394, FYCO1 66, 69, 137, 395, HSF4 396, BFSP1 40, and NHS 59, 71, 397, 398. Variants

adjacent to splice sites have also been reported with a recurrent EPHA2 c.2826-9G>A change90, 93, 399,
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9bp prior to an acceptor site. Currently, the deepest intronic variant reported to cause congenital

cataracts is a nucleotide change 53bp away from an acceptor site (c.607-53C>T) in the PANK4
gene254. However, in the Sun et al.254 study, although a reduction in PANK4 expression was
identified, the exact change to the gene transcript or resultant protein was not determined.
Further work investigating two variants, identified in this project, could establish the NHS
gene as an exemplar of how deep intronic splicing variants contribute to hereditary congenital
cataracts. The first of the deep intronic variant identified was the NHS c.853-1405G>A change
observed in family CSA169 in the gene screen (Section 3.3.6.3). This variant is predicted to create a
cryptic acceptor site with the presence of one or more cryptic branch points that could lead to
altered splicing, likely through the inclusion of a pseudo-exon (cryptic exon). Deep intronic variants
resulting in pseudo-exons have previously been observed to cause genetic diseases such as:
neurofibromatosis type 1 (OMIM 162200)401, 402, cystic fibrosis (OMIM 602421)403, 404, and Alport
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syndrome (OMIM 301050)405. Experimental validation of the NHS c.853-1405G>A change is required
in family CSA169. The creation of a pseudo-exon, from that variant, is likely to result in a protein of
unknown function or transcript that is subject to nonsense mediated decay. Deep intronic variants
creating a pseudo-exon have not been recorded to cause paediatric cataracts before.
The second deep intronic variant, identified in family CRCH24 (Section 4.3.2), was a 2.8kb
(g.X:17554493_17557354del) deletion within intron 1 of the NHS gene. The overlap between the
CRCH24 deletion and the deletion observed in a previously reported Coccia et al.60 family (family I),
support a common underlying mechanism of isolated congenital cataract formation. To deduce the
disease-causing mechanism for these families, the initial line of investigation should be a
hypothesised disruption to recursive splicing. Originally identified in Drosophila271, 272, recursive
splicing has been confirmed in humans and shown to be disrupted when critical intronic sequence
are masked or altered273, 274, 406. This indicates that inherited genetic variants disrupting critical
recursive splice sites have the potential to cause genetic disease but, to the best of our knowledge,
disease examples have yet to be identified. If recursive splicing is used to process NHS transcripts,
the familial deletions likely remove a critical element required for the step wise removal of the
approximately 350kb long intron. Similarly, the cataract causing 487kb insertion within the
equivalent intron in the Xcat mouse407 may also be disrupting recursive splicing and causing a
significant reduction correctly processed transcript levels. The Xcat mouse was described as a model
for Nance-Horan Syndrome, but phenotypically better represents a model of isolated congenital
cataracts. Both are allelic conditions of the NHS gene, with an isolated phenotype reportedly caused
by aberrant transcription60. In comparison, a Nance-Horan Syndrome phenotype59 is typically
observed with a complete loss of gene product or function. The Xcat mouse may not have a
complete loss of gene product, rather it was termed to be “essentially absent” but detectable using
quantitative real-time PCR407, and potentially there was enough to prevent a full syndromic
phenotype. From our CRCH24 family, additional quantitative assessment of NHS transcripts would
not only assist in the interpretation of the gene deletion but also provide evidence towards the
claims that NHS isolated congenital cataract phenotype is caused by aberrant transcription.

6.2 Splicing and regulatory variant analyses and the use of patient derived RNA
for studying a disease of the lens
The investigation and confirmation of splicing variants would ideally be performed using
patient RNA. For the study of a lens-associated disease, this comes with many challenges. Access to
patient lens tissue is only available at cataract extraction. Other tissues that could instead be
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collected on request with minimal invasiveness, such as whole blood, often do not express lensspecific genes and means RNA collection is futile.
Gaining access to patient RNA may need to be considered for future investigation of the
deep intronic NHS variants identified CSA169 and CRCH24. However, for the study of the NHS gene
the collection of whole blood would not assist in investigations, with no NHS gene expression seen in
whole blood samples in the FANTOM5 dataset168. Alternatively, a skin biopsy for the collection of
fibroblasts may be a viable option. Fibroblasts show low NHS gene expression and would enable
both the analyses of altered transcript structure and quantitative expression. This type of tissue
collection would also create the opportunity to derive a fibroblast cell line for further investigation
of protein levels and other currently unforeseen requirements. Additionally, fibroblasts could be
used to generate a patient iPS (induced pluripotent stem) cell line, which could be further
differentiated into lens epithelial cells. The analysis of patient RNA may be particularly critical for the
investigation of the CRCH24 2.8kb intronic deletion, with the use of assays, such as a minigene
construct, likely to be inhibited by the size of NHS intron 1 and the size of the family’s deletion.
However, other patient independent experimental methods could be utilised at a later stage to test
specific hypotheses that are generated. Such experiments could include the use of gene editing tools
to investigate specific motifs of interest within the deleted area in lens epithelial cell lines or a
zebrafish model.
Patient RNA is used in other diseases to improve the identification of splicing variants.
However, this mainly occurs for single or a select few genes. This has been very successfully
performed for Neurofibromatosis type 1 (OMIM 162200) with the use of RNA analysis of the NF1
gene, assisting in the identification of splice variants and achieving a diagnostic rate of 95% as early
as two decades ago408. In a more recent study, similar detection rates have been reported, and a
breakdown of variant types indicate that splice site variants accounted for 24% of familial cases, and
with 12.65% of those only identified using RNA analysis409. Studies utilising RNA analysis also
demonstrate the difficulty in identifying splice altering variants from DNA sequencing alone. A study
investigating a lysosomal disorder, caused by variants in the GALNS gene, was successfully able to
identify aberrantly spliced mRNA transcripts from patient samples, but was unable to definitively
identify the causal variant from matched sequencing of the gene410. It may be that several variants in
combination are misdirecting splicing machinery. This requires detailed experimental investigation
to fully uncover the underlying genomic change/s responsible. Those variant types are likely to be
missed through the investigation of DNA alone. For paediatric cataracts, tissue specific gene
expression is going to be a major hurdle for the complementary use of RNAseq for splice altering and
non-coding variant identification. Due to the high number of genes known to cause paediatric
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cataracts, any alternate tissue, other than the lens, is unlikely to display expression of all the genes
required for a comprehensive analysis.
Variants in gene regulatory regions will continue to be identified with an increased
investigation of non-coding regions of the genome. Similarly, regarding splicing variants, patient
derived RNA analysis would be ideal for further assessment of pathogenicity for many gene
regulation altering variants. For example, the identified c.-383G>T PAX6 variant in family CTAS34 is
known to be located in a documented P1 promoter feature and SEF transcription factor binding
site243 of the PAX6 transcription factor gene. In this instance, comparing PAX6 expression between
variant carriers and non-carriers would be ideal to elucidate a variant-induced biological difference.
This would be highly valuable information for establishing the pathogenicity of this variant as the
PAX6 gene is known to be dosage sensitive, with both haploinsufficiency and over expression known
to cause aberrant eye development411. Additionally, varying amounts of alternate isoforms are also
known to result in different disease phenotypes412. An altered dosage of a particular isoform may
account for the isolated paediatric cataract phenotype observed in family CTAS34.
As PAX6 is active throughout development, and patient RNA analysis is developmentally
specific to the patient’s age at tissue collection, gene edited animals may assist with variant
interpretation for family CTAS34. In this family, current collection of RNA, even from lens tissue, may
not elucidate a mechanism of disease if the variant predisposed the individuals to cataract during
early lens development. Utilising gene edited animals may enable temporal analyses of variant
altered PAX6 gene expression through the analysis of expression data from lens tissue across
multiple timepoints. Lens tissue specific RNAseq analyses has been successfully implemented in
mice413 and zebrafish414 previously, with both species enabling the capacity for gene editing.
Additionally, RNAseq has also been used to investigate expression at the single cell level across
different regions of the lens415, indicating that a more detailed resolution of gene activity could be
achieved if required. Investigations of chromatin mapping and transcription factor binding have also
been performed in animal lens tissue416, 417, further expanding the capabilities of investigating
variants that alter gene regulation and may lead to cataractogenesis. Combining information from
these dataset types with findings from familial studies, such as ours, would enable a more specific
hypothesis-driven investigation which may provide more translatable outcomes from these
immense datasets.
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6.3 Structural and copy number variants in paediatric cataracts
In congenital cataract research, structural variants are infrequently investigated and
reported. Currently there are only two congenital cataract genes with multiple reports of diseasecausing structural variants. These occur in the GCNT2 and NHS genes. Four deletions have been
reported in the GCNT2 gene that cause congenital cataracts and the adult i blood group (OMIM
116700)139, 418-420. Additionally, the NHS gene has numerous records of structural variants that
include an intronic deletion and duplication-triplication events causing in an isolated phenotype
(OMIM 302200)60, and other deletions that cause Nance-Horan Syndrome (OMIM 302350)60, 421-423. It
is likely that the specificity seen with syndromic phenotypes, such as Nance-Horan syndrome, has
stimulated a more in-depth investigation of syndrome associated genes for variants beyond the
standard investigation of SNPs and indels in coding regions. Clinically, screening using array-based
comparative genomic hybridisation (aCGH) will have diagnosed many syndromic congenital cataract
patients with large copy number changes that have not been shared as case reports for comparison
in this study. The routine screening for structural variants has not appeared to occur for isolated
paediatric cataract patients in the clinic or the research setting.
Cataract causing structural variants have now been identified in a number of families in our
cataract repository, with the use massively parallel sequencing. Previously, a combination of whole
exome and whole genome sequencing data was used to identify a duplication event at the CRYBB1CRYBA4 locus in another family107. In this study, the two families that had additional analysis of their
whole genome sequencing data for structural variants had critical genomic deletions identified. In
family CRVEEH66, the PGRMC1 truncating deletion at Xq24 was determined to be disease causing,
and in family CRCH24 the intronic NHS deletion is highly likely to be disease causing. Furthermore, it
is likely that structural variants are causing disease in other families within our repository. The
continued refinement of analytical pipelines for the investigation of structural variants, and the
availability of reference datasets for structural variants in publicly available cohorts, will continue to
enhance our capacity to investigate and identify these variant types. The further investigation of all
remaining families in this study for disease-causing structural variants, will lend further weight of
their importance and stimulate the research field to expend more time and resources on these
variant types in isolated paediatric cataract.
The use of whole genome sequencing data has enabled the investigation of these structural
variants, as well as other variant types, with limited or no capacity for assessment when using whole
exome or custom capture sequencing-based studies. Expanding variant investigation beyond the
~1.5% of the genome (coding regions only), has been previously seen to increase diagnostic rates by
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more than 17% 424. In the study of intellectual disability, the use of whole genome sequencing
achieved a 42% diagnostic rate for patients that remained undiagnosed following both microarray
and whole exome sequencing analyses for the heterogenous condition425. For the assessment of our
paediatric cataract families, in this body of work, it has led to the identification of variants in noncoding and regulatory regions of known cataract causing genes that are infrequently assessed. The
availability of whole genome sequencing data also enables future investigation for other variants in
unsolved families without the requirement for additional sequencing to occur. A periodic
reassessment of cataract genes and systematic re-annotation of the genome data, with updated
resources, will likely result in variant identification for a number of our paediatric cataract families
that currently remain unsolved.

6.4 Selected filtering parameters and bioinformatic tools utilised in these
studies
6.4.1 The use of 1% as a minor allele frequency threshold for variant filtering in paediatric
cataract research
A population minor allele frequency (MAF) of <1% was used to select rare variants for
analysis in the gene screen and linkage analyses. Putative disease-causing variants should not have
been omitted when using this very conservative MAF value, which is well above that expected to
cause a disease with a prevalence of 2.2/10,000 or 0.022% in the Australian population20. For
paediatric cataract, a disease-causing variant is expected to have little to no allele observations in
publicly available datasets like gnomAD. For example, the CRYGD c.70C>A (p.Pro24Thr, rs28931605)
change is one of the most frequently reported congenital cataract causing variants. This variant
currently has 20 independent reports of causing cataract (Cat-Map27 March 2020) but only a single
allele observation in gnomAD. Other frequently reported variants include the FTL c.-168G>C and
CRYBA1 c.215+1G>A changes (Cat-Map27 March 2020) which have no observed alleles in gnomAD. As
a crude guide, if this disease affects 0.022% of the population, and there are 141,456 individual
genomes and exomes in gnomAD158 (v2 release), then a maximum of approximately 31 alleles would
be expected for variant causing autosomal dominant disease. However, the population minor allele
frequency is expected to be much lower than the disease frequency, as only approximately 25% of
cases have a genetic basis of disease and these are not all accounted for by the same variant.
Recommendations for future investigations include the future use of gnomAD ‘popmax
filtering allele frequency’ and a lowering of the MAF threshold. The gnomAD popmax filtering allele
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frequency is a single, non-population specific, value above which the allele count is not expected to
be pathogenic. This was not available as a variant annotation, through ANNOVAR111, at the time of
this study. Some variability in disease prevalence is reported across global regions, between 2.2 to
13.6 per 10,000 individuals21, but should not inhibit the use of a non-population specific frequency
and would improve investigations of families with heritage poorly represented in public datasets.
Additionally, a lowering of the MAF used for future work could be implemented and would reduce
the risk of false positives. However, care must be taken to leave a margin of error to not exclude
variants causing autosomal recessive disease, variants acting in putative susceptibility genes, and
variants causing disease in families with reduced penetrance that all may have a higher population
minor allele frequency than variants causing highly penetrant autosomal dominant disease.

6.4.2 Using in silico methods for predicted pathogenicity
In silico predictions of pathogenicity were used for variant filtering and prioritisation in this
body of work. The identification of variants predicted to be deleterious enabled a reduced number
of variants to be selected and subsequently, resources were spent analysing those most likely to
cause disease. The number of rare variants obtained from whole genome sequencing data,
particularly within linkage regions, was considerable and the vast majority of those were likely to be
benign. Predictions of pathogenicity were obtained here using CADD162, 163, or Combined Annotation
Dependent Depletion, a tool that integrates outputs from over 60 genomic features to produce a
score of deleteriousness for any SNP or indel. CADD is one of the most widely used tools to assess
genetic variants162 and its ability to score variants genome-wide enabled the same tool to be used
across all variants in this project, except structural variants. As such, the outcomes of this work rely
heavily in its accuracy and whether variants have been incorrectly excluded.
For coding variants, the use of CADD should have sufficiently captured variants of interest
for segregation analysis in the families. Paediatric cataract is a highly penetrant rare disease and,
therefore, rare variants with high effect sizes should not have been missed when filtering for scaled
PHRED score ≥10, or variants within the top 10% most deleterious substitutions in the genome. A
check of these variants, specifically nonsynonymous and splice site variants, could be performed
using dbNSFP426. This is database that contains predictions from over 30 in silico predictive tools for
all non-synonymous and splice site variants. To glean the level of consensus between CADD and
other predictive tools, and to flag additional variants for follow-up, this database could be used to
assess coding variants with CADD PHRED scores around the threshold used in this study.
Additionally, this would inform if alternate thresholds should be considered for future studies for
these variant types.
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CADD scoring can predict variant deleteriousness more precisely in coding regions compared
to non-coding regions427, which was also observed when CADD was applied to the mouse model428.
Differences in precision have also been noted between CADD scoring of non-synonymous and
synonymous variants428, with the latter using the same predictors as those used for the non-coding
nucleotides. In these studies, a CADD PHRED of ≥20 was used for filtering variants in most noncoding regions. Whilst this successfully captured the 5’UTR positive control variant in the gene
screen (Section 3.3.3), it is possible that putative disease-causing non-coding variants have been
omitted. A second pass of variants, particularly non-coding ones, should be performed using a
combination of tools, given that predictive accuracy of tools has been reported to be optimal when
2-3 are used in combination429. For example, FATHMM-MKL, is a tool that scores predicted
pathogenicity genome wide which outperforms CADD for non-coding variants430. The combination of
the both CADD and FATHMM-MKL could be used together and may lead to a stronger pipeline for
the identification of non-coding variants in this disease.
The reassessment of our families using a more splice variant focussed mindset would
enhance variant identification. Splice variants at intron-exon boundaries have already been
established as an important class of cataract causing variants and this work provides an indication
that deep intronic variants could account for a proportion of unsolved cases. The initial use of tools
to select variants with predicted pathogenicity, such as CADD162, should remain. However, a less
stringent threshold should be implemented for all intragenic non-coding variants. They should
instead all be subsequently assessed systematically using a combination of two complementary
splicing prediction tools to specifically identify and eliminate predicted splice altering variants.
Currently, CADD was used followed by Human Splicing Finder164, but gaining consensus between
splicing prediction tools should reduce the likelihood of achieving false positives, as observed for the
ERO1B variant in family CRVEEH66 (Section 5.3.2). Further work is required to obtain an efficient
working pipeline for the bioinformatic recognition of these variants in our data to confidently select
variants for the required experimental validation.

6.5 Communication with key stakeholders and the scientific community
6.5.1 Correct phenotyping and familial records
Correct family history (relatedness) and phenotyping must be present for variant
interpretation to be accurate. The heterogeneity of paediatric cataracts, likely due to additional
influences of environmental stressors, means that not all family members will develop cataracts at
the same age. Therefore, care must be taken with assigning children as ‘unaffected’. This was
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highlighted in family CQLD130 with a BFSP2 variant (Section 3.3.5.4). This variant segregated with
the four affected members of the family but was also identified in a child without cataract who was
only 10 years old at the last visit and who could have subsequently developed a cataract phenotype.
A strength of the gene screen was the detailed assessment of each family and variant to enable the
identification of such a scenario. The strength of parametric linkage analysis is also underpinned by
correct family relatedness, which was confirmed using the genotyping data in this study. If family
CQLD130 was to have been run through the linkage analysis pipeline, with the young child set as
‘unaffected’, the BFSP2 variant would not have been identified. Strong communication between the
researcher and key stakeholders, such a clinicians and genetic counsellors, enables better research
outcomes which correspondingly will lead to better outcomes for the families.

6.5.2 The importance of reporting benign variants and detailed phenotype information
The reporting of both positive and negative findings is important for future research and
clinical variant interpretation for this hereditary disease and others. Familial genetic studies with
segregation information for variants provides highly valuable information for the interpretation of
the same variant, by others, without large familial recourses as evidence. In family CRCH24, for
example, there are nine carriers of the predicted pathogenic PHEX variant who have no indications
of hypophosphatemic rickets (OMIM 307800). This information may contribute to the future
interpretation of variants causing that disease and provides important insights into which regions of
the PHEX protein are less tolerant to change. Currently, the ClinVar database is a location for variant
reporting and now contains nearing half a million variant entries431. This database is poised as an
invaluable resource for the interpretation of variants and their capacity to cause disease in
comparison to other recorded clinical observations. This is particularly useful for the study and
interpretation of variants which cause rare diseases such as paediatric cataracts that are
infrequently observed, if at all. However, the lack of accompanying evidence, and phenotype
information, rendered numerous ClinVar entries uninformative during variant interpretation for
families in both the gene screen and linkage analysis investigations. Although some clinical
laboratories have invested in reviewing and updating entries in ClinVar432, a global effort is required
to maintain informative data in this public resource. All insights from the study of genetic diseases
work collectively to improve our understanding of genetic variants and the resulting impacts on
cellular biology and will ultimately equate to better health outcomes for all.
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6.6 Project summary and outcomes
The overarching aim of this project was to identify the genetic basis of disease in unsolved
families with isolated paediatric cataracts from Australia’s largest repository of paediatric cataract
DNA. This is the first study to utilise whole genome sequencing for the investigation of a large cohort
of paediatric cataract cases with hereditary disease.
The screening of a cohort of 31 ‘unsolved’ families was performed against a panel of known isolated
paediatric cataract genes. This screen successfully identified pathogenic or likely pathogenic coding
variants in 26% (8 of 31) families. Investigations of non-coding regions has provided insights into the
likelihood of regulatory and deep intronic variants accounting for missing heritability in these
cohorts. This study has expanded the genotype-phenotype spectrum for paediatric cataract in the
genes assessed. The remaining unsolved cases in this study form a valuable cohort available for the
screening of putative novel cataract genes identified in-house, or to foster collaboration with other
researchers which will enhance our capacity to confirm novel genes and get them onto clinical
screening panels sooner.
Combining parametric linkage analysis and whole genome sequencing has successfully
enabled gene mapping and variant identification in small families with hereditary paediatric cataract.
Linkage analysis was able to eliminate up to 97.74% of the genome from requiring investigation in
the three families studied. A 2.8kb intronic NHS deletion is highly likely to be causing disease in
family CRCH24 and overlaps with a previously identified isolated congenital cataract deletion.
Further investigation of the disease-causing mechanism behind this deletion could elucidate how
gene regulation altering variants in the NHS gene cause an isolated cataract phenotype only. In
family CSA93, variants were observed in IPO11 and PRX, which have previously been reported to
result in altered lens and lens fibre cell morphology in murine models. This investigative pipeline has
progressed these three families towards achieving a molecular diagnosis. Implementation of this
study design on other small families will increase the likelihood of identifying new cataract
associated genes that can be added to clinical screening panels to increase the likelihood of
achieving a genetic diagnosis in more patients.
Finally, functional based studies have been utilised to gain additional evidence of the disease
causing capacities of a ERO1B c.662C>T (p.Ala221Val) and 127kb PGRMC1 truncating chromosome X
deletion in family CRVEEH66. The ERO1B c.662C>T variant is unlikely to be disease causing, however,
further investigation into the role of ERO1B in lens biology is needed following significant cataract
formation with a morpholino-induced zebrafish knockdown. The PGRMC1 truncating deletion is
disease-causing in this family. Similar deletions have been observed in unrelated cases with
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congenital cataract phenotypes and morpholino-induced knockdown of PGRMC1, in zebrafish, which
indicates functional gene product is required for lens health. PGRMC1 is a novel cataract gene that
should be added to clinical screening panels. These findings will stimulate further investigation into
our hypothesised mechanism of dysregulated cholesterol biosynthesis. Improving our understanding
of the role this pathway and its components in lens biology may lead to the identification of other
novel cataract genes. All novel cataract genes provide an opportunity to increase diagnostic success
and may lead to the development of alternate treatments or preventative therapies for cataract
patients.
These studies have improved our understanding of cataract genetics and identified the
underlying genetic basis of disease for ten unsolved families in our repository, with five others
containing strong candidate variants for further investigation. Variants identified in these families
will be submitted to ClinVar, to assist the genetics community with the future interpretation of
variants thought to be causing paediatric cataracts or other genetic conditions. These investigations
have increased the variant spectrum of known genes, highlighted the importance of investigating
non-coding and structural variants, and has identified PGRMC1 as a novel cataract gene. Collectively,
these finding improve our current understanding of cataracts and lens biology and stimulate further
research into previously unstudied cataract causing disease mechanisms. These current findings and
future works will ultimately lead to better diagnostic accuracy and outcomes for patients.
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APPENDICES

Appendices
Appendix 2.1 Primers used for variant validation
Family ID

Gene

Variant

Primers (5’ to 3’)

CRCH 4

FYCO1
(NM_024513)
MIP
(NM_012064)
LONP1
(NM_001276480)
WDR87
(NM_001291088)
LONP1
(NM_001276480)
SH3KBP1
(NM_031892)
PHEX
(NM_000444)
LINC02238;LRRIQ3

c.4319C>T
p.Thr1440Ile
c.338G>A
p.Arg113Gln
c.721G>A
p.Val241Ile
c.1654G>A
p.Ala552Thr
c.1657C>T
p.Pro553Ser
c.1949G>A
p.Arg650Gln
c.631G>A
p.Asp211Asn
1:74253251
g.G>A
c.276G>C
p.Pro92=
c.2489A>C
p.Gln830Pro
c.2491A>T
p.Lys831*
Left breakpoint

AGGTGAAAGAGAGGCCTGGA
ACCTCAGGCAACACACTCAG
CCACCTGTCAATCCTCACCA
TGTTCTGCAGGTGGCTATGG
CTGATACTCGCTGGATGCCT
GATCAAGCAGACCCACCGTAA
TTGTCTCTGTGATGGCACCC
CACGCTGTCTGGAGGGATTT
AATGGGAATGGCTTTGGGGT
TACAAGATTGTCAGCGGCGA
TTTCCCTTCCCCAAGACTTCC
GCCCCAGAATAATGGTGAGC
TCTGCTCCCTTTCAGAAGCG
CAAAGCCGGGAGAAGGGAAT
GTGAGTCCATTTTTGTCAGTGT
TTGATCATTGAGAACAGCAGCA
TATTGTGCGTGCGGATGAGA
CGGCGGTACCTTTACCAGAA
TGAAGCAGGTCACAGAGTCA
TTCTAGTTCTCTTCGTTCCCTTTC
TGAAGCAGGTCACAGAGTCA
TTCTAGTTCTCTTCGTTCCCTTTC
TCCCTGTGTCTGTAGCTGGT
GAAGGAGCAACCCTTCCAGT
CCTGGGAGCGCATTAGATGT
AGGGTCCAAAGCCTCTGTTC
TCCCTGTGTCTGTAGCTGGT
AGGGTCCAAAGCCTCTGTTC
AATGCTGGGATGAGCTGAGTAG
TAAATCCTCAGGTCTGCTTGG
CTCCATTCTGCTGGTGGCA
CAAGACCAGAGTCCATCGCT
AGGAACAGCATGTCCAAATCG
GGTGGCAAACACAATATGAGC
CTACCTTGGGGTCAAGAAGGA
CTTGAGGAGGTAACACTGTGGC

CRCH 5
CRCH24

ANKRD13C
(NM_030816)
OFD1
(NM_001330209)
OFD1
(NM_001330209)
Deletion (2.86kb)
NHS/LOC101928389
g.X:17,554,49317,557,354

CRCH 28
CRCH 29
CTAS 34

EYA1
(NM_172059)
CRYAA
(NM_000394)
VIM
(NM_003380)
MIP
(NM_012064)

Right
breakpoint
Deletion
c.1355C>T
p.Ser452Leu
c.34C>T
p.Arg12Cys
c.879C>G
p.Ser293=
c.490G>A
p.Val164Ile

Anneal
temp
59oC
57oC
61oC
57oC
57oC
57oC
57oC
57oC
57oC
57oC
57oC
59oC
59oC
59oC
57oC
59oC
57oC
57oC
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CRCH 38

CRCH 41

CRCH65

CTAS 71
CTAS 72

CRVEEH 77

CRYAA
(NM_000394)
CRYBB1
(NM_001887)
PAX6
(NM_000280)
COL4A1
(NM_001845)
MIR184
(NR_029705)
EPHA2
(NM_001329090)
GCNT2
(NM_001491)
UNC45B
(NM_173167)
TFG
(NM_001007565)
PRR12
(NM_020719)
PNKP
(NM_007254)
IL4I1
(NM_152899)
MIR548AB;MIR548A3
(NR_039611;
NR_030330)
LILRB1
(NM_001081637)
ZNF534
(NM_001291369)
LILRA2
(NM_001290270)
TMEM150B
(NM_001085488)
SAMMSON;FOXP1
(NR_110000;
NM_001244814)
ZNF717;ROBO2
(NM_001128223;
NM_001128929)
GJA8
(NM_005267)
CRYGD
(NM_006891)
ERO1B
GJA8

59oC

c.331G>A
p.Val111Met
c.517A>G
p.Arg173Gly
c.2357G>A
p.Cys786Tyr
c.1074A>G
p.Gln358=
c.220A>C
p.Thr74Pro
c.939T>C
p.Phe313=
c.605C>T
p.Ala202Val
3:103613309
g.T>C

CTCCATTCTGCTGGTGGCA
CAAGACCAGAGTCCATCGCT
ATTTCTCCAGAGCCCAGAACCA
GGATGGGAGGACAGGATCATT
TTGCTGGGTTGGTGTGTGAG
GCATTTGCATGTTGCGGAGT
ATGTCCTGGGACGTTCACAA
AAGTGGGGAACGGCATTGTA
CCGGGAAATCAAACGTCCAT
AACGCCAGGTTTTCCCCATC
CACACAGGCACCGATATCCT
TGGACTACGGCACCAACTTC
CTTTGCAAGGCTCTTCAGGG
CCGTCCAATTGCATGAGCTG
GGTCACGGCAGAAGACTCAA
TGCCATCATAAGAGCTCCCG
AGTCAGCAGACTGGACCTCA
TACTGGAGTCTTTTGGGAGGC
CCCCTCCTTTTCCTGATCCAA
CAGGAAGGACTGCGGAACT
TGAGCGGGAGACAGTCCTCT
GGTGTCCCGTGTGTTCCAGA
ATGAGGGAAACGGAGGTCCAG
CACGAGGAGAAGCCGAGTGT
AGAAGCAGCCAGAGGCATGAAT
AAAGCCAGAAGAGTCGGCCTG

c.53G>A
p.Arg18Lys
c.419G>A
p.Arg140His
c.152A>G
p.Glu51Gly
c.631C>T
p.Leu211=
3:70992778
g.T>C

GAGGGCTCATCCATCCACAGA
CAACCCAGCAGATTCCAGCTC
TCCGTTTCTGCTTCGCTTGG
TACAGATCGTAGCCCGCGT
GCAGCTGGGGATGGGGAATAG
CAGGGGGTCACTGTACTCTGATG
ATTGGCCCCATCTTTCCTGCT
CTCCGCGTCTGTCACGGTA
GTGAAGCCATTGAACGCTGT
CAGAACCTGCATAACCCATTTCC

57oC

7 variants
3:7591333575913510
c.388_390del
p.Lys130del
c.168C>G
p.Tyr56*
c.189A>C
p.Lys63Asn
c.565C>T

AAGGCAGAACTCTCTATTTCAGGT
GTTGTTTAAAGTAGGCTGAGACTG

c.154C>T
p.Leu52Phe
c.281T>A
p.Ile94Asn
c.-383G>T
c.2159G>A
p.Gly720Asp
n.52T>C

CATGGAGGAGAAGCGCAAAAG
GAAGTAGTGGCCCACGATGA
TCCAGTGAGTGTCCTGAGGG
CAACCTGCAGCCCTACTTGA
CACAAGGTGCTGAGAGGAACT
TCTAGGTCACTGGAGTTCTGGA
ACCCTGCTGAGGACCTACAT

57oC
57oC
57oC
57oC
57oC
57oC
57oC
61oC
57oC
57oC
61oC
57oC

57oC
57oC
57oC
57oC

57oC

57oC
57oC
57oC
57oC
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CRVEEH 79
CQLD 88

CRCH 90

CSA93

(NM_005267)

p.Pro189Ser

GACACAGAGGCCACAGACAA

LEMD2
(NM_001348710)
FYCO1
(NM_024513)
FBN1
(NM_000138)
NHS
(NM_001291867)
GJA3
(NM_021954)
ERO1B

c.1A>G
p.?
c.4319C>T
p.Thr1440Ile
c.3422C>T
p.Pro1141Leu
c.322G>A
p.Glu108Lys
c.56C>T
p.Thr19Met
c.366C>G
p.Asn122Lys
c.1172A>G
p.Tyr391Cys
c.386G>A
p.Arg129His
c.777C>G
p.Pro259=
c.926C>A
p.Thr309Asn
c.20G>T
p.Arg7Leu
c.465G>A
p.Arg155=
c.1000G>C
p.Gly334Arg
c.1356C>T
p.Val452=
c.713C>G
p.Ser238Cys
c.15055G>T
p.Gly5019Cys
c.229G>A
p.Gly77Ser
c.382C>T
p.Arg128Cys
c.581C>T
p.Ala194Val
1:210465104
g.G>C

TTGTTGCGGTAGACATCCCG
AAAGGCCAAGTGCAGACCTT
AGGTGAAAGAGAGGCCTGGA
ACCTCAGGCAACACACTCAG
GCTTCCAACTTTGGCAATGA
GAGGCCCCCACCTTTAACAT
CGGAGGGACCTGGACGAG
TCTCGAGCTCCTGGAAGAGG
TGTCGTAGCAGACGTTCTCG
CCCGGTGTTCATGAGCATTT
GCCAAGAAGAGGCAAAGCTATTAT
TGGTGGAAATTTCTGCCTCAT
CCCACAAAAGAAACACCCCC
TGGTCAGCCTCTCTTTCCAA
AGGGGCAGAGGGTGGAATTA
ATGCGCCGAGCCTTACAAAG
CAGGCTTGAGTCCACAGACA
TCAGCCAGACGACCATTTCC
ATATGGCACAGAGGGCTACT
GGTGACTTACACTATGACACATGG
CCCCCATGACTCTCCTTAGAC
CCCTCGGACCCCATACTCT
AAGGGCTCAGTCTGGAACTTG
TCTACCACACGAGACACAGC
CTTTCAGGAGGACTGGCGTT
TGCCAAATGCAGCTTGAGTG
AGCACGACCTGGACGACT
GAGCCGGAGGCAAAAGGTAG
GCACATCCGGCTAGAATCCC
ATTCTGTCCCTCTGCCCACT
GCTCTCATAGGGTGCAGTCTC
CCTCCTCATGTCCATCCCCA
TCACAGAGGGATGGAGTGGG
TCCCCGTTCCCTTCCAGAT
GCTGAGCATCTACTGCGAG
GACTCAGAATCCAAATCACTGC
TAGGGCTGATCGCTGTATGG
CCACCTCCAGCTCAACAAGA
TTTGGAAGCCACTTCCCTGG
GTTGTGCGCTAACAGATGCC

57oC

5:59784248
g.G>C
5:68026667
g.T>A

ACAGGTGATCTGGGGAAAACG
TAATTCTCCCCCTCCTCAGAC
GCAAGACCTCTTGGTGAGCA
CAGTCGGCCCACAAAAATCG

57oC

ATP6V0A2
(NM_012463)
PRX
(NM_020956)
POU2F2
(NM_001207025)
IPO11
(NM_001134779)
XRCC1
(NM_006297)
RNF40
(NM_001207033)
HHAT
(NM_001170564)
DLL3
(NM_016941)
OTOF
(NM_001287489)
FCGBP
(NM_003890)
SLC26A9
(NM_052934)
TRIM72
(NM_001008274)
LIPE
(NM_005357)
SERTAD4;HHAT
(NM_019605;
NM_001170564)
PART1
(NR_024617)
PIK3R1;LINC02198
(NM_181523;
NR_130778)

59oC
57oC
57oC +Q
57oC
57oC
57oC
57oC
57oC
57oC
57oC
57oC
57oC
59oC +Q
59oC
57oC
61oC
57oC
57oC
57oC

57oC
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CSA 100

CSA 119
CSA 128
CQLD 130
CRCH 137

CSA 158

CSA 167

LOC100506207;TFAP2A
(NR_038979;
NM_001042425)
NBAT1
(NR_034143)
ASTN2;LOC101928797
(NM_014010;
NR_109806)
CASC16;LOC105371267
(NR_033920;
NR_136518)
CTSE;SRGAP2
(NM_001910;
NM_015326)
PDE4D
(NM_001104631)
LOC100506885
(NR_134649)
HERC2P4;LOC102723753
(NR_109773;
NR_135178)
KDM2B
(NM_001005366)
GJA8
(NM_005267)
LSS
(NM_001001438)
MAF
(NM_001031804)
PAX6
(NM_000280)
BFSP2
(NM_003571)
GJA8
(NM_005267)
LSS
(NM_001145437)
WFS1
(NM_001145853)
TRPM3
(NM_001007470)
PRX
(NM_181882)
CRYBB3
(NM_004076)
WFS1
(NM_001145853)

6:9510160
g.G>C

CTTGTCGGGGAATTAGCAGAGT
GGAATAATGGAGCACAGGAGCA

57oC

6:22136883
g.G>C
9:120378739
g.A>G

TGGAGTTGACCCTGTTTGTCT
GACCCCTAACACCCAAAACCA
TGTGGGCAGCTCTCAACTCT
AAATCCAGAACCCCACAGGT

57oC

16:52963838
g.C>A
Intergenic
1:206499705
g.C>A

TCTGCCATGTGTTTTGTTGAGG
TCAACCAGGTTTGGTTCCCG

57oC

TGGCCCTTAAGAAGGCAGAG
TCAAAGGGCTGGTGCTGAAA

57oC

5:59190544
g.G>A Intronic
6:19730779
g.67bp insertion
2 variants
16:3219314432193178
12:122018092
g.A>C
c.137G>C
p.Gly46Ala
c.232C>G
p.Leu78Val
3’UTR
c.*654G>C
11:31831003
g.T>C
c.265C>T
p.Arg89Trp
c.64G>A
p.Gly22Ser
c.106C>T
p.Arg36Cys
c.1109C>T
p.Ala370Val
c.40C>T
p.Leu14Phe
c.4079_4080ins
GGA
p.Glu1361dup
c.475G>A
p.Val159Ile
c.1124G>A
p.Arg375His

GTGGTCCTCGCTGGAAATCA
GCCCTGAAATCCTCTTGGCT
TAACAGTCTCCTTTCTCTCCCC
CCAGGTCTGACCACCATACTA
CATACTCCAAGTGTGTGAAGCA
TTCAGGGAGGGACATTTGCAG

57oC

TTCCAGAGTCTTTCTCTGCCTC
ACAAAACAGCGATGCCACGG
GTGAGAAATGGGCGACTGGA
GCGAATGTGGGAGATGGGAA
AGTGGGCCACCATAATCACC
TTGGGCTGTATGTGAAGAGGG
GGCATCACAAGGCCAAAACT
TTGATCACCTTTGAAGCCTGC
CGTCCAGAATGGCTTAGGGA
CCTGCGCCATAATAGCCCT
CTCCAGGACCAATGCCATGAG
TGTTTCCAGCTCCTGACTGAC
TCGGGGCCTTCTTTGTTCTC
GCGAATGTGGGAGATGGGAA
ATGTGCAGTGACACAGGGG
AGGTAGCTCCCTGTTGGAGT
CCCACGCACCACATCAAC
CATAGGGCTCCAGGTGGTTC
GCTCCAGTTGTCATTGCTGC
AGTCCTGCCTTGTCTCCCTA
TTCTCTCTGACGGGGGACTT
CCGGACACAAGCTCAAGGTA

61oC

AGTGCATGGTCAGATGCTGG
TCATTCCAGTGGCGGTACTC
CCCACGCACCACATCAAC
CATAGGGCTCCAGGTGGTTC

61oC

57oC

57oC
57oC

57oC
57oC
57oC
57oC
59oC
57oC
59oC
63oC
57oC
63oC

63oC
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FBN1
(NM_000138)
CSA 168
FBN1
(NM_000138)
HSF4
(NM_001040667)
CSA 169
NHS
(NM_001291867)
CSA 178
IARS2
(NM_018060)
CSA 181
WFS1
(NM_001145853)
LONP1
(NM_001276480)
CRYAA
(NM_000394)
VSX2
(NM_182894)
CSA 192
GJA3
(NM_021954)
WDR87
(NM_001291088)
CSA 196
CRYBA2
(NM_057094)
‘+ Q’ addition of Q-solution (Qiagen)

15:48834103
g.G>A
c.6700G>A
p.Val2234Met
c.190A>G
p.Lys64Glu
X:17738156
g.G>A
c.1166G>C
p.Gly389Ala
c.1123C>T
p.Arg375Cys
c.1397T>G
p.Val466Gly
c.154C>T
p.Leu52Phe
14:74706062
g.C>G
c.43C>A
p.Gln15Lys
c.7082_7085del
p.Ser2361fs
c.446+1G>A

TCTGACTCATTCCTGGCTTCAG
GAACCAGCCACACTGGAGTAA
CCAATTCCCAGCCTTCTCCT
TGTTGCTGTCCATGATCCCTT
TGGTAGAGCGGGACCAGTTT
CACCTTCCGAAAACCGTCTG
GTCGACACTTTGCAGTCCAT
ACCCAACAGGATATGACTCCC
CCCCACAGGTGTAGATTTGGA
CAGTACCATGGGCAGGTTGT
CCCACGCACCACATCAAC
CATAGGGCTCCAGGTGGTTC
AGGTCCCACCTGTCTCTCC
CCCCAGGTGCTGTTCATCTG
CTCCATTCTGCTGGTGGCA
CAAGACCAGAGTCCATCGCT
AACCTGGTTGTCTCACTTCGG
CTGTTCTTTGGAGGGGCTGAG
TGTCGTAGCAGACGTTCTCG
CCCGGTGTTCATGAGCATTT
TGCCTTTGCCATGAGGAACT
TCTGAAGAAATGGAAAGCCTGT
CTTGCCTCCAAGTCCCCAAT
CCTGATCTTGCTGTGCCTCA

57oC
57oC
63oC
57oC
57oC
57oC
61oC
59oC
57oC
57oC
57oC
57oC
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Appendix 3.1 Script to obtain a variant confidence metric using GATK
GATK157 was used to annotate variants based on read depth (DP) and quality (GQ) to enable
selection of ‘high confidence’ variants for follow-up (High confidence = DP ≥10 and GQ ≥20).
Initially the input .vcf file was indexed.
tabix -p vcf <your file name>

The following script was used to annotate variants.

java -Xmx4g -jar /gd/apps/GATK-3.8/GenomeAnalysisTK.jar -R /gd/apps/gatkbundle/hg19/ucsc.hg19.fasta -T VariantFiltration -o <output file name.vcf.gz> --variant <input file
name.vcf.gz> --genotypeFilterExpression "DP >= 10 && GQ >= 20" --genotypeFilterName
"High_Confidence" --genotypeFilterExpression "DP < 10 && GQ < 20" --genotypeFilterName
"Low_Confidence" --genotypeFilterExpression "DP < 10 && GQ >= 20" --genotypeFilterName
"Low_coverage_High_quality" --genotypeFilterExpression "DP >= 10 && GQ < 20" -genotypeFilterName "High_coverage_Low_quality"
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Appendix 3.2 Script to obtain ANNOVAR variant annotation
ANNOVAR111 was used for annotation of variants. The selected databases are displayed in the script
below.

table_annovar.pl <input file name.vcf.gz> /gd/apps/annovar-2017Jun01/humandb -buildver hg19
-out <output file name> -remove -otherinfo -protocol
refGene,avsnp147,popfreq_max_20150413,1000g2015aug_all,1000g2015aug_eur,1000g2015aug
_afr,1000g2015aug_amr,1000g2015aug_eas,1000g2015aug_sas,esp6500siv2_all,esp6500siv2_ea,
esp6500siv2_aa,exac03,exac03nontcga,exac03nonpsych,kaviar_20150923,hrcr1,gme,gnomad_ex
ome,gnomad_genome,clinvar_20170130,cadd13,avsift,gerp++elem,dbnsfp31a_interpro,spidex,d
bscsnv11,mitimpact24,dbnsfp33a,gwava,eigen,fathmm -operation
g,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f,f -nastring . -vcfinput
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Appendix 3.3 COL4A1 coverage deficits with extreme GC content
An intronic region of the COL4A1 gene has small patches of poor coverage for all samples. This is likely caused
by matching regions of high and low GC content. Shown is the read depth for each sample with a range
between 0-20 reads (a depth of ≥10 is required for variant inclusion in study). Displayed is the COL4A1 gene
region with percentage GC and database of genomic variants tracks from the UCSC genome browser (hg19,
https://genome.ucsc.edu/index.html). The shaded region indicates the area with displayed coverage data. GC
percentage track indicates near 30% and 70% GC content, that matches region with <10 reads coverage.
Databases of genomic variants track shows common small deletions also matching loss of coverage and low GC
content.
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Appendix 3.4 LSS coverage deficit regions with low GC content
Intronic regions of the LSS gene have small patches of poor coverage for all samples. This is likely caused by a
common deletion (gap on left) and low GC content (gap/s on right). Shown is the read depth for each sample
with a range between 0-20 reads (a depth of ≥10 is required for variant inclusion in study). Displayed is the LSS
gene region with percentage GC and database of genomic variants tracks from the UCSC genome browser
(hg19, https://genome.ucsc.edu/index.html). The shaded region indicates the area with displayed coverage
data. GC percentage track indicates near 30% GC content that matches region with <10 reads coverage.
Databases of genomic variants track shows common small deletions also matching loss of coverage.
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Appendix 3.5 MAF coverage deficit with high GC content and deletions
An exonic region of the MAF gene has poor coverage for all samples. This is likely caused by matching regions
of high GC content. Shown is the read depth for each sample with a range between 0-20 reads (a depth of ≥10
is required for variant inclusion in study). Displayed is the MAF gene region with percentage GC and database
of genomic variants tracks from the UCSC genome browser (hg19, https://genome.ucsc.edu/index.html). The
shaded region indicates the area with displayed coverage data. GC percentage track indicates near 70% GC
content that matches region with <10 reads coverage. Databases of genomic variants track shows common
deletions also matching loss of coverage.
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Appendix 3.6 TRPM3 coverage deficit aligns with lack of dbSNP variants
The TRPM3 gene has no coverage for all samples in the displayed intronic region. This is likely caused by some
systemic sequencing and reference genome issue. Shown is the read depth for each sample with a range
between 0-20 reads (a depth of ≥10 is required for variant inclusion in study). Displayed is the TRPM3 gene
region from the UCSC genome browser (hg19, https://genome.ucsc.edu/index.html). The shaded region
indicates the area with displayed coverage data. No variants are observed in this region in the dbSNP
database. GC percentage track indicates no extreme GC content. Databases of genomic variants track displays
common deletions also matching loss of coverage. Small common deletion (red arrow) was also identified, but
the coverage data is not shown in this image.
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Appendix 3.7 CRYBB2 coverage deficits align with known indels
The CRYBB2 gene has two small regions with insufficient coverage in multiple samples likely due to known
indels. The region on the left is rs11277566, a 10-15bp multiallelic indel, and the region on the right is
rs67995115 a common 42bp deletion. Shown is the read depth for each sample with a range between 0-20
reads (a depth of ≥10 is required for variant inclusion in study). Displayed is the CRYBB2 gene region with
percentage GC track from the UCSC genome browser (hg19, https://genome.ucsc.edu/index.html). The shaded
region indicates the area with displayed coverage data. GC percentage track indicates no extreme GC content
that matches region with <10 reads coverage. Coverage gaps indicate homozygous variant carriers, with
heterozygous carriers were observed when viewing a larger range in read depth.
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Appendix 3.8 CRYGB coverage deficits align with known indels
The CRYGB gene has two small regions with insufficient coverage in multiple samples due to known indels. The
region on the left is rs58244475, a common 42bp deletion, and the region on the right is rs746615674 a
common 12bp deletion. Shown is the read depth for each sample with a range between 0-20 reads (a depth of
≥10 is required for variant inclusion in study). Displayed is the CRYGB gene region with percentage GC track
from the UCSC genome browser (hg19, https://genome.ucsc.edu/index.html). The shaded region indicates the
area with displayed coverage data. GC percentage track indicates numerous low GC content regions. Coverage
gaps indicate homozygous variant carriers, with heterozygous carriers observed when viewed with a larger
range in read depth.
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Appendix 3.9 EYA1 coverage deficit align with common deletions
A deletion (gssvL125191) in the EYA1 gene causes no coverage in samples CRCH14-04 and CRVEEH113-01.
Shown is the read depth for each sample with a range between 0-20 reads (a depth of ≥10 is required for
variant inclusion in study). Displayed is the EYA1 gene region with percentage GC and database of genomic
variants tracks from the UCSC genome browser (hg19, https://genome.ucsc.edu/index.html). The shaded
region indicates the area with displayed coverage data. GC percentage track indicates no extreme GC content
that matches region with <10 reads coverage. Databases of genomic variants track shows common deletions
also matching loss of coverage. Coverage gaps indicate homozygous variant carriers, with heterozygous
carriers observed when viewed with a larger range in read depth.
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Appendix 3.10 IARS2 coverage deficit aligns with common deletion
A deletion (gssvL7845) in the IARS2 gene causes no coverage in multiple samples. Shown is the read depth for
each sample with a range between 0-20 reads (a depth of ≥10 is required for variant inclusion in study).
Displayed is the IARS2 gene region with percentage GC and database of genomic variants tracks from the UCSC
genome browser (hg19, https://genome.ucsc.edu/index.html). The shaded region indicates the area with
displayed coverage data. GC percentage track indicates some regions with low GC content. Databases of
genomic variants track shows common deletions also matching loss of coverage. Coverage gaps indicate
homozygous variant carriers, with heterozygous carriers observed when viewed with a larger range in read
depth.
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Appendix 3.11 NHS lower read depth for male samples
A representative region of coverage for the NHS gene is displayed. Shown is the read depth for each sample
with a range between 0-20 reads (a depth of ≥10 is required for variant inclusion in study). Male samples were
observed to have lower coverage than female samples (male = red, female = grey). Samples CRCH4-01 and
CRCH90-02 had multiple regions that dropped below a read depth of 10. Displayed is the NHS gene region
from the UCSC genome browser (hg19, https://genome.ucsc.edu/index.html). The shaded region indicates the
area with displayed coverage data.
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Appendix 3.12 Summary table of all identified variants in a screen of 50 reported isolated congenital cataract genes
Gene
FYCO1 (NM_024513)

Position (hg19)
3:45965190 g.G>A

Coding change
c.4319C>T

Protein change
p.Thr1440Ile

gnomAD (NFE)
0.0055

CADD PHRED
19.32

Val
Yes

Seg
No/RP?

Variant
Class
1

MIP (NM_012064)

12:56848060 g.C>T

c.338G>A

p.Arg113Gln

8.8x10-6

29.6

Yes

No/RP?

1

LONP1 (NM_001276480)

19:5705841 g.C>T

c.721G>A

p.Val241Ile

0.0043

24

Yes

No

1

WDR87 (NM_001291088)

19:38384689 g.C>T

c.1654G>A

p.Ala552Thr

0.0087

15.3

Yes

No

1

CRCH 5

LONP1 (NM_001276480)

19:5694473 g.G>A

c.1657C>T

p.Pro553Ser

.

26.5

No

1

CRCH 28

EYA1 (NM_172059)

8:72127864 g.G>A

c.1355C>T

p.Ser452Leu

0.0013

23.1

Yes
*1/1
Yes

No

1

CRCH 29

CRYAA (NM_000394)

21:44589243 g.C>T

c.34C>T

p.Arg12Cys

8.7x10-6

28.5

Yes

Yes

1

CTAS 34

VIM (NM_003380)

10:17275927 g.C>G

c.879C>G

p.Ser293=

1.8x10-4

19.08

Yes

No

2

MIP (NM_012064)

12:56847410 g.C>T

c.490G>A

p.Val164Ile

1.4x10-4

18.65

Yes

No/RP?

1

CRYAA (NM_000394)

21:44589363 g.C>T

c.154C>T

p.Leu52Phe

0.0024

22.4

Yes

No/RP?

1

CRYBB1 (NM_001887)

22:27008054 g.A>T

c.281T>A

p.Ile94Asn

.

26

Yes

No/RP?

1

PAX6 (NM_000280)

11:31832729 g.C>A

n/a

9.0x10-4

22.6

Yes

Yes

2

COL4A1 (NM_001845)

13:110833673 g.C>T

5’UTR
c.-383G>T
c.2159G>A

p.Gly720Asp

.

22.9

Yes

Yes

1

MIR184 (NR_029705)

15:79502181 g.T>C

n/a

1.0x10-4

19.93

Yes

Yes

2

EPHA2 (NM_001329090)

1:16475203 g.C>T

nc_RNA variant
n.52T>C
c.331G>A

p.Val111Met

3.0x10-5

22.5

Yes

No

1

GCNT2 (NM_001491)

6:10557173 g.A>G

c.517A>G

p.Arg173Gly

2.3x10-5

12.92

Yes

No

1

UNC45B (NM_173167)

17:33507673 g.G>A

c.2357G>A

p.Cys786Tyr

4.2x10-4

29

Yes

Yes

1

GJA8 (NM_005267)

1:147380470 g.AAG>-

c.388_390del

p.Lys130del

1.7x10-5

14.73

Yes

Yes

1

Family ID
CRCH 4

CRCH 38

CRCH 41

CTAS 71
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CTAS 72

CRYGD (NM_006891)

2:208988920 g.G>C

c.168C>G

p.Tyr56*

0.0028

37

Yes

No

1

CRVEEH 77

GJA8 (NM_005267)

1:147380647 g.C>T

c.565C>T

p.Pro189Ser

.

26

Yes

Yes

1

CRVEEH 79

LEMD2 (NM_001348710)

6:33756893 g.T>C

c.1A>G

p.?

.

23.3

Yes

Yes

1

CQLD 88

FYCO1 (NM_024513)

3:45965190 g.G>A

c.4319C>T

p.Thr1440Ile

0.0055

19.32

Yes

No

1

FBN1 (NM_000138)

15:48779550 g.G>A

c.3422C>T

p.Pro1141Leu

2.6x10-4

29

Yes

No/RP?

1

NHS (NM_001291867)

X:17394202 g.G>A

c.322G>A

p.Glu108Lys

4.5x10-4

15.81

Yes

No

1

CRCH 90

GJA3 (NM_021954)

13:20717372 g.G>A

c.56C>T

p.Thr19Met

.

27.7

Yes

Yes

1

CSA 100

GJA8 (NM_005267)

1:147380219 g.G>C

c.137G>C

p.Gly46Ala

.

25.8

No

n/a

1

LSS (NM_001001438)

21:47647553 g.G>C

c.232C>G

p.Leu78Val

1.5x10-5

17.59

Yes

No

1

CSA 119

MAF (NM_001031804)

16:79632024 g.C>G

3’UTR c.*654G>C

n/a

.

21.3

Yes

No

2

CSA 128

PAX6 (NM_000280)

11:31831003 g.T>C

Intronic

n/a

6.4x10-4

21.2

Yes

No

2

CQLD 130

BFSP2 (NM_003571)

3:133119192 g.C>T

c.265C>T

p.Arg89Trp

1.6x10-4

23.3

Yes

No/RP?

1

CRCH 137

GJA8 (NM_005267)

1:147380146 g.G>A

c.64G>A

p.Gly22Ser

.

27.3

Yes

Yes

1

LSS (NM_001145437)

21:47642626 g.G>A

c.106C>T

p.Arg36Cys

0.0024

19.35

Yes

Yes

1

WFS1 (NM_001145853)

4:6302631 g.C>T

c.1109C>T

p.Ala370Val

.

26

Yes

No

1

TRPM3 (NM_001007470)

9:73461471 g.G>A

c.40C>T

p.Leu14Phe

2.4x10-4

23.4

Yes

No

1

PRX (NM_181882)

19:40900179 g.->TCC

c.4079_4080insGGA

p.Glu1361dup

2.4x10-4

14.28

Yes

No

1

CRYBB3 (NM_004076)

22:25603018 g.G>A

c.475G>A

p.Val159Ile

1.5x10-4

27.2

Yes

No

1

WFS1 (NM_001145853)

4:6302646 g.G>A

c.1124G>A

p.Arg375His

4.7x10-4

26.5

No

n/a

1

FBN1 (NM_000138)

15:48834103 g.G>A

Intronic

n/a

1.2x10-4

20.1

Yes

n/a

2

FBN1 (NM_000138)

15:48725102 g.C>T

c.6700G>A

p.Val2234Met

0.0012

15.51

Yes

No

1

HSF4 (NM_001040667)

16:67199491 g.A>G

c.190A>G

p.Lys64Glu

.

31

Yes

No

1

CSA 158

CSA 167

CSA 168
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CSA 169

NHS (NM_001291867)

X:17738156 g.G>A

CSA 178

IARS2 (NM_018060)

CSA 181

CSA 192

CSA 196

n/a

.

20.8

Yes

Yes

2

1:220279332 g.G>C

Intronic
c.853-1405G>A
c.1166G>C

p.Gly389Ala

.

27.4

Yes

No

1

WFS1 (NM_001145853)

4:6302645 g.C>T

c.1123C>T

p.Arg375Cys

5.4x10-5

29.4

Yes

No/RP?

1

LONP1 (NM_001276480)

19:5696093 g.A>C

c.1397T>G

p.Val466Gly

8.4x10-4

25.3

Yes

No/RP?

1

CRYAA (NM_000394)

21:44589363 g.C>T

c.154C>T

p.Leu52Phe

0.0024

22.4

Yes

No/RP?

1

VSX2 (NM_182894)

14:74706062 g.C>G

113bp upstream

n/a

0.0067

22.2

Yes

No/RP?

2

GJA3 (NM_021954)

13:20717385 g.G>T

c.43C>A

p.Gln15Lys

.

24.5

Yes

n/a

1

WDR87 (NM_001291088)

19:38377226 g.TCAC>-

c.7082_7085del

p.Ser2361fs

0.0038

25.7

Yes

n/a

1

CRYBA2 (NM_057094)

2:219855573 g.C>T

c.446+1G>A

n/a

3.1x10-4

29

Yes

No/RP?

1

All identified variants meeting the filtering criteria used in this study. Families with segregating class 1, segregating class 2 and class 1 variants where reduced penetrance cannot be
eliminated have also been presented and discussed in the applicable sections. Coding and protein changes are specific to the gene accession reported and may vary with other transcripts.
Minor allele frequency reported from gnomAD population frequencies (NFE, non-Finnish European, v2.1.1). For gnomAD data ‘.’ Indicates variant not observed in database. CADD PHRED
score (hg19, v1.4). Val; validation of variant identified in proband’s whole genome sequencing data. Seg; segregation of variant in additional family members with DNA available. n/a; not
applicable or in Seg field this indicated singleton sample. *1/1; homozygous for variant. Variant class; internal classification as either class 1 coding variants or class 2 non-coding variants
(see Chapter 3 methods for details).
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Appendix 3.13 Predicted impact of the r.+52U>C variant on miR-184 structure
and stability
The MIR184 variant in family CRCH38 was assessed using mFold208. No difference in miRNA folding was
observed between wild type miR-184 (A) and +52U>C variant carrier miR-184 (B). Minimum free energy
prediction dropped from -35.50kcal/mol to -37.90kcal/mol with the U>C nucleotide change, increasing the
stability of the molecule.
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Appendix 3.14 BFSP2 (phakinin) evolutionary conservation regions (ECRs)
Displayed is the ECRs for the BFSP2 gene product (http://www.aminode.org) across multiple species. Red line; local maxima and minima shows regions with low and high
evolutionary constraint respectively. Simply, the lower the red line and the darker the background the more conserved. Black box; highlighting the phakinin ‘head’ region.
Within the lower enlarged image, the red box indicates location of the CQLD130 p.Arg89Try change is in an ECR.
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Appendix 3.15 The CSA167 FBN1 class 2 variant could be acting through altered gene regulation
CSA167 class 2 FBN1 variant (g.15:48834103G>A, indicated by vertical red line) inside a 1kb window from the UCSC genome browser (https://genome.ucsc.edu/). The NCBI
RefSeq genes track shows the variants location in intron 6 of the FBN1 gene. Open DNA is indicated from the DNaseI Hypersensitivity cluster track; the variant is located
within a 590bp hypersensitive site (or ‘cluster’) with 75 of 125 items/cell types and has a cluster score of 1000 out of 1000. This variant is located at/near multiple
transcription factor binding sites, this ‘Transcription Factor CHIP-seq clusters’ is data generated from the ENCODE project. The HMR Conserved Transcription Factor Binding
Sites track shows conserved sites between human/rat/mouse; the variant is siting within a conserved 18bp motif for the SRF (serum response factor) transcription factor.
Layered H3K27Ac Mark track, a histone marker usually associated with enhanced possibility of transcription, has a very strong signal and supports the open DNA and
transcription factor binding sites of the other tracks. The 100 vertebrates conservation track shows variability in the conservation of bases in the area, but the area is
generally conserved (conservation = raised blue bars, non-conservation = dropping red bars).
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Appendix 4.1 HumanOmniExpress-24 product files
HumanOmniExpress-24 v1.1
-

HumanOmniExpress-24 v1.1 Manifest file (GRCh37) (date: 10/27/2014)

-

HumanOmniExpress-24 v1.1 Cluster file (date: 10/27/2014)

Available from: http://sapac.support.illumina.com/downloads/humanomniexpress-24-v1-1product-files.html
HumanOmniExpress-24 v1.2
-

HumanOmniExpress-24 v1.2 Manifest file (GRCh37) (date: 11/29/2016)

-

HumanOmniExpress-24 v1.2 Cluster file (date: 04/15/2016)

Available from: http://sapac.support.illumina.com/downloads/infinium-omniexpress-24-v1-2product-files.html
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Appendix 4.2 Custom R script to alter cM position
R script for the conversion of duplicate values in map files to a number larger by 0.0000001. R
version 3.4.0 159 and dplyr package 0.5.0 available from the CRAN repository433. Developed with the
assistance of Mr Michael Sumner.
## Read in map file
InputData <- read.delim(file = "InputFileName", header = TRUE, sep = "\t")
## load dplyr package version 0.5.0
library(dplyr)
## Check for duplicate values in position column of file. FALSE = there are duplicate values in the
column in question, TURE = no duplicate values in column in question.
Input_order <- unique(as.character(InputData$POSITION))
## Vectorised version of altering a cM for each duplicated marker position by 0.0000001
Data_altered <- bind_rows(lapply(split(InputData, InputData$POSITION),
function(x) {
if (nrow(x) > 1) {
x$POSITION <- x$POSITION + cumsum(c(0, rep(0.0000001, nrow(x) - 1)))
}
x
})[input_order])
## write out altered data for use in linkage analysis.
write.table(Data_altered, file = "OutputFile.txt", quote=FALSE, sep="\t", row.names=FALSE)
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Appendix 4.3 Extraction of BAM files from defined genomic region
SAMtools v1.9 434 was used for this task using the following format. Output files were loaded into
IGV and reads were visualised at defined regions.

samtools view DataSource.bam GenomicCoordinates -b -o OutputName.bam

samtools index OutputName.bam -b
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Appendix 4.4 CRCH24 haplotyping
Family CRCH24 pedigree displayed with diagrammatic representation of haplotype status for linkage regions on chromosomes 1, 3, 14 and X. Solid bars represent the
haplotype segregating with the disease while all other haplotypes are open bars. Critical recombination events defining linkage regions are indicated by a red arrow and
SNP identification numbers are outlined in Table 4.5. The displayed chromosomal regions are not to scale and are for genotyped individuals only.
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Appendix 4.5 CRCH24 variants (class 1 or 2) that failed to validate and/or segregate
Linkage region
1p31.3-p22.3

Position (hg19)
1:70819816 g.C>G

Gene
ANKRD13C (NM_030816)

Coding change
c.276G>C

Protein change
p.Pro92=

gnomAD (NFE)
0.0033

CADD PHRED
17.14

Val
Yes

Seg
No

Xp22.2-p22.11

X:13785255 g.A>C

OFD1 (NM_001330209)

c.2489A>C

p.Gln830Pro

0#

18.76

No

n/a

Xp22.2-p22.11

X:13785257 g.A>T

OFD1(NM_001330209)

c.2491A>T

p.Lys831*

0#

35

No

n/a

Coding and protein changes specific to gene accession reported and may vary with other transcripts. Minor allele frequency reported from gnomAD population
frequencies (NFE, non-Finnish European, v2.1.1). ‘0#’ gnomAD flagged variant with an allele count of zero due to ‘no high-confidence’ genotype. CADD PHRED v1.4 score
(hg19) 162. Val; validation of variant identified in proband’s whole genome sequencing data. Seg; segregation of variant in additional family members with DNA available.
n/a; non-validating variant and not assessed.
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Appendix 4.6 CRCH24 variants (class 1 or 2) that failed to validate or segregate sequencing results
Class 1 variants observed in family CRCH24 that failed to validate in the proband CRCH24-02 and/or segregate with the other affected individuals. The synonymous variant
in the ANKRD13C gene was observed in only three individuals (CRCH24-02, CRCH24-03 and CRCH24-16). Both OFD1 variants failed to validate. Sequencing chromatograms
displayed for all individuals with available DNA and variant presence is indicated by a red arrow. Individual affection status presented; cataract, no cataract and ‘?’ for
possible age-related cataract.
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Appendix 4.7 CRCH24 class 2 intergenic variant is in a conserved genomic locus
Family CRCH24’s segregating class 2 g.1:74253251G>A variant (indicated by red vertical line) is in a conserved region between genes LINC02238 and LRRIQ3. Displayed is a
1kb region from the UCSC genome browser (https://genome.ucsc.edu/) and tracks of interest. Displayed 100 Vertebrates conservation by PhaseCons and PhyloP, in
addition to the 100 Vertebrates Conserved Elements tracks indicate a region of biological significance. NCBI RefSeq genes shows no results at this location, however, the
Ensemble 97 GENCODE Basic Gene Annotation Set shows a novel transcript for a long non-coding RNA AL591463.1.
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Appendix 4.8 CRCH24 NHS deletion, other known deletions, and associated regulatory features
Displayed regions of NHS gene and familial deletions in the UCSC genome browser (see for detail track information, https://genome.ucsc.edu/). A. CRCH24 and Family I60
intronic deletions highlighted in blue on RefSeq gene track. Commonly deleted (2,164bp) region highlighted in blue running the length of the image and highlighted in
orange is gnomAD deletion (DEL_X_184914). Loss of highly conserved region (100 Vert. Cons) that associates with strong signal for DNaseI hypersensitivity, however, no
transcription factors are associated with these signals (Txn Factor ChIP). The interactions track shows the deleted regions sit between two enhancer regions that interact
with gene promotor or red box (GH Reg Elems (DE) track, shown in image B, whole gene view of tracks indicating regulatory features). The chromatin state segmentation
track shows an adjacent insulator region (coloured blue) across all cell types tested, our deletion is in low activity (grey) region and enhancer to the right has yellow/orange
enhancer signals. This insulator associates with the closest Transcription Factor ChIP hit, driven by CTCF binding. B. Whole gene window displaying NHS gene and regulatory
tracks, CRCH24 deletion running the length of the image is highlighted in blue.
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Appendix 4.9 CRCH65 haplotyping
Family CRCH65 pedigree displayed with diagrammatic representation of haplotype status for linkage regions on chromosomes 3, 18 and 19. Solid bars represent the
haplotype segregating with the disease while all other haplotypes are open bars. Critical recombination events defining linkage regions are indicated by a red arrow and
SNP identification numbers are outlined in Table 4.8. The displayed chromosomal regions are not to scale and are for genotyped individuals only.
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Appendix 4.10 CRCH65 class 2 variants that failed to validate and/or segregate
Linkage region

Position (hg19)

Type

3p14.1-q13.13

3:70992778 g.T>C

Intergenic

Gene/s

gnomAD (NFE)

CADD PHRED

Val

Seg

Repeat
region

SAMMSON;FOXP1
.
22
Yes
No
No
(NR_110000;NM_001244814)
3p14.1-q13.13
3:75913335 g.A>G
Intergenic
ZNF717;ROBO2
.
21.8
No*
n/a
Yes
(NM_001128223;NM_001128929)
3p14.1-q13.13
3:75913354 g.T>C
Intergenic
ZNF717;ROBO2
.
21.8
?*
n/a
Yes
(NM_001128223;NM_001128929)
3p14.1-q13.13
3:75913394 g.T>C
Intergenic
ZNF717;ROBO2
.
21.7
No*
n/a
Yes
(NM_001128223;NM_001128929)
3p14.1-q13.13
3:75913405 g.G>A
Intergenic
ZNF717;ROBO2
.
21.7
?*
n/a
Yes
(NM_001128223;NM_001128929)
3p14.1-q13.13
3:75913410 g.C>G
Intergenic
ZNF717;ROBO2
.
21.2
No*
n/a
Yes
(NM_001128223;NM_001128929)
3p14.1-q13.13
3:75913423 g.A>G
Intergenic
ZNF717;ROBO2
.
21.7
No*
n/a
Yes
(NM_001128223;NM_001128929)
3p14.1-q13.13
3:75913510 g.C>G
Intergenic
ZNF717;ROBO2
.
20.3
No*
n/a
Yes
(NM_001128223;NM_001128929)
Variants that failed to validate or segregate with the cataracts in CRCH65 were all class 2 variants. The seven ZNF717;ROBO2 variants sit within a 176bp block in the
3p14.1-q13.13 region and are likely sequencing artefact due to this being a segmental duplication region (viewed using UCSC genome browser
(https://genome.ucsc.edu/)) of high sequence homology to other genomic regions, with sequencing reads at this location mapping to numerous chromosomes also
(when viewed using IGV (Integrative Genomics Viewer 170)). Minor allele frequency reported from gnomAD (NFE, non-Finnish European, v2.1). CADD PHRED v1.4 (hg19)
score162. Val; validate. Seg; segregate. ‘*’ Sequencing unable to resolve variant status due to repeat regions. n/a; not required.
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Appendix 4.11 CRCH65 variants that failed to validate and/or segregate sequencing results
Class 2 variants observed in family CRCH65 that failed to validate in the proband CRCH65-01 and/or segregate with the other affected individuals. ZNF717;ROBO2 variants
present with ambiguous sequencing results due to this region being highly homologous (segmental duplication region) to other regions of the genome. Sequencing
chromatograms displayed for all individuals and variant presence is indicated by a red arrow. Individual affection status presented; cataract or no cataract.
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Appendix 4.12 CSA93 haplotyping
Family CSA93 family pedigree displayed with diagrammatic representation of haplotype status for linkage regions on nine displayed chromosomes. Solid bars represent the
haplotype segregating with the disease while all other haplotypes are open bars. Critical recombination events defining linkage regions are indicated by a red arrow and
SNP identification numbers are outlined in Table 4.11. The displayed chromosomal regions are not to scale and are for genotyped individuals only. Haplotype status for
siblings CSA93-06/CSA93-07 and CSA93-02/CSA93-03 could not be differentiated and recombination events displayed could be occurring in either sibling.
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Appendix 4.13 CSA93 class 2 variants that failed to validate and/or segregate in the family
Linkage region
1q32.1-32.3

Position (hg19)
1:206499705 g.C>A

Type
Intergenic

5q11.2-14.2

5:59190544 g.G>A

Intronic

6p22.3

ncRNA_exonic

16p12.1-12.2

6:19730779
g.67bp insertion*
16:32193144 g.TC>T

16p12.1-12.2

16:32193178 g.T>C

12q24.23-24.33

12:122018092 g.A>C

Pseudogene;
Pseudogene
Pseudogene;
Pseudogene
UTR5

Gene/s
CTSE;SRGAP2
(NM_001910;NM_015326)
PDE4D
(NM_001104631)
LOC100506885
(NR_134649)
HERC2P4;LOC102723753
(NR_109773;NR_135178)
HERC2P4;LOC102723753
(NR_109773;NR_135178)
KDM2B
(NM_001005366)

Coding
change
n/a

gnomAD
(NFE)
0.0017

CADD
PHRED
20.7

Val
Yes

Seg
No

n/a

0.0051

21.6

Yes

No

n/a

.

10.68

Yes

No

n/a

#

12.91

Yes

No

n/a

#

12.03

Yes

No

c.-135T>G

0.001

21.7

No

n/a

Minor allele frequency reported from gnomAD (NFE, non-Finnish European, v2.1). For gnomAD data ‘.’ Indicates variant not observed in database and ‘#’ gnomAD
warning about possible low coverage site. CADD PHRED v1.4 (hg19) score. Val; validation of variant identified in WGS (csa93-05). Seg; segregation of variant in additional
family members with DNA available. n/a; not required. * 67bp insertion
g.(hg19)6:19730801_19730802insAGCAAAAGCCCCTGGATAGCAATGTTTGTTTTCTCTCACCAGCTGACTTGTAGTTGAGGCTGACAAG.
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Appendix 4.14 CSA93 class 2 variants that failed to validate and/or segregate sequencing results
Non-segregating class 2 variants including: A. non-segregating SNPs B. non-segregating indels. C. Variant did not validate in proband. Sequencing chromatographs for all
individuals and variant presence show with red arrow. ‘F’ and ‘R’ indicate forward, or reverse primers sequence displayed for indel
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Appendix 5.1 CRVEEH66 specific methods of prior work
Appendix 5.1.1 Study participants and control cohorts
Recruitment, clinical examination and DNA extraction of the 22 individuals from this family
has previously been described94. All participants gave written informed consent and protocols were
approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of Tasmania, the Southern Adelaide Clinical
Human Research Ethics Committee and Royal Victorian Eye and Ear Hospital Human Research Ethics
Committee.
The frequency of segregating variants were assessed in ‘ethnically matched’ population
controls; initially, from the Blue Mountains Eye Study (n=70)326 and, when using TaqMan
Genotyping, using an additional available cohort of patients with Keratoconus (n=538)327 a disease
caused by thinning of the eye’s cornea.

Appendix 5.1.2 Genotyping and linkage analysis
Genome-wide genotyping of all available family members (n=22) was performed using a
HumanOmniExpress-24 v1.1 SNP array (Illumina) and imaged using an Illumina HiScan System.
GenomeStudio™ 2011.1 software (Illumina) was used to assess the genotyping data using the
appropriate manifest and cluster files, and the recommended 0.15 GenCall threshold. Data QC was
undertaken manually with this software, and blanking was performed to any SNP with: a call
frequency less than 100%, ambiguous clusters, male samples with heterozygous calls, all Ychromosome and chromosome 0 ‘control’ SNPs. Data was exported in PLINK format for downstream
analysis using the PLINK Input Plugin v2.1.1.
Relatedness between all family members was confirmed to match the reported genealogical
information by using IBD estimations, through the ‘genome’ function in PLINK258. To obtain a smaller
number of independent autosomal SNPs for linkage analysis, linkage disequilibrium based SNP
pruning (LD pruning) was performed using PLINK software258 on an independent population of 1,585
Caucasians also genotyped on HumanOmniExpress SNP arrays (Illumina) as part of a previous
study259. This resulted in approximately 260,000 SNPs for linkage analysis.
Files were converted from PLINK PED format to Merlin format using Mega2 v4.9.2 260, 262.
During this process, data was assessed for SNPs inconsistent with Mendelian inheritance on
autosomes and, if present, all family members were set to unknown genotypes at the relevant
markers. Assessment of SNPs with Mendelian inconsistent inheritance on the X-chromosome was
performed using the 'minx' and error detection functions in Merlin software263. Additionally,
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chromosomes were screened for unlikely genotypes and those detected were subsequently
removed from the dataset using the error detection and pedwipe functions using Merlin263.
Parametric multipoint linkage analysis was performed using Merlin v1.1.2 263, 264. The ‘minx’
package was used to implement chromosome X functions in Merlin for X-linkage analysis. Analysis
was run with a dominant disease model; with a disease allele frequency of 0.0001 and locus
penetrance of 0.0001, 0.90, and 1.0 for genotypes 0/0, 0/1, and 1/1 respectively. Males were set as
either affected or unaffected based on their clinical phenotype, females were set as unknown
regardless of known carrier status and married-in family members were set to unaffected. To fit the
24-bit upper limit in Merlin, an uninformative branch of the pedigree containing CRVEEH66-05 and
offspring CRVEEH66-06, CRVEEH66-07, CRVEEH66-08, were excluded from the linkage analysis.
Merlin was also used to perform haplotype analysis, to identify the disease haplotype and identify
critical recombination events defining the identified linkage regions in all individuals.

Appendix 5.1.3 Whole genome sequencing and variant filtering
Whole genome sequencing of an affected male (CRVEEH66-11) was performed using the
Complete Genomics pipeline, CGA™Tools version 2.4.0.37 435, and alignment to human reference
genome hg19. Variants with quality = ‘pass’ were filtered by variant type; copy number variants
(CNV) filtered to ‘knownCNV’ = 0 and structural variants filtered ≤0.04 in
‘FrequencyBaselineGenomeSet’ were all obtained from the CGA™Tools software outputs. SNV and
Indels were annotated using ANNOVAR111 and filtered to functional ‘exonic’ or ‘splicing’ variants and
MAF ≤0.001 in ExAC, ≤0.005 in EVS and UK10K and ≤0.01 in all other databases. All variants meeting
the filtering criteria from within the linkage regions were validated in the proband and assessed for
segregation in the family.

Appendix 5.1.4 Variant validation
Variants were validated using PCR, gel electrophoresis and Sanger sequencing, initially in the
proband (CRVEEH66-11) and subsequently for segregation assessment in the wider family and to
assess for frequency in control cohorts. Primers were designed, using NCBI PrimerBlast113, to bracket
variants and to also bracket break points of the larger structural variants if required (primers are
outlined in Appendix 5.1.4-Table 1). Genomic DNA was amplified using MyTaq HS mix (Bioline)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions and visualised using a 1.5-2% (w/v) agarose gel
electrophoresis. PCR products were purified using Agencourt AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter),
or equivalent magnetic beads prepared in-house, according to the manufacturer’s instructions.
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Appendix 5.1.4-Table 1 Primers used for variant validation in family CRVEEH66
Gene/Variant
ERO1B
NM_019891:c.662C>T
Deletion
hg19 chrX:g.118373226_118500408del
Deletion Left breakpoint
Deletion Right breakpoint

Primer sequence (5’ to 3’)
CGAGACTCGACTATGAACTAATCT
GGTGGGGAGGGGAGTATTTG
CTCTACCAAGCCAATGACCA
ATGTAATCTGCCCACCTTGG
CTCTACCAAGCCAATGACCA
AATGTGTTGTTTCCCCCAAG
AAGGGAGAGGCCATGAGAGT
TGTTAAGATTTGACAAAGATGGGC
TGGGTGACAGAGTGAGATGC
CGGCAAATCCATATTTTGCT
AGATCACGCCACTGCACTC
AGAAAAGGTCGGTTTTGCAT
CCTGTCATCCCAGCACTTTG
TCTCCCACCCTTGTCCTTTC
TCACCAACCAACACACCTTTG
TATGGCTCCAGGTTCCCTGT

RYR2
NM_001035:c.1893insC
NAALADL2
hg19 chr3:g.175189416_175189417delinsA
Inversion
hg19 chr1:g.237566103_237566207inv
Distal duplication
hg19 chr1:240116680-240116681ins
[GTGTGTGAG;240116016_240116379inv;CCAG]
Tandem duplication
CAGGCAGTGGGTTAGGTTCA
hg19 chr3:g.176237034_176237052dup
AATGCTCATCATCACGCCCA
176236711_176237056dup

Anneal
temp
57oC
65oC
57oC
57oC
60oC
61oC + Q
62oC + Q
61oC

63oC

‘+ Q’ addition of Q-solution (Qiagen)

Sequencing reactions were performed using a BigDye Terminator v3.1 Cycling Sequencing Kit
(Applied Biosystems) before reactions were purified using Agencourt CleanSeq beads (Beckman
Coulter), or equivalent magnetic beads prepared in-house, according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Denatured sequencing products were run using an ABI 3500 Genetic Analyser (Life
Technologies) with POP7 polymer (Life Technologies) and a 50cm 8 capillary array.
A custom TaqMan™ SNP Genotyping assay (Applied Biosystems) was used to screen the
ERO1B variant in one of the control cohorts. Reactions were performed using LightCycler®480 96
well plates (Roche) and a LightCycler®480 II (Roche). Full TaqMan assay details and cycling conditions
are outlined in Appendix 5.1.4-Tables 2 and Appendix 5.1.4-3.
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Appendix 5.1.4-Table 2 ERO1LB c.662C>T Variant validation using Custom TaqMan®SNP
Genotyping Assay
Sequence type
Forward primer

Sequence (5’ to 3’)
GCCTCGATCTGTTTATCGTCCTTTA

Reverse primer

TGAAAAGCATGAAAATGTACATATGAAAAACCT

Reporter 1 sequence

TCGGCTAGGCGCCAGA

Reporter 2 sequence

TCGGCTAGGCACCAGA

Appendix 5.1.4-Table 3 TaqMan assay reagents and cycling conditions
Reagent
TaqMan®Genotyping Master
Mix (2x)
SNP assay mix (40x)
MQH2O
DNA (20ng/L)
Total volume

Volume (L)
5
0.25
3.75
1
10

Step
Pre-incubation
Amplification
Cooling

Temperature (oC)

Time

Cycles

95

10 min

1

95
60
40

15 s
1 min
30 s

45
1
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Appendix 5.2 Primer sequences used for ERO1B gene minigene splicing assay
Primer
Initial primers

Primer sequence (5’ to 3’)

ERO1B_F
ERO1B_R
Adaptor primers
ERO1B_attB1

CACTGCGTATCCAAAGGAAATGG
AAACTTCCTAGTTTAGGGTCTGGC
GGGG-ACAAGTTTCTACAAAAAAGCAGGCTCACTGCGTATCCAAAGGAAATGG
GGGG-ACCACTTTGTACAAGAAAGCTGGGTAAACTTCCTAGTTTAGGGTCTGGC

ERO1B_attB2
RT-PCR primers
RatIns2_Ex2_F
RatIns2_Ex3_R

Product size
1,086bp

CCTGCTCATCCTCTGGGAGC (Scott et al.378)
ATGCTGGTGCAGCACTGAT (Listerman et al.436)

253bp

Primer sequences used for minigene splicing assay of ERO1B c.662C>T variant in the family. Initial
primers were used for the amplification of genomic DNA prior to a nested PCR reaction with adaptor
primers. RT-PCR was performed using primers for the constitutive rat insulin 2 exons.

Appendix 5.3 Phusion PCR reaction and cycling conditions for ERO1B c.662C>T
Reagent
2X Phusion Master Mix
with HF buffer
MQH2O
Forward primer (10M)
Reverse primer (10M)
Template DNA (20ng/L)
Total volume

Volume (L)
5
3
0.5
0.5
1
10

Temperature (oC)

Time

Cycles

Initial denaturation

98

30 s

1

Denaturation
Annealing
Extension
Final extension

98
66
72
72

10 s
20 s
30 s
5 min

Step

25
1

Appendix 5.4 Phusion nested PCR reaction components and cycling conditions
for two-step PCR for ERO1B c.662C>T variant
Reagent
2X Phusion Master Mix
with HF buffer
MQH2O
Forward primer (10M)
Reverse primer (10M)
PCR product template
(1:15 dilution)
Total volume

Volume (L)
25
15
2.5
2.5

Step
Initial
denaturation
Denaturation
Anneal & extend
Final extension

Temperature (oC)

Time

Cycles

98

30 s

1

98
72
72

10 s
30 s
5 min

25
1

5
50
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Appendix 5.5 Gateway® BP Clonase™ II reaction components for ERO1B
minigene assay
Reagent
attB-PCR product (22ng/µL; to final amount 15-150ng)
pSpliceExpress donor vector (150ng/µL)
TE buffer (pH 8.0)
Gateway® BP Clonase™ II enzyme mix
Total volume

Volume (L)
6
1
1
2
10

Appendix 5.6 Primer sequences used for zebrafish RT-PCR gene expression
Gene

Expression
detected?

pgrmc1

Yes

ero1b-201

Yes

ero1b-202

Yes

beta actin 1

Yes

Primer sequence (5’ to 3’)
CGCTGCCCAAACTCAAGAAAA
TGGTTTGGGTCCGCTCTAAT
GCGAAGAGCAAAAGCACACA
GTTCGAAGTACGGAGCCACT
TGTTCGGGGAAAGATGCAGA
GTTCGAAGTACGGAGCCACT
ACATGGAGAAGATCTGGC
GCATACAGGTCCTTACGGA

Anneal temp
57oC
57oC
57oC
57oC

Zebrafish prgmc1 transcript NM_001007392.1, ero1b-201 ensemble transcript ENSDART00000169295,
ero1b_202 ensemble transcript ENSDART00000172998 and Beta actin transcript NM_131031.1
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Appendix 5.7 ERO1B protein alignment
Comparison of human and zebrafish ERO1B protein using CLUSTAL multiple sequence alignment (by
MUSCLE v3.8, https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/muscle/). Location of family CRVEEH66 p.Ala221Val
variant is conserved between the species and is indicated by the box. NCBI BLAST global protein
alignment indicates the NP_063944.3 and NP_001070106.1 proteins are 75% identical.
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Appendix 5.8 PGRMC1 protein alignment
Comparison of human and zebrafish PGRMC1 protein using CLUSTAL multiple sequence alignment
(by MUSCLE v3.8, https://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/muscle/). NCBI BLAST global protein alignment
indicates the NP_006658.1 and NP_001007393.1 proteins are 65% identical.
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Appendix 5.9 Gross morphology pgrmc1_MO1 treated zebrafish larvae
PTU treated Gal4s1020t/UAS:mCherry transgenic zebrafish larvae at 4dpf prior to lens imaging. No
notable morphological differences are observed between the uninjected, control morpholino
injected larvae. pgrmc1_MO1 2ng injected larvae display enlargement of the yolk sac and pericardial
sac in some larvae.
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Appendix 5.10 Gross morphology of pgrmc1_MO2 treated zebrafish larvae
PTU treated Gal4s1020t/UAS:mCherry transgenic zebrafish larvae at 4dpf prior to lens imaging. No
notable morphological differences are observed between the uninjected, control morpholino
injected or pgrmc1_MO2 12ng injected larvae.
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Appendix 5.11 Gross morphology of ero1b morpholino treated zebrafish larvae
PTU treated TU wild type zebrafish larvae at 4dpf prior to lens imaging. Uninjected and control
morpholino injected larvae display normal morphology. The ero1b_MO1 2ng and ero1b_MO2 6ng
injected larvae show some shorting of tail length, enlarged yolk sac and enlargement of pericardial
sac. The ero1b_MO1 2ng injected larvae in ‘run 2’ display near normal morphology.
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Appendix 5.12 Minigene splicing assay for ERO1B c.662C>T in HEK293 cells
A; Schematic representation of the pSpliceExpress minigene construct containing ERO1B exon 7 and
exon 8. The location of c.662C>T (p.Ala221Val) mutation is indicated by the asterisk (*). B; RT-PCR
products from whole RNA obtained following transfection in HEK293 cells with mutation (expected
410bp) and wild type (421bp) constructs (2x transfection replicates for wild type and x3 transfection
replicates for mutation constructs), and empty pSpliceExpress vector as control (253bp). Some of
target binding observed with minor bands and smear on gel. M; 100bp HyperLadder (Bioline), C; no
template PCR control. C; Sequencing chromatogram of region containing c.662C>T mutation in
ERO1B exon 8 (*), no variation in splicing is observed between the wild type and mutation
constructs.
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